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JtBSTRACT 

OrganizeC crime has a political dimension anrl an econo~ic 
dirr~nsion, and th~sP dimensions must be analysed separately. 

i i 

Even today the political organization of cri~e has many tradi
tional elements sug~esting comparison with a pre-industrial 
cognate: especially \<~ith feudalism or royal patron-client 
relations. The econo~ic organization of crine·, is mucr more 
~~6ern and sug~ests a diversified, decentralizeC union of rough 
equals, each with its own subsiCiaries and satellites: in short, 
a cartel. The great difference between the forms of political 
and economic organi?.ation in crioe, anC the Cifference in their 
relative nrr.odernity", mark precisely the most visible weakness 
in criminal organization. 

Some might argue ~~at the basic motives ano methocs of 
organized criminals have changed very little during this century, 
and that what appears to be evidence of ''modernization 11 is 
trivial or superficial. Yet at least in north America a variety 
of ethnic groups has moved through the elite (and thP. rank and 
file) of organizef. cri~~ during this century. This process of 
circulation, linked to larger social processes of i~migration, 
geographic migration and social mobility of particular ninority 
groups, has at the very least changed the personnPl and with it 
the symbolism --- the cultural trappings --- of ors-anized crime. 

The ~in thrust of change in organized cri~e has always 
come from changes in the environment to which crime must accom
modate itself. This environment may change in ways that are 
detrimental to crime; for exarnplet law enforcement technique and 
technology has i~proved in this century at crime's expense. 
Changes in the enviror~ent helpful to organized crime i~clude 
the develop~ent of new technology (e.g. telephones and auto~~bile) 
which incidentallv facilitates crime, new techni~ues of book
keeping and banking which can serve to hide illegal \dealth, and 
new techniques of management which prove as effective in running 
a !{afia. business empire as in running I.E.r~. Besides, the ebt:: 
and flow of prosperity, reformism and inmigration in a nation, 
also form the context within which crime must operate. The very 
unpredictability of the environment is a condition to which crime 
must adjust. 

Even though a changing mentality (a different sense of the 
concept "modernity") anC ethnic succession will change and 
probably weaken the political-feudal structure of crime in !lorth 
}nerica in the future, yet by default this will raise the exist
ing rational-cartel structure of crime to even greater impor
tance. l1hat is still m1l<nown is whether a feudal-type political 
organization is somf'hO\'r necessary for the maintenance of loyalty 
and internal predictability in a criminal cartel. In Quebec 
there is a rough, and no one knows how stable, co-exist~nce of 
Mafia subsidiaries and indigenous gangs that is not to he found 
in the United States where t..l'J.e Uafia genera-.lly aims to eliminate 
or co-opt its local cor.~.petitors. This '1dual structure 11 -may prove 
vulnerable than th~ unitary Mafia-~ased organization of crime. 



This research has concl'.lded that little can be Cone l:'y la"T 
enforcers to capitalize upon the vulnerabilities of organized 
criminals, especially since these weaY.ness8s are f~w and are 

; i i 

woven into the fabric of society. To change the fortunes of 
organi:ed crir.te means changing society as a ,,,hole: reducing the 
corruption in gover~ent, the public aoaL~y and the co~i~~ent 
of cri~inals to cri~e by reducing social in0quality, discrimina
tion anC special justice for the rich. To monitor the monopo
listic practices of organi~ed crime means monitoring the wonopo
listic practices of all l:'-usinessr.cm. To prevent favours bc:-ing 
given organized crir.J.nals neans eliminating favoritisw towards 
all supporters of legislators. f:ome \l'eaJrcr measurc:=s have be€.n 
discussed, here and clse\ll•here, anC. ~'hilc th€y have soi'!'tc feasibility 
in the fi9ht against organi~ed crime .. they are probably quite 
ineffective in practice over the len~ run. 



iv 
SD}!M..AP.Y OF ':!:'H£ MODr'PJIIZI'.TION OF CRI!'E 

P.E'!lativcly little is kno~vn about crir.ti.nal organization/ anC 

this ignorance rnak.es it rr.ore difficult for agents of social con

trol --- the police, courts and la"fmakers --·· to c'l.isrupt crir..inal 

activity. This ignorance like..,.,isc ~ak~"s it rr.ore difficult to 

anticipate and prepare for future develop~nts in crininal orga

nization. However enough is kno..,.T. ahout crime to Ceternino which 

forms of non-criminal orga~ization crinc ~ay fruitfully be con

pared to. Eecause more is known about these comparable or cognate 

forms of organization; by locatinq strains and projecting future 

C.evelopr.'.ents in these organizations, 'He are. able to analyze anC 

predict the cours~ of crire~ ~ore readily, ry analo~' rather than 

by direct investigation. 

Organized cri:rr.€ has a political cUrns-nsior. and an econor:tic 

dimension, anC thes~ eirnensions must be analysed separately. 

Fvcn today the political organization of crine has Many tradi

tional elernc,nts suggesting comparison "''ith a pre-industrial 

cognate: especially with fP-UC.alisrn or royal patron-client rela

tions. The oconornic organization of crime, by contrast, is much 

more modern. It suggests a diversifi~d, decentralized union of 

rough equals, each ~rith its O\~ suhsidiariE:s and satellites: in 

short, a cartel. Chapters Two anC Three of ~~e Report exa~ine 

the political and econoF.ic orqanization of crirn£ separately, dis

cussing these in terms which will facilitate a forrr~l application 

of feudal and cartel rnoC~ls later in the report. The great 

difference bet\-recn the forms of political an2 econor:tic organization 

in crime, and the C:ifference in their relative ~"rnoC.ernity', mark 

precisely the most visible weakness in criminal organization. 

This vulnerability is given considerable attention below. 



The underlying assUMption of this research is that crine, 

like all other ~usiness enterprises, has moderniz~d Curing the 

past century. Yet some mi?ht argue that the ~asic motives and 

methods of organized criminals have changed vrry little during 
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this century, anCI that what appe.ars to t-e evidence of ''r"!or12rniza

tion'1 is trivial or superficial. T!"-.is question is raise6 in 

Chapter Four, which examines the unchanging elemEnts in criminal 

organization. Yet no one can deny that, at least in tlorth "...~'"!!erica, 

a variety of ethnic groups has ~ovcd through the elite (and the 

rank and file) of organized crime during this century. This 

process of circulation, linked to larger social processes of imrr.i

gration1 geographic migration and social mobilit~ of particular 

minority groups, has at the very least changed the personnel and 

with it the symbolis~ --- the cultural trappings --- of organized 

crime. Particular ethnic groups have left an inC~li~le stamp on 

criminal organization, because of ~~cir very stronq cultural 

traditions in respect to familism, centraliseC authority, legiti

matE versus illegitimate enterprise, the conspicuous consumption 

of ill-gained wealth, and so on. Chapter Five consirlers ~hether 

the present organization of crime in North ~~rica is uniauely 

Italian, anC whether with the passinq of Italian-AMericans into 

social respectability organized crime may take a very different 

shape. ~he evid~ncc suggests that sue~ changes w~y inrlee~ take 

place, for the follcwinq rP.asons. ~he main thrust of change in 

organized crime has always co~e from changes in the environment 

to which crime rnust acco~odate itself. This environment may 

change in ways that arc detrimental to crime; for example, law 

enforcernent technique and technology has improved in this century 

at crime's expense. Many other changes in the environment are 
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helpful to organized crime. ':'hese night incluCI.c the development 

of ne\'7 technology (e.g. telephones and auton.o:Cile) which inci

dentally facilitates crime, new techniques of ~ookke~ping and 

banking which can serve to hic1.c illegal wealth 1 and ne"' techniquE:s 

of management which prove as effective in running a Mafia ~usiness 

empire as in running I.B.g. Bosic"'.cs 1 the eht- and flot.-1 of prosperity,. 

reformism and immigration in a nation 1 for PXa~ple, arc all changes 

in the context ~ithin which crime must operate. The very un

predictability of the environment is a condition crime must adjust 

to, as we s!S:e in Chapter Siz. 

Chapter Seven, Cl.iscusses the organizational cognates of 

organized cri~e more thoroughly. It suggests that ev~n though 

a changing mentality {a different sense of the concept "rnof.ernity~') 

and ethnic succession "'"ill change and probably \o'eaken the political

feudal structure of crime in north ~.r:'lerica, yet by default this 

will raise the existing rational-cartel structure of cri~e to 

even greater importance. Hhat is still unk.no""-n is whether a 

feudal-type political organization is somehow necessary for the 

maintenance of loyalty and internal predictability in a criminal 

cartel. 

A subsequent Ciscussion of organized crime in Canada attempts 

to apply the concepts ane generalizations of the prcceCing chapters 

to the Canadian situation. In Canada organized crime is largely 

a foreign intruCer or~ liY.e I.B.M., a multinational corporate 

citizen. There is lately an increas~d interest in the role played 

by such multinationals in canadian life, '-.rhether they be criminal 

or not. SeconC and related to this, some parts of Canada --- most 

notably Hontreal ... -- display a dual structur0. of criminal organi

zation. In Quebec there is a rough, and no one knows how stable, 



co-existence of ~afia subsidiaries ann indiger.ous qangs that is 

not to he found in the CniteC. States '••hcrP. the Hafia scnerally 

aim to eliminate or co-opt their local comp~titors. It is un

clear but possible that this ·~c.ual structurz" .,.rill prove I"'Ore 

vulnerable than the unitary Mafia-~ased organization of crime. 
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If the report ends on a pessi:r.'.istic note, this is :tecausc 

our research has found crireinal organi3ation in Canada, as else

where in the de:rr.ocratic Festern nations, to t:.e relatively sound. 

Police organization ist by contrast, ~ampered ~y jurisdictional 

fragmentation, restrictive rules of eviCence, and a puhlic that 

is at best uninformed and cautious. If it were the goal of this 

research to fo~ulate reco~Endations that might be easily i~ple

mented, then this research has failed il.ismally. 

This research has concluded that little can be done by lew 

enforcers to capitali=e upon the vulnerabilities of orqaniz~e 

criminals, especially since ~~ese weoknesses arE fe~ anC are 

woven into the fabric of society. To change the fortunes of 

organized crime means changing society as a whole. To reduce the 

corruption in gov~rnment, ~~e pu~lic apathy and the comnitrnAnt of 

criminals to crine all require major investrnants in the reduction 

of social inequality, discrimination and spe.cial justice for the 

rich. To monitor the monopolistic practices of orgeniz~d crime 

means establishing a mechanisM for monitoring the monopolistic 

practices of all businessr.£n. To eliminate favours being given 

organized criminals means eliminating favoritism towards all 

supporters of legislators. Some weaker measures have been Cis

cussed, here and elsewhere, and while they have some feasibility 

in the fight against organized criMe, they are probahly quite 

ineffective in prac~ice ovGr the long run. 
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Organized crime is, in all respects, a product of its social 

environment; and this environnent is but little changed hv the 

strengthening of law enforcement (e.g. stiffer penalties or 

greater police powers). Effective measures against orqanized 

crime will require policy d~cisions issued from the highest lev0ls 

of federal government. 



I~plications of this Research 

For La\'7 Enforcerr.ent 

ix 

Our purpose has been to analyse the organization of profes

sional crime in Canada in order to locate vulnerarilities which 

predict, or might be used to hasten, the decline of organized 

crime~ Preceding chapters have alrearly offered so~e su~gestions 

in this regard. This chapter will generalize from our finC.ings 

and offer some aC.di tional recornmenc:.ations ir. la\v enforcement 

practice and legislation. 

It is apparent from our research that organi:eC crime is 

prospering; at least, it is in no immediate Ganger of Cernise. 

Yet we have been able to note sene functional pro~lems of orga

nization in crime which surygest vulnerability to le~islative 

and, secondarily, police action. More i~portant, they suggest 

weaknesses that ~~y becone more serious in the future, bringing 

about a decline in organized crime even without action by the 

agents of social control. 

These nfunctional problems", aspects of organization which 

threaten the survival of organized cri~e as it now exists, 

include ~~e naintenance of (l) co~mitment, (2) discipline and 

conflict resolution, (3) business sense, (4) corruptibility of 

government, (5) public tolErance, and (6) general prosperity. 

We shall consider each of these briefly in turn. 

Any organization, but particularly an organization which 

requires of its m.eniters a high C!.eoree of secrecy, loyalty a nil. 

risk taking even in return for ~igh financial rewards 
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necessarily depends upon a higl'. degree of meml::er comrni trr.ent. 

Such commitment includes not only a willingness to carry out 

appointed tasks in a routine and careful way; but a d€grce of 

care, creativity and co-operation one rarely finds in business 

organizations. Indeed it demands the co~tment normally 

reserved for expressive undertakings: in the service of love, 

family, country, religion and so on. ~here is evidence that 

the Mafia has, in the past, heen able to assurr~ this kinrl of 

commitment from its members, who had found themselves, because 

of their ethnicity and class, persons of low social standing in 

society. 

Ne have observed that with tixr.e, each ethnic group lo.•hich 

has been involved in organized crime has eventually left it as 

its social standing--- its ethnic·acceptability and the oppor-

tunity to r.ake a good living by legitimate means has improved. 

Commitment to organized crime has declined with increasee oppor

tunity, with social mobility and cultural assimilation. If the 

largest part of ittmigration, ~gration to t.he cities, and the 

cultural assimilation of minority groups is behind us, then the 

almost automatic co~_itment of large, "disenfranchised" grou~s 

to crime will also be behind us. 

True, so long as Canada is a capitalist society, pockets of 

severe deprivation "dll al\•1ays exist and serve as seeabeds of 

criminal behaviour. Yet if these deprived persons are of a 

diverse or constantly changing ethnic, religious, racial or 

rog~1 composition, ~~e social basis for organized cri~£ hereto-

fore namely, a poor ethnic group segregated within a large 

city will be absent. 
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Thus the sinsle most vulnerable point in orsanizcd cri~e 

is that it will lose its ~thnic basis, anC hence its intensity 

of personal cornmit~~nt. Generally capatle young people will 

see organized crime as a less attractive career, as op~ortuniti2s 

for education and occupational advancement ar~ opened to all 

regardless of social class, ethnicity or race. This idea surely 

has been thought and expressed t~ousands of ti~es and yet we are 

far from having Cone much to further that goal in the interests 

of crime prevention. 

Second, the peculiarly Ceccntralized, multi-level pattern 

of criminal organization increases the likelihood of internal 

deviance and unresolvable conflict. As in any organiz~tion, in 

organized crime, insubordination to superiors ~7ill always remain 

a possible probler.!, especially as ''feudal" cor.unitment breaks 

down~ But beyond this, one notes a basic incompleteness in th~ 

integration of Mafia Families with other Families, with other 

large-scale criminals, and with small-scale criminals. In theory, 

conflict be~een Mafia Families is resolved by a national co~is

sion of 9 persons. Yet no one is cErtain whether that arbitra

tion body still E::xists if it ever did; and it is clear that such 

rulings as appear to have com~ down from that hody have not 

always been accepted by the participants in a dispute. If this 

national body is essentially a debating forure, liY.e the United 

Nations, then the eruption of serious conflict between Families 

is always a possibility, especially in periods of econo~ic 

decline or serious governmental (9olice) harassment. 
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Cooperation betwe€n the Mafia FaMilies and other crirnin~l 

groups --- black gangs in New York City or French Canadian cranes . - -
in Quebec, for example --- is arranged on an ad hoc rasi~ and is 

extremely unpredictable. In particular, ethnic or racial dif-

ferences between the criminal groups may exacerbate tensions 

growing out of economic competition. And the lack of an arbitra

tion body as good or better than the national M.afia corntilission 

may allow a major conflict to develop from these tensions. 1~y 

major conflict \>!Cult!., of course, ex?osc the workings of criminal 

organization to law enforcers and ~isht also reduce t~E numCcrs 

of criminals through gang 'Narfare. 

Third, if a crininal organization is to maintain itself it 

must usually make money. tJithout \;Tanting to underestimate. the 

importance of coercion, bribery ane Ceception in the rnr~ing of 

m::mey --- whether by criminals or leqitirnate busincsslt'.en --- one 

must expect to find some business sense in the criminal organiza

tion if it is to prosper. Some evif..ence was given in an earlier 

chapter to the effect that Irish-P..lilerican criminals "'ere not 

very businesslike! and lore have seen at qr8atcr length that the 

Mafia finds itself saddled wit~ what a political system that 

sometimes works against making money. Perhaps more than ~ny 

have recognized, there is lets of roo~ in any business for 

ineptitude and lots of room for ineptitude bred of nepotism, 

favoritism, partisanship and the like. :Eiring, promoting ancl. 

rew~rding people on ~uch grounds as these --- or on grounds of 

ethnicity for that matter --- seems to promote strong commitment 

to the organization, as we have already note~. Yet there comes 

a point where such prc.cticcs are: unprofitable:. 
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It is extremely difficult to judge whether that point has 

been passed in the l>1afia or in ot..l-ter criminal organizations. For 

it is unclear how much profit crimin~.l organizations rr.ake after 

paying all their expenses, an~ what they do with these profits. 

t1ithout this kind of information we are in a poor position to 

judge their business sense. Yet it ~auld seem reasonable to 

suppose that an organization which prefers to base its operations 

on non-rational considerations --- ethnicity, kinship, and the 

like --- will be less businesslike anC less profitable than a 

typical business firm. This in turn suggests that if organized 

crime ever enters into competition with large l£gitirnate ~usinesses, 

as seel!tS increasingly likely, it \'till fail providing that legiti

mate businessmen ere as willing as the criminals to use rough 

tactics. The same can be said of government. The State can 

probably do its business more efficientl:t than the Mafia; and in 

a direct competition for markets, the State will win providing 

it plays by the same rules as organized criree. 

Of course, this ass~tion of equal violence is a major and 

some might think an untenable enG. The hallmark of organized 

crime is threat and coercion; as we have noted in an earlier 

chapter, extortion is not only a source of income, it is an avail

able technique of persuasion in any criminal a.ealings. Yet the 

State is a coercivt body too, capable of threat and punishment 

as well as re"rarC. There is little diffGrence in the coercive 

capabilities of organized crime and the State. This is not to 

argue the desirarility of more State coercion; but to note that 

if the State wishe~ to diminish public corepliance with orgar.ized 

crime, it could ~o so with the same force that crime uses to 

extort this compliance. 
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This has digressed from the main point, thet in pure business 

terms organized crirr.e may be at a disadvantage in comparison with 

l~rge-scale legiti~~te ~usinPss anC the State, excluding any 

considerations of brute force. This lack of business sense or 

experience may be especially evident as new ethnic groups, such 

as the l::lacJ;:s in the Unite:d States, succeeC. Italian-P.rn.ericans 

as the criminal elite. ~s legitirrate opportunities increaser 

fewer talented people will want to put their abilities at the 

service of crime, and so talent and expertise, as well as experi

ence, may diminish in criminal organizationo 

Fourth, the corruption of gover~.ent has been considered so 

much a requirement of organized crime that cressey ~as defined 

organized crime as an organization which, among other thinss, has 

a corrupter (see Chapter Two). ¥~ny observers consider Canada 

fortunate in having had little governnent or police corruption~ 

although surely there has been more corruption in Quebec than in 

ontario and, certainly, more than one \'70uld wish. Sorne believe 

that corruptibility is a cultural or racial trait: that, for 

example, Anglo-Saxons in authority are toe upri~ht to cooperatG 

with criminals, , .. rhile French canadians (or Italians, or others) 

are not. This type of thinJ:ing is similar to Fd"1arC! ~anfield' s 

discussion of "amoral familism", which arguc=:s that certain ty9es 

of people, because of their culture, will do anything that profits 

their family, whatever the cost tc their corernunity. 

P.s with all stereotypes_, this notion !"las some truth as ~ell 

as a lot of untruth. The Sicilians Banfield investic;ated \'tere 

"am:>ral familists·: because they lived in a society that haC! 

always operateC that way, for particular historical reasons. 
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To deviate \1.1as to go under. Yet one cannot conclude fror.t this, 

as BanfielC seems to do, that this characteristic is unchange-

able. It is true that culture is portable anC prP.tty resistant 

to change; but dysfunctional cultural patterns alreost never 

survive for very long. 

Thus the reason French Canadian officials --- or for that 

matter Italian officials in Hew York City, and so on --- behave 

in a way that resc~bles amoral familism or congenital irresponsi

bility is because this is the acceptcc1_ pattern in their oart of --
the world. It has a certain lesi tirnacy througr_ cor.mcnness of 

usage; it is the only available way to get ahead, as Daniel Bell's 

analyses have suggesteC.~ and it seel'!'.S justifiable in view of the 

discriroination often practiced against th~se qroups by the dorni-

nant, upright Anglo-~axon establis~~~nt. Changes in tho opportu

nity structure of societyr changes in the quality of relations 

between French and English Canadians, anC a just exercise of 

pm.,er t;.y the government li'.ay go a long way towards reducing corrup

tion: greater vigilance and stiffer penalties alone ~ill not 

succeed here. 

If \>Te seem to keep returninc; to the therne of social inequality 

and ethnic segregation in our analysis, this is ~ecause they are 

central to our understanding and any effective action. The rela

tionship of organized crime to inequality and segregation has been 

discussed elsewhere in the following way~ 

OrganizeC cri~e proviCes a functionally 
integrative liaison between othen1ise unconnected 
communities. It puts strangers in touch with one 
another, and thereby puts closed networks in touch 
with one another. To stat~ this otherwise, the 
integrative function of organized crime becomes 
greatar the more closed networks are to one another. 



The ''GoC.father" is a patron in the grand European 
tradition of rural notility, not only because he 
can provide services and enforce social control 
within his own neighbourhood, rut ~ecause he also 
has connections with other neighbourhoods and can 
mobilize resourcGs in these neighborhoods for the 
advancement of his "proteges". The extent and 
stability of organized crime is, then, an inc".icator 
of the extent of class and ethnic segregation in a 
society, although it is other things as well. In 
view of this, it appears unlitely that the policeman's 
war on organized crime will be successful as long as 
Canac".a or any other country is a "vertical rosaic 11

• 

Inequality and segregation help maintain the 
closure of net¥orks, and this in turn elevates the 
functional importar.ce of liaison pe0ple who may 
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include professional criminalsa These liaison people 
occupy crucial positions having great functional 
(integrative) importance for th~ system; anC the~ receive 
great benefits in part as a result of their central 
sociometric positiona One latent function of inequality 
and segregation on the small scale is, the~. to create 
inequality on the large sc,:..le: to crcc.te and maintain 
an elite class of integrative persons that includes 
criminal and non-criMinal eleMents.* 

Our social policies have ensured corruption in many ways, 

not only by maintaining ineauality and segregation. In addition 

we have created la"·'S and prohibitions which are unpopular and 

unenforcearle. The latt~s against gambling, marijuana consumption, 

prostitution and pornography are examples of this. By outlawing 

things the public wants, legislators ensure the public will 

behave criminally ann a criminal supply of these desired goods 

will come into being, bringing high profits to the suppliers. 

But in addition we ensure that some nurnher of people given the 

task of enforcing an unpopular law \<~ill agree to i~more infrac

tions of that law for their own profit. They will suffer few 

pangs of conscience in doing so, thinking their corruption is 

* From LOrne Tepperrnanl' 11 Deviance as a search process,': 
Canadian Journal of ~ociology l (3), 1?75, 277-294. 
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justified because it is trivial --- the law in question being 

trivial --- and because corruption, often in the forM of political 

patronage, is so common in government and business. 

It is only by bringing our laws into line with modern public 

taste that we can reduce widespread criminality by the consumers 

and suppliers of prohibited goods and by law enforcers who look 

the other way. Eut besidP.s this, a greater governmental concern 

with rooting out corruption of whatever kinr:1., and at whatever 

level, will be needed to set an example for the small-scale 

corruptee. 

In short, there are many reasons people tolerate organized 

crime, for their apparent apathy or occasional sympathy totomrCs 

it is rarely extorted. Purlic tolerance, which rnar.es things 

easy for organized crime, exists because the putlic wants 111hat 

the law prohibits and crime supplies; and because the public 

sees dishonest government officials and businessmen parading 

shamelessly as honest citizens. It is true there are some areas 

of criminal activity of which the public lacks knowledge, activi

ties which it would not easily tolerate. Too, under some circun

stances the public tolerates crime because it doesn't knC\•r ho"~ 

to prevent it or fears the conse~ucnces of speaki~q out. Public 

tolerance shows itself in a widespread unwillingness to report 

victimization or give testirr~ny to police or in court. This kinC 

of public apathy or tolerance --- exists in respect to all 

crirJes, whether they be .,organized~ or not. 

Finally, organizeC crime is probably Cependent upon some 

degree of public prosperity or ~aterial surplus for its continueC 

well-being. This is not to say that organized crime would go out 
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of business if another Depression occurred. Rather, just as in 

the last Depression, organized crime would have to change and 

perhaps cut back its activities~ just like any other business 

enterprise faced with a declining demand for its product. 

Probably organized cri~~ would De forced hack to more labour

intensive activity. That is, it would shift a higher proportion 

of its activity to crimes in which many small transactions --- anC 

hence many personnel --- were needed to earn a large profit. 

Organized crime seems to have been turning its hack upon this 

fcrm of activity in these past prosperous days; it is a form of 

crime which is relatively easy to police, co~pared with capital

intensive crime. 

J!. decline in prosperity would have other effects as "1ell. 

As in the last Depression, new organizational forms suitahle to 

the economic environment woulG develop and a loss of prosperity 

might even, as before, increasn the coMmitment and level of dis

cipline within the organization. A Depression night also in

crease the corruptibility of government officials and the toler

ance of the p~lic towards criminalSi for people are rar~ly 

reform rnindee, and are often looY.ing after their own int~rests 

during a Depression. Thus the pro~etle consequence of a decline 

in prosperity would be the improve:<.'! organization and profit

taking of crindn~ls, although it is very difficult to say so with 

any certainty. 

There are fetoJ things that can be done to manipulats the 

vulneraPilities of organized crir.inals, especially since these 

weaknesses are fe,., .:-.ncl are woven into the fal:'ric of society. 

To change the fortunes of crgani~ed crim@ means changing society 
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as a whole; for to rephrase the claii"l made about General ~~otors, 

11 What is bad for the Mafia is good for P...IT'.erica n and vice verse. 

To reduce the corruption in government, the public apathy and 

the commitment of criminals to crime all require major invest-

ments in the reduction of social ineque.lity, discrirr.ination .:md 

special justice for the rich. To monitor the monopolistic 

practices of organized crime means establishing a cechanism for 

monitoring the monopolistic practices of all businessmen. To 

• eliminate favours being given organized criroinals means eliminat-

ing favoritism towards supporters of the ruling political party 

as well. It is doubtful 'tle shall get the kinds of changes that 

are really needed to fight organized crime. 

Still available for discussion are soms mildly remedial or 

preventive measures, which many have reco~ended in the past 

with or 't7ithout faith in their efficacy. The first of these 

measures is a greater integration of police information across 

jurisdictions; this may help to arrest and convict criminals 

where information has been collected in various places. Not 

unlike this, and perhaps even as a Cy-product of the integration 

of knowledge, is a need for greater pu~lic exposure to what the 

police already knew about organized crime and its local crime 

figures. Some have thought that a criMe probe, such as we have 

seen in Quebec, is a proper medium for such publicity. Such 

Royal Corarnissions as that conducted by Justice f·'aisberg enquiring 

into labour union racketeering prepare useful reports; but they 

are rarely read by the lay public, and so thev do not serve to 

inform the public. 
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Criminal organization poses special problems for police 

detection and court prosecution. Some believe special allcwance 

should be made which permits easier detection and prosecution 

when the accused is known to be involved in organized crine. 

Such allm'lance is made in Italy, under a systeM establishecl. by 

Mussolini and since refonned; it is said to be very effective. 

Probably police in l'!orth Jl..rnerica already take some liberties with 

the civil liberties of known, organized criminals even without 

formal approval. 'P~ formalized granting of pernission for '1extra

ordinary technigues 11 of gaining evidence anC!. cooperation wculd, 

if nothing else, place the full weight of official policy and 

public support behind what the police are already doing. 

A risk is run in establishing special police tactics, special 

rules of evidence or special penalties for people said to be 

organized criminals. These w~ght at sone time be put in the ser

vice of political goals; for example, against opponents of the 

government. Such an eventuality ~ould endanger Canada as a demo

cratic society. Besides this, the stronger the powers made avail

atle to the police and courts, the greater is the incentive fo~ 

criminals to try to corrupt public officials. Pe might enC. up 

with a slightly weaker criminal organi?.aticn but, ~orse, with a 

badly corrupted political system as well. 

Other schemes we might suggest to strengthen the police 

against organized crime would also prove trivial in the long run. 

Some feel that more policemen, better polic~ education and remu

neration, tetter police equipment, MOre funds for police investi

gation or intelligence work, and stiffer penalties (including 

capital punishment) for criminal behaviour might deter crganized 
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criminals and increase police effectiveness. Others feel that 

less permissiveness, a strengthening of traC.itional institutions 

and morality (e.g. the church and family), the censorship of 

pornography and violence in the mass media, and ether types of 

"cultural regeneration 11 are the key to stopping cri:m.e, whether 

organized or not. 

All of these approaches fail to note that criree is a business, 

and like any business it adjusts quickly and quite rationally to 

changes in the environment. Just as the government's intentions 

to monitor legiti~ete business --- through the J~ti-Inflation 

Board and anti~orr.bines legisle.tion, for example --- have been 

underdeveloped, so its attempts to monitor cri~inal business will 

fail through underdevelopment. A.s long as the Etate persists in 

the belief that, outsiCI.e of taxation, business is none of its 

business, organized crime will be safe from policemen and from 

legislators. And as long as the State feels that it has no 

important role to play in reducing inequality, discrimination and 

favouritism, the motives for entering a ce.reer in organized crime 

will remain as strong as ever. 



CF..l'.P':'ER ONE 

Introduction to the Research 

The effective prevention an~ control of professional or 

organized crime in Caneda requires that legis!c.tors and law 

enforcement personnel te well informed about the strengths and 

weaknesses of criminc.l organization. As in military stretcgy, 

so in law enforcement strategy we may conclude that a frontal 

assault may be less effective than an atteck on the enemy's 

weakest point. But how can we determine where organizee crime 

is weakest; where it is organizationally most vulnerable? 

The present research proposes to locc.te such weaknesses' 

and to project future trends in criw~nal organization by review

ing what has been published in books, magazines and newspapers 

about criminal organization and applying sociological theories 

of organization to these data. Ec\omver much more is kno~m about 

non-criminal organization than about criminal organization. 

Using our sparse knO\olledge of organized cri!!le, we can identify 

other types of (non-criminal) organization which are in important 

respects similar to criminal organization. By fully analysing 

published material on these similar or "cognate" non-cri~inal 

organizations, we can identify weaknesses and trends that have 

a high likelihooe of a~pearing in crimin~l organization. After 

locating these weaknesses, strategies may be devised to attack 

them; and after identifying trends in future criminal development, 

agencies of law enforcement are better able to plan strategies 

to thwart such cevelopment. 
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The Modernization of Crime 

The purpose of this research is to locate organization~l 

strains in the structure of professional criree (hereafter 

referred to as crime} in Canada and elsewhere; and to project 

future developments in the orgcnization of crime in Canada an0 

elsewhere, basing these projections on past trends in criminal 

organization and what we shall call "cognate 11 forms of organiza

tion. 

To do this, one must begin by creatinq a typology of orga

nizations, where organization is defined (as by A. Etzioni) as 

a "social unit (or human qrouping) deliberately constructed nnd 

reconstructed to seek specific goals. 11 Professional criminal 

activity --- cri~inal activity which is structured so as to 

provide stable anC long-term careers for indiviCual law-breakers 

--- has an ideal-typical form of organization which may be com

pared to other ideal-typical forms of organization embracing 

careers in business, the army, the civil service, and so on. 

Relatively little is known about criminal organization, 

compared w~th what is known about other types cf organization. 

This ignorance makes it more difficult for agents of social 

control --- the police, courts and lawmakers --- to locate orga

nizational strains which can be ~~nipulated to disrupt criminal 

activity. This ignorance likewise makes it more difficult to 

anticipate and prepare mechanisms of social control for future 

developments in criminal organization. However enough is known 

about crime to determine which forms of non-criminal organization 

crime may fruitfully be ccmpared to. Because more is kn~#n about 
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these comparable or cognate forms of organization, by locating 

strains and projecting future developments in these organizations, 

we are able to analyze and predict the course of crime mere 

readily, by analogy rather than by direct investigation. Of 

course, it is also desirable to utilize such direct evidence of 

strains and future trends in crime as may be available. 

If this reasoning is correct, great significance must be 

attached to the selection of appropriate organizational ccgnates 

for study. In the present research, these will be chosen on the 

basis of a review of the literature on organized crime and 

criminal careers, ~d a review of the literature on othPr forms 

of organization and non-criminal careers. In reviewing th~ 

available information on cri~inal and non-criminal organizations, 

emphasis will be placed on examining (~) their present structure 

and functioning; and (b) their historical developreent in the past 

century and, 9articularly1 their r.modernization". 

A considerable literature, albeit diffuse and dispersed, 

does exist on this to~ic, the modernization of organization. 

For our present purposes, studies of the modernization of crime 

extend from the historical analyses by HobsbaWM, Rude and Tilly 

to the contemporary work of Cressey and Ianni, and the various 

Royal Commissions and governmental enquiries in Canada and else

where. An extensive literature on modernization is to be found 

associated with each type of non-criminal organization; ther~ 

are, in addition, large bodies of writing on bureaucracy, formal 

organization, leadership and management, and so on. The "modern

ization of organization" comprises many elements, including: 
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(a) an increase in technology used in the more efficient produc

tion and marketing of goods and services, and to gather inforw~

tion for organi~ational pl~~ning; (b} an increase in the size of 

organizational units; (c) an increas~ in the division of labour; 

(d) a greater formalization cf statuses enC procedures; {e) ~ere 

systematization in the recruitment and training of workers and 

management; (f) greater routinization of career mobility within 

and across organizations, including rovement up the hierarchy, 

and between line and staff; and (~) diversification of incentives 

to control the behaviour of employees. Most organi~ations heva 

experienced the "managerial revolution", the separaticn of owner

ship and manage~ent, which gives rise to concerns with an increase 

in managerial expertise, and a decrease in the iMPOrtance nf 

ethnicity an~. kinship in hiring and prornoticn practices. 

The more modern org?~i~ations are, we have noted, typically 

larger in size than their predecessorsr this ?.lone has produced 

some of the 11 rnodernization" of internal structure and functioninc; 

noted above. Addition3lly, this increesG in si~e is essociateC 

with certain new types of relationship ~'i th the organizational 

environment, notably: (a) greater mono~nlization of the market; 

(b) centralizaticn or imperialism in eealings with a multiplicity 

of subordinate or~anizations; (c) cooperation and functional 

interdependence in dealings with rnejor competitors; (d) alliances 

with the suppliers of needed materials or services, including 

alliances with the government, whose coreDliance may be needed to 

achieve organizational goalst (e) the C'.iversification of orgeniza

tional activities as a buffer against economic cr politicel 
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1'shocksr' or shifts in consumer C!c!!l.C'.nd~ and (f) increased manipula

tion of public i~age anC consu~er demand, through mcrketing 

research anrl advertising, in order to g~in voluntary public com

pliance with organizational wishes. 

It is clear from a reading of the literature on crime that 

criminal organizaticn has modernizer. in m~ny, if not all, o: thE 

senses defined above. But the question remains: In what ways 

has crime ~odernizeC. and in which C.irections ~.rill further modern

ization proceed? Phat are and what will tz. the risJ.~s and strains 

associated ~·~ith further rnoC.crnizc.tion of crirr>inal organizaticn; 

that is, what are the internal vulnerabilitiEs and external con

straints upon crirninco.l organization? Phil:: it is true that 

criminal organization is in sorno r0.snccts unique --- being, as 

it isr a~ainst t~e law --- these questions are still most readily 

answerabl£ through an analysis of orq~ni~ational cognates, and 

so this researc!,_ has been conducted. 

Outline of the ~e~ort 

Early in the researc~ it became clear that organized cri~e 

had a :;?Cliticel dir.'.ension anti an ·economic dimension to its orga

nization, and that these dimensions had to be analysed separately4 

For the political organization of cri~-s even tncl.e.y has rnany 

traditional elements which suggest comparison with a prP.-indue

trial cognate~ with feudalism or roy~l patron-client relations, 

most especially. The econorric crganizati~n of crime, by cont~est, 

is very much ~~re moCern alreadya It su~gests a diversified, 

decentralized union of rough equ~ls, each with its own sutsid

iaries and satellites: in shcrt, suggostins e cartel. ThU3 in 
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the tt-ro charters that follow we examine the political ancl economic 

organization of crirn8 serarately, discussing these in terms which 

will facilitate a fcrmal application of feudal anc1. cartel !'10dels 

later in t~e re9ort. 

It is worth mentioning, even at this ~oint, that the gr2at 

difference bet\>.1een the forms of political and economic ors-aniza

tion in criMe" and the difference in their relative "modernityn, 

mar}~ precisely the most visiblr:!: weakness in criminal orqanization. 

This theme will, of coursev receive consideratle attention helow; 

yet it is worth no tins that a peculi.?.ri ty in the organization of 

crime required peculiar arrangement of materials for discussion 

in this report. 

Althouqh the underlying ass~~tion of this research is that 

crime, like all other business enterprises, has modernized during 

the past century; yet there are some elements of organizP-d crime 

which have changec'l. only superficially. Indeed sorne might argue 

that thp basic motives and means of organized criminals have 

changed very little during this century~ and the changes ~e shall 

discuss below as evidence of nrnocerni~ation" are themselves 

trivial or superficial. This question is raised in Chapter Four, 

which examines historical continuities in cri~inal or~anization. 

Yet no one can deny that, at least in North ~~erica, a 

variety of ethnic groups has moved through the elite (and the 

rank and file) of organized crime during this century. This pro

cess, linked as it has been to larger social processes of immigra

tion, geographic migration and social mobility of particular 

minority groups, has at the very least changee the personnel and 
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wi~~ it the symbolism --- the cultural tra~pinqs --- of organized 

cri~e. On£ might even ~o further to arQUe that Qarticular ethnic 

groups have left their stamp on crirninel orsanization, having as 

they do very different culturel traditions in respect to familism, 

centralised authority( leqitimat~ versus illegitimate enterprise, 

the conspicuous consumption of ill-gained wealth, and so on. In 

Chapter Five we ccnsider whether the present organization of crime 

in North 1\.merica is uniquely Italian, and whether \o'ith the passing 

of Italian-~~ericans into social respectability organizeQ criMG 

may take a very different sha~e. 

But the main thrust of change in ·org-anized crine, \>te argue, 

is change in t~e environment to which crime must accornodate 

itself. This enviromr.ent may change in ways that are detrimental 

to crime; for example, law enforceMent technique and technology 

has improved in this century at crime's expense. l~y other 

chanses in the environment are helpful to organized crime. These 

might include the development of new technology (e.g. telephones 

and automobile) which incidentally facilitates crime, new tech

niques of bcokk~epins anC banking '\11hich can serve to hide illegal 

wealth, and new techniques of management which prove as effective 

in th€ running of a Mafia business empire as in the running of 

I.B.M. Besides providing deterrents or aids to crime, the environ

ment is simply a given whose change must be taken into account in 

analysing th~ change in organized crime. The ebb and flow of 

prosperity, reformism and irnrnigration in a nation, for example, 

are all changes in the context within which crime rnust operate. 

The very changea~ility of the enviro~ent is itself a condition 
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criMe must adjust to, as we see in Chapter Six. 

In Chapter Seven, there is a rather more thorough discussion 

of the organizational cognates of organized crime then was 

offered in Chapters Two and Three. Even where no explicit 

parallel is dra~~ between crininal and non-criminal organi~ation 

of a cognate kind, the sir.~larities --- and implications --- are 

obvious. ~fuile we may rely upon a changing ~entalitv {a different 

sense of the concept "modernity"} and upon ethnic succession to 

change and probably weaken the political-feudal structure of 

crime in North P.mcrica1 yet this will raise tht existing r~tional

cartel structure of criwe to greater ~portance. Pll that is 

presently uncertain is whether a feuCal-type political organiza

tion is somehow necessary for the maintenance of loyalty and 

~redictability in a criminal cart€1. 

These chapters largely complete our theoretical discussion 

of the issues that framed this research. The next chapter, on 

organized crime in Canada, atterr~ts to apply the concepts and 

generalizations of the preceding cha~ters to the Canadian situa

tion. Yet there are perhaps one or two special features of 

organized crime in Canad~ which are of theoretical as w~ll as 

practical interest. First, in Canada organized crime is largely 

of interest as. a foreign intruder or, like I.B.!1., a multi

national corpor~te citizen of this country. There is lately an 

increaseC interest in the particular role played by such multi

nationals in Canadian life, whether they are criminal or not. 

Second ann related to thisr some parts of Canada--- rnost notably 

Montreal --- ~ieplay a dual structure of criminal organization. 
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There is a rouc;h, e.nC. no one knows how stable, co-existence of 

11afia subsidiaries and indiganous gangs in Quebec that is not 

to be found in the United .States. It is apparently r.ore COimi'.on 

in the United St~tes for the Mafia to eliminate or co-opt a local 

competitor~ yet this does not appear to have hap;?enP.cl. in ?"cntreal. 

It is unclear but possibl€: that this 11 dual structure'' will prove 

nore vulnerable than the unitary r!afia-based organization of 

crime;.~ 

The ultimate aim of this research was t~ offer suggcstio~s 

for more effective leqislation and ~olicing a~ainst organized 

criree in Canada; anC an ette~?t is made in this direction in 

Chapter Nine. It might be ncted that ot~~r suggestions for 

change are also to be found in earlier chapters of the report. 

I>~s W€. had intended, thc·se suggestions flew from the research 

(which is admittedly limited in its scope) anc'. draw particularly 

upon our analysis of organizational chansc. If the report ends 

on a pessimistic ~ote, however, this is not because our research 

has ~een unable to reach conclusions. Rather; criminal organi~a

tion in Ccmada, as elsewher0 in eernocratic t:estcrn nations, is 

relatively scunC.~ PolicG organization is, 1:-y contr"lst, har.;::>ercC. 

by jurisdictionGl fragmentation, restrictive rulAs of evidence, 

and a public that is at best uninforned and cautious. If it 

were the gcal of this rGsearch to formulate reCC"r..r".endaticns that 

might be easily irr.pletnentcd, then this rcsei".rch has failed dis

mally. 

Yet we feol the.t in focussing on the issues, and uron th<::; 

ver-1 hard choices that r..ust te rnaC.c if there is ever to be 

effective policing against organized crime, we may have contri-
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buted something to the battle against organized cri~. In a 

Cemocracy the choices for ?Olice and legislative action should 

be made with a full public awareness of the situation and an 

understanding of the price that must be paid for any action or 

inaction. He believe we have contributed to a public debate on 

organized crime that may take place some time in the fu~ure. 



CHAPTER !1'0 

The Political Organization of Organized Crime 

Hhat is OrganizeC Criw.e 

Cressey has defined organi::ed crirne as r:any crime conmitted 

by a person occupying, in an established division of labour, a 

position designee for the comnission of a crime, providing that 

such a division of labour also includes at least one position for 

a corrupter, one position for a corruptee, and one position for 

an enforcer,K 1 (Cressey, 1972: 27}. This definition is not 

without its difficulties, but it does serve to distinguish 

organized or "syndicate" crir.:.e from other varieties with which 

it might easily be confused. Almost any cri~2 requires a degree 

of organization for its commission. The organized crime under 

discussion here, however, is that perpetrated by individuals in 

a structure of some sophistication which is specifically designed 

to facilitate criminal activities on a continuing basis. The 

political structure of the organization serves to regulate the 

economic activities of its members anC. provides a tr.easure of 

social control. The object of the organization is pri~arily an 

economic one insofar as its members are aiming, generally speak

ing, at the monopoly provision of illegal goods and services. 

Such an econo~ic objP.ctive can be real1zed only by means of the 

co-operation, and therefore the corruption, of agencies of 

government and law enforce~ent. 

Historically, Jews, Iris~~n, and Italians have been largely 

responsible for this form of crime, and now blacks, Puerto 

Ricans, and Cubans seen to be moving increasingly into this area 
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at the lower echelons. Of course, the percentage of reembers of 

these ethnic groups "rho devote their attention to organized crime 

is very small. In the recent past, however, attention has been 

focussed in the press and in the literature on organized crir..e on 

the Italian-~~rican crime Families and on those rr.cnbers of other 

ethnic groups who are closely associateC \'lith them, such as }~eyer 

Lansky. For this reason, this chpater will of necessity con

centrate on an investigation of the structure and activities of 

Italian-American crime Families, collectively known as the Co5 a 

Nostra, or more popularly as the fJ'..afia. 

There is another justification for this concentration on 

the Cosa Nostra. This organization ap!_)ears to be the largest and 

most powerful unit in organized crime, and it constitutes the 

greatest danser to the rule of law. Possessing its own govern

ment, laws, and rneans of law enforcement, as well as vast finan

cial resources, it not only enables lesser crirninals to ~4ke a 

better living, but produces corruption and defiance of the law on 

a huge scale. An investigation of its structure and functions 

will take us to the heart of organized cril'!'le, anC!. reveal both the 

strengths and weaknesses of the organization. 

The Cosa Nostra is a confederation of 24 crime Families 

centered in the major cities of the United States. It contains 

about 5000 members, exclusively males of Italian or Italian

American ori(j'in f but these :rr.en employ or "rork closely with 

thousands of other individuals. Their attention is concentrated 

on such illegal econoro.ic activities as gambling, loan-sharkingr 

and narcotics trafficking, as well as on legitiMate business, in 
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which rne~ers of the organization are deeply involved as owners 

or as par~sites. 

There are t\-70 major vi~ws of the structure and operation of 

the Cosa Nostra. The first is associated with the findings of 

the Kefauver Report; with The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society; 

and with the works of Donald Cressey and others. These observers 

have accentuated the menacing aspects of the Cosa Nostra, emphasiz

ing its increasins rationality of organization, its threat to 

legitimate businessasr and its unCe~ining of governmental honesty 

and efficiency. They analyse the Cos a Nostra. as a political and 

economic system, tending to give less emphasis to its functioning 

as a social system. It ~ght be noted, in adCition, that they 

tend to concentrate on Itali~n-Pnericans as the key figures in 

organized crirs. 

It should be borne in mind that, though there is much tc be 

said for this view, these researchers rnay have been influenced by 

certain considerations which affected the conclusions at which 

they arriveC~ Politicians, police, and others are likely to have 

a vested interest in defining a target against which p~lic 

opinion can easily be mobilized. The greater the II".enac~, t..l-J.e 

greater will be public reaction. The very concentration on 

organi~ed crime as a syste~ of one description or another further 

tends to accentuate its threatening aspects, as researchers are 

specifically looking for systematic organi~ation and rule of con

duct. It might also be noted that govcrn~ntal agencies are often 

handicapped in their research by exigencies of tir.~ end money. 
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The second view of organized crime is associated with the 

work of 1 2r.1ons others 1 Francis Ianni, Frederic Borner, anr '·1 .F:. 

r·1oore. The tendency here is to view the Cos a Nostra as a social 

system, responsive perhaps less to economic de~~nCs than to 

changes in the traditional structure and values of Itnli~n

American fanilies. The emphasis is on the family as en organizinq 

principle for both the political nnd economic system: as well as 

for inter-Family alliances. Exponents of this view are inclined 

to accentuate the weaknesses rather than the strengths of orga

nized crime Families. r1any writers of this school note the i~por

tance of non-Italian groups to the functioning of organized crine. 

These authorities, it should be said, are perhaps motivated partly 

by a desire to debunk some of the "official 11 literature on orga

nized crirt1.e 1 though this fact by no rn.ee.ns discredits their find

ings. 

A final point ~~ght perhaps be noted with reference to the 

sources available on orgC".nizcd crilTie Families. fl. certain a.r.\ount 

of whet can be said on the subject is speculetive, since the rule 

of silence is one closely a&~erce to by members of the organiza

tion. It is therefore necessary to rely on naterial supplied by 

disillusioned corsters under police protection, on transcripts 

of tapes released=~ the FBI, and on studies done by inCiviCuels 

outside the organization. There are two drawbacks to using such 

sources. First, our information is far from conplete. Hany areas, 

particularly the financial one, re~~in largely mysterious. 

Second, there is no complete picture of the operation of even 

ona crirne Farr~ly. Information about the "executives" of various 
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Families is supplied by Teresa, Sam de Cavalcante, and Ianni, 

among others. Oat~ on the bottom rungs of the organization have 

been provided by Valachi and others. But views from either the 

top or the bottom are likely to be somewhat distorted, and it is 

unfortunate that there exists no complete profile of any one 

Family. As a result, researchers have had to put together a com

posite picture drawn from many sources. This method has the 

additional drawback of perhaps underemphasizing the variations on 

the pattern that exist in different Families. 

This chapter will investigate the Cosa Nostra as a political 

system. The structure ~nd functioning of the organization will be 

examined, and some attempt will be ~ade to evaluate the strenghts 

and weaknesses of organized crime Families. 

The cosa Nostra as a- Government 

The Cosa Nostra can be viewed as a system of government. It 

possesses a definite hierarchical structure, a clear-cut chain 

of command, a code of cond~ct and means of enforcing it. In 

addition, it is engaged in providing a certain rr~dic~~ of social 

services for its members and their families. 

The structure of the Cosa Nostra as it now exists was 

established as a by-product of the gangland wars that occurred 

during the 1930's. The violence of the struggles between various 

Italian and Sicilian groups had the effect of disposing of much

needed skilled l~bour. It also drew public attention to organiza

tions that preferred. to operate in obscurity. A group of impor

tant gangsters therefore established a new structure, based on 

certain elements that had been present beforer but formalized and 
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rationalized to a greater degree, with the intention of eliminating 

conflicts of an intra-Family and inter-Family nature. 

The Last Testament of Lucky Luciano (Gosch and Hammer, 1974} 

gives us some insight into the historical process by which this 

development of subsidiary goals occurred in organized crime anG 

resulted in a division of labour. On a general level, several 

organizational needs were perceived and met. First, protection 

from the lew enforcement authorities wcs necessary to allow con

tinuous and reliable "business" activities to be carried on. A 

"Buy Money Bank" was established with an initial deposit of 

$10,000. ~rhich later developed into a payroll system involving 

millions of dollars. This money was used to buy off local police 

and later allowed the purchase of whole departments. It provided 

campaign money for the election of politic~l canctidates~ Luciano 

estimated that he had put more than 80 individuals into office 

and had ensured the Democratic presidential norr~nation of Franklin 

Roosevelt. These political candid~tes were then expected to help 

their benefactors after they gained office. It was a fund which 

also posted bail, provided defense lawyers, helped secure peroles, 

and even bribed juries and court officials. It became an orga

nizational feature which could not be abandoned, and the huge 

sums of money paid out were seen as sound investments. In addi

tion to protecting criminal activities fran proeecution, this 

branch of organized crime can manipulate the force of police and 

political power to keep competitors out of the area. 

In order to ensure internal stability and control, Luciano 

instituted first the New York Council of six area Families a.nC. 

later the Commission, which dealt with affairs on a national level. 
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Meetings seem to have been irregular: sometimes informal and 

sometimes full-scale conventions. The commission itself ranges 

in membership from 9-12 ~n who are perhaps the most powerful and 

who also, without any formal electoral ~andate, represent the 

Families not directly represented on the Comrr.ission. Luciano notes 

several events at ~hich most bosses were present (such as the 

Apalachin meeting} suggesting that ths co~~ssion may be a care

taking agency which periodically eeeks to gain general approval, 

to ensure that all members are informed, or to gain consensus on 

extremely important issues. (For example, the prior murder of 

Albert Anastasia was discussed at Apalachin, a murder which by 

the rules sh~uld have been approvcC. in aC.vance and certainly 

needed post h2£ ratification). This body rnediat~s disputes; 

sanctions the executions, particularly of outsiders and high-

ranking rnenters; ratifies successions to the position of Boss 

within Families; ~akes policy dacioions; anC. serves as the highest 

court of appeal within the organization. Its function is to pre

vent internecine warfare that both weaY.ens the orqanization and 

exposes it to put-lie view \Y"hile disrupting profitable economic 

activities. The commission rules on territorial conflicts and 

other disputes, handing down binding decisions and "sentences". 

In organization terms it is an integrating, unifying body. 

Luciano tells us during Prohibition a lot of his liquor and 

men were being lost and wasted; profits \'~c:re being restricted. by 

cut-throat competition. He calleC a con=er~nce at which operations 

were rearranged so that importing, distilling, mixing, bottling, 

labelling, shipping, Cistributing, and marketing were co-operative 

or territorially delimited. The operation became more reliable 
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and efficient, with everyone gaining t~ereby. Luciano himself 

ended up owning ships, a bottle factory, a printing outfit to make 

labels, warehouses for storaqe and fleets of trucks for distribu

tion. After Prohibition, these capital investments ~1ere put to 

use collecting garbage, monopolizing delivery services and as 

prime land investment. The primary goal of Cealing profitably in 

illegal alcohol led to an elaborate business structure which was 

flexible enough to withstand the loss of the original market when 

Prohibition ended, and to develop other product goals. 

}~1 Cosa Nostra Bosses evidently have a say in who belongs 

to the Commission, and the membership is supposed to change every 

five years (Zeiger, 1970: ?02). Not all members of the Commis

sion have equal authority~ their influence on the Commission see~s 

to vary according to the power of their family bas~. Since not 

all bosses sit on the Co~ission, it may well ~e that certain 

Commission members are delegated to look out for the interests of 

the bosses of other Families. 

The function of the Commission is, as noted, to prevent gang 

warfare on a large scale. For this reason, its members try to 

ensure that a hal~nce of power is maintained between Families 

and that peace is kept within the Families. Attempts to maintain 

a balance of power involves the Comrnission's making decisions en 

recruitment; it decides when new members may be admitted to the 

organization and perhaps h~~ many ~Ay be brouqht in by each Family. 

In addition, the Co~ission has a judicial function, being in

volved in settling jurisdictional C.isputcs ~etween Families, 

especially in "open" areas - those in which no Family has estab

lished dominance. 
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On~ of the major sources of conflict within Families is over 

the succession to leadership positions. Therefore the Commission 

has arrogated to itself the authority to appoint bosses. It can 

also rule a Family or make provision for others to rule in the 

absence of a boss. There is some quo.stion as to what extent the 

Commission can interfere in disputes within a Family, but it 

apparently prefers to do so if the conflict has the potential of 

leading to violence (Zeiger,~· cit.: 46). 

In some areas~ certainly in New York, Detroit, and Chicago, 

where there are t~o or more Families 1 the~e is a second level oZ 

government known as the Council. This is mad8 up of one experi

enced member frorn each Family in the city or general area. New 

York's council, for example, has six nambers, one from each of 

the five New York Families and a sixth representing Newark (Maas, 

1969z 120). Members of a council may also sit on the Commission. 

The council handles disputes between rn€r.bers of the various 

Families under its jurisCiction. 

The Family ~s the Basic Unit of Government 

The basic unit of government in the Cosa !!astra is the 

Family, a geogrcphically-based, hierarchical organization, of 

which there are 2~ in the United States. There ~~y be more than 

one Farr.ily in a particular city, in which cc.se the city may be 

parcelled out in territorial segnents to various Families. 

Though a F~~ly is centred in one city~ it may havA branches else

where. For example, though Sam the Plu.mJ:.er \'JCI.S based in New 

Jersey 1 his Family had a branch in Connecticut. The size of the 

Families, as has been noted, varies from ~etween 20 and 800 mem

bers. 
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The high command of a Family is made up of a boss, an under

boss, a counsellor, anC' a "buffer 11
• Below this level are the 

captains, lieutenants, and soldiers. 

The function of thcboss, as Cressey S<!ys, is 1'to maintain 

order while at the sarne tirr.e maximizing profits 1~ (CressAy, 1~69~ 

113). Hith refc;;rence to the first o=jective, the boss both keeps 

order among his own subordinates and maintains good relations 

with other bosses. Pis authority, subject to the intervention 

of the Comnission, is absolute in the geographical base of the 

Family and in c.ny other area ~..rhere ther2 are no COI!1peting Farn.iliE::s. 

The boss has wide powers within his sphere. He has authority 

over the personal lives and conduct of the members of his 

Family, since their activities in these areas may threaten the 

stability or the secrecy of the organization. Further, he is 

supposed to know what activities every ~e~ber of the Family is 

engaged in, both legal and illegal. There is an econor.~c motive 

for this: the boss is in a position to demand a percentage of 

the profits of any activities he knows about (~P.iger, ~· cit.: 

33). More important to the organization, however, is that the 

boss be in a position to check on whether his subordinates are 

potentially or in fact interfering with each others' sources of 

income or whether any activity is liable to be harFiul to the 

organization. In ad~ition, the boss has a judicial function, 

settling the conflicts of Family members with one another. 

Finally, the boss may be the one who arranges financial support 

for widows of members of the organizationt old age pensions for 

the members after they retire, and bail and legal assistance for 

members who find themselves in difficulties. It should be noted 
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that many of these functions, particularly in less i~portant 

casas, amy be performed by the boss's suborclinates. 

In the area of relations bet~een Fanilies, the boss supplG

ments the work of the commission, making sur~ that conflicts 

between his subordinates and rr.cr.h,-~:rs of other Families do not 

occur, and intervening with his counterpart in the other FaMily 

when they do. Bosses of various Families ~ay form formal or 

informal alliances ~ith each other, helping to ensure co-opera

tion. The bosses are personally acquainted with one another, and 

these ties may be reinforced by interMarriage. 

Other positions in the Family high co~~and ere underbcss, 

counsellor, and buffer. The underboss or underbosses are appoin-· 

ted by the boss c-.nd serve in his pl:~.ce r.uring his absence. They 

may act as advisors and collect information for the boss~ and 

may themselves exercise a fair amount of control over Family mem

bers. The place of counsellor, a position that does not exist 

in all Families, amy ce filled by an older member of the Family, 

who gives advice to all members but has no a~.inistrative autho

rity. The buffer, '-'Tho is on the same level as the underboss; 

acts as a channel of communication between the hig~ command and 

the rest of the Family. He serves not only to lighten t~e work 

load of the high command, but insulates them against any contact 

with untrustworthy criminals outside the organization. The buffer, 

like the counsellor, has no administrative authority. 

It should be noted that thnre is a certain amount of flexi

bility in the roles filled by members of the high command, depend

ing on the needs of the Family and the interests anC. abilities of 

its members. I~ so~~ Families, as has been noteO, there is no 
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counsellor. In others, the interests of the toss may be focused 

on affairs that leave him little ti~e for a8ministering Family 

disputes, in which case his subordinates fall heir to a good part 

of his authority. This was the case, for instance, when Frank 

Costello was acting boss of the Genovese Family {Maas, ££· cit.: 

160-1). 

Below this level there are the captains or lieut~nants, 

section c~iefs, and soldiers. The captains, sometimes assisted 

by aides, supervise a certain nurrber of soldiers, who can usually 

only reach the boss through thern. (As of the 19FO's~ each boss 

has 2 or 3 soldiers who report directly to hi~) • Below the cap

tains, depending on the size of the Family, there may he section 

chiefs. Selow th0.s2 again are the soldiers, who ~ake up the basic 

manpower of the Family. There may be between 20 and 600 soldiers 

in a Family. It should be noted that although the soldiers are 

lowest in the Family hierarchy, they may possess a great deal of 

status in the. criminal conununity outsiCe the Cosa Nostra if they 

are known to have been "mobbed up". Even the lowest soldier :may 

possess some influence and have access to channels of communication 

that are J:arred to regular criminals (cf. Maas, £e.. cit.) 

Apart from formal positions in the Family structure, there 

is a position which may ~e held by almost anyone, and which ~~Y 

be held by different people at diff~rent times. This is the 

position of enforcer~ The enforcer of the organization is respon

sible for maintaininq ~organizational integration by authoritat

ively arranging for the penalizing, maiming, and killing of rreMbers 

who do not con fori!!. to organizational lawr: (Cressey .. 1972; 40). 

This role is distinct from that of the executioner, who actually 
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performs the killings. This position, toot is an informal one 1 

which may be held either by lower-ranking members or by non

members. One ~n is not usually responsible for executing all 

the judicial decisions made by the high co~nd, so that several 

people might hold the position concurrently. It should perhaps 

be mentioned that, although the basic Family structure is the one 

delineated above, there may be a number of satellites attached to 

various Family mei!ll:-ers. These men may b~ :1proposed'1 meMhers who 

are expected to join the organization when an op~ning becomes 

available, or they rnay; lil-;e 9:'alese, be. comfortable working in 

close association \\'ith Cosa !lostra members without wishing to 

join (Teresa, 1973: 97). Although Talese says he would have had 

to join the Cosa tiostra if he had been appointed buffe-r, sam the 

Plumber's cousin pcrforrn8d this role when he was only a prospece

ive me~ber (Zeiger,~· cit.~ 12). Sometimes these outsiders, 

though not "mobbec! up 11
, have close enough associations with a 

Family that they share in the prestige of Far.ily mecbers. They 

rnay get a good deal of assistance from ~~e hierarchyr and come 

under su?ervision as close as that accorded ~amily ~e~bers, while 

possessing perhaps a slightly greater degree of independence 

(ibid. I 38) • 

Recruitment and Mobility 

Fornal organizations vary according to the opportunit~' for 

mobility they offer "'ithin the structure. In the case of orga

nized crime only members of the e-lite-core may ris~ in the ~ocio

political control structure. Qualifications are ascriptive as 

well as dependent upon organizational abilities and establishrr~nt 

of the right connections. l'Cm.inistrative capabilities are ei!\?ha-
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sized over technical or professional expertise, although this 

may be changing in response to increasing organizationcl com

plexity. Financially, members may expand their operations, 

develop, advance, and prosper so long as they do not encroach on 

another's territory. Direct competition has been eliminated and 

is viewed as hostility. The individual must intensify his own 

oparations, acquire partners or branch into legiti~~te business. 

Proceeds from legitimate business do not seem to be appropriated 

by the organization. 

There is an inconsistency, then, bett•reen economic success 

and socio-political success. In arldition, there arc fe~ ranks in 

the control hierarchy and since membership is for life and terri

tory is more or less unalterably divided, mobility requires dis

placement resulting from death. Retirement is not permitted, 

although at Luciano's behest and great cost to himself, Frank 

costello was allowed to retire. This retirement required Commis

sion approval, anQ a loss of revenue sources; and Costello went 

unprotected when prosecuted for income tax evasion, which resulted 

in his serving a prison term. The relative lack of mobility has 

resulted in internal conflict, dissatisfaction and perhaps some 

loss of commitment to the authority structure only partially 

counterbalanced by economic success. Cert~inly economic freedom 

of operation and achiBvement are essential mechanisms for pacify

ing othenTise disgruntled members. It is interesting to not~ t'l1at 

this sort of frustration can only ~rise in the context of an orga

nization. Individual operators have no hierarchy ~itr. which to 

deal and no concapt of hierarchical mobility. 
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Though the life of a Cosa Nostra member is not an easy one, 

involving considerable psychological strain and subjection to 

discipline, there appears to be no lack of recruits. The Cosa 

Nostra draws primarily on two sources for their members, both of 

them Italian; the small-time crook of Italian origin; and, at 

higher levels, the relatives of the bossa 

Members of the first group may be relatives, though they 

seec rarely to be the sons, of Cosa Nostra soldiersr or they may 

be members of the Italian-American community who attract the 

attention of a ~obster. Those who are related to Family members 

have an advantage over those who are not~ like Talese, they may 

be introduced while young to important mobsters, and establish 

good contacts early. There· is thus an element of ascription in 

Mafia recruitment apart from the necessary membership in the 

Italian-American community. Those who are not related to Family 

members are forced to draw attention to themselves, and perform 

dangerous favours as Valachi did to show that he was a "man" 

(Maas, 2£· cit.: 80). 

In either caser these individuals generally undergo a period 

of apprenticeship, proving their criminal abilities by taking 

part in activities such as armed robbery. Thsy they have already 

determined on a criminal way of life before they join the Cosa 

Nostrar and for any criminal there are obvious advantages in being 

a member of the Cosa Nostra. Not only is it more profitable to 

be involved in organized crime; membership in the Cosa Nostra 

brings with it a good deal of prestige in the criminal community. 

One is "'recognized as a mob guy' with connections, 11 (ibid.: 123). 
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Thus there is an element of contest mobility in the race for 

entry into the lower ranks of the Cosa Nostra. Though relatives 

of Family members may have certain advantages over othersr they 

must generally demonstrate their criminal propensities and their 

ability to "be a man" as everyone else does. All are competing 

for the favourable attention of members of the Cosa Nostra as a 

means of gaining entry into the society. 

Sponsored mobility seems to be more common in the higher 

reaches of the organization, where certain relations and friends 

of high-ranking Family rna~bers are given special trai~ing for a 

period of years so that they can step into a position in the high 

command. Not all members of, say, a boss's Family will go into 

the Family business; in the case of the Lupollo family, only four 

of twenty-seven four~~-generation males were involved directly in 

the Cosa Nostra (Ianni, 1973~ 85}. It is not clear exactly what 

determines whether a boss's son will continue the family involve

ment in organized crime, but the eldest son of the boss generally 

seems to be encouraged in this direction if he shows any such 

inclination. It should perhaps be noted that this form of recruit~· 

ment seems to have fallen into some degree of disrepute; and that 

nepotism seems to be regarded as increasingly questionable at the 

higher levels in most Families (Zeiger, 1970: 148, 258). 

There is very little hard data on the subject of promotion 

within the ranks of the Cosa Nostra. Because the organization 

has an economic as well as a governmental function, many of the 

rewards for a new member may come in the form of increased eco

nomic opportunity rather than in promotion through the organiza

tional structure (Salerno, 1967: 9 ff). It is also considered to 
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be a step up to work for, say, an underboss rather than with 

another soldier when one is a soldier. Little is known about how 

section chiefs are appointed; however, captains, underbosses and 

buffers are appointed by the boss4 Such advancement may well be 

the result of connections combined with ability; seniority counts 

for little (Maas; ££· ~.: 35). As has been noted, there ~as 

been an element of nepotism in the higher levels, although this 

may be of declining importance. As far as the appointment of a 

boss is concerned; the Family is supposed to choose, but in fact 

the commission appoints a new boss when it is able to do so. In 

some cases an ambitious and powerful underling may forcibly retire 

a boss, in which case the commission prefers to simply accept the 

inevitable (Maas, ~· cit.: 261). 

The Kinshie Model of Organization 

Having sketched out the basic organizational features of the 

Cosa Nostra, it is now possible to go on to discuss the strengths 

and weaknesses of this criminal society. There are two basic 

cohesive forces in the organization: kinship, and the related 

factor of the so-called "code" governing behavior. 

As has been noted, the basic governing unit of the Cosa Nostra 

is called the "Family", and the term "godfather" has won public 

acceptance as being synonymous with the position of Mafia boss. 

This suggests that, though the formal structure of the cosa Nostra 

is based on a military model, the organization bears some resem

blance to an extended family. The degree of similarity varies 

from one Family to another, but the clan-based structure seems 

everywhere to be of some importance in reinforcing the authority 

of the boss, in setting up patterns of intra-Family alliances that 
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cut across the formal structure, and in reinforcing the loyalty 

of the members to the organization. On occasion the fa~ilial 

orientation of the organization may be a source of weakness, but 

on balance it is a major cohesive force within the organization. 

This force may well be weakening as members of the organization 

become more ~~cricanized and less family-oriented. 

Alongside the pattern of military or governmental organiza

tion runs a parallel structure which is that of a clan. The 

degree to which membership in the Family is monopolized by rela

tives of the boss varies from one Family to another. All Families, 

however, seem to be based to some extent on a familial model. 

The boss is a father-figure with the authority not only of a 

ruler but also of a father, and the respect that accrued to this 

position in the old Italian family structure reinforces the autho

rity of the boss in his role as head of ~,e organization. Gener

ally, not everyone in the Family is related, but a fictive kinship 

system is established when one enters the organization and is 

assigned a "godfather" from within the organization (Maas, ~· 1 

cit.: 106). This pattern may be reinforced by intermarriage 

among Family members and the sisters or daughters of other Family 

members. In addition, ties of godparenthood help to knit the 

organization together, as various Family members take responsibil

ity for the religious training of the children of others. It is 

significant thet the organization sometimes pays for the weddings 

of children of members, particularly if the father is a member of 

the high command. Similarly, all members are expected to turn 

out to funerals of members of the Cosa Nostra Family to which they 

belong. It should perhaps be noted that it is not uncommon for 
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marriages to take place between a member of one Family and the 

daughter of a member of another, a type of development that further 

increases the cohesion of the confederation. 

There are other integrating forces at work which promote 

solidarity and unity. One of th~sc is a system of mutual ohliga

tion. Many favours are done which necessitate later reciprocation, 

such as the sharing of information, resources, protection, killing 

other people's enemies, or giving loans. In addition, marital 

ties and godparenthood, giving of valuable presents and mutual 

respect and admiration tie the org~nization together in a norma

tive manner. These ties may cut across hierarchical levels and 

Family boundaries. A member's family mey be aided while that 

member is in jail, dead or unable to function. There is no 

formal mechanism providing such benefits, so the voluntary pro

visions of same results in ties of obli~ation and leyalty. 

In so~e Families the kinship model is more explicit than 

this. In the Lupollo Family studied by Ianni (1973), the leader

ship of the organization had descended from father to son1 and 

the grandson was heir apparent. All leadership positions to the 

level of "middle manager.ent'1 were assigned on the 1::-asis of kin

ship~ with the ~st important posts going to the closest rela

tions. Uithin this framework, the earlier the generation, the 

higher the rank of the member. The close ties of kinship among 

the high command were supplemented by ties of godparenthood. The 

Lupollo Family, however, seems to be exceptional~ most Families 

are not united by such close ties of kinship. 
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Ties of kinship, even in such a close-knit unit as the 

Lupollo Family, are irnport~nt in setting up a pettern of alliances 

that cut across the formal structure of the organization. In 

that Family: kinship, reinforced by a system of reciprocal obli

gations, was the most i.r.tportant factor in determining POHer 

alliances, though common interests and a cor.mon outlook on the 

Family's future also played a part. Power alliances were grounded 

in conflicting approaches to the organization and were thus both 

a product of and a generator of tensions within the Family. It 

seeros likely that on balance the power alliances were of positive 

value to the organization, providing the dissatisfied ~ith c 

channel through which to express their frustrations and with c 

sympathetic ear in the high command. A product to sene extent 

of a generation gap between the boss anC his nephews, it seems 

likely that the power alliances will lose some cf their signifi

cance with the advent to power of the heir apparent. 

Even in Families Nhich are less based on genuine ties of 

kinship than the Lupollo Family, the kinship bond ~ay be import

ant, giving members lower do\·m in the organizational structure 

a channel of direct comMunications with members of the high 

command that would othe~ise be denied to them. Business or 

other connections with important Family me~bers serve the same 

purpose. The social functions of the Family, where all mix at 

weddings and funercls, ~ay also provide an opportunity to air 

grievances in an informal manner (cf. Maas, £E· ~.). ~e 

importance of connections and family ties as a factor in recruit

ment and pro~tion has already been noted; though ability is of 

some importance in these areas, it is also useful to have kinship 

ties with those in power. 
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Apart from legiti~ating the authority structure: reinforcing 

~~e power of the boss, and knitting the organization together~ 

the clannish aspects of organized crime Families serve to insul~te 

~~ern from the outside world, as w~ll as providing a pattern of 

behavior and rules of conduct governing relctions betwE:en merrJJ€rs. 

According to Ianni (1973}, the interdependence of cultural 

traditions and kinship bonds which characterize Itali~n-~meric~n 

crime Families serve to create a cohesvi€ social system which 

for a variety of reasons seems to provide for members of these 

families the largest unit within which la~ and order can be 

enforced. If the units were small ones, this characteristic NoulC. 

be dysfunctional.. It would leave the Families, whos~ code of 

behavior and attitudes are markedly different from the behavior 

and. stated values of the majority in the UniteC. States, an isolate:d 

group, and an e?.sy target for suppression. Eot,•ever, they have 

managed, as Ianni notes, "to extend their familialisrn to include 

a wide range of relatives, eMployP.es and clients within their 

behavioral expectations and have insulated the~selves from the 

rest of societyr. {ibid.: 193). It should be noted, however; 

that this behavioral pattern is supplemented J:y efforts, which 

are generally successful, to persuade th~ rest of society to 

leave them alone. It night also be mentioned that the cultural 

tradition on which the Family organization is built is breaking 

down under the impact of the Americanization of the younger 

generation. 

The pattern of behavior expected from F~ily members is 

similar to that encouraged in the snall Italian villages nwhere 

society was controlled ~Y custom~ry sanctions which .• ~ me~nt the 
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bonnded network of related nuclear families, 11 (ibid.~ 183). 

Characteristic of such social systems is a response on the part 

of the entire family to any threat or injury Cone to one of its 

memberS! cohesiveness against outsiders generally~ and a system 

of mutual ohligations which ties the family together. 

The Code of Acceoted Behaviour 

An outgrowth of this pattern of behavior is the Cosa Nostra 

"code" which regulates the conC.uct of Family members. Insofar 

as the crime Family is viewed as a government, the code serves 

as the law. 

~here are perhaps four chief tenets of this code. 2 The 

first of these is loyalty to the Family. This involves three 

major rules; avoid interfering \odth the business interests of 

other membersi and perform your obligations to other rnernbers. 

An auxiliary rule to these is: do not interfere with the business 

interests of members of other Families. LOyalty to the Fanily 

also demands that the wives and daughters of other members be 

treated with respect. Valachi was told that ':to violate any nen

ber's wife means death without trial," (Maas, oo. cit.: 96). --
A second tenet of the code involves the concept of r.being a 

man", a characteristic that bears a close resemblance to the 

Italian omerta. One is expected to be~ave in a manner ~hich 

shows both personal courage and humility, and by this means to 

earn and keep the respect of one's associates. A third tenet is 

that of secrecy, \'rhich is necessary to the continued security of 

the organization against infiltration from outside. Closely 

related to this is the dernand for discretion, so that attention 

will not be drawn to the Family. 
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The code serves many functions, but only three will be noted 

here. First, it provides members with an accepted pattern of 

behavior, the violation of which will mean punishment. ~hus it 

is an instrument of social control within the Family. It perforr..s 

the same function insofar as observance of the code binds the 

Family together and acts as a cohesive force. Second, the code 

helps to protect the organization against interference from out-

side, permitting the continued existence of illegal enterprisEs. 

Finally, insofar as the code prohibits appeals to outside sources 

of authority, it buttresses the power and authority of the boss, 

who is both legislator and, on occasion, judge. The code thus 

acts as a forc8 of cohesiveness in organized crirne. 

As in any organization, there are e. nllii'her of areas in which 

conflicts arise in organized crime Families. The sources of 

conflict can be divid~d into two areas! violations of the code 

and the nature of the structure. Methods of conflict resolution 

will be dealt with after an examination of the nature of the con-

flicts that take place. 

The first tenet of the code, that of loyalty to the F~mily, 

is the one most often violated. The autobiogre.phy of any Cosa 

Nostra member is liable to be filled with tales of treachery and 

double-crossing. Teresa {1973: 101) was told: "Never trust 

anyone, no matter who it is. There is always someone who'd like 

to get up a little higher by stepping on you." There is much 

evidence of members interfering with the business interests of 

otber members. Valachi (Maas, co. cit.: - 207) said: " ••• In uew 

York we step all over each other. What I mean is that there is 

a lot of aninosi ty among the solcUers in these families 1 and one 
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guy is always trying to take away another guy's numhers runner or 

move into a bookmaking operation or grab a shylocking customer." 

There is also evidence of partners cheating on each other {Haas, 

£E· £!!.) and of members failing to protect the interests of 

other members who are in jail (Teresa, 2£· £!!.). Bosses and 

undcrbosses are liable to demand a greater share of the profits 

than their subordinates believe they are entitled to and to hood

wink their subordinates (of. lt1aas, ~· cit.; Zeiger, ~· cit.). 

These conflicts are dangerous; not only do they tend to lead to 

violence; they also lead to violations of the rule of secrecy. 

Teresa's biographer {~. cit.: 12) says, "Teresa talked 

because of the treachery of members of his own mob.~ 

The reasons for these violations of the cocle are not hard 

to find. Members of the Cosa Nostra are not salaried, and are 

therefore required to make their living as best they ce~. This 

tends to produce a situation in which all are in competition for 

a living, particularly perhaps in ti~~s of financial hardship. 

Teresa (2£. cit.: 2gS) says of the Patriarcha Frutdly: "Nobody 

in the mob failed to make money; that's why there was almost never 

any trouble internally." Financial troubles can lead to violations 

of the orders of a boss. The bosses of some F~~lies prohibited 

their members from having anything to do with the drug trade, but 

ftThe temptation for quick profits was too much, and individual 

members particularly those short on cash, persisted in handling 

heroin secretly," (Maas, ~· cit.: 246}. Simple greed is some

times the explanation for violations of the code; members may 

aspire to a life of luxu_~, or may already have heavy financial 

commitments, which encourage tiuplicity in their financial clealings. 
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In spite of the emphasis given to family loyalty in the 

code, the Cosa Nostra seems to be pe~eated by a s~irit of 11 every 

man for himself and the devil take hin~~ost". Sharp practice is 

especially likely to occur when violators of the code are not 

likely to be found out, or when they are too powerful to be 

punished. In illegal businesses, no records arc kept, and it may 

be difficult for a partner to detect cheating. ~~en a member is 

in prison, he lacks the power to ensure that his interests are 

protected. Further, the fact that the boss is liable to demand 

a share of any business he knows about encourages members to keep 

their business interests to themselves, in spite of the usual 

injunction that the boss is to know about everyone's activities. 

This means that the boss may not always be able to perform his 

function of preventing members from interfering with each others• 

businesses. A boss is in an extremely favourable position to 

engage in double-dealings with his subordinates, since his autho

rity, subject only to the Commission, is absolute within his own 

sphere, and the Commission is likely to intervene only when there 
I 

has been a flagrant abuse of power. Thus financial pressures 

and the frequent opportunities for peculation mean that the code 

has not been internalized by me~bers of the Cosa Nostra, with the 

result that internal probl~~ are frequent. It might be noted 

that these same factors are frequently responsible for conflicts 

between Families. 

Internal contr0l cannot rely exclusively on good-will, 

socialization or shared values. In addition to the handsome 

economic rewards in which compliance results, a system of negative 

sanctions was necessary to deal with non-compliance. Intirnidetion 
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is generally sufficient to keep members, associates and victims 

in line. If that fails, then beatings, threats and atterr.pts at 

murder purposely designed to fail persuade the offender to refer"''· 

Should this fail, or should the offence be severe enough to 

warr~nt it, the penalty for noncompliance is death. This penalty 

has to be approved, as mentioned above; however, once the sentence 

is pronounced it is carried out in a set form. An Enforcer3 is 

designated to find an Executioner who will do the job. The 

offender may also simply be denied protection {be 11 put on the 

shelf 11
) in which case he is fair game for law enforcers and other 

criminals alike. In most cases, the assignemnt of an Executioner 

prevents uncontrolled violence. 

Another tenet of the code which is frequently violated is 

the rule demanding discretion. The most obvious violation is 

built right into the kinship pattern on which the organization is, 

in fact, based c the large \"leddings anC! funerals which are so 

common in the underworld provide police with an obvious target 

for investigation. So do the large meetings at which me.jcr deci

sions are taken. The ~st notorious of these was the gathering 

of one hundred mcbsters at Jl.pale.chin, New York, in 1957, where 

about two-thirds of those present \"lere nabbed by the police. 

In addition, members of the Cosa Nostra have a dangerous propen

sity for high living, and seem to favour large houses filled with 

fine furniture, which may be difficult to explain to tax investi

gators. Wives, mistresses, or even secret~rial help may be indis

creet. Sam the Plumber told an associate that he had taken his 

secretary as a mistress because she knew too much, and Genovese's 

wife is notorious for having testified to their high style of 
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living when she sued him for separation in 1952 (Zeig~r, 2E· cit.: 

71; Cressey, 1969: 216). Large-scale gambling is likely not 

only to attract attention but to leaC to further internal problems, 

as members attempt to make good their losses by sharp practice at 

the expense of their partners or subordinates {cf. Maas, ££· cit.). 

Old age and disease may cause underworld figures to lose their 

sense of discretion, as was the case with Enrico Tamaleo, who 

"lost respect 11
, or !'7illie aoretti, "'he was murdered when his 

babblings threatened the organization. These violations of the 

code produce conflicts within the org~nization which c~n often 

be peacefully resolved, but which may lead to serious disaffection 

or a violent solution. 

The fact thet unapproved murders occur and are covered up, 

that narcotics are traded despite a Conmission ruling to the con

trary, and so on indicate that the norms are not fully inter

nalized, that individual personal aims still exist and these may 

conflict with orgcni~ational goals. Luciano particularly objected 

to narcotics as an unnecessary risk to the organization. Mem~ers 

(especially Genevese) seemed to feel that the profits justifi~d 

the risk and proceeded to deal in narcotics despite Luciano and 

the Commission. such insubordinations are not atypical of orga

nizations in general. Flexible organizntions adapt, change and 

endure continual tension and stress, both externally and intern

ally. They have nc rigidly fixed procedure, and decisions taken 

at one point in time frequently have to be reconsidered in light 

of changed circumstances. 
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A further word on the arbitrary nature of the power of the 

boss is perhaps necessary. The concentration of power in the 

hands of the bossf subject to the doubtful intervention of the 

Commission, leads to two developments which persistently threaten 

the stability of the organization. First, the boss is tempted to 

break the rules of the organization, and thus undermine his own 

legitimacy. Eugene Genovese~ for instance, went along with the 

ban on narcotics, but condoned trafficking in drugs if he was 

given a percentage of the profits (Maas, 2£· cit.: 246). He was 

also known to cheat his subordinates in business deals. Such 

double-dealing produces ill-will which may lead to conflicts. 

According to Valachi, it may al~o lead to an undermining of the 

authority of t..~e boss to a point where the Commission is willing 

to accept his deposition by force, as was the case when Albert 

Anastasia, known as "The Executioner" was murdered by order of an 

underling. 

There is another difficulty associated with the arbitrary 

nature of the boss's power. There is no formal P.echanism provid-· 

ing for consultation on policy within the organization, and there 

is no means of ensuring that the boss's rule will continue to 

command the consent of those he governs. Further, there is no 

appeal from the decisions of a boss, and there is no way ~,at 

grievances against him can be rectified. The result is that, in 

many cases, subordinates are tempted to resort to the ultimate 

weapon - force ·· in an attempt to secure a regime t..~at is more 

to their liking. Thus the concentration of political and judicial 

power in the hands of one individual encourages a violent expres

sion of dissatisfaction with the operations of the organization~ 
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Conflicts within the Cosa Ncstra also occur when there is 

a gap between power and authority, prim~rily when the boss 

possesses less influence, ability, or economic power than others 

wi~~in the organization. Such a situation arose in the Lupollo 

Family, where the influence of the underboss and another suborC_i-

nate were of greater importance to the econc~c functioning of 

the Family that was the influence of the boss {cf. Ianni, oo. 
~ 

cit.). The result was a power struggle of sorts. A more dis-

ruptive situation arose in a New York Family, where Genovese, 

an ~bitious underbossr engineered the reurder of the acting boss 

of the Family, Frank Costello. Valachi reports the latter had 

been so much occupied with other business that he had little ti~~ 

for the administration of Family affairs 1 with the result that 

Genovese had been able to consolidate his influence within the 

organization before ousting Costello. The absence of any ordered 

procedure for the succession or for cornpulso~! retirement aggra-

vates these power struggles. 

Mother soucce cf conflict 1t1hich should be mentioned here is 

nepotism, which is frequently the b~sis for recruitment and pro

motion. Although perhaps once the foundation of the authority 

structure, nepotism has now been unde~ned as a basis for organi-

zation. one of the mdjor grievances of members of the Bonnano 

family, for instance, was that the boss 1!-JBS trying to promote his 

son to the position of counsellor over the heads of presumably 

rtll::l.re qualified indivici.uals. One member cf the family told the 

son that he had three strikes against him~ 110ne, you can't talk 

to everybody on their level; nurnr.er two, ycu're the boss's son; 

and number three you're too young anC inexperiencfld," (Zeiger, 
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2£• ~.: 148). Sac the Plumber mentioned {ibid: 258) that one 

boss wanted to make his cousin underboss, but that "he's afraid 

it'll look like a family thing." This sourcG of conflict may be 

eliminated if bosses in future are more careful about appointing 

relatives to positions of power. 

Discipline and conflict Resolutinn 

The most co~mon expression of conflict in organized crirne is 

violence. Early Mafia in North r.merice carried with them from 

Italy a concept of vendetta --- fighting to the last rnzn --- anj 

the honour tied up with avenging wrongs d.one to a person or his 

family and frineds. Competition for business was regarded as a 

personal insult, encroac~~ent or open hostility, rather than as 

a legitimate right in ccrnmon business practice. A normal utili

tarian organizational response to competition would be to cut 

costs, increase advertising, diversify activities, reorganize 

structure, etc. But some of these possibilities are not open tc 

criminal activity; particularly advertising< and organized crime 

is severely h~upered by its normative nature and its peculiar 

product. Costs cannot be cut since they are often fixeC (e.g. 

costs for protection). Reorganiz?.tion is not possible given th2 

normative basis of the organization and the necessity of support

ing the personnel involved,. for lay-offs are not feasible. The 

struggle for survival is literally a matter of life and death. 

Even today criminal competition demAnds an intensification of 

activities, search for new (as yet uncl~im~d) territor/ or legiti

mate busine~s outside the present scope of the organization. 
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One response to early inter-Familial conflict was to 

institute the Comrr~ssion and Councils to divide territo~J and 

forbid encroachment. All treaties must be approved by the 

Commission to prevent secret combinations and the contentioas 

Boss of Bosses position was elini.nated by Luciano, thereb:':' elim·· 

inating competition for that position ~nd the bloody warfare such 

a competition entailed. Competition was controlled and regulated; 

and consequently the hostility was removed by this objectifica

tion, this change from personal to structural control and orqa

nization. A certain amount cf reorgani~ation did occur; then. 

Internally or between Families conflicts are resolved by 

mutual agreement or by the next highest level of authority. Only 

serious disputes go very high up the hierarchy but the ~~chanism 

of appeal is important for preserving order. Conflict, of course, 

courts the danger of exposure and i~terfcrence wit2 L~e conduct 

of business. 

Discipline is exercised by superiors over thier underlings, 

and conflicts are those disoutes betwn0.n ~quals ~hich are resolved 

in a sorne\'lhat different fashion. 

The first resort of a dissatisfied superior in the Cosa 

Nostra is a warning, usually given inforrnclly. Ianni found that 

in the Lupollo family, most violations of the. rules of conduct 

were a matter of behavior, and that the drawing to p~~lic atten

tion of the violation was sufficier:t to bring the offender bat.:k 

into line. Economic sanctions may also be applied, according 

tc Valachi. If warnings fail, or if an individual is consistently 

incompetent, he may he demoted, whether he is a captain or an 

underboss. 8arn the Plumber, for instancer demoted his captain, 
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an individual who was a constant thorn in his side. A much more 

serious sanction is that of being put "on the shelf 11
, which in

volves the ~ithdrawal of protection from an offending member or 

associate. This is assumed to hE virtually the equivalent of 

signing a man 1 s death 'l.rarrant. Presumably r it is used prii!'Iarily 

against those who are net very powerful anC who are not privy to 

many secrets, since such individuals could sell their Y.nm-rledge 

to the police in return for protection. Finally, there is the 

ultimate discipline of death by violence. Although the organiza

tion dislikes this method, because it is li2.ble to draw the 

attention of law enforce~nt personnel, it is sometimes used to 

dispose of individuals who threaten the stability of the organiza

tion and who can be disciplined in no other way. 

The ~cahnisms fer resolving conflicts between equals or 

near-equals are slightly more complex. In the most simple cases 

of conflicts betr•_7een equals, the b-TO indi viC.uals woule go to 

their immediate superior, and if he cannot resolve the problem 

the dispute would go to the next hiqhest level of administration. 

In more difficult casesr a more complicateC reechanisrn may be 

resorted too In one instance mentioned by Zeiger (ge. cit.), a 

boss sent a co~ittee to deal with the grievances of a suspicious 

underboss who was reluctant to meet him. If conflicts within a 

family are sufficiently severe, or if there are complicating cir

cumstances, the Commission may attempt to intervene. In cases 

of disputes between soldiers of two different 'Families', the 

feuding members meet "ri th their respective ceo.ptains, who attempt 

to resolve the conflict and right the wrongs that might have beAn 

done. Again, if the problem is sufficiently Cisruptive, the Com-
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mission may intervene, or it may appoint a memter or a sub

conmittee to arbitrate the dispute. 

The methods of discipline apptar to be fairly effective in 

achieving their objects, as Co the mechanisms that exist for 

resolving conflicts between lower-level me~£ers of the organiza

tion. conflicts between memrers of the high corr~ne of varioua 

families, ho,.,ever, are less susceptibln to pt=:!aceful settlPment. 

This is because of the impotence of the Commission. ~n obvious 

weakness in the governing structure of the Cosa Nostra is that 

the mer.lbers of the Comreission are the bosses of fa.."nilieS r,.rhose 

interests may well conflict with the interests of other bosses. 

It is therefore possible to call into question the legiti~cy of 

the activities of Com:r..ission mernhers. P.nother weaY.ness is that 

the Co~ssion has few sanctions_ with which to enforce its 

rulings. The major \'Teapon availahle to the Commission is arrr.ed 

warfare, but this is unlikely to be used as the \<Thole purpose 

of the establis~ent of the Commission was to try to settle dis

putes by other means. In the absenc~ of any effective means of 

enforcing its authority, t~e Commission t£nCs to stay out of 

conflicts \'rhich it believes it cannot settle. For this reason, 

it did not intervene in t!-le Gallo-Profaci War (Hom;r, 1?74). In 

other instances the Co~ssion has to exercise its authority care

fully so as not to provoke violence. r•rhen it intervened in the 

intra-family dispute in the Bonnano family, it did so gingerly, 

according to Zeiger (£E_. cit.) • Tfl.e Coiill!'ission is thus a useful 

inst~~nt for resolving conflicts only when their intervention 

has the full support of both conflicting parties. 
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The IncoMplete Centralization of !.uthori ty 

Although organized crime appears to have been effective in 

achieving its goalsi we may still ask whether it is efficien~. 

For exareple, would it not te more efficient to centralize all 

gambling or all loan-sharking? Centralization appears to have 

occurred in some areas, such as the organization of bcok.:mc.kcrs--

so~ of whom were inde~endents, some of whom were Mafia members. 

In terrr~ of economic organization little distinction sP.ems to have 

been made between ~2fia ne~ers and outsiders. The cost of 

organization to the bookr.~ker is 5~% of his take. In turn, he 

receives a number of benefits and in many cases, increases his 

absolute profits. Insurance was provideC. (at a cost) so that 

winners could be paid off. Because of this more bets could be 

handled. Telephone bet placement \-.1as institutecl_, further increas

ing volume and i~sulatinq bookies from the exposure to risk of 

arrest they once experienceC. Legal services were guaranteed and 

harr..ful competition eli~~natcd (Cressey, 196?: 75 ff). Most 

gambling establishzr..ents were providerl '"i th a loanshark --- some

times under the control of the inCividual operating the garr~lins 

establishment, sornetL.l€9 independent and sometimes und'3r the 

control of another mernPer of the or~~nization. Organizen crime 

9ar1y realized the advantages of giving credit ~t high interest 

rates for acqWzin~ a person's future resources as well as his 

present finances. 

Full centralization of crir.:.e coulr. net occur tor a n1.lr.'.ber 

of reasons which operate in respect to all fo~al organizations. 

In addition, members put their own funds into their activities 

and regard theM as their own in Many cases. Organizationally 
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there are also explanations for decentralization. ft~ organiza

tion which deals in highly predictable, low-risr. business rnay be 

highly centralizee and hierarchical. A high risk business must 

delegate authority in order to have decisions made quickly enough 

to minimize losses and maxi~ize gains. r loan shark cannot afford 

to run a full credit check and consult his superior when a gambl~r 

wants an instant loan. He must have a good general knowledge cf 

the prospective clientele and the authority to decide irnmeCiately 

on his own. The risk of exposure and arrest also necessitates 

looser structure, miniwal written records and a reliance on lower 

level personnel to take care of business. There are structural 

safeguards to protect the organization's interests, however. Very 

high interest rates compensate for the risk. The loansharkr 

bookie, or casino operator is personally responsible for his 

decisions, so that he has a great deal at staF.e in ~aking a deci

sion and cannot transfer this risk to the organization. Lower 

level personnel are closer to the operationsr better informed 

but also more likely to be arrested if anycne is. They require 

the flexibility to protect themselves, and responsibility and 

authority to reward them for the risk they are taking. 

In addition, personnel cannot simply be hired and fired in 

accordance with fluctuations in business activity, for an un

employed criminal is a danger to the organization. A living reust 

be providad to keep the .membership coM!llitted and reliable. This 

is in part responsible for the emphasis plac·:Ed on a creation of 

new markets and the continuous maintenance of operations. Inde

pendence of the various Families one from another is also impor

tant for internal stability and the reduction of conflict. 
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Attempts to establish complete control over all national operator3 

through a 41 Doss of Bosses 11 historically resulteC in conflict 

which seriously harmed organizeC. crime (e.g. the Castella.r.\erese 

War). There is a certain professionalism and "craft p=ide" 

operative in organized crime which necessitates regulation accord

ing to professional standards and contract negotiation rather 

than tight administrative control. Stinchcombe (1959} suggests 

this is typical of craft production which operates in a variable 

~~rket situation, rather than in continuous production. 

The technology itself and the nature of oper?.tions derr.ands 

decentralization and contractual co-operation. There is very 

little "physical plant" ann the activities are labour intensive 

in the sense that ~any people are needed to provide services, 

conduct business and ensure operational success. Thus the opera

tions cannot be extensively mechanizeC or routinized. 

Although ~here is some semblance of vertical hierarchy, the 

organization of crime is principally horizontal ana decentralized. 

The hierarchy that does exist relates more to the socio-political 

organization than to economic control. Profits seew to flow up 

the hierarchy but direct administrative control does flow Cown 

it unless something goes wren~. Originally Luciano usee to per

sonally receive reports from all his operators, give out instruc

tions, advise on planned operations, and plan some of them him

self. Then as the enterprise expan~ed he became unable to con

tinue doing so anC his subcrdinates haC'. internalized the rr.ethoC.

ology sufficiently so that h" ha~ less need to exercise direct 

centro~. The socio-political hierarchy described earlier does 

not correspond to an econo~~c hierarchy. Bosses, underbosses; 

lieutenants, and soldiers can all run thair own enterprises, of 
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similar kinds, in co-operation, or side by siCe. However, since 

profits often move up the socio-political hierarchy, the high~r 

level personnel have a greater opportunity than others to acc~~

late capital, operate on a large scale, and invest in legitimate 

business interests. This leads to some economic inequalities 

which parallel and sustain the socio-political structure as it is. 

The stability of this organizational structure and its 

prosperity are very much related to authority and its successful 

exercise. In part authority is structured within, with solniers 

subject to the orders of lieutenants~ lieuter.ants to underbosses, 

and ulti~4tely everyone under the control and authority of the 

Boss. Each Family and its members are unC.er the jurisdiction of 

the Commission. This allegiance and ob~dience is in some respects 

voluntary and provides the legiti~acy which transforms power into 

authority. Especially in the case of the Commission which is 

composed of those over 1-1hom it has power, and without whom it 

could not enforce its directives, acceptance of authority must 

be voluntary and a product of the balancing of the interests and 

power of the constituents, since the Co~~ssion has no army or 

police force of its own. The Bosses themselves have authority 

which rests on their followers' support; and their power vis-a

vis other Bosses follows from the size and loyalty of their 

respective Families and the corresponding a~ed strength a boss 

commands. 

Authority can only he maintained so long as the holder of 

it seems to warrant the privilege. Unpopular Bosses have been 

eliminated internally or externally anc1 replaced with "l:>etter" 
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occupants: for example, (:.he corranission removed Joe Bonanno from 

his position as head of his Family). The structure necessitates 

an authority figure and subordinate authority figures, but autho

rity is invested in the office from which an individual can be 

removed. As time goes on authority rests increasingly in the 

structure and decreasingly in the individual. Originally a Boss 

recruited his followers and controlled them personally. Bosses 

are now more subject to organizational necessities as the organiza

tion takes on greater importance as an entity than that of the 

individual status holder. 

Positional authority seems to supercede expertise since 

those who are economically successful or technologically qualified 

are often outranked by less knowledgeable persons. We might argue 

then that administrative or organizational expertise is more 

important than technical know-how: that integration is an essen

tial feature of the successful organization. Certainly many 

legitimate enterprises parallel this situation, with administra

tive (line) personnel taking precedence over technical or profes

sional (staff) personnel. Greater reliance is placed upon pro

fessionals, however, as operations become more complex and sophis

ticated~ and the knowledge of accountants, investment analysts, 

lawyers and even business administrators is called for. However~ 

control still rests with the elite-core, and it is difficult to 

see the elite giving up this control. 

While charisma, such as Luciano see~s to have possessed, is 

an important unifying quality, in organized crime as in other 

organizatio~s, charisma gives way to routinization and structural 

determination. Power comes to rest on success, reliability, arms 

and consistency. A Boss or superior who loses money gambling and 
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then presses his men for extra cash is not popular or seen as a 

good leader. Tony Bender, a lieutenant, lost money on the horses 

and Valachi, his subordinate, resented Bender's demands for more 

revenue. Demands for funds for accepted purposes (protection, 

legal services, investment) are supported, but demands to satisfy 

personal needs caused by incornpetance are not. This suggests a 

definite perception of difference between personal and "corporate" 

needs and it also suggests a difference between organized crime 

and most other organizations. In most organizations, members 

derive income and/or benefits from the organization, but in orga

nized crime, the organization solicits income and services from 

the members. To do this, the organization must be able to provide 

work for the member, either by protecting his activities or find

ing him a "trade 11
, territory or employment situation. Luciano had 

a hard time keeping his men in line when business was slow; they 

tended to go in for petty crimes which were risky, yielded low 

profits, and inevitably courted disaster for the individual and 

ultimately the organization. 

The authority structure does not ensure total control, then: 

but like other organizations, organized crime strives to persuade 

its members to see themselves as extensions of the organization. 

c. ~/right Mills talks of the ;fuite Collar personality and the 

pervasiveness of organizational goals and images in the lives of 

middle class peo?le (Mills, 1958). Similarly, Luciano tells us 

that he encouraged his men to dress respectably, behave politely 

and give the organization a good image (Gosci1 and Hammer, S'..E.· cit.: 

76). Men engaged in impermissable behaviour such as dangerous 

sidelines or fooling around with other members' wives were per-
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suaded to mend their ways. Organized crime is perhaps more 

successful at molding a personality totally devoted to the orga

nization partly because of the difficulty of total withdrawal or 

resignation from the organization. But members also try to culti

vate a respectable image in the community at large, es?ecially in 

pursuing their legitimate interests. This is not, further, in

compatible with the organizational goal of maintaining a low 

profile. However, organizational interests must receive priority 

even at the expense of members' private aims. This, too, is 

typical of many formal organizations: though the extent to which 

the organization can monopolize its members' energies varies 

greatly. 

various form~l organizati~n theorists maintain that the 

style of decision-making affects morale within an organization. 

When lower-level members make, or participate in the r:laking of, 

decisions morale is higher than when members are excluded; and 

as a result commitment to the organization is higherw Perrow 

tells usl howeverr that freedom to make decisions may b~ more 

apparent than real since a member may be sanctioned for an in

appropriate or Wlsuccessful decision (Perro\•T, 1972: 24). A clear 

understanding of his scope of authority and the criteria for 

decision-making must be made available to the ~e~er. Otherwise, 

conservatism, inaction and buck-passing result because members 

will be reluctant to take rdsponsibility. Ne see in organiz~d 

cr~e full individual responsibility for actions and decisions, 

rather than organizational responsibility for the costs of any 

failures. For example, Bugsy Siegel was not helped out o: 

difficulty; he was displaced and his investment appropriated by 



the organization. General policy is decided at the highest level 

of authority, but most decisions are made at the appropriate level 

of activityi control, responsibility and decision-makin<; are dis-

persed throughout the organization. Individuals are expected to 

use rather than abuse this delegated authority anC there are, as 

noted above, some insurances that this occurs. '!'here is, however, 

a fairly clear delimitation of the pe~~ssible scope of decisions 

that is territorially and hierarchically Cefinee. In brief, one 

is expected to mind one's own business. ~ecisions involving more 

than one individu~l or group are worked out by negotiation or 

taken to the next highest level of authority. Appeal to senior 
it 

levels is discouraged and carries with/thG possibilities of senior 

level dissatisfaction with all parties involvec'l. in the dispute. 

Decisions once ~~Ce are binding although issues may be re-

opened for discussionr and daily decision-lt'.ak.ing regarC.ing routine 

operations is a feature of the organization. :t.s we noted earlier, 

this is demanded by the risk a.nd variability of the operations. 

Nevertheless, somE:. decisions may come to be C.isregarC.eC! -~- as 

with narcotics dealing --- and the ability of leaders to enfo=ce 

highly unpopular decisions is minimal. Information about deviance 

simply does not r€ach the higher levels of authority and if it 

does, enforcement of the rules is difficult. Luci?~o could not 

keep Genovese, his underboss r from. trnfficJ-:.ing in narcotics. 

This demonstrates a limitation on the P-ffectiveness of the orga

nization in controlling its ~embers an~ pursuing goals. It 

implies, however, that despite an autocratic structure IT~ers 

are able to influence policy and rules. f"1hen members eo not as 

a whole oppose decisions, failure to com9ly may result in death 
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because the offender did not commar.C sufficient support to chal-

lenge the leadership. Power configura·tions ar& then imy:>crtant 

in organized cri~e t~ an extent probably net paralleled in most 

' organizations. A close analogy rni;ht be political party pur;es. 

~-1hat class of organizc.tion does crime occupy? 

There are a n~ber of different general types of organiza-

tion. Etzioni (1964, 1975) provides a typology of three; noma-

tive, utilitarian and coercive. A nornztivP- organizationr es its 

nane implies, is structured around cert~in ncrrns, values anC 

beliefs. It recruits members in order to support these beliefs 

and disse~inate them, seeking those whose main qualification for 

menbership is a willingness to share and uphold the no~s. Symbcls 

are used to maintain organizational solie . .?~rity ancl. control. The 

goals are social and arc related to the satisfaction of expressive 

needs. By contrast, utilitarian organizations are oriented to the 

practical acco~lishMent of material goals. Most co~uonly control 

is attained through a systet!l "f rm1ards which are ~aterial in 

nature, with a corres!'onding threat of withdrawal if meroJ-:-ers Co r.ot 

meet organizatione.l expectations. In the case of normative orga-

nizations, sanctions would include a wi thdrall-ral of rF.!spect, co-

operation or prestige. In the utilitarian organization such 

ephemeral inducements ere replaced ry tangirle (material} rewarCs 

and punishments. Utilitarian organizations emphasize qualifica-

tions for recruitment such as the ability to perfor~ functions 

well in order to contribute to the organizational goal of profit-

ability. Pinally coercive organizations are concerned with 

imposition of certain behavioural patterns or the punishw~nt of 
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unacceptable actions, 1\.s such, there is no attei"'.pt to involve 

members either normatively or with economic rewards. The emphasis 

is on punishment~ Correct behaviour results in an avoidance of 

unpleasnat consequences, not in the achievement of rewards. 

Recruitment is involuntary and unwilling. The organization 

rarely has an:r choice about its membership, being forced to accept 

those relegated to it. Nor do the members have any choice, ~s 

they are inducted into the organization under durP.ss. 

Organized crime falls into the first two categories of 

organization. Me~bership is voluntary, although membership in the 

elite-core is lifelong once the rnernber has joined. That elite

core is principally a normative organization foundeC on values 

of honour, mutual support anC resp@.et, secrecy 1 ~nliness and the 

ascriptive qualities of Italian heritage. Hot everyone may join: 

there is strong emphasis on sharing the values that the orqaniza

tion upholCs. Opposition to legitimate government or at least 

an indifference to its existence are crucial. Also required are 

the ability and willingness to corrmit cri~~s ranging from petty 

theft to murder, P..O\'"'ever, the e.r.,phasis is not so much on a tech

nical ability to commit crimes, in the sense of know-how or 

efficiency, as on a constitutional, moral and psychological capa

bility to do so. The me~~er must be sympathetic to criMe. 

The larger structure of organi=eC cri~e, bowever, does rely 

on more universalistic criteria such as technical ability, con

tribution to profit and utilitarian value to the organization. 

As such high status and income may accrue to th~ non-core me~er 

who can provide kno\'"Jledge, technology and ex:c-E:rience. An example 

of this is Meyer Lansky, who could belong to the Criminal Orga-
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nization or Syndicate but not to the nr.iafia" or nco sa Nostra u 

itself. Meml::ers of the elite-core are treated as a "family" in 

a fictive kinship structure strengthened ty marital and nor~ative 

ties such as godparentship. But members of the organization in 

general are linked economically and are recruited or discharged 

according to performance ability. There is enough overlap of 

personnel between the elite-core and the larger orga.nization so 

that elite-core members are also subject to perfor~ncc evalua

tion. Failure to succ~eC, es0ecially if coupled ~ith norrn?.tive 

deviance such as cheating colleagues, ~ay result in discharge. 

Since elite-core ~ernbership is normally lifelong, this implies 

a withdrawal of organizational protection which exposes the menber 

to any attack lt!ithout protection or re:;>risal against the attacker. 

Many legiti~~te enterprises worry about the secret informa

tion that retiring rnei!'!..bers may ca.rry to another organization 

which is usually a competitor. They are lirr.i ted to promises anC. 

a reliance on the individual's ethics (or fear of court action) 

that the individual will not join a competitor or give the com

petitor inside information. Organized crime functions indepen

dently of the legal structure, and as such cannot rely on court 

action; more important, it Co~s not have tc. The knowleCge an 

ex-member or ex-associate possesses would net only give a crir.~nal 

competitor an advantage, but might result in the destruction of 

the organization itself. ~iegel;s enterprises in Las Vegas were 

put into receivership and then repurchaseC by the organization for 

pennies on the dollar, thus appropriating the investments made by 

a number of legitirrAte businessmen and restoring complete control 

to the organization (Gosch and P.ammer, ££·cit.: 318 ff). 
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Every organization is formed for a purpose, to pursue a goal 

or several goals. Rowever, in order to achieve the primary ooal{s), 

means to do so must be elaborated. These usually result in the 

formulation of secondary goals. Thus the initial goal rnay be to 

make money by producing a certain commodity. However, raw materi

als must be obtained, personnel skilled in the various operations 

recruited, technology irnple~nted, markets secure~, distribution 

networks established, annexeC or contracted, purlic relations and 

stimulation of product dc~Bnd ensured. 

Organized Crime as a Feudal System 

In this chapter ~re have developed the distinction bet~een 

what might be called the socio-political (normative) organization 

and the economic organization of crime. The selection of cognate 

structures will refl@.et this difference of organizational nature 

and further clarify it. The normative organization of crime will 

be compared to a feudal social structure. As such, it is not an 

organization so much as an institution. An examination of the 

socio-political nature of crime also indicates that ~any aspects 

of "Mafia" membership are institutional rather than organizational. 

Nonetheless, the elite-core is a deliberately constituted MemPer

ship structure which recruits selectively, operates according to 

certain rules, rewards and sanctions, assesses performance, assisns 

tasks and possesses a hierarchy. It is a formal organization 

which is in many ways a parallel and refl~ction of an institution. 

Because it is an organization it is increasingly rational and 

decreasingly related to the institutional characteristics as time 

goes on. It is important, however, to consider the institutional 

characteristics and their functions. 
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l-!ost people have vague notions of what feudalism means, when 

it existed and ho"; it functioned. It existed in r:uro;te sOP.letime 

between the end of the Ronan Empire and the enC. of the !-'"...iddle 

Ages, J:"leing generally associated in t!'e popular mind vri t.h the 

Middle Ages. The dates vary from place to place and the system 

itself was not static but constantly developing. The specific 

details and terms of feudal relations also varied and changed 

from time to time and place to place. 

" ••. [~udalisrn r,~y be reg~rded as a body of 
institutions creating and regulating the 
obligations of oredienc~ and service --
mainly military service --- on the part of 
a free man (the vassal) tOl>o.rards another free 
man (the l-ord) and the obligations o[ pro
tection and maintenance on the part of the 
lord with reaard to his vassal •• The obliga
tions of maintenance had usually as one of 
its effects the grant by the lord to his 
vassal of a unit of real prop€rty known as a 
fief (Granshof, 19€4: xvi). 

"The most striking characteristic ••. vras the 
parcelling out of sovereignty among a host of 
petty princes or even lords of villages;" 
(Bloch, 1%8: cvii) • 

Feudalism involves a hierarchical structure of dependence 

(obligation..s) comprising individuals "\'lho possess authority at 

various levels and exercise it in their own interest with respect 

to their own domain. It is a military structure which incorporates 

notions of service, command and responsibility. Rights to terri

tory correspond generally to hierarchical divisions (Granshof, 

oo. E..!.!_.: XV) • It is important to note th~.t service and obedience 

are obtained not through payment o£ salary but ~~rough the re-

sponsibili ty to provide a source of incoroo ~1hich the vassal ac"!.-

ministers himself. There are nortr.ative anC'. symbolic ties involved 

in maintaining unity and order such as oaths, kinship, loyalty an(! 
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mutual obligations. Terri tory \oihile not regarded as herS:di tary, 

but rather as the property of the lo=d who might redistribute it 

on the vassal's death, is normally the prerogative of the vassal 

during his life. In order to deprive hirn of his territory, the 

lord would normally have to withdraw his protection or pronounce 

sentence of death. Usually land did descend in hereditary fashion 

but his was custom not formal rule. 

The similarities hetween feuCalisrn anC the socio-political 

structure of organized crirn~ are striking. Organized criMe 

Families are para-military in nature and in taxonornv (solC.i~rs, 

lieutenants). Pm?er and authority are distrir-uted throughout a 

hierarchy and enable the possessors to control their own domains 

(underlings, activities} in their ~'n interests, to make treaties 

with others and to support themselves. Hentrers are not salarieC 

but are provided with a source of income \<~hich is territorial in 

nature. As in feudalism~ control is generally lifelong, may be 

reassigned en a member's death and deprivetion of such rights 

entails '·1i thdrawal of protection ( 11 being put on the shelfn) or 

death. A balance of power is maintaineC through hierarchical con

trol, preservation of territorial inco~s and distribution of 

power among members of the hierarchy. 

P~st feudal societies were unified under one individual, the 

king, below whom existed numerous powerful lords and their ranked 

followers. Not all nations possessed powerful kings, however, anC 

sometimes the lords dominated. This resulted in warfare anC. occa

sionally in peaceful coalitions if the lords' forces were equally 

powerful and could maintain tP.eir terri tory without bloodshed or 

if a strong lord could impose order. '!'he attempts of 1-!aranzano 
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to subjugate all org~nized criminals to himself as the Boss of 

Bosses represents the last vestige of any form of kingship in 

organized crime. Luciano describes a banquet given by ~1aranzano 

to which all important organized criminals were invited ~~d 

expected to pay homage to Maranzano, offering money as symbolic 

tokens of their loyalty. Just as the l1agna Carta er~ressed vassal 

discontent with kingly overbearance, the lords of organized crime 

rebelled against Maranzano and deposed him. Attempts to elevate 

Luciano to the throne of Boss of Bosses were rejected by Luciano, 

as were the monetary gifts 1 although Luciano remained for a long 

time primus inter pares. Thereafter, there seems to have been a 

balance of power maintained through the Commission and Councils 

which Luciano established (Gosch and Hammer, 2£· cit.~ 139 ff). 

The Commission assumed the power to ap?oint new heads of 

Families which in fact is a matter of formal ratification. In 

the case of feudalism, as we noted above, although territory 

reverted to the king on the death of a vassal, most successions 

were simply approved by the king, who might appoint a guardian or 

new vassal if there were no one in clear line of succession, or 

if the successor were unable to function effectively. The Commis

sion used its power to remove important figures such as Joe Bcnanno 

and retroactively approved the murder of Albert Anastasia. Even 

ritual confirmation legitimates the system and provides an impor

tant mechanism for re-establishing order should it begin to break 

down. 

Within Familiesf the Boss has absolute authority over his men 

and their territory. His consent is necessary to expand one's 

territory or operations, and he is responsible fer ensuring that 
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his men have 11 fiefs" (territorial sources of income) and that they 

are protected. This entails, for the Mafia, both the prevention 

of internal strife and a payment of protection money to ward off 

outside threats. The establishment of order does not preclude 

the necessity of maintaining a military structure, since order in 

part depends on fear of the consequences of arned struggle. There 

is a sort of "cold warn wariness and reluctance to disarm, for 

pm,.er rests on potential as much as on demonstrated strength. 

However, one might assume that through disuse, peace and sedentary 

satisfaction, the efficiency and performance of the military would 

decline. Only constant warfare can serve to maintain ~ilitary 

quality. 

At each level of the hierarchy, and over specific operations, 

authority and control is vested in the individual although he is 

subject to limited and legitimate demands from his superior. All 

parties have rights, privileges, and obligations to each other. 

Decision-making and control is distributed at all levels of the 

hierarchy, and this reflects the nature of the operations and the 

high risk involved. The socio-political structure of organized 

crime has had an influence on crime's economic structure. These 

"livings", the parcelling out of territory and sovereignty under 

a central hierarchy are the foundation of Mafia socio-political 

organization. They satisfy members' ambitions to so~e extent, 

provide income and are a means of control over extensive areas. 

Every organization ~ust have sorne means of SU?port, economic 

and social. The socio-?olitical facet of organized crime provides 

internal stability and defence against external interference. In 

addition, public use of criminal organization (employers seeking 
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labour racketeer aid in opposition to unionization, purchase of 

smuggled cigarettes, use of drugs, gambling) supports organized 

crime socially as well as economically. Law enforcement and 

legislation are used to support the aims of organized crime by 

eliminating competitors through the mechanism of the law, preven

tion of successful prosecution, manipulation of laws which ease 

persecution of organized crime. Laws making certain goods and 

services illegal provide a market for criminal organization (who 

no doubt would strenuously oppose the legalization of drugs) thus 

facilitating the necessary task of market creation and maintenance. 

Income to support the organization comes as a percentage of 

profits on "franchised 11 activities (almost a licensing and taxation 

system since very often administrative control is not present), 

interest on loans, sale of services (deliveries, knowledge of how 

to set up an operation), etc. Members may in turn receive salaries, 

percentages of the income of an operation or may keep net incone 

after expenses and the percentage paid to the central organization. 

This in turn pays for protection, benefits to relatives, legal 

costs and also provides handsome profits for the leadership. 

Lowest level operatives seem to receive salaries, middle level to 

receive percentage incomes and higher levels (probably members of 

the elite-core) to receive the net proceeds. Senior level person·

nel may have ~~eir own operations but also get a cut of all opera

tions. 

At whatever level control is exercised the operations seem to 

be treated as personal rather than organizational property. The 

economic structure seems to provide livings for members of the 

normative structure while the normative structure provides a con-
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text and background for the utilitarian organization. certainly 

society does not provide a favourable environment for crime. The 

normative organization of crime does provide such an environment 

and we can see a symbiotic relationship of two entities organiza

tionally distinct but significantly interrelated by shared person

nel and mutual dependence. In the next chapter the economic or 

utilitarian organization of crime will be discussed in greater 

depth. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. An enforcer is the individual who arranges for the murder 
or maiming of members of the organization, and sometimes 
non~·members. 

2. Sources 
(1973: 

on the code are Cressey, (1969: 162 
150 ff.) and Maas (1969: 96, 107). 

ff.), Ianni, 

3. A number of people may be Enforcers at the same time and 
one of them is contracted to attend to the matter. This 
seems to be regarded as an irregular function since no one 
is exclusively and continuously an Enforcer. Execution is 
not a regular occurence, but appears to be regarded as an 
extreme last resort. 
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CHAPTER TI:!U:E 

The Economic Organization of Organized Crime 

In addition to viewing organiz~d crine as a political 

system, it is ?Ossibl~ to view it as an aconornic system. 

llere there are greater difficulties in eescribing t~e 

nature of the organizatio!l, for whereas the Co sa :~astra 

governs only itself, its economic activitias involve a 

com?lex series of linkages with other organizations and 

with free-lanc~rs or independent oparators. At the sim

plest level, members of ~~e Cos~ Nostra may provid~ goods 

and sarvices for ~atty criminals, suvplying tham wi~~, say, 

narcotics or the faciltias through Hhich to dispose of 

stolen properties. At about tha same level as these are 

employees of ~embers of the Cosa Nostra - nuwbers runners, 

bookies, ma!:.ers of illegal alco!lol, and so on - '11-Jho are 

not members of the Cosa llostra but l'ihO are essential to t..i.e 

operation of many of its illegal enterprises. On a par

allel level with the Cosa r~stra are other organiz3tions 

on a smaller scale which operate in araas outsiC.e t~1ose 

under l"J.afia control. !1ernbers of the Cosa Nostra might 

supply such organizations wi~1 capital or technical advice 

in return for a ?ercentaga of the profits. Finally, 

there are some grounds for beli~ving that some members of 

the Cosa nostra are angaged in financial dealings "ith 

international financiers of Oubious repute, such as Meyer 

Lansky. 
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Th-3:se individuals are primarily non·-! talian anC are con·· 

cerned wi~~ developing new financial o~~ortunitie~ at 

horns and abroad. They drau on capital supplied by the 

Cosa i.-l:ostra, among other sources, and with their su;erior 

financial acumen j?Ut it to work in large··scal~ enter~· 

?rises of a more or lass legitimate natur~. 

A treatise on all ~~ese economic aspects of organized 

crime could run to many volurr.es, and it is therefore per-

haps best to concentrate on the economic organization and 

activities of the Cosa :i-Jostra. Although its financial 

affairs are per!laps th-= best·kept secret of the organi-

zation, a certain amount is known about its economic 

structure and financial dealings. Unfortunately, investi

gators have left many questions unanswered, as ~ill emerge 

during the following discussion. 

It has been said that the economic organization of 

organized crime FaQilies ha~ its origin in an agreement of 

1931; when leaders of Sicilian Italian organized-crime 

units across the United States rationally decidad to form 

monopolistic corporations, and to link these corporations 

together in a monopolistic cartal2 (Cressey, l9E9 35) • 

In some respects this analogy is misleading. First, 

organized crime Facilies, thoug~ they may operate ration-

ally as economic units, do not possess a fo~ of business 

organization corni?arable to a corporation • 
• 

' ' 



For a start, it ~ight be noted that a corporation is an 

association of individuals, created hy law or U.."'lder aut:lor

ity of law. Since a good many of the economic activities 

of the Cosa !ilostra are extra~·legal, the orga.'lization can

not strictly be called a corporate one. Ratherr it is 

cora fruitful to vie~·1 orq<'l.ni.a:eri. crime Far.tilies as conduct· 

ing a whole ~~i~s of economic activities in ~,e illegal 

sphere. In some of these enterprises, lin2s of economic 

and pol.itical ?Q\.;er coincide, as they do in a legitimate 

~o.-""''mpany; in others they do not. 

It is true that organizeC criminals aim at monoply 

control in many areas. t-1onopoly control of a market 

enables an organization to cut costs by eliminating com-

petitors and e~fecting economies of scale. A monopoly 

concern can also raise prices with less difficulty than 

competing finns can engage in collusive ~:;~rice·* fixing. 

The increased profitability that accompanie~ monopoly 

control provides the ca?ital wit..~ '.olhich to influence 

agencies of laN ··enforcement and leg isla tors on a larry a 

scale. A monopoly of ?rotection ,. in turn, helps J~eep 

competitors at bay. It should, hO\'levar, be noteC. that 

'"'hile the Co sa Nostra aims at monoply control of <Jambl -

ing, and numbers running, as well as of protection in the 

areas under its control, it does not attempt~o monor

oliz~ all ar~as of economic activity in which its 

~ambers are involved. 
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Drug importing and distributing, theft, and amed robbery 

are examples of this. 

Finally, it is somewhat misleading to talk of the 

economic organization of the Cosa Nostra as a •·rhole at: 

resembling that of a cartel. .n.. cartel is defined as "an 

international syndicate, combiner or trust generally for

med to regulate prices anrl output in some fielC of business· 

(American College Dictionary) • ~here is no evidence to 

indicate that the Cosa Nostra is interested in reaulating 

prices on even a national basis.· since most of their 

customers are stationary, and it is of advantag~ to charge 

whatever the market will bear in any givan area. The 

sort of price regulation wi~~ which they are concerned 

usually involves some form of extortion, though the 

medium of a legitimate company, such as providing a 

laundry service at higher prices than usual. Since they 

ara mainly concerned in their illegal endeavours in pro~ 

viding services rather than goods, it is not in ~~eir 

interest to regulate output. In their manufacturing 

endeavours, the market is liable to absorb \1-Thatevar the:{ 

supply, but the catch ~ere is that they SU??lY these 

goods at prices belo\'J those of their legitir1ate compet

itors. It is thus to their advantage to set up a mono-

ply, but not necessary to establisil a cartel. 
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The Cosa Nostra is less ooncerned with regulating ?rices 

and output than it is with ensuring the establishment and 

continued existence of the enterprises which are so profit-

able to them. 

The Economic Activities of the Cosa ~*astra 

The illegal activities of members of the Cosa .~..Jostra 

can perhaps be divided into five major areas. One of 

these is the selling or otherwise disposing of goods acquired 

illegally. This would include the selling or fencing of 

merchandise stolen from companies and from private individ·· l 

uals, such as credit cards, stocks, bonds( stolen auto·~ 

mobiles, and personal goods. In this area members of a 

cri."!lc Family l·!ould act as midC:.lernen, serving as the links 

between the small-time or big-tir.te thieves \\?llo obtain t..."le 

merchandise and the consumers. 

A second area in which organized crime Families par

ticipate is in the manufacture or sale of illegal or 

counterfeit goods and consumables. The making and selling 

of moonshine alcohol and narcotics trafficking are two 

such areas in which the organization is involved. It is 

also engaged in the sale of counterfeit merchandise; from 

car parts to razor blades. 

A major source of funds for the organization comes 

fron the selling of illegal services. Gambling of all 

kinds is the ~est lucrative of the Cosa Nostra•s 

illigitimate businesses. 

• 
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Their g~ling ventures range from betting on sports events 

to lotteries of one sort or another to running casinos. 

Loan .. ·sharking, lending money at extortionate rate interzst, 

is another ~~xtrernely profitable illegal activity that ia a 

sta'ld.by for members of the Cosa Nostra. It rnig!".t be noted 

that loan-·sharhing ~">rovides a fruit=ul source of labour 

for other ~nterprises, sinca the debtors can often ba 

coerceC:. into working for members of the cosa Hostra in 

illegal enterprises. It is also a means of entry into 

legitirn.atu businasses, as organized cri.;ninals are fre·· 

quently lV"illing to bacor.h~ :silent partners in legiti..'llats 

business rather than to collect ~1e money Cue to them. 

Labour raketeerins- is another will· known activity t~1at 

falls \'lithin this category. Ernployers are Hilling to 

pay a fee in exchange for a pretence that tha business 

is unionized. A variation of this is the 'lsweet.'11eart 

contract 1
: 1 by w!lich ._a Cosa ilostra nember for a fee 

~·7rites a labour contract that c2teats the workers out of 

\'!ages and benefits that they coulC. legitimately o~tain 

at tha bargaining table,· {Cressey, 1969' 96) _ 

Extortion of various descriptions is a fourth area 

in which m~~ers of ~~e Cosa ~astra are involved. One 

as:-ect. of this is labour r.g,cketeering 1 \then !?'eople are 

put on the payroll of a legitimat~ company own~C by a 

bon-rner.~r although they ?erform no service. 
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The threat of violence is frequently sufficient to enable 

!llembars of the Co sa Hostra to taJ:::e over, L"l whole or in 

part 1 the business of others. Another angle of 2xtortion 

is the provision of services at a higher rate than usual. 

A company may be forcad to use a laundry service or to 

buy its alcohol from Hafia-connected sources that charge 

unusually high prices, or a com?any may have to pay extra~ 

ordinary rates in order to ensure the continued co

operation of labour. 

Organized criminals !1ave also discovered. nunerous 

methods of defrauding legitimate co~panies of their funds. 

Criminals may secure control of a legitimate operation 

and defraud the insurance company by committing arson~ 

they may engage a bankruptcy frauC. A more sophisti· 

cated undertaking is that of setting up dummy corp

orations with phony assets. Unregistered stocks, loans, 

and other financial doc~~ents are used as collateral on 

loans or as guarantees of payment for merchandise. 

The operation of illegal enter?rises resembles the 

operations of businasses in many wa7s. In some, there 

is a hiararchy of production or sales staff that cor

renponds to the hierarchy governing ~~e organization. 

The operation is set up along prescribed lines and its 

operation is regular. Competition is ke~t to a mini

mum, and the use of financial controls is pre=erred to 

violence. 



Experts, particularly accountants and lat...yers, are con·· 

sulted in order to avoid tax and other legal problems. 

r~on rel~tions are &~tablished with regulatory bodies, 

political parties and the conununity (f.ll>tye 1955. 116ff). 

It should be noted that outside of the hierarchy o= 

economic relationships in the Cosa Nost.ra exists an 

info:r:nal position ,.,hich ma;r be held by anyone with the 

ability - that of money - ~oreover. Those filling this 

position are responsible for findins ne~·' outlets for th~ 

organization's money. and are thus crucial to its o~eratio~. 

These individuals command graat respect in the organiz-

ation for their financial abilities. 

The economic structure of the Cosa Uostra is co>r.

parabla to that of a ccmpany only in some areas. In a 

business lines of economic and political po~~er usually 

follow each other. !n the Cosa Nostra 1 this is true 

only of some enterprises, of which numbers is one~ The 

numbers racket is a form of lottery closely related to 

policy and polita. The gamblers attempt to guess what 

three-digit number will result from some standard ta':l

ulation: such as a total of all bets placed at a given 

racetrack on a certain day. The lattery tickets are sold 

by runners, who are usually not members of the organization~ 

At the next level is the 11Controller 1
', usually a Cosa 

Nostra soldier, ~~~ho oversees about ten runner~. 



He collects the money they bring in along with the day's 

slips. Ten or so of these controllers in turn pass the 

money and slips on to a "banker", often a Co sa Nostra 

lieutenantr who operates out of a fixed location known 

as the '·bank". Here the slips end money are processed, 

and employees of the banker distribute the winnings down 

through the organization until they reach the bettors. 

Above the level of manager ~<ill be a hierarchy of "lay-off 

ba•·1kers ·' r senior Co sa Nostra members "t.<lho supply the bank 

wi t..i. funds when there is an emergency. 

This operation is conducted in a business-like fash

ion .. with runners and controllers usually working on a 

commission basisr and men on tile higher levels getting 

a percentage of the profits. The police are paid a fixed 

amount, as is the boss in whose territory the lottery ope·~ 

rates, (cressey;,.l96!J .. Ianni 1973). 

In many of ~~e other economic enterprises the lines 

of economic a.."l.C. political pmv-er clo not follow each other 

so closelj,'. A sold.ier may be in business for himself, or 

he may be involved in business with anyone in the organi:·· 

ation from the boss on dm.m, and he may frequently be in·w 

valved in his illegal operations ,.,ith someone out.sidg t..'le 

Cosa :1ostra. In these vent:ures any of the follmv-ing 

relationsh:lpe may apply: paxtnaorship; emplo}fGr ·employeaJ 

buyer and seller of goods; buyer and seller of services. 

Alternatively, a system of reciprocal obligations may 

govern economic relationships, (Ianni 1975: 284 ff). 
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It is possible for one individual to devise a variety of 

arrangements for one business over a ?eriod of tiMe. 

Valachi's career as a loan shark ?rovides a =ine axample. 

Hs started loansharking with 't.i.'le pro£i ts he made in his 

numbers racket] and kept all the profits for hL~self. qe 

t.1.en went into partnership "t-lith a man who was not a member 

of the Cosa Nostra. This individual financed Valachi, \Vho 

in return was to develop ne.,., customers and manage the bus

iness. Unfortunately for Valachi, this man ~'las an associate 

of his lieutenant; Tony Bender. :rnen Bender, who was losing 

money on the track, found out about Valachi 1 s success, he 

demanded a share of the profits. Althougl-1 Valachi chose 

not to go along with this, he might easily have Cone so. 

In ti1at case he would have been engaged within a short 

period of time in three different financial arrangements 

in one area of his activities alone, (Naas, op.cot~ 165 ff). 

Thus is many areas the hierarchical structure breaks 

down. A soldier may be engaged in any number of financial 

arragements t'lith different individual3 in various of his 

businesses. In some casesr profits may be channeled u~ 

t."le organization, whether as a protection money or sinply 

as a means of giving the boss ''a pie::·e of t..'l-].e action n It 

is not evident that the boss will be given a share of 

every operation in uhich his subordinates are involved. 

Indeed, subordinates seem to tend to hide their activities 

as much as possible in order to avoid just such a contin

gency. 

• 
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For the ordinary soldier there are clearly C:is ... 

a~vantagas in ~~is sort of arrangement. Ee is obliged 

to giv-a a cut of hos )refits to any su.;terior w~10 dis-

covers ne is earning a qood living or ~uffer toe consequences. 

The ~act that t:1is arranger:tent is not standardized 

probably contributes to a sense of injustice. His bus-

iness ventures may also b~ subject to certain amount of 

interferance fro~ othar soldiars and from his superiors. 

Valachi ~..,as outraged when his Oa;?tain, Tony 3ender, inter

fered in a liquor transaction he hac:i. arranged, ( taas, O?. 

cit: 170). A ~ember may sometimes suffer ~inancial los-

ses in order to protect money lent to him by the boss. 

Renner saya of Patriarcha, a boss in Boston· ~~.,ro matter 

what deal Patriarcha was involved in, he nevar lost a 

dime Jlui.yone ,.,ho C:.ared not to protect the padrone 's 

money \'laS faced with swift ancl Violent retribution,;· 

(Teresa, op. cit; lOS). 

Advantages of ~1embership in the Cosa Uostra 

These disadvantages, ho\V"ever, are offset by-~ the nany 

facilities 't'thici.l the cosa Hostra provides for its rn~!tlbers. 

T:1e organization is able to SU;??lY the capital ~~~ich may 

be necessary to !;:>egin a loan··sharking operation or to off

set the losses that any bookma:-;er or policy-writer is 

liable to sustain. Capital is also su::?plied. for invest·· 

ments in legitimate businesses or in the narcotics trade. 
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During the course of his career any individual is likaly 

to suffer financial rgverses r and the ca::>i tal :_::Jrovided :Jy 

the organization will be available to set him on his feet 

again. 

Labour is a.t'lother resource at the disposal of organized 

cr~e Families. They are able to 2rovide the facilities 

for the disposal of stolen credit cards, securities, or 

large quantities of stolen merchandise. This service, 

~1hile usee by ;m '1Y of their O'tm rnemters, is also useful 

for t~1i-aves outside the organization. In addition, the 

Cosa uostra is able to ~roviC.e the pros)ectiv::! casino 

owner with men eAperienced in the field. 

In addition, th.; Cosa Nostra is an excellent labour 

exchange. i-iernbers of the high corn:~and have first· rate 

contacts in the criminal world and are able to f\ring like~· 

minded individuals together for business purposes. 

During Teresa 1 s career the underboss of the Patriarcha 

Family assigned t\10 !?etty thieves to work under his 

c;uidance, an.! under his direction til.ey became · outstan·~ 

ding con men and monay movcrs,u (~eresa, op.cit 193). 

Contacts r;1ay provide capital or expertis~, or may simply 

serve to increase the profitability of an enter~rise by 

adding the amount of labour ex:~ended on a given business. 
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The organization is able to supj:Jly social services 

for its members. It may ?rovide bondsmen and lawyers in 

the event that an individual is apprehended by the r>olice, 

and support ~,e family of a member during his incarceration 

in ?rison. Both Zeiger and Teresa mention that widows may 

be given pensions of a sort, and old··timers may be pro

vided with a source of income. As Horner says, :•tn the area 

of social service, help is s~oradic and intermittent, but 

some help from the larger organization is given_." (oj?. cit~ 

99) • 

Perhaps the most in:?ortant service ;>roviried. by the 

Cos a Nostra is }'rotection. .? .. member needs ;:>rotection fror.t 

ot..i.er criminals And from t!1e la\-.r. Protectio:l from oth~r 

crir.dnals is provided for ti1e Co sa ~:astra rne.'Tller. First, 

every effort is made by the soldiers and their SU?eriors 

to ensure that the Cosa llostra members do not interfe:a 

in each others' business interests. Second, the Cosa 

Nostra may secure the co-oparation of criminals or criminal 

societies outside the organization, forming a mutually 

profitable association. The organization is in a ]Osition 

to ensure that other criminals do not L,fringe on nembers l 

business interests, either by offering com~etition or by 

engaging in extortion. Offenders rnight be Cone away "•Tith 

or turned over to the :;>alice. 
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Protection from the agencies of law-enforcement is a 

service that only a good··sized organization with substantial 

reADurces can provide, as it i3 likely to be extremely ex

pensive. The Cosa Nostra is in a position not only to pay 

protection money to the 20lice; but in some cases to bribe 

judges~ thereby securing virtual i.nununity for conviction 

for its members. It is sometin~s possible for the Cosa 

~·lo~tra to reach the pocketbooks of legislators, uho are able 

to provide a broader sort of ~rotection for me~bers. This 

sort of corruption is liable to be jaopardized !:>y reform drives, 

but ~~e effects of the3e are usually short-lived; and in 

any case the cosa Nostra offers better protection than any 

crir:linal could hope to secure on h.is ot·m. 

The keynote of the econo~ic operation of U1e organiz 

~tion as implied by the previous discussion, is diversifi

cation anC. decentralization. :-test members are responsible 

for supporting themselves, and they tend to become involved 

in a whole series of busin~sses. While there is a certain 

amount of direction from above~ and 't·Thile som2 of the pro-· 

fits of subordinates are chan:1.eled up through the organiz

ation~ eco:1omic centralization is by no means complate. 

It lJould seem that tJ.i.ere are certain inefficiencies in t..;,e 

manner in which the organization operates, fron t..~e ?Oint 

of view of nenDers of the high command. 'l'\<10 :;?roble!!!s 

r.light be singled out the fact that sorile of their O)erations 

are labour···intensive.- which might tend to reduce profits~ 
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and ~~e fact tl1at subordinates are somewhat lax about 

declaring the full extent of their operations. 

Host of the illegal services uh.ich organized crime 

supplies are labour intensive, from gwruJling and dealing 

in drug3 t7"'fencing. It might be thought t..'lat this sort of 

arrangement is econo~ically irrationalr since ?refits are 

diverted form the central coffers at everx stage of t!le 

operation, and much of the money is si?honed off to non 

members of the organization. Two factors, hm·Iever, should 

be ::x>rne in mind. One is that though in 1 say, the numbers 

racke~, the boss may get only one percent of the profits, 

this is still an enormous a.110unt of mane~,, (Cressey, 196~ ~ 

137). H.oreover .. the costs to the boss are mini.-rnal;. he may 

not be tl1e one who is paying for protection, and the costs 

to him in supervising the operation •·lill be small~ Thus 

in return for w:1at may be a minimum fo sut,)ervisory activity, 

tne boss is able to take a cut of whatever economic activ

ity his subordinates are engaged in~ 

The supervising of \'Tell-·established rackets is fairly 

strai9htforward, ti1ough checks are necessary to ensure 

e1at subordinates Co not cheat. It is more diff.icult, how

ever, for t..~e boss to keep track of every business activity 

of each soldier, even t•Ji t..'-1 the assistance of other members 

of the high command. 

\ 



The very flexiblity of ~~e operations of subordinates, 

corr~ined with ~~eir natural disire to keep such activities 

beyond the official scrutinY: means L~at the boss is liable 

to have difficulty in securing what he "'10uld regard as his 

rightful due :from his underlings, But in spite of these 

difficulties are advantages to be gained from the way in 

\·1hici.1 the organization functions economically. ~'1hen each 

member is psrsonally responsible for producing his entire 

income, he is doubtless more efficient, energetic; anC: 

enterprising tl1an he= would be if he \'iere on a payrcll. In 

the illegal side of the operations 1 it is easier for an 

organization to remain virtually invisible if its operation 

is thus decentralized. It may also be usaful for members 

to have such n \'Tide degree of latituda in whic!l. to exercise 

their earning anility · it deflects them from po~er strug

gles within the organization and gives them a fair amount 

of independence. This may be valua:ble in vie,.,. of the 

likelihood of their 9atting out of the organization. rt 

might ~ uneconomic to try to assert any greater degree 

of control over the Fa..·rdly r.~er·iliers 1 given the nature of 

~le O?erations. Since very littl~ of the informatio~ in 

illegal businesses is put down on pa?er; and since ~~e 

organization \,•ants to ramain as invisible as possible: any 

greater degree of control would be ~practical. Dy running 

~'1.ings the uay they do the executives get a maxir!l.un of 

profits uit:1 a minimum amount of bureaucracy. 
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John Gardiner {1973: 159) outlined the very compleA 

organization of the Stern Syndicates g~ling operations. 

':'here were eleven sub-banks with five to thirty 11riters 

eacJ1 ~.;ho reported daily to the accounting office. i•7riters 

kept thirty--five percent of the gross take and the su!:l

bankers themselves, after deducting winnings and exp~nces, 

generally divided tne remaining profits equally. Stern 

himself, covered the bets \<fhen there 'itas a big win on a 

popular number. The jmportation of narcotics also apDears 

to be a hiryhly organized importing· t.v'lolesaling di~tribution 

enterprise, although direct control or responsibility does 

not extenC to the street level and profit is Carived from 

pricing, (Cressey .. 1969 91}. However, a given individual 

may engage in a number of different enterprises in different 

capacities" at different levels of imrortance,. none of 

which are necessarily consiste!lt with his official designation 

in the socio··political control hierarchy. There is a diver

sification and division of function, but individuals are 

not as clearly divided into specialized activities. 

T~e balance sheet of criminal societies is not easy 

to deternine. Even i~ accurate records are kept$ a~d this 

is a dubious proposition, researchers do not ha e access 

to them. Attetnp.ts to guess the size of the profits of 

organized crime and to guess the incomes of organized 

criminals have bean made {Cres::;ey· ;1371 .. Clark 1970 and 

Homer; 1974): but their accuracy is very much open to 

question. 

.. 
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The President•s Commission of CrL~e in ~erica took a 

look at ~~ree areas of organized criminal activity. It 

concluded that gar.1bling brings in $6 to $7 billion wort~1 of 

profits annually~ loansharking is "in the multi·billion dol·· 

lar range~·: ancl U.rugtrafficldng _?reduces $21 I:'.illion wort..'1 

of ~.,rofits for "organized crime groups in those few cities 

where almost all heroin consumption occurs;'" (U.S. Pres. 

Comm, 1968. 440 ff). Thomas Plate (1975! 92) has estL~ated 

the ?refits made by individuals in these businesses. 

a.-,.n.ual income of a numbers runner in Harlem is .$26,,000. of 

a numbers controller, -~60. 000. A nevr York loan shark could 

count on $125;000 a year, while a drug distributor in r~s 

Angeles could expect to make ~27,000. All of L~ese incomes, 

of course, would be tax free. 

Hhatever the other drat,rbacks in these guesstimates, 

there are two limitations for our purposes. First, the 

profits from these businesses go to ti1e individuals out-

side the Cosa !lostra, as vell as to rner.tbers of the .::>rqan-

ization,. so that it is im;:ossible to deternine ·ui1at :;?er-

centage of these figures l,¥oul6 ~e at the disposal of or-

ganized cr~e Families. Secondr while it is useful to J~ow 

~1e income attached to any given job, ~~is does not tell 

us v~ry I!luch about the total in. comes of Ll,.e Cosa ~·:astra 

mernbers since they tend to hold dot.m several jobs at one 

tir.le. 
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Valachi (H.aas, op. cit: 271) in 1959 was loansharking, 

operating juke-boxes, trafficking in heroin, and running 

a numbers racket scheme, among other things. The first 

three of these hugine~~ae brought him a gross of around 

$2600 a weok, or about $130,000 a year. 

~~~ crimin~al Profits Are Spent 

Whatever the exact figures for individual incomes 

and total revenues, it is clear that organized crime is 

a feild in which money is to be made. It remains to 

determine how this money is spent. Part of the gross 

profits, of course, are eaten up by the expenses of run

ning the organization; then the profits can be channel

led into personal expenses or they can be put to work in 

illegitimate businesses. 

Because of the prevailing uncertainty about the 

balance sheets of organized criminals and the enterprises 

they own, it is not easy to determine whether expenses are 

handled by individuals or by the boss on behalf of the 

organization. In some cases it appears that the individual 

is responsible for paying the expenses of his ent~rprises, 

but in other instances the boss will provide capital and 

finance protection. 

The costs of securing co-operation from outsiders in 

positions of power are high. The mob is involved not only 

in paying protection money to the police, but in corrupting 

judges, municipal officers, and legislators. 
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cressey notes (1967: 135) that in New York in 1960 

"ninety spots in one section of Harlem alone paid police 

about $2,500,000 a year for protection for the numbers 

racket~' In 11 Wincanton", John Gardiner (1974~ 110) found 

that ~hen the Stern Syndicata was operating, proceeds from 

the dice game paid the mayor $1500 a week, the chief or 

police $100, and a few policemen lesser amounts. Other 

officials were paid off in different ways. In addition, 

Stern contributed fm1ds to the primary and general election 

campaigns of candidates for civic office. It is estimated 

"that 'the underworld' contributes 15 percent of the costs 

of local and state political campaigns, 11 (Cressey, 1969~ 

253). It is impossible to provide an .accurate account of 

the total expenses to organized crime of these various 

forms of corruption, but it is clear that a sizeable amount 

of money is channelled in this direction. 

Other expenses are incurred when the organization is 

unable to secure ~~e co-op~ration of police and governmant 

officials. Payments fdr la~]ers, bail, maintenance of the 

families of t-hn.oc J.Jup,_ l.sor:m.od u..t: killed - these can cost 

the organization a sizeable sum. Accountants and lawyers 

are also n.eaded to guide fl'r'J-<'lni 7&>...:1 ,..,-{m;.. ... :=r;1"" +-hrro ...... -:rh -tho. 

morass of tax legislation. Financial losses are incurred 

.-a.-..-.: Lhu polico- se.i 7.£> nnr9otics and stblten seeds, or when 

the individual's business collapses during his i.nc.ar.cer.ation. 

A reforming mayor mey put organized criminals out of bus

iness at least temporarily, as was the case with Stern in 

Wicanton. 
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A change of governmant in a foreign country can result in 

the loss of substantial invGstments, as Lansky discovered 

when Castro drove him out of the gambling business in Cuba. 

Thus orgnnized criminals sustain considerable lossas as a 

result of interfer~nce from the government and the police. 

Other lossGs may result from mismanagement or bad 

luck. Teresa records an instance in which three mobsters 

lent money to a company. The son of one of the owners 

"was mixed up with women and gambling •.• and he spent two 

hundred grand of the companies money," (Teresa, op.cit: 

106). One member of the Lupollo Family noted some of the 

~isks involved ~ loansharking on the waterfront: "Half 

the guys who borrow are on dope and no matter what you do 

thay aren't going to pay you back because they end up on 

Rikers Island or getting shot by the cops," (Ianni, 1973: 

110). It may be possible to fence certain stolen goods, 

or there might be a run on a popular number in a lottery 

operation. Such losses cannot be insured, nor are they tax 

deductable. 

It should also be noted that wars, depressions, and 

recessions have an effact on the profitability of certain 

criminal enterprises. After the United States entered 

li7orld War II, says Valachi," the numbers and the shy-

locking go dead on me. There is plenty of money around 

and plenty of jobs, so who needs to borrow? 
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It's worse with the numbers. The numbers are good only 

when times are bad,': (1-iaas, op.cit: 144) Even demo

graphic change may work against Cosa Nostra members: 

Valachi had to sell a restaurant when blacks, who "don't 

eat our kind of food" moved into the area, {ibid.: 184.) 

After these various business expenses are accounted 

for, a certain amount of the profits are siphoned off into 

the personal expenses of mobsters. Cressey notes that when 

Genovese'·s wife sued for separatoin in 1952, " she test

ified that their house cost $75,~00. another $1000.000 

for renovations and $250,000 for furnishings. n !4any of 

them support one or more mistresses, and they mayr like 

Sam the Plumber, take frequent vacations with them. 

Gambling is another fruitful drain on capital. Teresa(op. 

cit: 15} says, 11 Sorne of the biggest racketeers in the 

country that I know play the ponias, and they lose a 

fortune. As Homer notes, (op.cit.: 107) "Personal expen

ditures ••• cut down on the acuumulation of capital avail

able as savings or for investment 11
• 

The remaining profits may be ploughed back into il

legitimate enterprises. Investments in loan-sharking, 

casinos, or narcotics provide both a large profit and a 

quick return. However, illegal operation cannot absorb 

all of the capital produced by crirninul enterprises: hence, 

in part, the Cosa Nostra's investment in legitimat~ business. 

• ~1. 
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Upper echelon members of the Cosa Nostra seem to be 

tending more toward legitimate business but usually in 

the field of money moving' {stocks, bonds, loans) rather 

than administrat:ion of production. It is probable that 

these activities are seen as a less risky, more profit-

able and almost legitimate. Certainly many 11 legitimate 11 

corporations are known to have laundered money, evaded taxes, 

established durnmey corporations, and so on. Some legitimata 

operation is necessary for criminals to explain income or 

provide respectability. Some individuals seem truly dis

posed toward legitimate activity, but require capital they 

could not obtain legally in order to begin or succeed in 

such ventures. Some seem simply unable to extricate them

selves from the criminal organization. Certainly it is th~ 

organizational natura of crima which permits such a tight 

hold over the individual. However, criminal organization 

does not seem to control or interfere with a member 1 s 

legitimate business as it does with his illicit operations. 

Members of the Cosa Nostra are involved in a wide 

variety of legitimate businesses. 1·1hen the businesses of 

those who met at Apalchin, New York in 1957 were exarnin~d, 

it was found of the 75 men present: 

at least 9 were in the coin-operated rnachina 
industry, 16 were in the garmet industry, 
10 owned grocery stores, 17 owned bars or 
restaurants, 11 were in the olive oil and cheese 
business, and 9 were in the construction business. 
Others were involved in automobile agencies, 
coal companies, entertainment, funeral homes, 
ownership of horses and race tracks, linen and 
laund~y enterprises, trucking, waterfront act-

:ivities, and bakeries, (U.S. pras. Comm., op. 
cit.: 443). 
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Some of the businesses of organized criminals are 

small-~e operations. and may offer a threat to legitimate 

businesses only insofar as they are ~hle to undersell the 

competition. There are many advantages for a criminal in 

owning legitimate operations~ they may provide a "front 11
; 

they may serve as a cover for various forms of extortion; 

they provide members of the organization and their hier

lings with a 1-~gitimat~ '_incam for tax purposes; they confer 

an aura of respectability; they may even be profitable. 

Some criminals are involved not only in small operations, 

but also control sizeable assets. The President's Commission 

reported that "one crimin3.l syndicate alone has real estate 

interests with an estimated value of $300 million," (ibid.: 

443). In a midwestern city, "leading racketeers control-

led or had large interests in 89 businesses with~total assets 

of over $800 million and an annual income of over $900 mil

lion," (Chamber of Commerce, 1969: 7). There has been much 

speculation about the financial activities of organized 

criminals in the Caribbean, South America, and Europe, 

(cf. Messick, 1971; Reid, 1969). 

Businesses controlled by organized criminals strike at 

legitimate enterprises both directly and indirectly. The 

parasitism of organized criminals legitimate businesses 

has already been discussed, but they have other ways of 

striking. 
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Criminal-dominated businesses may have an unfair 

competitive advantage insofar as they can sell goods 

more cheaply because the merchandise is stolen or counter

feit. Labour may co-operate to a greater extent with 

owners of such enterprises. Some of these businessas 

receive an added boost from the profits of gambling and 

loan-sharking. Legitimate businessmen are hurt less di

rectly by the necessity of paying for a variety of indi

rect costs, such as rising insurance rates which result 

from "the underworld's unique set of competitive rnethods 11 

(Chamber of Commerce, op.cit.; 15} 

The economic structure of the Cosa Nostra, which 

features diversification and decentralization, has both 

strengths and weaknesses, which hav~ repercussions on 

both the political structure and on the economic effi

ciency of the orgainzation. The restrictions on member

ship in the Cos a Nostra do not hamper its economic func-

tioning because of the galaxy of "proposed 11 members and 

associates who work closely with members. According to 

Teresa and Zeiger, the same means of social controls are ·--.~·r -: .. ::

exercised on members apply to non-members in such a re

lationship. There is little evidence of conflicts arising 

out of disparities between economic and political power 

as a result of soldiers becoming wealthier than the boss 

and therefore demanding more political power. 
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On the other hand, there are indications that econ

omic objectives sometimes conflict with political ones. 

It has already been noted that the opportunity to make a 

fast buck frequently leads to violations of the code. 

Valachi thoug~ that the fact that a partner was stealing 

from him "showed how this thing of ours was going to the 

dogs," (Maas, op.cit .. : 212). Political centralization 

is perhaps weakened by the fact that economic relation

ships cut across political ones. Recruitment from the 

Italian-American criminal community may be something of a 

handicapi some of the less well-educated members of the 

organization make blunders that leave the organization 

vulnerable to attack from the agencies of law enforcement. 

The very profitability of organizad crime indicates 

a certain modicum, at least, of economic efficiency. The 

flexibility of the organization and the fact that it has 

large resources of liquid capital mean that it can take 

advantage of new business opportunities. The best lawyers 

and accountants can be hired to arrange illegal trans

actions. Protection money paid to officials of the legit

imate government ensures a minimum of interference with 

the more questionable of the Cosa Nostra activities. and 

violence or the threat of violence is remarkably effective 

in securing L~e co-operation of cernpetitors or clients. 
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Some of the expenses incurred by the organization have 

already been mentioned, , , and 

it has been noted that mismanagement is sometimes re

sponsible for losses. One or two other difficulties might 

be noted here. Failure to fJllow good office practice 

may result in a certain amount of business inefficiency, 

it is hard to believe that the chaotic state of Sam the 

Plumber's finances reported by Seiger was a business asset. 

A more serious problem is the difficulty of k2eping money 

in circulation. The police once found $2,500,000 hidden 

in a car in the garage of an independent numbers operator 

of Jersey City, (Grutzner, 1973: 107). This problem may 

be less frequent now that the Cosa Nostra has established 

its own banks, as well as banking connections in Switzerland. 

External Relations: Association with Non-Members 

In addition to its functions as a political and econ

omic organization, the Cosa Nostra is also involved in a 

form of external relations. Here there are two groups 

which have to be considered; criminals and agencies of the 

legitimate government. In the first category are individuals 

who may be "proposed" members, those who are expected to 

enter the organization"when the books are opened." There 

are other criminals who are recruited by high-ranking Cosa 

Nostra members to work with members of the organization. 
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In another category there are groups of criminals who pro

vide the Cosa Nostr.a with goods and services necessary to 

its operation. Thase may be employees, or they may be 

independant criminals. Finally, Cosa Nostra members may 

reach financial agreement with independent racketeers in 

regions outside their own. There are perhaps three major 

forces in the outside world with which the Cosa Nostra has 

come to terms: police, judges, and legislators. 

Little research has been done on those who work closely 

with the Cosa Nostra without being members. They do not fit 

into the structure, and they may be recruited on an oppor

tunistic rather than a systematic basis. The organization 

seems willing to pick up talent when it is spotted, and to 

put the commercial abilities of clever criminals to work 

for them. The nproposed" members are expected to enter the 

organization when an opening is available. In the meantime, 

they may exercise a fair degree of power within the organ

ization. Sam the Plumber's nephew Bobby Basile 1 though only 

a "prospective membern acted as a buffer (Zeiger, op. cit.: 

12). Other individ~als may be unable to join the organization 

because they are not Italian in origin or becuase of some 

handicap. Johnny Rovilotto was unable to enter the Family 

to which Valachi belonged because he has a brother who was 

a policeman, (Maas, op.cit.: 169). Still other individuals 

may prefer not to join the Cosa Nostra. Teresa took this 

position because "when you're made by the Office: they own 

you 1 body and soul. 
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They more or less own you as long as you're on the street 

working for them anyway, but at least you have a chance to 

refuse to do something if you're not made,., (Teresa, op. 

cit., 97). 

Individuals such as these are apparently hand-picked 

by members of the high command~ They may work directly for 

their employer 1 or may be put to work with soldiers with-

in the organization. In any case they are subject, as 

Teresa indicates, to many of the same controls as ~re the 

members who are "made". They are subject to the same sort 

of ecomonic regulation, and sustain an equal amount of 

interference with their personal lives. The same economic 

opportunities and punishments are applied to them, and the 

consequences of the withdrawal of the mob's protection is 

no less serious for them than it is for members. They are 

not 11 Made 11
, but the only difference between them and members 

seems to ba that they possess a slightly greater degree of 

independence. 

The information that exists on the groups that have 

established a symbiotic relationship with members of the 

Cosa Nostra is vague and contradictory. It is clear, how

ever, that the cosa Nostra depends on a whole variety of 

criminal groups to provide the labour force in some operations 

and to supply and distribute goods. Individuals eng~ged in 

these high-risk, and less profitable areas of the businesses 

are not members of the organization, and may be drawn from 

virtually any ethnic group. 
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Different arrangements are made in the businesses of 

gambling, narcotics, and theft. The first is a labour-

intensive operation, whether it is bookmaking or numbers, 

and the Cosa Nostra is not chbosy about how it obtains its 

labour. force. The Cosa Nostra .• soldier who is a control-

ler may hire the runners who work under him. Alternatively, 

the Cosa Nostra may move in and organize groups already in 

axiste.nce. Cressey noted that "in the late 1950's the 

independent bookmakers of Suffolk County (eastern Long Is

land} New York, were 'organized' by a Cosa ~astra clique. 

Put simply~ representatives of the Cosa Nostra boldly de

manded SO percent of the profits of all bookrnakars in the 

area,u (Cressey op.cit.: 75). Alternatively, the Cosa 

Nostra may simply allow a profitable independent to con

tinue operating, provided that the organization gets a 

share of the profits. There may be a great variety of 

these groups operating in any given city, alongside Cosa 

Nostra members. It is said that in New York, which boasts 

no less than five Cosa Nostra Families: 

Independents are involved in every~~ing from 
numbers to narcotics. They share boroughs, 
neighbourhoods and crooked cops. In the 
South Bronx and parts of Brooklyn, there a~e 
the Jewish Schlitten brothers. In Bedford
Stuuvesant and Harlem there are independent 
Black bossas like Peter Mooney and Chick Evans, 
In the city's Puerto Rican and Sp~nish-spcaking 
communities, Raymond Marquez has controlled the 
operations ••• There are even non-Mafia Italians. 
(Homer, op.cit., 123) 

Such independents ara allowed to operate because they run 

lucrative enterprises from which the Cosa Nostra can make 

a profit. 

\ 
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It is conceivable that independents are in competition , .. rith 

Cosa Nostra members in some areas. In these cases it may 

be that the independent members have political connections 

sufficiently strong thet it is inexpedient for the Cosa Nostra 

to destroy them, (Cressey, 1969: 53). 

In the narcotics business which is a dangerous one,. 

Cosa Nostra members have traditionally been involved only 

at the highest levels, importing and wholesale. Tha risky 

retail trade has been left to those outside the organization. 

During the 1960's however, when importing became hazardous, 

the Cosa Nostra surrendered this area to Cuban and Latin 

American gangster, while continuing to fin3nce heroin pur

chases and handla some of the less risky wholesale trans

actions, (Gage, 1972: 143,168) 

The Cosa Nostra is eclectic in finding a labour supply 

in the areas of theft, burguary, and robbery. Cosa Nostra 

members themselves are liable to be engaged in enterprises . 

of this nature, particularly when times are bad. In a 

conversation with Sam the Plwnber, Pussy Risso asks, 11 Sam 

do you know how many fri~nds of ours (Cosa Nostra members} 

are on heists (armed robberies)?" sam replied, ''They can't 

support themselves," (Zeiger, op.cit.~ 241). Theft, how

ever, is an area that does not lend itself to monopoly, so 

that there does not seem to be any conflict between free 

lance operators and Cosa Nostra members. The thieves supply 

both goods which the Cosa Nostra members keep for their 

own use, such as, stolen securities, and those which they 

fence, such as furs, jewels, and other goods. 

\ 
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There is another type of gangster with whom the organ

ization can establish relations - the independent organizer 

of an area not under the control of the Cosa Nostra. John 

Gardiner notes {1974~ 106) that in "Wincanton 11
, where the 

Stern syndicate had been driven out of business by a re

forming mayor, Stern later re-established his empire with 

the help of financing and technical advice from East Coast 

:.i.afia Farnilias. Stern divided the profits of his dice game 

with his 11 out-of-state partnersn, receiving an extra $1000 

a week to procure the co-operation of the police. A sim

ilar arrangement obtained in the operation of a distillery. 

Thus the Cosa Nostra is associated with a galaxy of 

other individuals and criminal groups in its economic enter

prises. In some cases it appears that members simply recog

nize talent and exploit it for their own profit. In other 

cases, groups outside the organization are employed to do 

work that is risky or unprofitable. Ind~pendent operators 

are exploited when they are weak and tolerated when thay are 

too strong to be eliminated. In these ways the Cosa Nostra 

is able to profit from the activities of individuals and 

groups outside the organization 1 reserving for itself when 

possible the most lucrative and least hazardous areas of 

criminal activity. 
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Extarnal Relations: Securing Protection 

The Cos a Nostra, as has been noted, is involved in 

another form of external relations, that of securing pro-

tection and co-operation of the agencies of legitimate 

governments. The aim of the organization is not to taka 

over legitimate government, but to secure the protection 

required for the operation of its illegal activities. For 

this purpose it is not necessary to ensure, say, that the 

police make no arrests, but it is desirable that they arrest 

as few members of the organization as possible. The police 

are thus left to enforce the law against unorganized crim

inals, sometimes the competitors of members of the Cosa 

Nostra. 

If we follow Cressey's (1969) line of thinking, relat

ions with the agencies of legitimate governmentsr though 

not conducted according to a rigid pattern, ara more sys

tematically organized than relations with underworld appear 

to be. Each organization will have at least one "c~rrupter", 

who may occupy any position in the internal structure of 

the organization, fforn soldier to boss, Usually more than 

one individual is responsible for ensuring protection, al

though a Family may have a "chief corrupter" overseeing 

this aspect of government. In the Lupollo Family, two 

high-ranking members shared the function of developing 

political contacts, one handling city and state politics 

while the other was active in Washington, (cf. Ianni, 1973: 

127). 
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The division of labour appears to be determined according 

to the contacts a given individual has been able to build 

up over the years. 

The higher the status of the individual being cor

rupted, the higher the status of the corrupter is likely 

to be. One man explained to Whyte, "You and me, we could 

buy a patrolman and maybe a sergeant, but we couldn't buy 

a lieutenant or a captain, not even if we had the money 

to do it, 11 (Whyte, op.cit.: 136). A corrupter's tenure 

of the position may not be permanent but it is likely to 

be protracted, since it is advantageous to develop a working 

relationship with individuals in the outside world on a 

long term basis. 

The means of corruption are varied, ranging from cash 

to informal understandings. In Cornerville the police 

received, in addition to their "union wage" from the rack

eteers, free groceries and discounts on cigarettes, (ibid.: 

124}. Elected officials would receive campaign contributions, 

cash payments, and kickbacks from contracts given to gang

sters for performing public services. These arrangements 

are set up on a systematic basis, usually related to the 

amount of protection being supplied. 
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notes 
GardinerA(l974: 110) that in Wincaton: 

While the list of persons to be paid remained 
fairly constant, the amounts paid varied 
according to the gambling activities in opera
tion at the time. While the dice game was 
running, the mayor was reportedly receiving 
$1500 per week, the chief $100, and a few 
policemen lesser amounts. Payoffs were cut by 
50 per cent when the still and dice games were 
driven out of business. 

It is not necesary for organized criminals to corrupt 

every single police officer, city official, and state 

legislator. The President's commission noted that 11 organ-

ized crime is currently directing its efforts to corrupt 

law enforcement at the chief or at least middle-level 

supervisory officials," (US.S Pres. Comm. op.cit.~ 447). 

Such individuals are in a position to coerce their sub-

ordinates by such means as demotion or firing, which cost 

the cosa Nostra nothing. Appointed political executives 

who are in a position to influence govenors and legislators 

are also targets for corruption by organized criminals. 

(ibid: 447). 

Police and governmental officials are in a position to 

ensure the continuing operation of organized criminal act-

ivity. Police and municipal officials turn a blind eye to 

illegal businesses; judges refuse to convict or give sus

pended sentences. Legistators can pass laws ensuring that 

the police are deprived of the po\rer to wage effective war 

on organized crime. 
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But agencies of the lawful government are able to provide 

more than simple protection against arrests. Police can 

be used to drive competitors, who are after all criminals, 

out of business. Corrupt municipal or state officials 

provide criminals with lucrative construction, garbage-

disposal, or other contracts, thus enabling their "legiti-

mate" businesses to flourish. In Newark, an electrical 

company founded by a Cosa Nostra member became the largest 

electrical contractor in the area within two years. It 

"was awarded half the contracts of the Newark Housing Auth-

ority and was soon doing better than $5 million annually. 

The city's other electrical outfits regarded may city jobs 

as 'locked up' wi tii~!f any even bothering to submit bids, 11 

(Porambo 1974: 89). Paroles as well as pardons from prison 

may be obtained for their subordinates by organized crim

inals who have been active in politics. Perhaps more al

arming are the private bills sneaked through Congress to 

avert deportation preceedings against Cosa Nostra membere, 

(Salerno and Tompkins, 1973: 153). 

Organized crime Families are willing to go to consid

erable lengths to ensure the continued tenure in office of 

those who are willing to co-operate with them. It is recog

nized for instance, that the police have to launch drives 

against organized crime periodically, and such activity, 

discreetly conducted, does not always drive organized 

criminals to undertake ~eprisals. 
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In Cornerville, the police felt compelled to arrest some

one in the numbers racked every month or so. The procedure 

was for a sergeant to approach a controller and announce 

that he had to make an arrest. The controller would then 

call on a runner, and give him five dollars to 11 take a pinch". 

The runner \Vould appear in court under a phony nar.1e, and us

ually received a suspended sentence, (~fuyte, op.cit.: 136). 

This type of charade is carried on to appease the 11 Solid 

citizens" who do not condone illegal gambling and related 

activities. Another technique is for the gangster to change 

their location, moving out of an area under the control of a 

co-operative official coming up for re-election so that he 

can claim that organized crime does not exist in his bailiwick. 

Al Capone was an early user of this stratagem, moving his 

headquarters from Chicago to nearby Cicero so as not to 

embarrass the municipal officials of Chicago when they were 

under pressure from a reform movement, (Salerno and Tompkins, 

op.cit.: 158). 

Organized crime Families are not always able to work 

out such harmonious arrangements on a permanent basis. One 

great hazard arises from a burst of reforming zeal among 

aspirants to political office. l2ny areas are subject to 

periodic drives to eliminate corruption. If the reforms 

are elected,. new policemen or a change in the form of govern

ment may drive organised crimin31S out. of business, at 

least temporarily •• 
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This was the fate of tha Stern syndicate in :lincanton. 

These outbursts of public indignation are, however, usually 

shortlived, and the syndicates can normally expect to resume 

business within a few years. Another threat is that of inter

vention by agencies of law enforcement beyond the control of 

the Families. The harrassment of the Bureau of Narcotics 

was sufficiently effective to prompt some important Cosa 

Nostra figures in 1948 to ban trafficking in narcotics from 

the list of activities in which their subordinates could 

engage, (Maas, op.cit.: 245). A suffici3nt number of arrests 

can, or course, wreak havoc in an organization, at least 

temporarily. 

Gardiner has analyzed the conditions under which a 

given city is liable to be at the mercy of organized criminals. 

The precondition which makes organized crime possible is, of 

course, public demand for illegal goods and services. If 

access to these is somehow restricted, organized criminals 

will move in to exploit the demand. Police are likely to 

be willing to protect organized criminlas if leadership with· 

in the force is weak, if r~wards for fighting crima and 

corruption are low, and if officers fail to identify with

"professional standards and codes of ethics," (Gardiner, 

1974: 95). The nature of the political system also helps 

determine whether a governmental agency will be corrupt. 

Ignorance of apathy among the citizens enables organized 

crime to flourish. 
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In some cas~s a vacume of power develops when the govern-

mental structure of a city is fragmented and when political 

parties and elite groups are weak and disorganized. Under 

these circumstances control of organized crime is impossible, 

and in fact the syndicates tend to revers~ the process. If 

authorities outside the city turn a blind eye to corruption, 

the criminals are safe in their operation of illegal businasses 

(Gardiner, 1970: Chap.·). 

Organized Crime as a Cartel 
. 

Both feudalism and organized crime involve concepts 

of honour, obligations, family ties and respect for family 

members, as we saw in the last chapter. Ther~ is no of-

ficial system in either structure for dealing with widows 

and orphans but there is a certain responsibility ass~ed 

by the membar' s superior to car a for th12rn. Fe.udalism pro·· 

vided for ransom for captured rnambers and the Mafia provides 

legal services and bail and bribes to buy back its captured 

members. In both cases, there is no formal rule, only a 

customary practice and an understanding that this will oc

cur. Mutual defense and mutual support are norms in both 

cases. 

Organized crime in part developed these feudal char

acteristics historically. Some of the normative and sym

bolic ideas seem to descGnd from Sicilian origins although 

the organization really reflects its North American con-

text much more. 
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In part organized crime formalized these characteristics 

deliberately. Many rules and regulations, such as the 

Commission or rules restricting exacutions to authorized 

personnel, render crime organizational rather than insti

tutional, In addition, the institutional or feudal or 

normatic aspect of crime seems to be declining in. favour 

of greater rationality, more rules and more economic than 

socio-political go~ls. The peace v1hich Luciano's organ

ization established permitted the establishment of profit

able, secure and growing economic operations. The military 

aspect of organized crime is less emphasized ~nd the econ

omy ~ra emphasized now. Order is maintained no~ through 

mediation and controlled monopoly, rather than through an 

arbitrary exercise of power. 

Historically, feudalism gave way to a greater division 

of labour, specialization and eventually capitalisn; sub·· 

sistance agriculture gave way to surplus production and the 

investment possibilities that provides. This same procass 

is almost complete in organized crL~e now and the Fa~ily 

structure survives as an anachronism which limits further 

expansion, rationality and efficiency of organization. 

The Family seems increasingly to function as a "=orporaten 

entity, and in this connection, the economic nature of organ

ized crime can best be understood in terms of cartel theory 

and organization. 
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The most common conception of cartel activity is that 

of a price-fixing con~piracy. In fact, cartels can be and 

often are much more varied than that. In general terms, a 

cartel is "an enduring limitation, or set of limitations, 

self-imposed by contract, on the freedom of the participating 

firms in the same industry or trade". Cartels may be neg

ative, in that the parties involved agree not to sell through 

certain channels: or positive, for example, agreeing to use 

standard procedures~ (~son, 1964: 29). The basic function 

of a cartel is to restrict trade by fixing prices, or by 

determining and dividing market areas or setting quotas on 

volume (ibid.: 18). The benefits of the cartel to the part

icipants lie in the elimination of dangerous or unprofitable 

competition, the reduction of risk and the increased pos

sibility of more efficient administration. 

Organized crime functions as a c~rtel in a number of 

~nys. First, the division of territory to eliminate inter

Familial wars is characteristic of the way cartels fix 

market areas. The organizations involved are then free to 

charge what the market will bear or costs dictate within 

their own regions without fear of being undercut by another 

organization. The joint purchase of Bugsy Siegel's Las 

Vegas by a number of highly-placed organized crime figures 

acting together is an example of cartel behavior, as is 

bootlegging coalition established by Luciano. 
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In both cases, the aim was to prevent competition which 

might hava kept everyone from making a profit, and the 

~esult increased profit for all. 

There are a number of incentives to cartelization 

and a number of means of bringing it about. The latter 

are technological and administrative 1 commercial, financial 

and personal. For example, an individual is able to bring 

about the formation of a cartel by virtue of his influence 

even though the other incentives are not apparent, (~arquand, 

1972: 29}. This would seem to be true of organized crime 

as well 1 since Luciano was responsible for the establishment 

of the Councils and Commission even though all the advantages 

were not fully apparent to the participants at the time. 

Experience wi~~ this organization eventually showed the 

membership those other benefits. Thare was little waste or 

resources and men undar the new system and full attention 

could be devoted to the optimization of activities within 

the allotted sphere of influence. Co-operative activity 

als8 permitted larger-scale operations, as in bootlegging; 

and also investment in new areas, such as Cuba and Las Vegas. 

The internal organization of crime can also be inter

preted in the light of cartel theory. An individual Family 

functions as a Combine --- a business organization in which 

a number of legally distinct units (subdivisions or affil

iates) are subject to unified direction. The result here 

is also monopolistic and the size and character of such a 

combine may approximate a cartel. 
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The ~ornbins also raises trade barriers and prevents un-

wanted competition. The direction of this cornbin~ may coMe 

from ~ holding or trust company. {l1ason, op.cit.: 20). Each 

Family co-ordinates a number o£ different illegal operations, 

if not under direct supervision, yet still under a syste~ 

of ultimate accountability. Since business O?erations c~n 

be assigned and reassigned: effective "ownership" resides 

in the Faril.ily and not with th.a individual. Although the 

method and means of share~ of profits making their way to 

the central organization vary, eech enterprise must deposit 

some profits in the central coffers. 

The advantages of any cartel are found here. Central 

accounting is facilitated; resources may be sh3.red: the 
. 

employment of highly trained personnel is made possible 

and large expenses can ba met. There is greater stability 

in an uncertain market, a greater dispersal of investments, 

more numerous possibilities cf earning income and reduced 

competition. For exampler organized crime bookies and 

independantz have been taken under the same tving. The ad-

vantages for all concerned were substantial --- insurance 

for paying off winners: a resultant nbility to ~andle rncra 

bets, the centralization of telephone bet placement, in-

sulation for bookies for actual activities, provision of 

legal services and elimination of ruinous competitic~, 

tressey, L969: 78). 
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In addition, organized crime serves as a collection agency 

for dealing with bad debts or cheaters (ibid:l29). Only 

organization und combination could allow large "banks" 

1.1hich provide insurance to bookmakers, pay for protection and 

legal services and successfully prosecute bad debts and 

embesslers. Luciano tells us (Gosch and Hammer, 1974: 76) 

that it was possible to set up "franchises., in corner 

stores and pushcarts to further increase betting opportun

ities and incoma. 

H. A. Marquand (op. cit.:36) outlines two types of 

organization for limiting competition; horizontal and ver

tical. Horizontal cartels are generally terninable agreements 

made informally and in secret as a :gentleman·s agreement". 

They are generally short-lived because the members usu~lly 

wish to maximize their own gain, even at the expense of the 

whole. There is no way to prevent this since tte law does 

not support or enforce cartel agreements as a rule. The 

l-iafia may avoid this hazard if the socio-political structure 

is strong enough to enforce compliance. Most members of 

the cartels do not control private armies to enforce agree

ment$ the way Mafia members (Families} do. This horizontal 

type of cartel combines units with similar interests and 

similar strength. Organized criminal horizontal cartelization 

involves agreements betwaen Families or within Families; 

such agreements are distinct, and negotiations between in

dividual enterprises occur at the appropriate level. 
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Thus an intar-F~ily cartel regulates business on a general 

level, while intra-Family cartels combine varied activities 

and operations so as to eliminate conflict and maximize ef

ficiency. The potential for intra or inter-Familial co·~ 

operation in specific enterprises at lower levels is there

by increased. These lowest level combinations are probably 

the weakest, and are the most likely to be temporary. They 

do not seem to be enforced by the socio-political structure 

of organized crime. 

Horizontal cartels may solidify into full-scale combin

ations and this is what appears to have happened within 

Families. There are inefficiencies resulting from this kind 

of formalization (Marquand, op.cit.: 40); a continuous need 

to buy out, force out or co-opt competition in the present 

and the future. Often organizations must be taken over 

which are costly and perhaps useless but are dangerous if 

they remain independent. Organized crime, then, probably 

ends up with a number of low-profit or profitless enterprises 

as well as the ~ore prcfitable ones. Luciano notes the 

problem of supplying protection and legal services to mem

bers who engage in high-risk low-return activities, such as 

petty theft. Nonethless, effective control of crime neces

sitated acquiring control of various criminals and their 

operations even at a cost to the organization. 
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Vertical cartels or combines are better known as ver

tical integration. If an organization has been forced to 

deal with a horizontal cartel as a supplier or customer, it 

eventually may decide to acquire its own sources of supply 

and distribution. This eliminates middlemen and avoids 

artificially high costs. Organized crime is not vertically 

integrated to any great degr2e since its activities are 

diverse rather than interrelated. However, the placement of 

a loanshark in a gambling establishment, with beth operations 

subject to the same organization (the Family) , is an example 

of such vertical integration. Whether the loan operation 

is run by the same individual(s) who operate the g~~ling 

establishment or not, the link between the two is the par

ent or holding comp.J.ny, the Frunily. Supplying bookmakers 

with l3y-off banks or enterprises with collection services 

are types of limited vertical integration which eliminate 

losses or the need to employ outside services. Money is 

spent and it circulates, but only within the closed system. 

Organized crir.~.e rests on rnonaply. "Services" s~.:ch as 

the delivery of beer or linen to restaurants, or garbage 

collection, are monopolized to exclude competition and to 

equalize the costs to victims. If only a few restaurants 

were subject to organized crime deliveries they could not 

compete successfully with other restaurants. In order to 

keep their "clients" solvent and successful it is necessary 

to make contracts with all such business in the area. 
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Then all can raise their prices without being undecut by 

unserviced establishments. 

Yet monopoly has its disadvantages. The monopolist 

is forced to maintain control at whatever cost. And mono

poly usually results in inflexibility and the withholding 

of new products and innovation (Mason, op.cit.: 24). This 

ultimately renders such organizations less able to diversify 

and survive in a changing enviornment. This may prove a 

disadvantage to organized crime if markets are removed 

{by legalizing certain activities such as lotteries or part

icular drugs, as alcohol was) or if demand should drop off. 

Crimes Interaction with the Enviornment 

There are a number of factors which determine the nature 

of management, structure and organization~ Organizations 

must respond to pressures and demands from the enviornrnent, 

from the nature of the product or service, the technology 

involved and the nature of the membership. We have discus

sed the way in which the nature of the enterprise itself 

(the product, service and the technology) influences the 

division of labour, diversification, decision-making, control 

hierarchy and responsibility. The nature of the membership 

is a particular problem for organized crime. The elite-

core itself maintains ascriptive criteria for membership, 

while universalistic criteria seem more relevant to economic 

organization and profit making. 
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However, there is a limited pool from which criminals may 

be recruited. Many "applicantS 11 are people who are succes

sful in legitimate society and are perhaps unsuited to any 

organization and control. Control, therefore presents a 

problem, resulting in the coercive measures ultimately relied 

upon to ensure compliance. Increasingly the services of 

professionals are being sought and paid for, and normative 

commitment is giving way to utilitarian incentives for rnem

ber'ship. As such, organized crime is becoming incre~singly 

rational. However, there must ba a "tr.:lde-off" between 

high normative commit."T!ent (with perhaps inadequate expertise) 

and utilitarian efficiency, with an accompanying lower 

commitment. 

The enviornment imposes itself in a number of \'T3ys. 

By enviornment we may includ~ competitors, suppliers, consumers 

the surrounding community, regulating bodies, and public 

opinion. Organized crime exists in an overtly hostile 

enviornment and it has had to develope protection for itself 

and to structure its activities in order to accomodate ex

ternal threats. Other crime F?~ilies or individual crimina~s 

constitute a threat which has been met with organization~! 

strength and virtual monopoly. Just as no fledgling auto 

industry or steel industry could start up and compete suc

cessfully with the long-standing corportaions which dominate 

the market today, so no competitive criminals are likely 

to be able to establish themselves. 
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Competition with giants entails a great deal of capital, 

connections. experience and tremendous incentives to attract 

skilled personnel. To put together such resources one would 

have to expose his intentions; and the likely consequence of 

this exposure would be strong intervention from the existing 

organizations. The decline of the present organization of 

crime may have to come from internal deterioration and decay 

and not from ruinous C)mpetition. Organized crime carries 

its socio-political structure with it as a turtle carries 

its shell. For crime this structure gener~tes a tension be

tween very different sorts of goals, norms, values and rules. 

It is unlikely that organized crime will grow toward 

legitimacy. The benefits of tax-free activity, avoidance of 

regulation and surveillance by the governmen~ see~ to appeal 

to the participants. Organized crime is in this sense the 

epitome of "free enterprise" in North America society, yet 

it regulates and controls itself more tightly than any 

government could. It seems likely that as the upper echelons 

more toward more ligitimate investment, there will be a 

polarisation of extremes ~nd the direction which the upper 

echelons provide will either be resented or will atrophy of 

its own accord. In any case, it seems probable that Ehe 

head will detach itself from the body or be detached. This 

would precipitate the disintegration of the organizatiol!. 

of crime, if not crime itself. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Historical Continuity in Organized Crime 

A great deal of the current writing en organized crine 

is concerned with the problem of what organized criminals 

_are doing today.
1 

We are told that gambling and loan-sherk-

ing are the most profitable of their illicit enterprisess and 

that they are moving increasingly into the field of legitimate 

business. We are also informed that, when the occasion arises, 

organiZed ~riminals will become involved in almost any illega~ 

or questionable transaction that seems profitable - hijacking. 

securities thefts, arson, and bank robbery, among other 

ventures. It is undoubtedly of crideal importance to know 

what organized criminals are doing today but this does not 

tell us what they will be doing tomorrow, 

A study of the history of organized crime, however, 

produces evidence of both change and continuity in a variety 

of fields, and this information can profitably be used to 

help predict future tre~ds. It is u~eful to know, therefore, 

what businesses have proven most attractive to mobsters, and 

what factors have promoted change in their economic activities. 

It is also helpful to recognize what factors bring about changes 

' 
in the economic organizatioh of organized crime, as well as 

to analyse the relationship between the economic and political 

organization of organized crime. It is these questions that 

will be discussed in the following pages with a view to deter-

mining the probable direction of future developments in organ-

ized crime. 
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There are obvious hazards, it is true, in embarking 

on a historical analysis of organized crime. The most 

important is that here, as in so many other aspects of 

research on organized crime, there are large gaps in know

ledge. In the works on the p~riod of Prohibition, for 

instance, the bulk of attention has been concentrated on 

Chicago, with New York co~ing in a poor second; t~e rest 

of the country has received short shrift incleed.The specta

cular figures - the Al Capones -in organized crime, have 

been the subjects of biographies, while the existence of 

lesser figures has been largely ignored. Studies of parti-

cular enterprises in which organized criminals have been 

involved are also lacking. Research on many of these matters 

has, of course, been hindered by an absence of evidence and 

the understandable reticence of organized criQe figures on 

the subject of the nature and extent of their activities. 

Thus, at best, it is difficult to deterDine the scope and 

precise nature of organized crime in North America over the 

past century or so. 

There are one or two difficulties in determine the 

paternity of present-day organized eri~e. At first sight. 

for instance, it seems plausible to suggest that tbe ancestor 

of the organized criminal was the bankrobber, such as Jesse 

James, who was grabbing headlines a hundred years ago (Nash, 

1975, Vol. I: 172-212). The fact that so many of the recruits 

to organized crime have had a background in theft adds weight 

to this supposition. es perhaps does the knowledge that 
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organized criminals still return to such pursuits when their 

other businesses run aground. It seems more likely, however, 

that the successors of Jesse James and his ilk were not Al 

Capone and his associates but John Dillinger and Bonnie and 

Clyde, whose major source of support was robbery and whose 

operations followed the old frontier pattern of strike-and-run 

(Toland, 1963: 36-37). 

Many other enterprises of a criminal nature, however, ar2 

capable of being riel on a more stable, long-run basis in a 

fixed locale. Such enterprises, usually illegal but sometimes 

only questionabla, have long been operated on a business basis. 

According to Mary Mcintosh, present-day organized crime is chief

ly comprised of extortion 1 the provision of ille~al eoods dnd 

services, and racketearing (Mcintosh, 1975: 50). If this is 

the ease, the ancestor of the racketeer is the man who operated 

the padrone system (acted as a labour agent) and the merchant 

who adulterated his wares (Halli s 1969: 381-2). The predecessor 

of the extortionist is the Black-Render, who anonymously extorteG 

~oney from his victims by threats of force, and those who earned 

a living by persuading brother-keepers and their girls to pay 

a pea::entage of their earnings for 11 protection" (Nelli, .2..£.• cit.: 

373 ££.; Peterson, 1952: 60-61). Thus the history of organizeC 

cri~e must be concerned with such phenomena as racketeering and 

extortion, which provide a reasonaiy stable basis for the opera

tion of a business. 
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Over the past ninety years or so, there has been a remark

able desree of continuity in the ~eas in which organized 

criminals have been interested. In broad terms, these areas 

cay be divided into first, legitimate businessi second, labour 

racketeering; and third. the provision of illegal goods and 

services. 

Activities of Continuing Interest ~ Criminals 

It appears that organized criminals have historically been 

involved in the ownership and operation of ler,itimate as well 

as more questionable operations. Ianni (1973-98) notes that 

1'current popular opinion has it that the movement of Italian

American criminals syn~icates into legitimate bu iness is a 

recent development. 11 He found, however, that''the Lupollo:family 

involvement with legitimate business began when the family began, 

almost seventy years ago." Even if most gangsters did not 

originally invest in legitimate business, the introduction 

of the income tax end effective enforcement of revenue laws 

after 1920 must have stimulated the movement in this direction. 

(For the introduction of the income tax, see McDonald, 1968: 

123-4, 140-1). 

If organized criminals have long been engaged in running 

legitimate businesses, they appear to have invested fairly 

consistently within certain areas of the economy. On the whole, 

the businesses in which mobsters have engage1 have been small in 

scale as well as being relatively simple to operate. Ianni 

(ibid.: 74}discover~ that the first Lupollo in the new world 
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:
1esteblished himself as a partial or complete owner of an 

ice-delivery service; an Italian bakery and confectionery 

store; a retail grocery store .•.• ; and a small combination 

bar and card parlor 11
• Many of the men present at the Apalachin 

conference in 1957 were engaged in such businesses as the 

garment industry and the restaurant business (U.S. Pres. 

Commission, E.£...-=_ cit.: 443). More recently, Bers (1971:22) 

has noted that the penetration of organized crime into legiti

mate business has proceeded furthest in such arees as olive 

oil distribution, linen supply, and venGin£ machines. Thus~ 

althoueb it is true that organized criminals have moved increas

ingly into legitimate business, there is a considerable degree 

of continuity in their choice of occupations. 

The American Chamber of Commerce (1969:15) has drawn 

attention to what it calls 11 the unique set of competitive 

methods 11 employel by organized criminals. Many of the question

able practices in which organized criminals engage in connection 

with their legitimate businesses have a long history. Nelli 

(op. cit.: 382) has noted that a variety of businessmen in 

Chicago's immigrant co.lony in the early years of this century 

11 lined their own pockets by cheating their competitors 11
• 

Merchants typically adulterated their wares, while peddlars 

and restaurant ownars, among others, engaged in rackets sod 

sharp practices. It might be noted in passing that such varie

t~es of white collar crime have long been practised by so-

called 11 legitimate'1 businessmen as well as bj oraanized criminals. 
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As has already been noted, the origins of labour racke

teering are to be found in the padrone system, under ~hich 

labour agents were able to exploit newly-arrived immigrants 

to American cities to their own profit (Jones, 1960: 191-2). 

By the teens of this century, the interest of small-time hood

lums in the intricacies of business was stimulated when they 

were hired by representatives of both capital and labour as 

a result of industrial warfare between these groups. Gangsters 

in New York began to realize the possibilities offered by con

trol of organized labour as a result of their experience in 

the garment trades after 1911 (Asbury, 1928: 361; Turkus and 

Feder, 1951: 331 ff). 

Various forms of illicit enterprise proved capable of being 

organized on a business basis well over half a century ago. 

Prostitution proved susceptible of organization at least as 

early as the 1890s, when Michael ''Rinky Dink'' Kenna of Chicago 

suggested to alderman Coughlin that the brothel keepers of the 

city's First Ward augment the politicians' campaign funds in 

return for protection from the authorities (Peterson, £E· cit.: 

60-l). Gambling in Chicago became organized even earlier. 

In the 1880s Mike McDonald organized a bookmaking syndicate 

which controlled gamblin~ at the Chicago and Indiana racetracks 

(ibid.: 46-7). Since that time numerous facets of gambling 

apart from bookmaking - including illegal lctteries, and the 

slot machine business, have proved susceptible of organization. 

Loansharking is another standby of organized criminals. Usury 

is a fore of enterprise that is perhaps ageless, and the date 

of its importation into North America is probably unknown. 
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It d~es seem, however, that from at least the early years 

of this century it went hand in hand with other questionable 

enterprises. Ianni (1973: 70-74) found that the first American 

member of the Lupollo family, who emigrated to the United States 

in 1902, conducted a pioneerine loan-sharking operation out 

of a store-front ''bank''. 

The business of producing and distributing alcohol is a 

particularly intriguing one in the context of continuity in 

the business operations of gangster types. In the United 

States prior to the coming of Prohibition in 1920, it seems 

that control of the liquor industry rested in the hands of 

''legitimate'' businessmen. Between that date and 1933, how-

ever, gangsters took over much of the bu.iness of importing, 

distributing, and producing liquor. Their involvement in the 

production end of the operation include1 not only the organiza

tion of 11 alky cookers'' making home brew; but the taking over 

of existing breweries from their owners (ty fair means or 

foul). The contacts and expertise developed by gangsters in 

this field durin8 the period of Prohibition were put to good 

use afterwards; some of the more notorious gangsters became 

AQerican distributors for British liquor concerns, while others 

engaged in the domestic production of alcohol. Peterson (£E. 

cit.: 299) noted that in Chicago in the early 1950s 11 much 

of the city's thirst was still being quenched by many of the 

same individuals who were prominently indentified with the 

liquor and beer industry during Prohibition," (See also Peterson, 

(HChicago: Shades of Capone 11
, and Gosch and Hammer, .2.E..• cit.: 

174-5). 
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Which Legal Activiti~s Have Proven Attractive? 

The foregoing Giscussion has provided more indication 

of the type of ecanomic enterprise which ~angsters have 

historically found attractive. The followine paees will 

attempt to explain precisely why certain le~itimate and 

illegitimate businesses have proved useful to or supportive 

of organized crioe. It apeears that socre types of legitimate 

enterprises are more useful to organized criminals than others, 

and it is possible that it is in these areas that organized 

crime will continue to expand. 

It has been noted earlier that organized criminals have 

excellent reasons for investing in leeitioate businesses; 

such activity provides them with a ''front 1
' and with a visible 

means of support for income tax purposes for themselves as 

well as for their strong-aro men. These factors, however, 

do not explain why certain businesses have proven more attrac

tive to organized crime than others. 

As has baen noted, the legitimate businesses of organized 

criminals tend to be small and relatively simple to operate, 

The reasons for this mayJ as Bers (1971: 22) suggests, lie in 

the limited degree of finnncial expertise and the li~ited amounts 

of capital at the disposal of individual organized crine figures. 

These factors may explain why gangsters have confined their 

operations to relatively small concerns, but they do not 

account for the fact that, again and again, these individuals 

seeQ to turn up in certain types of enterprises. Why is it 

that they favour the constructicn industry rather then, say, 

the furniture business? Why do they prefer to import olive 

oil and cheese rather than woollens? 
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It is true, of course, that organized cri~inals often 

acquire business as a by-product of their other activities, 

notably loan-sharking. Ianni (1973:74) suggests that Giuseppe 

Lupollo acquired his original businesses in this way. Many 

of the businesses acquired in this fashion by members of 

organized crime Families have shared certain common character

istics. They have been ecall enterprises struggling in a 

highly competitive field and subject to fluctuations in the 

economy and in the nature of the market. The fact that the 

owners were forced to obtain ooney from loan-sharks in the 

first place suggests perhaps that these businesses were not 

a particularly lucrative variety. 

But although organized criminals cannot always choose 

which businesses they will become involved in, they can 

exercise some choice over which enterprises they will continue 

to maintain. Unwanted businesses can be disposed of through 

sale or by less exemplary means; others are retained. It is 

the ~usinesses which organized criminals choose to maintain 

that are the concern here. 

One factor that may have soce influence in determining 

the involvement of organized crioinals in certain enterprises 

is familiarity or expertise. Their involvement in the manu

facture of slot machines and gambling equipment, for instance~ 

may well be a by-product of their knowledge of the needs and 

nature of the gambling business, while their contacts with 

underworld figures probably give th~m a cooparative advantage 

over other competitors in the field. Famili~rity may be part 
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of the reason, too, why organized criminals chose to invest 

in real estate at the end of Prohibition. As ~yler (1962: 

152-3) has noted, by 1933 organi~ed criminals were, ''not 

unaccustomed' to holding property 11
• Further, through their 

political ties they had learned something of the intricacies 

of buying property cheaply and selling it to the government 

for a sizeable profit. 

Sooe businesses~ as Bers points out, are supportive of 

illicit enterprises and receive reciproc~l support. Some 

businesses, for instance, facilitate and benefit from system

atic theft. These include businesses providing transport 

and storage facilities for hijackinB and robbery or pilferane· 

Alternatively, a business may provicle an outlet for the sale 

of stolen goods (Bers. ~· ~: p.lO). Similar facilities 

can also be used to store and transport contr~~affi commodities 

such as drugs and liquor. The need to transport alcohol 

helped ~ring a number of ganesters into the trucking business 

during the 1920s and 1930 6 ~ 

Many of the businesses in which organized crime figures 

engage are characterized by a high cash turnover. This is 

true, for instance, of restaurants, bars, vending machines, 

and car washes. Such enterprises are useful because they 

provide criminals with a way of '~laundering'' dirty money, i.e. 

disguising the source of money earned in illegal enterprises. 

As Clarke and Tigue (1975:133-4) have noted, •rany kind of 

business in which it is possible to fake an increaea of volume 

on paper and then feed dirty money into the receipts can 
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qualify as a doQestic laundro~at. The excess dirty money is 

then declared as income, and, in order to cleanse it, proper 

taxes are paid. 11 

Finally, criminals have chosen to enter some fields 

because they offer scope for particularly large profits, 

sooetimes because cf some special advantage which ~ey are 

2 able to obtain. In some areas, criminals are attracted 

by the prospect of mon~poly profits. For organized criminals 

such profits are generally only available in small local 

markets for goods or services that need only a relatively 

small investment. Larger operations have capital require-

menta beyond the resources of individual organized criminals, 

and the enforcement of anti-trust regulations is particularly 

effective against businesses that attenpt monopoly on a 

netional scale. Further, the businesses chosen for their 

prospects of monopoly profits by organized crime fieures have 

generally required a low degree of managerial and technical 

competence. Bers has noted that there are 11 few known instances 

~n which something approaching monopoly has been achieved.'' 

These include the distribution of olive oil, and the fields 

of linen supply and the production and distribution of vending 

machines (Bers, ££· cit.: 22). 

Other businesses ~ay be acquired because the gangsters 

can obtain advantages over their competitors as a result of 

political connections. Politicians who can be bribed to over-

.look illegel gambling can usually be induced to award contracts 

in a partial fashion. They can also be persuaded to spend 
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exhorbitant sums of public money for service of dubious 

quality. Knowledge of this provides racketeers with a strong 

incentive for entering such areas as construction and waste 

disposal. 

Another motiv8ti0n for choosing one sort of business over 

another is the knowledge that some enterprises can be used 

for the purpose of roonopolisitic extortion. As Schelling 

(1971: 649-650) has pointed out, these advantages accrue to 

those in the linen supply as well as in the vending and pin

ball machine businesses. These enterprises are ''attractive 

means both of exacting tribute and of paying it." Gangsters 

could sioply demand cash from the restaurants and stores for 

which they provide such goods and services, but the method 

presently used is more accepta~le for a number of reasons. 

Such forms of exploitation are usually monopolised because 

11 large-scale systematic extortion cannot really stand competi-

tion any core than can a local taxing authority,'' (ibid. 647). 

The monopoly aspect of such extortion cay not be entirely 

objectionable to its victims; if all restaurants in a given 

area are subject to the same ~undry service racket, the costs 

can be passed on to the consumer, leaving all such establishments 

on much the same footing relative to each other as they were 

before being subject to extortion. 

Thus there are a number of reasons why organized crime 

fieures have chosen to engage in such enterprises as restaur

ants, linen supply companies, and the construction industry. 
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It is obvious that a single business can serve more than one 

function. A construction fir~, for instance, can provide a 

''front'', supply storage and tranport facilities for stolen or 

contraband commodities~ and serve as a "laundryu for dirty 

money. In addition, if collusion takes place between politicians 

and its owner, it can be a source of unusually high profits. 

Labour racketeerin3 is another aspect of the involvement 

of organized criminals in legitinate businesses. Taft has 

said that racketeering in labour unions 11 might be defined as 

the use of union office or power for personal profit.'' It 

has taken the following forms: 

The embezzlement of funds; n "sweetheart'1 agreement; 
acceptance of a bribe by a union officer to overlook 
the violation of a rule in the labor agreement; 
acceptance of payments for calling off a strike or a 
campai~n to organize a firm when these tactics are 
required by the interests of the union; the so-called 
strike or organization insurance; collusion between 
employers and union officers so as to create moncpo
lies which are in the interest of eoployers, material 
dealers, and union officers,rather than the members 
of the union; and the acceptance of kickbacks and 
rebates for the placement of union health and welfare 
contracts. {Taft~ 1958:1). 

It should be noted that organized crininals have, by 

aud large, confined their racketeering activities to unions 

in a few specific areas~ particularly the garment trade, 

trucking, and construction. The industries sarved by these 

unions share a certainmmber of common characteristics. 

First, as :Sera (op. cit.: 28) has noted, "these are the 

industries in which organized crioa associates have the most 

substantial holdings and ••• their connections with labor 

organizations play a major part in supporting these businesses''. 
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Second~ the businesses served by these unions are subject to 

severe competition and mobile labour force (Taft,~ cit.: 

33). Third, as Taft (ibid.:31) has observed, 11 where systema

tized racketeering exists, it will usually be found embodied in 

the entire system of carrying on a business in an industry.'' 

This is historically true of both the building trades and the 

service industries. When racketeering has taken place in 

unions connected with other industries, particular local 

conditions have been responsible for this phenomenon, The 

most notable example of this is the Longshoreman's union in 

New Yerk City (ibid.: 29-30; see also Johnson, 1950). 

Which Illegal Activites Have Proven Attractive? 

If it is possible to determine what legitimate businesses 

are particularly attractive to organized criminals, it should 

also be possible to pinponnt those areas of illegitimate enter

prise which drew the interest of gangsters. The difficulty here 

is that the answer seems to be that all areas of illegitimate 

activity have proved attractive to organized criminals. They 

will become involved in everything from long-tern businesses 

such as gambling, to bank robberies, which are generally one

shot or ;'project'' ventures. As has been noted in another working 

paper some of their enterprises are centralized while others 

are not. Gangsters will also perforn any necessary function 

in the economic process; they may supervise production, ect in 

an entrepreneurial capacity, or control distribution. The very 

flexibility and versatility of organized criminals complicates 
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the question of what illicit enterprises are attractive to 

them. 

At least two students of organized crime, taking very 

different approaches, have attempted to answer this question. 

Mary Mcintosh has approached the problem from the angle of 

organization. Schelling, on the other hand has taken a 

functional approach. Beth take the obvious route of concen-

trating on the mcst profitable of organized cri~e 1 s illicit 

activities, which may conveniently if not entirely accurate-

ly be summarized as racketeering and extortion. Both approach2s 

are of value in determining the nature of the illicit busi~ess

es of organized criminals; both analyses, however, are some

what limited as indicators of the future activities of gangsters 

in their illicit enterprises. 

Mary Mcintosh (1975: 28ff) in a historical analysis of 

criminal organizations, divides them into four types: picaresque 

(brigandage or piracy); craft (picking pockets ); project 

(the Great Train Robbery); and business (organizad gambling). 

T~o forms of crininal enterprise 1'can become organized on 

the basis of permanent and continuous business operations; 

these are extortion ~nd the provision of illegal goods and 

services•: (..!.E.!!!.: 50). The organizational potential of these 

two kinds of cri~e derives from their common de~endence on 

two crucial factors: the complicity of the victims and pro~ 

tection from the agencies of law enforcement (ibid.: 50). 

Under certain circuastances, craft and project crimes may 

also be cnrried on in a business context, depending on the 

effectiveness of the state end whether or not' 1 a marketing or 
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stmilar aspect of operations becomes dominant 1
;, (ibid.; 65). 

For example, international smuggling, usually a project crime 

may become a business if laY enforce~ent is laxi the stealing 

of cars is carried on in a business context when the function 

of distuising and selling the cars can be carried on by a 

"fairly permanent and complex or~snization 1 ', (Hc!ntosh, 1973: 

4 7) • 

It is not clear that this analysis is of nuch help in 

predicting what sorts of enterprises organized crimin3ls will 

turn to next. Mcintosh is perfectly correct in notins that 

the ~ajar illegal activities of organized cri~inals depend on 

the acquiescence of the victim and political corruption; this 

point is sufficiently obvicus to have been noted by virtu3lly 

every coomentator on the subject. It is also true that or~anized 

crioinals ''cater to forbidden but popular needs for gambling, 

prostitution, alcbhcl, other drugs, and usury'',, (1975: 52). 

If organized criminals can discover any other basic human 

nee.:!s apart from those for sex, drugs, gaoblinz,, and f!looey, 

they will undoubtedly take advantage of this breakthrough. 

More interesting~ perhaps, is the variety of ways in which 

gangsters have been able to use the organizational potential 

created by the conditions of which Mcintosh speaks. The best 

example, is that of gamblin3, which appears to be the most 

profitable of their underworld businesses. The citizen who 

wants to gamble can bet on the horses or on athletic events; 

be can play the numbers; he can enjoy manipulating slot machines; 

he can play roulette or blackjack; he can even be jetted (from 
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areas where gambling is illegal) across the country or abroad 

so that he can gamble legally while on vacation. Organized 

criminals have cast a wide net, appearing to a great variety of 

betting instincts, anC providing the opportunity for those 

in any income bracket to gamble. It is also worth noting 

that they have adapted their techniques of exploiting the 

market to the age of the machine and of air transport. The 

specific forma of business organization have been adapted to 

the demands of the market and the technology availablz. 

Mcintosh's comment that in the absence of effective law 

enforcement project crimes may become suscepti~le to business 

oreanization is only marginally helpfuJ. Mcintosh herself 

has noted (1975: 49-50) that when law enforcement breaks do~n, 

even bank robbery can be so organized. 

Mcintosh's point that when the marketing aspect of craft 

crimes becomes dominant, these crimes may take place within a 

business context, at first sight looks more promising. But 

this is just another way of saying that when there is a lar£e 

supply of a particular stclen good, a business organization will 

arise to dispose of it. This applies to pocket handkerchiefs 

as well as to televisions and cars, all of which have to be 

''fenced'' in some way unless the supply is so small that the 

criminal can use thee himself or sell them to friends (£E.Cit. 

66). And it seems that when a fencing operation becomes 

profitable enough, it is liable to be taken over by organized 

criminals and their associates. A fencing operation probably 

becomes profitable when it handles either a large volume of 

inexpensive or mediu~-priced goods, or perhaps a smaller volume 
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of Qore expensive goods, such as automobiles. One can expect, 

therefore, that any fencing operation that meets these require

ments will prove attractive to organized crime, 

Schelling (1971; 646-647) bas taken a very different 

approach to the business of organized crime, concentrating 

on the technique of organized criminals rather than on their 

organizati:Jn, He notes that "we find 'organized crime' in the 

lines of business thet lend themselves to monopoly,'· which 

involves controlling the market and policing it against compe

tition. The primary business in which organized criminals 

engage is extortion, and their ''biggest victim'' is illegal 

business, particularly bookmakin£. In this field the Organiza-

tion nominally provides a wire service and protection, which 

serve as a cover fer systematic extortion. Many factors make 

those involved in organized gambling an attractive target for 

extortion: their inability to protect themselves; their 

visibility; the simplicity of their operation; and the regular

ity of their business. In addition, standard arran£ements can 

be negotiated with all bookmakers in a given area (ibid.: 647-8). 

Many of these features also characterize the legitimate business

es against which organized criminals practise systematic extor

tion •. Thus businesses which provide opportunities for monopo

lized e~tortion are most attractive to organized criminals. 

Organized Crime as 1:Monopolized Extortion 1
' 

Schelling's is one of the best discussions of the business 

or oreanized crime written to date, but there are certain flaws 

in his analysis. In saying that the business of orcanized crime 
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i! ~x~orti0n, t.~ has f~c~se~ o~ a~ i~portant ~ey 1~ tl~ich 

cr~ani~~~ crimina:s :o ~usiness) but it is a~t c:eur t:1at 

ext~=ticn is the uo8t ~~~~ifica~: ch3racteristic of u~~sr-

wcrld enterprises other t~nn o=Nn~~~e~ :~rn~~in~ !n~ prostitutio~. 

S~hellins himaslf adcitg t~at eve~ ?aG~linp may ~e charqcteri~·

·!d n~re ~y monopo:y thsn hy extcr£icn (ibi~.: ~51). 

L~£~·-sharki~·· prcvi!cs one ~xa~ple of & businsss ~hich 

is c~ ~aj~r importanc~ to cr~~ni~8~ cri=inal3 in ~~ich ~xtor

tion practiseJ by one cr~~irsl ?~aist ~noth~~ is nc~ t~e ch!ef 

feature. 

cft~n to ke ~ Jecentra!~~ed o,eration: any Cosa :'ostra mec~cr 

is t~~e able to set up such a business b7 hi!Jself or on a 

partnerstip basis, as 7a:c~i did (Hz~s, 19~8: 159-62). Dr.der 

these circunstences, tho ''scl~ier:' is subjec~ to a form of 

extortio~ o~ly i~scfer as his superior may find out ~Lout t~e 

business anJ ~~~and 1;a piec~ of the action: It seP.ms that 

such tri~ute is not levieC ofte~ or cousiste~tly ~nou~h to be 

characterize1 as systematic extortion. Llternatively~ when 

~enoers of the high command provide their subor~inates with 

capital to be us~d for the purpose of loan-sharkin~, the interest 

rate char~a~ is such that the subordinates c~u maka a substantial 

profit (Cressey, 19~~! 82). 7iis har~ly qualifiBs as extortion. 

~here is an el~~&nt 0£ extortion in loan-s~3rki~~, of course~ 

insofar es extortionate rates of int~rest are charged. But 

this shoulj properly be ter~ed usury and does not fall into the 

category of exto~tion as Schelling uses the term. Thus, although 

there may be ele~ents of extortion in lo~n-sharkin~, extortion 
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is not the most significant characteristic of the operation 

when the ''customer'' is a Cosa Nostra subordinate. 

Schelling has also focused attention on the element of 

monopoly in organized crime. Again, he has picked out an 

important characteristic of the business of organized crime. 

Organized criminals may attempt to monopolize any of a variety 

of aspects of their operations - protection, territory, a 

commodity, a particular aspect of the business, such as distri

bution, or the business itse-lf. 

It should be noted, first, that monopoly is not always 

characteristic of organized crime. Gangsters are involved in 

a number of criminal ventures which they have been unable to 

monopolize. The most obvious of these is trafficking in 

narcotics. This is also true of other enterprises in which 

organized criminals are involvedt such as hijacking and bank

ruptcy fraudt (although these cannot properly be called 

''businesses'' because they do not appear to be conducted on a 

regular and systematic basis). It would obviously be counter-

productive for organized crime to attempt to monopolize bank

ruptcy fraud! 

The term ''Monopoly'' is too vague to be very helpful as 

a tool of analysis. With reference to illicit businesses. 

organized criminals may only monopolize one facet of the opera-

tion. Thus during Prohibition they were unable to monopolize 

the production of alcohol; their profits came from monopolizing 

its distribution to speakeasies (Sinclair, 1962: 219 ff; Mcintosh, 

1973: 61). More recently, gangsters had a good deal of competition 

in stealing securities, but they were able to monopolize the 
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marketing end of the business because of their contacts 

(Yeager, 1973! 57). In some businesses, different 

aspects may be monopolized by different sets of aicinals. 

Thus, in the early years of this century, a man b.y the name 

of Payne for a time was able to secure a monopoly on racing 

results, while a Chicago gangster, Mont Tennes, controlled 

·ehe distribution of these results over a wide area (Landesco, 

1932: 872-3). Thus it could be argued that monopoly is not 

so much a business in itself as a technique of which organized 

criminals avail themselves when the opportunity arises. 

Extortion can also be viewed as a method of doing business, 

and it is interestine to see how organized criminals have 

adapted it to changing economic circusmtances. Extortion was, 

at one time practised on a much less sophisticated basis, though' 

nevertheless apparently as a business, by members of the Black 

Hand, who terrorized Italian immigrants around the turn of the 

century. The victims were contacted by letter, and urged to 

surrender their savings on pain of death or property damage 

(Nelli, 1969: 378 ff,: Ianni} 1973: 56-9). In the early years 

of this century, extortion was practised against owners of 

brothels and handbook operators by enterprising criminals. The 

rise of labour unions gave gangsters the opportunity to insin

uate their way into control of unions. a position that was used 

to extort money from compliant employers on a systematic basis. 

And as Schelling has pointed out, criminals with businesses of 

their own can now practice systematic extortion against owners 

of other businesses through the medium of providing laundry 
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or vending machine services. Thus the practice of extortion 

can be adapted to fit changing economic developments and the 

varying capital resources possessed by criminals. 

Another way in which organized criminals find a place for 

themselves in the economic process is by acting as fences. As 

has already been noted, fences become necessary when the supply 

of stolen goods of any description must be made available to 

a wid~ market. What is noted less often is the flexibility of 

this entrepreneurial function, which is readily adaptable to 

conditions of economic change. Thus horse thieves needed this 

service almost as much as car thieves, and fences can deal with 

stolen securities as well as stolen jewelry. 

~ence, while gangsters may have exhausted the range of human 

needs to which they can cater, they will very probably find new 

ways of adapting to them. It is, of course, impossible to say 

precisely what economic and technological developments will prove 

useful to organized criminals, but the foresoing discussion gives 

some indication of how they are likely to exploit opportunities 

in the future. When the prospect of a new business arises, 

organized criminals will zero in on the aspect or aspects which 

they can monopolise. They may well be able to refine or extend 

their use of the techniques of extortion. And they are likely 

to be found in the position of mark~ting stolen commodities. 

This by no means exhausts the range of opportunities of which 

organized criminals may be able to take advantage, but it does 

provide some indication of those areas in which we can expect 

to find organized criminals in future. 
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The Potential for Expansion and Centralization 

The foregoing discussion of th~ factors affecting the 

involvement of organized crime figures in certain sectors 

of the economy should be of assistance in determinB the future 

prospects of organized cri~inals. Their potential for expan-

sian will be discussed with reference to both their le~itimate 

and illicit concerns. 

In the area of ler.itioate business, gangsters have tradi-

tionally been involved in two major fields: that of ownin~ 

and operating small independent businesses; and that of labour 

racketeering. In recent years, there has been growing concern 

about the increasing penetration of organized crime figures 

into the field of legitimate business. It is feared by some 

that mobsters may eventually establish dominance over large 

sectors of private industry. A recent study by Melvin K. Bers 

(1971) bas shed a good deal of light on this subject. 

Bers first discussed the various avenues by which creanized 

crime figures have penetrated legitimate business. He found 

that the businesses so penetrated have been characterized by 

smallness of scale and relative simplicity of operation. Even 

if organized crime figures in future do not apply their increas

ing amounts of capital to penetrating larger and more sophis

tJ~R~od eector~ of private industry, he concluded, there is 

still considerable pJtential for expanded participation in areas 

of legitimate business that fit this description. 

More interesting, however, are the results of Bers 1 study 
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of the business holdines of 200 organized crime principals 

or associates in New York State. He found that it was rare 

for QObsters to expand their legitimate business holdings 

beyond the point where such holdings provided the minimal 

incomas necessary for income tax purposes. In addition, the 

legitimate businesses tended to be relatively small concerns 

whose management could be placed in the hands of a fe~ trusted 

associates. Bers (.!.£..!..,£.: 43) concluded 11 that the value to 

organized crime associates'' of investment in firms which make 

extensive demands on their time is limited where the antici

pated gains approximate normal business profits." The purchase 

of securities and real estate, which require a minimum of direct 

supervision~ is a superior alternative. Thus to date organized 

crime figures have apparently voluntarily limited the extent 

of their penetration into legitimate business. 

Bera points out, however, that perhaps this will not always 

be the case. As organized crime figures accumulate increasing 

amounts of capital, extend their influence, and develop a greater 

degree of personal acumen and technological expertise, they may 

well be provided with the incentive to penetrate larger and 

more sophisticated sectors of private industry. 

This raises the question as to whether the stock market will 

offer mobsters a field capable of exploitation. As has been 

noted earlier, organized criminals have not been reported to have 

been directly involved in such transactions as stock manipula

tion, part of the explanation for this being their limited 

expertise in this field. In addition, as Schelling notes 
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(1973: 100) ''the market works too well'', and ''federal control 

over the stockmarket •.••... makes tampering difficult.'' Another 

factor suggests that the ability of organized crime to pene-

trate this area ~ay be limited. It has been suggested that 

in the past racketeers have been successful because they are 

in some sense servants of the ruling class; either they do 

not interfere with the interests of powerful industrialists, 

or they actually serve the interests of this class (Mcintosh, 

1973: 62-3; Sinclair, 1962: 243-4). Industrial figures have 

a powerful and obvious interest in preserving the sanctity 

of the stockmarket; it seems likely, therefore, that should 

organized cri~e figures attempt to ~ave into this area, major 

industrial interests will exert all their (considerable) 

influence to counteract such developments. 

It has been noted that Ubour racketeering bas hitherto 

been confined mainly to particular unions which exhibit certain 

characteristics that make them susceptible of manipulation by 

organized crime figures. It was Bers' conclusion (1971:29) 

that organized crime associates 'Sy already in good part (have) 

realized the potentialities for gain from this source.'' Although 

they may expand their control in these areas, they are unlikely 

to be able to practise labour racketeering to such an extent in 

other industries. This may be true in the case of American 

unions. It should be noted, however, that there may be consider-

able opportunity for organized crime figures to expand their 

racketeering activities in Canadian industries which are 

characterized by the features discussed above. 
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It might be expected that the trend towards white-collar 

unionism will offer organized crime figures a new opportunity 

for racketeering. This seems unlikely. First, insofar as 

unions are organized on the basis of industry rather than craft, 

white-collar workers are already tied into the existing pattern. 

Second, the major area into which white-collar unionism will 

expand is the public service. This area of the economy is not 

one in which organized crime figures are deeply involved; 

neither is it characterized by intense competition and a highly 

mobile labour force. White-collar unionism, therefore, seems 

to present organized crime figures with few opportunities for 

labour racketeering. 

There is no indiction that organized crime will vacate 

the field of operating illicit businesses. If past trends 

continue, it seems likely that organized criminals will main

tain their control over illicit economic activities. They 

will probably continue to develop new ways of tapping the 

market in response to general technological advance. Naturally, 

changes in demand and supply will affect. the extent of their 

involvement -- in specific enterprises in the underworld economy. 

It should also be noted that any drastic changes in the law, 

the effectiveness of law enforcement, or general economic condi

tions will have a profoundly disorienting effect on the partici

pation of mobsters in the illicit businesses in which they are 

to be found at present. 

t relateJ questi~n is the extent to which changes in the 

economic organization of organized crime may be expected. 
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Mcintosh (1973:49) has said: 3 ''Racketeering has an inherent 

tendency to expand and to become more centralized, compara~le 

to the tendency of capitalist enterprise in general'', As she 

notes, the ability of mobsters to expand the scope of their 

activities depends on the nature of the relations they are able 

to establish with the general population and with agents of 

the State. The ability of any given organized crime Family 

to expand will also be affected by the presence or absence 

of other organized crime figures in the same business or territory. 

It is true that organized crime has a tendency to become 

more centralized insofar as it can be said that, in enterprises 

capable of being run as a business, the larger organizations 

are liable to take over or eliminate the smaller ones. Thus 

Capone was eventually able to absorb or destroy most of his 

competitors in the business of distributing bootleg liquor in 

Chicago during Prohibition (Kobler, 1971). Similarly, the 

black policy bankers of Harlem had to surrender control of 

this business to Dutch Schultz in New York during the 1930s; 

the same fate ovetook their counterparts in Chicago twenty 

years later, when Capone's successors took over the policy 

business (Ianni, 1973: 97)~ 

Larger organizations have certain obvious advantages 

which enable them to drive small competitors out of business. 

Superior financial resources can buy better and more extenSive 

protection from the police. In some underworld businesses, it 

is of advantage to be able to purchase more ~u1pment for the 

purposes of production or distribution. The superior numbers 
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of larger organizations give them a manpower advantage 

should gang warfare break out. The big ''firms'' may also 

have accesa to more skilled and experienced killers, the size 

of the organization being such that it can support a specializ

ed force of this nature. 

The possibility or desirability of centralized control, 

however, may be limited by a number of factors. First, and 

most import~~t, the costs of eliminating competition may be 

too high. If competitors are of approximately equal size, 

the material costs, of eliminating them may be so great as to 

seriously, perhaps permanently, daQage the business itself. 

This consideration seems to have been a powerful factor in 

bringing about the formation of the Cosa Nostra, an organization 

designed to eliminate harmful competition among Italian-American 

organized criminals. An additional consideration is that of 

the repercussions.: gang warfare is likely to have on public 

opinion; an angry public tends to stimulate the mobilization 

of the agents of law enforcement against organized crime. A 

third factor is the extent to which smaller businesses are a 

threat to the domination of organized crime; they may be 

insufficiently profitable to warrant absorption~ Finally, the 

state of technology may limit possibilities for centralization. 

As has been noted, the centralization of alcohol distribution 

during Prohibition would probably have been impossible before 

the advent of motorized transport. 

To say that large organizations are liable to take over 

smaller ones is not to comment on the potential for centraliza

tion than is the latter. 
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The Relationship between Economic and Political Organization 

It is important to be able to deternin~ the nature of 

the relationship between the economic and the political organ-

ization of organized crime. In this connection it is necessary 

to attempt to establish the nature of the econooic organization 

of organized crime after 1900, and to discover the forms of 

political organization which governed the relations amen~ 

gangsters. With refere?ce to political organization, it is 

particularly important to investigate the nature of the organiz

ations that were set up in the mid-1930s, the period during 

which the Cosa Nostra is said to have been created. If it is 

possible to determine what occasioned the formation of this 

Organization, it should be possible to isolate the conditions 

that tend to produce political organizations of this type. 

The capability of organized criminals to operate on a 

national scale became evident as the first decade of this 

century, when it was revealed that there was a syste~ for 

procuring and transporting wo~en for the purpose of prostitution 

operating between New York, Milwaukee, St, Louis, and Chicago. 

Shortly afterwards, developments in the gambling business gave 

rise to co-operation and conflict over an even larger area, 

when bookies in more than twenty cities from New York to San 

Francisco were organized by Mont Tennes of Chicago (Landesco, 

1932: 881). During the Prohibition period gangsters forged 

interstate alliances for the purpose of securing and transport

ing alcohol. Among Capone's colleagues in the bootlegging 

business were the all-J~wish Purple Gang in Detroit, Egan's 
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Rats in St. Louis, and Max ''Boo Boo'' Hoff in Philadelphia 

(Kobler, 1971: 223). It is obvious that this type of co

operation crossed ~hnic as well as state linea; leading 

Irish, Jewish, and Italian criminals worked together on a 

continuous basis when it was to their advantage to do so. 

Thus when gan~sters began making ''political'' agreements 

with each other and setting up ''political'' organizations in 

the mid-1930s, it was not, as Mcintosh suggests, because co

operation and conflict on a nation-wide basis only became 

possible at this time (1973: 61-2). Rather,it appears that 

such alliances as existed had proven somewhat unstable. As 

Turkus and Feder (1951: 95) commented, prior to the mid-1930s, 

''each had his hown organization ..• and declared mob warfare 

when he felt like it.'' Thus the urge for stablization may 

have been the crucial factor in the creation of a national 

crime syndicate, The fact that gang warfare had stimulated 

effective action by agencies of the federal government against 

the Capones may also have been a consideration. 

Existing evidence on the subject of the formation of the 

national crime syndicate is so vague and contradictory that 

any conclusions on the subject m11 into the realm of speculation. 

In particular, it is difficult to reconcile accounts such as 

Cressey's, which portray the organization of the Cosa Noatra 

as a purely Italian phenomenon, with the contention of Turkus 

and Feder that Jews were an important element of the syndicate 

they call ''Murd~r, Inc.'' (Cressey, 1969: 49-53; Turkus and 

Feder, 1951: 74-96). 
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If there were two agreements, the question recains as 

to why the Italians were inspired to set up a rather complex 

organization and the Jews were not. The key here seems to 

be labour. It is significant that of the Jewish gangsters 

mentioned by Turkus and Feder as havine been party to the 

formation of ''Murder, Inc., only one, Schultz, seems to have 

been involved in businesses that required a large supervisory 

staff (and Schultz surviveG the agreement by only a year). 

Thus Lepke and Gurrah were involved in extortion, Lansky and 

Siegel in 111dirty work and enforcement specialities'', (1951:94). 

On the other hand, the labour-intensive gambling operations 

seem to have fallen into the hands of the Italians. Thus it 

appears that the Italians required some form of political 

organization in order to control the large supervisory staff 

required by the nature of their .operations. 

If this was the case, it would seem that the key difficulty 

the Italians sought to overcome was not the new potential for 

national expansion. If this had been the case, they would have 

simply set up a loosely-structured arrangement such as was 

negotiated with the Jews. An alliance of this kind would not 

have required the sophisticated hierarchical structure of the 

Cosa Nostra. It seems more likely that the Family structure of 

the Cosa Nostra was better geared to the prevention of jurisdic

tional disputes among organized criminals operating in contiguous 

areas. In this connection it is probably significant that the 

only good evidence we have on the formation of the Family struc

ture relates to the formation of Families in New York City(Maas,l9• 
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Thus it appears that organized criminals have devised 

two way of coping with the potential for conflict that is a 

concomitant of their business. Problema of national co

ordination oay be regulated by loose agreements among the 

leaders. (Of course, these agreements are unenforceable at 

law and depend for their stability on the mutual recognition 

of the disutility of conflict). Both the formation of 11Murder, 

Inc.", and the creation of the Commission are instances of this. 

The problem of circumventing conflict within a fixed territory 

has been dealt with through the creation of the Family structure, 

which provides for the mediation of inter-Family disputes. The 

Councils that have been set up in cities with more than one 

Family are an extension of this structure, providing for the 

mediation of disputes of an inter-Family nature within a fixed 

territory. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Even here, of course, much remains unknown. See 

Furstenberg (1969) for a summary of some areas into 

which research needs to be done. 

2. This paragraph is based on Bers (1971: 21-2). 

3. By ''racketeering'' she means extortion and the provision 

of illegal goods and services (Mcintosh, 1973: 38). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Migration and Mobility as Sources of Change in Organized Crime 

It is often said that the American Mafia is an Italian 

transplant, if not an offshoot of the parent organization in 

Italy. This question is of some importance to an understanding 

of the nature of organized crime in the United States. In 

addition, it is of relevance to Canadian studies on the subject, 

since many postwar Italian immigrants to Canada ha7e come from 

Southern Italy .. 

The question of the genesis of the American Cosa Nostra 

can be fitted into the anthropological debate over diffusion as 

against independent invention. Melville J. Herskovits S!l_.I._S ,the 

question is 

whether, when in distant parts of the world we find 
similar artifacts or institutions, or ccncepts, we must 
assume these to have been invented only once and diffused 
to the regions where they are observed, or whether we may 
deduce that they had originated independently in these 
several regions (Quoted in Cressey, 1969:24). 

As will emerge from the following discussion, there are similar-
• -~·~ 

ities between the American and the Italian organizations, but, 

as Cressey conclTJdes (ibid~: 25) ''whatever was imported has 

been modified to fit the conditions of American life.'' 

The underdeveloped south of Italy, from which most Italian 

immigrants to the United States came at the turn of the last 

century, has traditionally been but weakly subject to church 

and atate (Ianni, 1973: 48f£, lBff). As the result of the in-

ability of the state to maintain order. this function was assumed 

by groups of local strongmen, who administered their version of law 
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a somewhat partial fashion. The combination of disorder (or 

order obtained by the differential administration of justice) 

and the absence of strong institutional byalties served to 

emphasize the importance of the family as the one unit on which 

the individual could rely for protection and direction. The 

family served as an organizing principle for strongmen at the 

local level. As these oen increased their power and legitimized 

their positions, family and connections became important for their 

protection by politicians. 

These local strongmen were able to achieve and retain power 

because of their ability to maintain order of a sort in the 
• 

localities, and~ after 1860, because they were able to deliver 

the vote to the politicians, who in return protected them. Th~y 

were tolerated by the peasants in spit~ of the fact that the 

mafiosi exploited them, partly because their rule was preferable 

to that of agents of the Italian government. In addition, as 

Hobsbawm points out, these strongmen provided some sort of 
• 

guarantee m the weak that obligations between them would be kept 

and that ''the usual degree of oppression would not habitually 

be exceeded", (iiobsbawm, 1965:41). Robsbawm (ibid.) also contends 

that the Mafia, when engaged on the aide of Sicilian movements of 

resistance, won the esteem of the peasants, but this contention 

is disputed by another euthoritY (ef. Hess, 1973:27). 

Peasant eo-operation was ensured by a code of behaviour 

general throughout society and usually known as omerta. ness 

(op. eit.: 99) describes omerta as follows: 
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The word omerte comes from the Sicilian omu~ meaning 
man. Its main connotation is the idea o~ tru~ man: 
in the Sicilian view a reel man knows how to make 
hiss~lf respected through his own efforts, defend his 
property through his own efforts, if necessary restore 
his honour and that of his family through his own efforts, 
end solve problems and controversies through his own 
efforts without having to seek the help of others or 
hav~ recours~ to any kind of State organ. The encourage
ment of a private use of violence •••.. is clearly implied. 

The rule of silence is o corollary to this, discouraging victims 

of violence from seeking help from State authorities. This fram~ 

of ~ind is described by some authors as mafia , which also includes 

the idea of 11 an awareness of chivalrous tizs with members of 

one's own group, 11 (ibid.: 9) 

Three secret societies have been discov€red in Italy: the 

Camorra, which has centred in Naples; the Honourable or Honoured 

Society, which functioned in southern Calabria; and the Mafia of 

Sicily. Little is known about the first two of these. The 

Camorre, which was first organized around 1830, was originally 

given virtual supervision of crime in lower-class areas of Naples. 

In return for keeping the crime rate low, the organization 

received police protection. Around 1860, when it ceased to 

p~rform this function, the Camorra secured police protection 

by direct bribery, for which consideration the Camorra's provision 

of illegal services would be overlooked (Albini, 1971: 142-3), 

Its political structure is thought to have been a hierarchical 

one, 

divided into groups of sections, e~ch of which bed 
ita Caposocieta, while the entire society was under 
the leadership of a Capintesta. Also, trials ware 
held to pass judgement over the conduct of ita members 
and mete out justice (Ibid.: 242). 
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Th 1 s organization reached its peak in the late nineeteenth 

century, declining during the first decade of ~ussolini's 

rule (Ianni, 1973: 27). 

The Calabrian r:Honoured Society flourished during th~ 

mid-nineteenth century, declining thereafter, according to 

Ianni (ibid.:24) until in the 1950s it consisted only of a 

few isolated bands, which may still be functioning today in 

an original or varient foro. Its activiti~s, according to 

Ianni (ibid.: 2 7) 

follow the classic Mafia pattern of selling and bartering 
protection and influence, and for some time it managed 
to maintain a parallel system of government and law in 
Southern Calabria. 

This organization was neither as highly structured nor as 

adaptable as the Camorra, and its decline may be attributed, 

in part, to its rigidity. 

The Sicilian Mafia has attracted a good deal more attention, 

et least in the English language, than either the Camorra or 

the Honoured Society. The Mafia developed in its most 

sophisticated form in Sicily during the 1860s, and, with 3D 

interruption during the years of fascism, has continu~d to the 

present day. During the past decade or so its power has 

declined along with its rural base, while a different form of 

organization based on the American pattern has developed in 

Palerao (Sicily) and elsewhere. (Blok, 1974:216; Hess, op. ci::..: 

155). Sp~ce does not permit a full discussion of the d~velop-

ment and functioning of the Sicilian Mafia here. but the depth 

and ability of research on the subject does justify its consider-

ation. 
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Emergence of the Mafia in Sicily 

Three essential ingredients made possible the emergence 

of the Mafia in Sicily. First, in the absence of efficient 

police and military organs of the State, landowners were 

compelled to rely on private bands of guards to protect their 

estates from the incursions of thieves and bandits, When 

the State tried to monopolize force by instituting armed 

companies to keep order in the localities, a device that 

waa tried as early as 1543, these co~panies were themselves 

drawn into the local pattern of social and political relation

ships (Bess,~ cit.: lB. 19). Thus force was not mono

polized by the State, but was primarily in the hands of local 

landowners. (Bandits. however. operated outside both the law 

of the State and, for the most part, the power of the land

owners). 

A second development which produced the preconditions in 

which Mafia could exist was the abolition of feudalism in 

1812. Thia not only released the landowners from mny obliga

tions towards their tenants, but also appears to have 

facilitated absentee ownership of land by making possible the 

leasing and renting of land (Albini, ~· ~: 127). These 

forma of tenure and the associated function of managers of 

the estates offered to the more enterprising of the peasant 

masses the opportunity of increasing their influence and 

their income. Local strongmen, rising from the bottom, would 

proceed to use their position as gabellotti, or estate managcrst 

to enrich themselves at the expense of both peasants and land~ 

owners. The armed bands, which now fell under their control, 



r~pressed peasant discontents or rebellions and could be 

used to collect the rent of peasants on the estates. They 

could also be used to intimidate the landlords into lower

ing the rents paid by the !abellotti. Further; if land 

came up for mle~ the gabellotti could use the bands to 

discourage other bidders, and they could thus set the prices 

themselves. Thus an individual could go from being a 

peasant to being a landowner in one generation (See Albini, 

~cit. 127££.; Hess,~· ~! 133). 

What the members of the armed band3 got out of this 

arrangement was the opportunity to enrich themselves by 

stealing cattle from other landlords and by extortion with 

the protection of their gabellotto or landowner. In addition, 

the leader of such a group or cosche could wor1• his way into 

a position of influence and financial security, usually by 

securing control of earning opportunities in a regular (though 

perhaps illegal) occupation, or alternatively by offering 

"protection" (Albini, .ll• cit.: 129££.) Such a man would 

work his way up from a position as guard for a landowner to 

one of considerable respect and influence in the community 

(Hess,~ cit.: 45 ff). It is not clear, however, whether 

such individuals were able to continue the process of acquir

ing land by displacing the gabellotti, end subsequently the 

landowners to any considerable extent. The implication in 

Blok (~. ~.; 214 ff,) is that this proce9S did, in fact9 

continue. 
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The third factor which made .poasibla the emergence of 

the Mafia was the introduction to Sicily of the vote in 

1860. The gabellotti, once more relying on their armed 

bands, vere able to guarantee the delivery of the vote to 

the politicians of their choice, which they would do in 

return for protection for the illegal activities of them

aelves and their bands. The political and social influence 

of the gabellotti, or landowners, as many of them had nov 

become, waa further enhanced by the upward mobility of thei~ 

children and other relatives, who might receive an education 

which would fit them for important roles in society. The=e 

thus grew up a pattern of patron client relationsbips through 

the society. The peasants relied on their landowners or 

estate managers, and these in return depended for protection 

and other services on politicians and other membe~s of society 

(A:bioi, £!!.• ill·' lJlff). 

The emergence of armed banda, gabellotti. and the vote 

thus made possible the e~istence of the Mafia, which is the 

name for a pattern of behavior rather than for a special secret 

organization. In Sicily at least, the Mafia is not a hier

archical organization with a particular code of hehavior. 

Rather, it is a method of eocial and political control aade 

possible by the weakness of the State's forces of law and 

order and by the code of omerta which is general throughout 

the subcultural system. The organizational structure is loose~ 

basically involving a network of patron-client relationships 

through the society. These might function on •n extremely 

irregular basis. The Mafia does not operate under eentral 

direction. Various cosche or gangs might co-operate vith each 
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other in specific enterprises, but this would be organized 

by the members themselves rather than by any supericr author

ity (Albini, op. cit.: 125: Hess,££· cit. 75££, 91). 

It should be noted that the family is of considerable 

significance in structuring the Sicilian mafie. Blok found 

(~. cit.: 179) that the cores of the cosche were structured 

by relatio~ships between cPgnatic kin, especially by ties 

between brothers. Kinship, along with "ritual kinship, friend

ship, and clientage relationships'' are also important in 

structuring the relationships between local mafiosi and those 

in positions of greater power (Hess, £E· cit.: 60). 

It is perhaps worth noting that intergenerational conflict 

is characteristic of the Sicilian Mafia. This takes the form 

of a struggle between those who have monopolized some position 

of prestige and econooic power, who are usually older, and those 

who have not yet succeeded in doing eo. The latter are usually 

young! men trying to make a name for themselves. It is important 

to note that these struggles take place, not between two members 

fighting for power within one organization, but between two 

individuals, both of whom exhibit mafia-like behavior, and 

generally have their own followers, struggling for control over 

a function that can only be performed by one of them. It is 

not a conflict between groups of ''ins'', as in the case in 

the Cosa Nostra$ but one between "ina" and ''outs" (ibid.: 55). 

Mafia-like behavior is an asset to men in many walks of 

life, from shepherd to landowner, enabling them to achieve 

social mobility in a comparatively static society. Mafioso 

activity is not so much a way of earning a living as a way 
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of earning a living as a way of improving one's income 

in any given occupation. It should be noted, however, 

that entrepreneurial pursuits particularly lend themselves 

to this type of activity. Hess says (ibid.: 54}. 

It iS in entrepreneur occupations, as mediators, 
in positions between the peasants and the wealthy 
landlords that we find mafiosi named again and 
again - as curatoli and guardani of markets (sic) 
gardens and water in intensive cultivation zones, 
as produce dealers. as cacpieri, sporastanti, and 
gabellotti in the sane of the big estates, as corn 
merchants, cattle dealers, as dealers of all kinds, 
and as butchers who play an important role as 
receives of stolen livestock. 

The mafiosi may improve their earning opportunities in 

these fields or gain a monopoly position in the provision 

of certain services by the use of violence or threats. 

Usury, overcharging for merchandise, and monopol~zation 

of the vegetable trade are among the means used by the 

mafiosi to improve their economic position (ibid.: 129 ff). 

Monopolization is a feature of some mafioso activity 

in the s~nse that certain individuals who exhibit mafia-like 

behavior try to establish a monopoly of the functions of 

mediation and protection in certain areas of social relation-

ships, as vel! as ••exacting ••• tribute payments connected 

with these activities 1 
11 (ibid.: 55), While both groups 

aim at monopoly control, the Sicilians again concentrate on 

monopolizing the provision of legal goods and s2rvices, 

vhilQ the Cosa Nostra is perhaps more conspicuously success-

ful in monopolizing the provision of illegal goods and 

services in the areas under their control. 
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There is thus a difference in the pattern of economic 

activity found in Sicily and in the Unitad States. Character

istic of th~ Sicilian mafiosi is the use of mafia-like methods 

in otherwise legitimate occupations; it would seem that 

most of the servic~s provided by the mafiosi are not in them

selves illegal. The defining characteristic of the American 

Cosa Nostra, on the oeher hand, is perhaps the provision 

of illegal goods and services, such as drugs and the 

opportunity to gamble illeg~lly. It might be noted, how

ever, that such practices as loan-sharking and extortion 

are features of both organizations, and that members of 

the American Cosa Nostra have also learned to improv£ their 

business prospects in legitimate enterprises by th~ use of 

what might be called unorthodox competitive methods. It· 

should be mentioned that in the United States mahy of the 

techniques now used by the Cosa Nostra were also a feature 

of Irish and Jewish organized crime (Peterson, 1952: 84 f£.; 

Turkus and Feder 1 1951: 334 ff.), 

What Functions did the Mafia serve? 

It is important to realize that the mafiosi perform 

a series of functions for the subculture as s whole. Apart 

from their functions as protectors and in the area of 

regulating the economy, mafiosi play important mediating 

roles. They mediate between theives or bandits and those 

they threaten; between abductors and the family of the 

victim; between creditors and debtors; and between the 

authorities and those who seek the services of such men. 
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In addition they may be used when the organs of the State 

cannot be called into sarvice. An exampl2 of this would 

be that of a mafioso forcing a young man to marry a woman 

he has seduced (Hess, ~·E!i·= 139 ff). Public respect 

for mafiosi is partly based on their ability to perform 

these functions efficiently (~.:70). This type of 

function is not charactEristic of members of the Cosa 

Nostra. The respect of their co-ethnics has been secured 

on the bas~ of their economic success and power rather 

than on their effectiveness as maintainers of order in 

the community (Maas, ~.~:123), 

Hobsbawm (~. cit.:5) has analysed the Mafia as a 

fore of social banditry, which he defines as ''endemic 

peasant protest against oppression and poverty,' 1 ':Mafia,'' 

he says, 

are comparable to it (social banditry) insofar 
as their organization and ideology are normally 
rudimentary, insofar as they are fundn~~ntally 
'reformist' rather than revolutionary, •.• and 
insofar as they are also endemic, but sometimes 
epidemic. 

Kafin, however, are 1'less a series of individual revolts 

and more of an institutionalized system of law outside 

the official law,'' (ibid.: 5-6). 

This approach to the Mafia has drawn fire from 

t._.o recent authorities. Anton Blok (.£.P..:_ cit·!:· 102) 

refers to social banditry as a myth, at least insofar 

as the bandit ts s~~n as a helper of the weak. Blok 

also points out that Mafiosi differ from bandits in 
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relying less on the direct use of force and in belong-

ing to extensive networks of patron-client relationships 

(ibid.: xx, 99 ff). Hess too is critical of the lumping 

together of maf:kso and bandits, showing 11 that mafia and 

brigantaggio must bee seen, in principle, as antagonistic 

pbenomena 11 (Hess, .2..2.• cit.: 5 ff). On balance it seems 

likely that mafiosi exploited the poor more than they 

helped them, and that they retarded the development of 

social movements among the peasantry. 

Much has beenmde in various sources on the subject 

of the alleged flexibility of the Sicilian Mafia 

(~.~·: 225) notes: 

lt has been often argued, though less often 
clearly deomonstrated, that during rhe last 
two decades mafiosi have been moving from 
the countryside to the city, fro~ the inland 
fundi to the urban markets and building areas. 
as well as into the organizations of public 
administration. 

Blok 

This development would be important in view of the fact 

that their rural powar base has been substantially eroded 

and that their functions have been limited (~.: 213 ff), 

Blok, however, found that few of the rural mafiosi 

migrated to the city, and that ever fewer were successful 

there. This be attributed to the absence of that long-

established network of personal relationships which is so 

important to the functioning of the mafie in rural areas. 

Such continuity as is to be found exists in the migration 
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fr~m rural t0 ur~sr. ~~~~~ ~f 'younn pr~~~~sio-~~ '·ins "" ---- ._, •• _,, -'~ -~ ;.!c.- r~ -

0ldar z~ner~ti~~ i~to t~a org~ns of the ra~iJ~3l ~dministr~-

·.i~=·' 1 i~id . 
~-·· 

220). 

It is true, ~0wavar, that ther~ does ~xist :.-: Sicily 

a l'l.UOVO or ··ne:J · ::;;.afiosc. ~his ter~ is used to describe 

t~e org~nizatioc3 of urtau gangsters w~o. ,~--- ~en~ers 

cf the Anerican Cose :astra 

bootler£ing, gam~~ing, prostit~tion, dru~ traff~ckin~, 

the control of big cer~ats: the buildiug trerle, etc.,'· 

(hess~££· cit.: 155). Ttough ladri, urban criminala 

an~a~ed in theft a~d prostitution, have long existed i: 

Sicily, th~ nuo7i ~afiosi are differently organized and 

participata in dissimilar activities. They have) appare~tly, 

in a process of c~ltura~ tra~sfer, der1ve1 the structure 

of the organizetian, ~s wall as 3cms of their co~traband 

and their manpower, from Aoericen ganestars (ibiG.: 9,162). 

The fact of :heir existecca, however, serves not :o 

demonstrate the ada?tability of the Sicilian mafiosi, who 

avidantly do not sup?ly the manpower for sue~ ~rou,s; 1: 

oeraly sho~o that the models of s~ructure and eeonocic 

activity Cevise~ Cy A~srica zangst~rs are transferable 

elsewhera. 
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t~~t differs cubstenti~lly from t~e '~ericaL Cosa :~ostre. 

7!::eree.s the Sic:;_:ic::l r.:e:':io!::i ere "· ru::-al ?:~eu:::n.::.cna:-, 

~~zricati ~;emb~rs c~ t~e s~s~ :1 ostra ~re an urb~L p~ctle~. 

:~~ ?rga~i=atio~al structure of th~ Sicilian ~sf!~ is 

cuch looser than tlat ~f t~e Lnerican, and there is appar9nt-

:y nothinR in Sici:y chst ca~,ares to th3 A~e=ican Cou~iasion. 

U~like the Americ£~ ga~"ste::-, the ?li-·nt7le Sic!!ia~ ~nficso 

tutio~, an~ the provision of boctlag alcohol: he is. rst~er, 

~ore concerned ~ith i&Droving his earnin~ opp~rtunities !n 

le~iti~ete 3usinesses by questionntle neacs. Hher~c-.s ti::e 

Sicili~ns d~v:lo?~d a for~ of patron-client ~elationshi? 

~itt political fi~ures, th! Americans have ~ore often had to 

bri~e their l~gislators, judges, a~d policeMen. :<urtller, 

t~e Sici:ian ~afios~ unlike me~bers of the Cosa Hostra per

for~ cert~in functi~ns in ~~e au~cultcre as a whcle. 

T~is comparison tells us sooet~ing ~bout the likeli

hood a! the :-lafia beinl! consciously exporte.G. from S:!..cily 

to the ~ni~ed States. As fiO ce~tral organiaticn existed in 

Sic!ly, it is fa~ciful to su~~est that some some such boGy 

deli~erately de~patched Sicilians to the ne~ world to set 

It ie clear tbat, a!thcug~ 

many of the Southern Italians who antereJ the United States 

at t~e tur~ of the century ~ust hava been exposed to secret 

socie~ies on ~h; 20del of the ~afie or the Ca~orra, it 

would have been im~ossi~le for the~, evec if they had wanted 

to. to recr~~te tha rur~l Sicilian model i~ t~e modern Amer!-
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can cities. The rural model rested on a chain of 

long-established patron-client relationships which were 

not easily susceptible to instant reproduction. It 

should be noted that Italians with criminal propensities 

took a generation to establish themselves as a force 

of any importance in urban America. Further, American 

cities did not lend themselves to such economic pursuits 

as protecting orchards and other rural-baaed operations 

of the Sicilian pattern, although the practice of extortion 

and the establish~ent of monopolies were perhaps more 

easily exportable. Italian-American crime did not suddenly 

materialize on the Sicilian model in the new world, but 

developed a different model over a period of time in a 

process of conflict and accommodation with gangsters of 

other ethnic origins and in a new environment. 

The Importation of Mafia Norms to America 

It is clear, however, that Italian-American crime 

did owe something to the background of its participants. 

Ianni (1973:68) h3S devised a chart to represent the 

elements imported froa Southern Italy and those elements 

discovered in the United States. Certain cultural condi

tions obtained in both countries. The Italians brought 

with them a strong family system, featuring filial obedience 

and demanding filial respect for the mother. What Ianni 

means by "Individual-family hono'r (vendetta)" ia unclear, 

but he is probably referring to the habit of settling 
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disputes by one's own efforts~ an aspect of the mafia 

attitude in Sicily. The weak or alien political struc

ture that made possible the emergence of the Mafia in 

Sicily was also a feature of urban American life, where 

the police were prone to disregard what went on in the 

ghetto. Suspicion towards the legitimate forces of law 

and order was probably a part of the cultural baggage of 

southern Italians. 

Although Ianni believes that ''crime as a ladder for 

social mobility'' was a ''cultural condition': of American 

origin, Hess (.£.E_. ill·: 133) has demonstrated that in 

Sicily too, engaging in mafia-like behavior was a route 

to social mobility. Bess bas also shown that the Sicilian 

mafioso was well-regarded by the population as a whole, 

just as the Italo-American gangster won a measure of 

support from his co-ethnics, though for different reasons 

tibid.: 70, 163). What was new in America was the fact 

of "new" immigrant status, a factor which meant that the 

ethnic group as a whole was held in low esteem. The 

ambitious bad perhaps an ever greater incentive, in view 

of the paucity of opportunities for legitimate enrichment, 

to turn to crime that was the case in Sicily. 

Ianni (1973) itemized the •functional requisites'' 

imported from Italy; a local versus national world view; 

a code of silence; a supportive ~hnic base; and systematic 

kinship-like organizational units. ''Functional requisites'' 

discovered in the United States were an ethnic residential 

base; the street-corner gaug soc1aliza.ti ... on patterni and 
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urban political corruption. The more highly structured 

political structure was an American development as well. 

Thus the most important imports from italy were 

neither the pattern of organization nor the form of economic 

activity, but the cultural behavior pattern and concepts 

of social relationships. As has earlier been demonstrated, 

the latter have served as important coheslve factors in 

Italian-American organized crime units. The way in which 

thay were adapted to American conditions will be discussed 

in the following pages. 

It is clear from an examination of the history of 

crime in the United States that ~ere has been a pattern 

to the movement in and out of organized crime of the 

various ethnic goups that have periodically dominated 

this form of activity - a pattern of ethnic succession. 

It should first be noted that this pattern is no more 

than a very general one. As Daniel Bell (1960: 147) has 

pointed out, it is more valid for the ''major northern 

urban centres'' than of 

many cities, particularly in the South and on 
the West Coast 1 (where) the mob and gambling 
fraternity consisted of many other groups, and 
often, predominantly, of native white Protestants. 

Mention should also be made of the fact that the process 

of establishing dominance in organized crime has usually 

been a gradual rather than a sudden one, occurring at 

different times in different parts of the country. 

Moreover, it is doubtful that any group ever established 

a monopoly of organized crime. Irish and Jews continued 
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to flourish in this f~eld after their period of 

dominance was over, while other groups, such as blacks 

have long been involved in various aspects of organized 

crime without ever achieving a position of dominance. 

The pattern of ethnic succession has been a twentieth

century phenomenon, and one that three ethnic groups have 

shared. The longstanding dominance of Irish, in orgsnized 

crime, was challenged in the teens and twenties of this 

century by Jewish gangsters. who in turn gave way to the 

Italians in the 1920s and 1930s. For these groups, which 

were initially disadvantaged for religious and cultural 

reasons, organized crime proveded the most convenient, 

and perhaps the only, route to social mobility - a 11 queer 

ladder" of social mobility (ibid.: 128). The organized 

criminals among them got their 5tart by preying on the 

large urban population of eo-ethnics. This population 

supported the gangsters as eo-ethnics who had made good. 

Although the co-ethnics were preyed upon, they often did 

not recognize the forms of organ1£ed criminal activity as 

exploitive. and in any case vere not prepared to approach 

the American forces of law and order. vhich they regarded 

with hostility, for protection. 

As time went on, these ethnic groups became progress

ively more aesimilated into American life. Their children 

went to American schools, absorbing traditiOnal Ame~ican 

valuwa. and they were increasingly able to find employment 

1n legitimate walks of life. This process may have been 
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1 
slow, but it was constant. In addition to depriving 

organized criminals of same of their ablest recruits, 

it also eroded the support ~f the organized criminals' 

populat~on of co-ethnics. As their organizations 

disintegrated, members of other ethnic Stoups, exploit-

ing some new form of economic activity, were able to 

develop the power to challenge the supremacy of the 

established leaders of organized crime. 

This process of disintegration is now said to be 

taking place in the Northeastern United States in 

Italian-American organized crime Families, who ara coming 

to be challenged by Negro, Puerto Rican, and Cuban groups 

interested in Qaking a living in organized crime. This 

phenomenon, and its consequences, will be investigated 

later. 

It should be remembered that in the early years of 

this century, crime was net organized on a national,or 

even a city-wide basis. John Kobler (1971:79£f) has 

noted the variety of competing groups that existed in 

Chicago during the 1920s. Thus when the challenge to 

Irish predominance came, it did not take the form of au 

2 all-out war of Jews or Italians against the Irish. 

Rather, as various neighbourhoods were taken over by 

Italians, Italian organized criminals would get s foot-

hold in the city, while the Irish stuck to the areas of 

Irish settlement. This pattern held good in industrial 
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racketeering also; as the Irish dominated this activity 

in unions with a predominantly Irish membership, such as 

the longshormen, the Jews advanced in Jewish-dominated 

industries such as garment manufacturing (Bell, 1960:17Sff.; 

Turkus and Feder,££· cit.: 334 ff.). Organization on 

a wide scale was a development of the 1930s. 

Ethnic Succession in Organized Crime 

There ar9, broadly speaking, two explanations for 

the pattern of ethnic succession and the way in which 

organized crime developed. One, which can be culled from 

a variety of sources, relies primarily on ethnicity, while 

Daniel Bell explains it more in terms of the timing of 

immigration and of other developments, such as technological 

ones. 

Exponents of the first argument point out that the 

Irish, the Jews, and the Italians shared certain features 

which facilitated their entry into organized crime. The 

overwhelming majority of immigrants from these groupe 

settled in urban areas. In the case of the latter two 

groups, the relative lateness of their arrival precluded 

their migration to farming areas, which were already 

settled, and in any case they were for the most part too 

poor to buy farms. The Irish arrived earlier, but seem 

always to have preferred urban to rural life partly no 

doubt because of the easier access to religious facilities, 

a factor that· may have weighed· with the other two groups 
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as well (See Maldwyn Jones, 1960). The concentration of 

these groups in urban araas. often in ghettos. provided 

a large population of co-ethnics to which organized crim

inals could supply goods and services. 

Members of these three groups, or et least some of 

them, had in common hostility to the prevailing govern

ment of the Old Country and the experience of organized 

r;Sistance to these governments. The Catholic Irish had 

been a persecuted majority in their own country 1 and had 

opposed the agencies of the British government by political 

and other means. The Jews felt exploited in the European 

countries from which they came, and developed a variety 

of forms of resistance, from tax evaSion to participation 

in political groups frowned upon by the regime (Homer, 

~· £!!·: 68 ff). The southern Italians, as previously 

noted, had had experience in one form or another of organized 

resistance to the prevailing form of government. The 

past history of these groups facilitated their entry into 

organized crime, providing both hostility co the consti

tuted authorities and in the case of the Italians a model 

of organization which could be adapted for criminal purposes 

in the United States (See Allsop, 1961: 253). 

The ethnicity argument can be made to account for 

the pattern of ethnic succession as well as for the pre

sence of these particular groups in organized crime. 
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Unfortunately there is a dearth of information on 

most cities during the 1920s and 30s, the period 

during which the Italians established a dominant 

position in organized crime. Chicago has attracted 

the most attention because of the presence of Al 

Capone, but the Windy City is by all accounts an 

exceptional area. Those who have studied the Italian 

take-over there, however, have accounted for the 

ascendancy of the Italians and the waning of the po~er 

of the Irish and other ethnic groups as a product of 

the superior organizational abilities of the Italians. 

Capone, working on a model supplied by his predec~ssor, 

Johnny Terrio, developed a sophisticated organization 

of criminals, rationalized and expanded their economic 

activities, and developed solid alliances with political 

figures (Kobler, !:.E.· cit.: 142; Peterson, £2...:.. .£.!.£.·: 132 ff., 

174-5; Allsop,~~: 42). The increasing rationality 

and prosperity of his organization and the effectiveness 

of his gunmen evidently impressed Capone's rivals, for 

when a conference of Chicago gangsters was held in Oct. 

1926, Capone was given a very large territory for beer 

distribution, as well as a monopoly of gambling throughout 

the city (Peterson, op. cit.: 135). Kobler claims (.£.£...!.cit.: 

258) that at a conference of gangsters in Atlantic City in 

April, 1929, two of Chicago's gangs were put under Capone's 

leadership. 
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According to this theory, then, the Irish and other 

ethnic groups lost out to the Italians because they were 

unable to combat effectively the new organizational tECh

niques, improved business methods, and inter-city alliances 

of the Italians. It should be noted, more prosaically, 

that superior manpower was also a factor. Although the 

Italians evidently suffered the most casualties in the 

gangwars, as Allsop (~. cit.: 256) points out, "there 

were more of the~ 11 , avai~abl~ for service both in fighting 

and in making bootleg alcohol. 

If this explanation is appropriata for cities other 

than Chicago, it is still necessary to explain why Irish 

d~minance in organized crime waned, why Jewish involvement 

in the field was relatively short-lived, and why Italians 

have found this field so attractive for the past half

century. It is also necessary to explain why the Italians 

were able to develop a better organization than other groups. 

In analysing the Irish of New York Cit7, Daniel 

Moynihan (Glazer and Moynihan, 1963: 255) noted that ''they 

have shown relatively little talent as merchants.'' Be 

also notes that ''Irish drunkenness has given competitors 

a margin in business and the professions ... It is probably 

also true that it partially accounts far the disappearance 

of the Irish from orsan!zed crime,'' (ibid.: 25). According 

to this explanation, a lack of business acumen and a pro

pensity to drink to excess account for the dwindling numbers 

of Irish in organized crime. 
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More attention has been paid to criminality among 

Jews. Although the focus of these studies has not b~en 

on Jewish involvement in organized crime, explanations 

for the low crime rate among Jews do throw some light on 

the question under investigation here. 

Menachem Amir (1971) in a review of the literature 

on criminality among Jews has listed the explanations 

that have been given for the low crime rate among members 

of this segment of the population. They include! moderation 

in the use of alcohol; the strength, support, and guidance 

of the Jewish family; the strong emphasis among Jews on 

education and mobility; and the socio-economic status and 

upward mobility of most Jews. Amir noted (ibid.: 28-30) 

that there is another pressure in the Jewish community 

which militates against participation in criminal enter

prises on the part of ita members - the fear that such 

activity on the part of Jewish people will provoke anti

semitism. Amir speculates that this latter factor probably 

e.xerted the greatest influence during the period following 

the influx of Jewish immigration to the United States. He 

points out 1 however, that this pressure was probably minimal 

on the children of iomigrants, who would have been more con-

cerned with problems of cultural conflict. It could be 

argued that the period of maturity of this generation 

coincided with the height of Jewish power in organi~ed crime, 

and that hence Jewish involvement in this area was partly 

a product of the absence of community tontrols which develop

ed subae~uently. 
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Nathan Glazer in his study of the Italians in New 

York has explained Italian participation in crime ±n. 

ethnic terms. A key factor, he believes, is that ''the 

one common American channel to success - education - was 

narrowed for American Italians by the peculiar constitution 

and outlook of the faDily and neighborhood,'' (Glazer and 

Moynihan, ££• ~: 197), He notes that it was harder 

for an Italian son to leave home than it is for the Jewish 

son, since Italian parents value advancement only insofar 

as it directly benefits the entire family, ''for example, 

by maintaining the clcsesness of the family or advancing the 

family's interests through jobs and marriage 11
• He also 

observes that while a Jewish child ''is part of the whole 

group that is changing simultaneously its occupations ••. 

{m)obility for Italians has to be indivual mobility.''; 

since the occupational status of the ~hole group is relative

ly stable (ibid.198). Finally, while Jewish people were 

anxious for education, the traditions of the Italians dis

couraged the use of this route towards upward mobility 

(ibid.:l99). This disinclination for education was combined 

with a strong desire for material goode which was ''uninhibited 

by a Puritanical religion", or by a deferential attitude 

to governmental officials (ibid.: 197). As a result, 

organized crime presented a particularly attractive occupa

tional field to Italians. 
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The Particular Success of the Italian - American Criminals 

However successful ethnicity may be in explaining the 

presence of certain groups in organized crime, it is less 

successful in accounting for the peculiar organiziriz 

ability of the Italians, which enabled them to develop a 

more sophisticated internal structure and a more rational 

form of economic activity than their predecessors. As bas 

already been noted, the structure of the Cosa Nostra was 

not a part of the Italian immigrants' cultural baggage 

and the form of economic organization of the Mafia in Italy 

was not readily transferable to the United States. 

Daniel Bell has produced an explanation which accounts 

both for the pattern of ethnic succession and for th~ success 

of the Italians in the sphere of organization. This analysis 

relies less on ~hnicity than on the timing of immigration 

and technological improvements. Of the major groups 

involved in organized crime, the Irish were first in the 

new world. They were quickly able to build political machines, 

whose members advanced the interests of their fellow-Irish 

by giving the~ preference in the ~ard of contracts: 

Irish immigrant wealth in the northern urban 

centres, concentrated largely in construction, 
trucking, and the waterfront, has, to a substan
tial extent, been wealth accumulated in a~d 
through political alliance .•• (Bell, 1960; 141-2). 

Jewish wealth developed eomewhet differen:ly, first in 

banking and merchandizing and later in the garment trades. 
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Significantly, the Jews operated outside of and indepen

dent of urban political machines. By the time the Italians 

arrived, then, the urban machine was in other hands, and 

the route taken by the Iri$h was denied to them. The 

fact that other routes to wealth were blocked by the pre

dominantly rural and unskilled nature of the early Italian 

immigrants made crime more than usually attractive as a 

way of life (!E.!£.: 141 ff.) 

Meanwhile, changes in demand encouraged changes in 

the nature of organized crime. The advent of Prohibition 

in 1920 produced two important developments. First, it 

gave the Italians a unique opportunity to enter organized 

crime on terms of comparative advantage; Italians had long 

been accustomed to making their own home brew, and the 

Italian ghettos became an important source of supply 

(Mass, E.£.· ..£.!.!·: 83-4). Second, the distribution of 

alcohol waa more susceptible to forma of large-scale 

business organization that was the case with say, prosti

tution, which had hitherto been a mainstay of organized 

crime. 

Gambling succeeded bootlegging as the economic basis 

of organized crime after the end of Prohibition, and by 

the 1940s was operating on an even more sophisticated 

level. Organizational complexity was Gecanded by the 

development of a complex technology, which featured such 

factors as the national racingwire service and the practice 

of lay-off betting (Bell, 1960: 130). 
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The exact connection between economic and political 

organization is obscure, but it seems plausible that 

increasingly compl~x forms of business organization demand

ed a corresponding development in the political organization 

of criminals. The fact that organized crime operated out

side the governoent structure dictated that what was at 

heart an economic organization should take on some of the 

features of a government. The Italians used a model drawn 

from their own experience - that of the fam!ly which supplied 

some features of a~vernmental nature that were not necessar

ily implied in the form of economic organization which they 

were using. 

The turning-point in the battle to improve the organiza

tion of organized crime took place in New York City in 1930-

1931. It was the outcome of the so-called Castellammarese 

War, which was basically a power struggle between two Italian 

groups in the city, the Castellammarese under Salvatore 

Maranzano and those under the leadership of Joe Masseria, 

who was from Sciacca, then the most powerful Italian leader 

in the city. This power struggle also features intergener

ational conflict between the Mustache Petes or older, Sicilian 

born leaders, and the Young Turks. The former were author

itarian, while the latter "preferred the American system 

of delegating authortity, of rule by committee instead of 

dictum," (Kobler, ~· £!!_.: 324). While the Mustache Petes 

were particularistic, distrusting those Italians who were 
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not from the same region as themselves the Young Turks 

favoured a policy of co-operation among all criminals of 

Italian origin. The outcome of the war was a victory for 

the Young Turks, who borrowed the organizational structure 

outlined by Maranzano in mid-1931, having eliminated the 

position of ''Boss of Bosses'' and substituted the Council 

(Maas, ~· cit.: 105-7, 120). The war in New York had 

its counterparts in other American cities, and the form 

of organization developed by the Young Turks 0 Set the tone 

for criminal organization in the future" (Cressey, 1969:47; 

See also Whyte,~·£!£.: 111 ff.). The Commission was 

evidently a later invention (Cressey 1969: 45). 

This, then, has been th~ pattern of organized crime 

in the United States; it has been dominated at different 

periods by various disadvantaged ethnic groups which~ as 

opportunities arose in other fields, and as their dominance 

was challenged by competitors in new fields, sought status 

and wealth in more legitimate occupations. 

This analysis has not gone unchallenged, and Romer 

(1974) has been particularly critical of it. Bomer has most 

successfully attacked two of Bell's contentions. Firat, he 

has pointed out that what happened to blacks at the end of 

Prohibition reversed the 11 queer ladder'' pattern In large 

northern areas the blacks: in fact ran their own lotteries, 

until the Italians, in their search for an activity to replace 

bootlegging, discovered how profitable this activity was. 
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Second, Homer attacks the proposition ''that changing 

attitudes of criminals when exposed to middle class 

values substantially ~aves them more and more into 

legitimate businesses, perhaps because of a desire to 

be like everyone else, 11 (.£.2_. ci::.55). Homer quite right

ly observes that involvement in organized crime does not 

preclude one's being respectable; in fact the reverse is 

often the case. Moreover, organized criminals do not 

perceive their businesses ae being more dishonest tha 

those of others. Gay Talese's Honor Thy Father (1971) 

gives a good illustration of this attitude. It Can al9o 

be argued that the risks for the top figures in organized 

crime are few because of their insulation from subordinates 

by the chain of command, although this has been decreasin&ly 

true in the recent past (Homer,~· cit.: 86ff, see Taleae, 

~· £!!.: 492-3). In spite of these qualifications, however, 

as a broad generalization, Bell's analysis holds firm. 

The Future of Ethnic Succession in Organized Crime 

What of the future of organized crime in the United 

States? Will the pattern of ethnic succession continue? 

There are two completely different answers to this question. 

One predicts the end of organized crime in its traditional 

forms, while the oth~r hypothesizes that the blacks, Puerto 

Ricans, and Cubans will take over when the Italian organiza

tion disintegrates. 
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The original exponent of the ethnic succession 

theory, Daniel Bell, maintains (1970:150) that ''the 

pattern of crime we have discussed is passing.'' He 

contends that the social factors, economics bases and 

political conditions which have made organized crime 

possible are passing away. Minority groups have risen 

in social position, making organized crime unnecessary 

as a vehicle for social mobility. Organized prostitution 

of major scope has disappeared. Gaobling is on the way 

out. The usefulness of gangsters os regulators of compe

tition and as price-fixers in certain industries ended with 

the Roosevelt era. The boss system, which provided protettion 

to gangsters, expired at the same time. Since there is 

now little money to be made in the ''sleazy rackets,'' gangsters 

have already transferred their attention to ''legitimate'' 

business, where shady dealing is extremely profitable 

(ibid.: 130 ff.; also Bell, 1963:15). This aort of activity 

is, of course, different from the classic criminal enter

prises of organized criminals. Bell's conclusion~ then, is 

that ''big, organized city crime'' is disappearing. Though 

crime will continue to exist, changes in "the American economy, 

A~erican ethnic groups, and American politics'' will mean 

the end of traditional organized crime· (1960:150). 

These predictions were made some time ago, and some 

of them have proved inaccurate. As previously noted, gambl

ing of various descriptions has far from disappeared, and 
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loan-sharking, a form of activity which Bell neglects, 

is immensely profitable. Drugs are also s source of 

revenue for organized crime. Hence, the economic base 

of organized crime bas not disappeared. In addition, 

organized criminals have continued to flourish in spite 

of what Bell called the disappearance of bossism. Perhaps 

most important, Bell neglected to note the existence in 

the cities of the northeast other groups for which organized 

crime might serve the same function as it did for the other 

ethnic groups which have ~en discussed - the blacks. Thus, 

Bell's predictions about the future of organized crime should 

b~ treated with caution. 

It is anticipated by some that the pattern of ethnic 

succession which has been a feature of American organized 

crime will bold good in succeeding generations. It is 

expected that the Italians, like their predecessors, will 

largely vacate the field to the blaCks, Puerto Ricans, and 

Cub ens wm form such a large group of the underprivileged 

in northern urban centres. An investigation of this hypo

thesis requires an examination of current trends in the 

organization and functioning of Cosa Nostra Families and an 

exploration of th~ modus operandi of their probable successors.-

Earlier in this chapter it was observed that certain 

changes in attitude are taking place among members of 

organized crime Families. At the higher levels of the organ

izations, nepotism is becoming increasingly discredited as 

a basis for promotion. Ianni notes that new power alliances 
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are being formed ''both within the Famlly, and between 

family member~ and the external world,'' (Ianois 1973: 136). 

Kinship is being replac~d as the msis for these alliances 

by ''association and .•• the reciprocity of service 3nd return 

eervice.'1 Authority and power, particularly the latter, are 

replacing age and kinship as the basis of respect given to 

leading Family members. (ibid.: 140 ff). At the lower levels 

of the organization, there is a demand for greater democracy 

in the organization. These changes are the result of the 

increasing Americanization of the constituency from which the 

Cosa Nostra draws its members. Their greatest effect is on 

members of the younger generation, and hence these develop

ments lay the groundwork for intergenerational conflict, which, 

however, should diminish in those Families in which members 

of the younger generation successfully achieve leadership 

positions. 

The questions is whether these changes will bring 

about the disintegration of the Cosa Nostra. They may produce 

intergenerational conflict, but the organization has proven 

its ability to survive this type of crisis even at the cost 

of bloodshed. Alternatively, these changes might produce 

changes in the organizational structure in the direction of 

greater democracy and promotion by merit. Th•ae would not 

necessarily destroy the Cosa Nostra; indeed, by giving it 

greater legitimacy in the eyes of its members, it might 

strengthen the organization. Thus changes in the social basis 
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of the organization will not necessarily contribute to the 

dissolution of the Cosa Nostra in the short term. 

It should be noted, however~ that as tice goes on 

Italian-Americans may well cease to identify themselves 

primarily in terms of their Italian origins. Ethnic solidar

ity will break down. As they become more Americanized, many 

of the factors which provided the social basis for organized 

crime.will vanish. Respect for an autocratic father-figure, 

obedience to the dictates of ~erta, and other features of the 

southern Italian social system which have formed an important 

cohesive factor in the organizations of those Italians who 

chose to engage in organized crime will disappear (See Talese, 

£!?.· cit.: 365). In the long term, this has serious implica-

tiona for the organization. 

Also important is the undermining of community support 

for organized crime and the increasing opportunities offered 

young Italian-Americana in the wider world, just as the children 

of the Irish and Jews became Americanized, so have Italians 

come to accept American traditions and values. Their heroes 

are to a much lesser extent the Al Capones of this world than 

those figures who form the role-models for most American 

children. In fact, there is a good deal of concern among 

Americans o! Italian origin that the Cosa Nostra is giving 

the whole gro~p a bad name. And as more opportunities are 

offered to the enterprising members of the !tala-American 

comounity, the base from which the Cosa Nostra draws its 
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recruits is shrinking. The result in the Lupollo Family 

was that direct descendants of the bose were increasingly 

going into fields other than organized crime, and the Family 

had to rely more and more on relatives by blood and marriage 

(Ianni, 1973: 147). At ~e lower levels, it seems likely that 

the Cosa Nostra will have a smaller population of criminals 

on which to draw. 

The probable results of these developments are uncertain. 

Community support is vital to the success of the most impor

tant of the activities of organized criminals, but in the 

past the Italian-Americans crime Families have been able to 

rely heavily on the community support of ethnic groups other 

than their own, like the New York blacks who play the numbers. 

Thus the support of their own ethnic group, while important, 

ie not the only factor by which they will continue to survive. 

At the higher levels, changing bases of recruitment may force 

changes in the nature of the controls exercised in accordance 

with the changing values of members of the High Command, but 

this would not necessarily deal a fatal blow to the organiza

tion. More important is the declining base from which new 

recruits can be drawn at the lower levels. The soldiers form 

the basic manpower behind the organization, and are necessary 

to perform many of the dangerous duties on which a good pro

portion of the revenues of organized crime are based. A 

decrease in high-quality manpower will have long-term effects 

of a moat detrimental nature on the organization (See Ter~sa, 

£E· ~: 224). 
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It seems only reasonable to ask why the Cosa Nostra 

would not ex?and its membership to include non-Italians. 

There ia no evidence that such a development has taken place. 

The development does not seem to be a possibility for the 

reason that the social system on which the Cosa Nostra oper

ates has a logic of its own which precludes this possibility. 

Perhaps it is felt that the mechanisms of social control 

would break down entirely if non-Italians were admitted. It 

also seems unlikaly that efforts to increase "manpower'' by 

including women will be attempted. 3 However, it should be 

noted that Teresa (££· cit.: 349-350) believed that new 

recruits were being imported from Italy through Canada and 

Mexico. These 'aliens' were not expected to become members 

of the Cosa Nostra, but were to act as a disciplinary force 

to be used against recalcitrant members of the organization. 

A third change which is taking place in organized crime 

is an increasing investment of ill-gotten gains in legitimate 

business. Will organized crime families eventually voluntarily 

channel all their resources in this direction in an effort to 

become thoroughly respectable? This is unlikely. Respectabil

ity. as has previously been noted, is not inconsistent with 

involvement in organized crime. The most likely explanation 

for increasing investment in legitimate busi~ess is that organiz

ed crime Families control considerably more money than can 

be re-invested in criminal activities. Providing that their 

capital continues to !ucrease 1 there is no necessary reason 
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why mounting investments in legitimate business should be 

a sign of decline in their fields of criminal activity. 

Families withdraw from organi~ed cri~e either when it becomes 

too dangerous, as was the case with drugs for a time, or 

when it becomes uneconomic, such as certain loan-sharking 

ventures did. So long as certain areas remain both safe 

and profitable, these factors might be expected to outweigh 

the handicaps of involvement in organized crime. 

The Future of the Blacks in Organized Crime 

The classic patt~rn of ethnic succession in organized 

crime has featured, among other things, appropriation by a 

new ethnic group of a new fors of economic activity or of a 

new power base. Thus the Italians had an advantage in the 

production of bootleg alcohol and the Jews established their 

position on th~ foundation of Jewish-dominated industries. 

Ianni has discussed the opportunities open to the blacks, 

concluding that few fields of any kind are open to thee. The 

numbers game seems sure to disappear; prostitution presents 

an inadequate base for further expansion, racial barriers 

will stand in the way of the blacks establishing themselves 

in the sale of stolen goods or in loansharking (Ianni, 1975: 

316-7). 

The one area that could possibly provide a basis for 

expansion of organized crime by blacks is the drug traffic. 

Ianni concludes: Narcotics and the drug traffic have the 

same pattern of relationships that surrounded alcohol _and 
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bootlegging during the prohibition era'', (ibid.: 317), 

Of course, public demand from them is leas than was the 

case with alcohol during prohibition, and there is less 

social approval of drugtaking than there was of drinking. 

But the wholesale and some of the production aspects of 

the drug traffic require community support, which the blacks 

have. Increasingly, tough law enforcement will reduce coa-

petition - it has already made the Italians wary - and give 

the blacks access to a market outs~de the ghetto. 

Ianni's analysis of the economic prospects of blacks 

in organized crime is open to question on two counts. First, 

it is questionable whether racial barriers will in fact keep 

the blacks out of loan-sharking and the sale of stolen goods. 

Racial prejudice~ after all, does not seem to have prevented 

their forming alliances with the Italians in the numbers game. 

It seems plausible to suggest that someone who was desperate 

for a laon or anxious for stolen goods ~ould not let racial 

prejudice stand in his way. Moreover, there seems to be no 

necessary reason why enterprising blacks would not hire more 

''acceptable'' front men, unless racial pride or distrust of 

all whites prevented this. Perhaps more pertinent is the 

fact that the Italians now have a large measure of control 

over these areas, particulcrly loansharking activities, 

(Ianni, 1973: 55). Unless the blacks are able to lower the 

rates of interest and develop the power to displace the 

Italians, prospects in this area seem bleak. 
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It is also questionable that drug traffiddng offers 

a viabl2 base for the expansion of black activities in 

organized crime 7 for the reasons of demand and community 

approval that Ianni cites. It should also be noted tha~ 

if law enforcement in this area continum to be effective, 

expansion will be most effectively limited. 

Besides an economic base, a new gro~ moving into 

organized crime requires protection from the police. Ianni 

(1973: 327) is dubious th~t blacks will be able to establish 

the necessary connections: 

It is difficult to imagine ••• that the blacks 
will be able to insinuate themselves into the 
kinds of social relationships with white politicians 
that are the environment within which deals are 
made, bribes are offered or sought, and protection 
developed. 

He also see~s to suggest that the very extent of corruption 

might raise the costs ''to a prohibitive point''. Albini 

(~cit.: 327) is more s~nguine about black prospects in 

politics, believing that the political machines, so long as 

they continue to exist, will afford blacks some of the same 

opportunities as they offered to the Irish ane Italians. 

In spite of these handicaps, there is evidence that 

blacks are moving increasingly into organized crime. It is 

said that in 1968 a group of black gangsters kidnapped a 

number of poverful Mafiosi, and demanded a share of the profits 

from the ghetto rackets. Instead, they were allowed to start 

a few small operations of their own (Gage, 1972: 141-2). 
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In his study of the Lupollo Family, Ianni (1973: 214) noted 

that one-fourth of the control and operation of the policy 

racket in New York had been transferred from Italians to 

blacks, sometimes peacefully but often not. In a later book 

(1975) he investigated a black organization in Paterson, 

New Jersey being built up from the ruins of the Italian 

empire which once flourished in the ~ea as well as various 

black networks in New York City. Beyond this, there is 

little evidence of black incursions into the sphere of 

Italian Families, though it is confidently asserted that 

this is the trend of the future. 

If the blacks take over organized crime, they will 

probably develop an organization with some resemblance to 

that of the Italian Faoilies, though there will be differences 

which follow from the cultural differences between the two 

groups. First it should be noted that there are differences 

among the three major groups • the blacks, Puerto Ricans, 

and Cubans - with which we are concerned here. Broadly 

speaking, the Cubans seem to function on a model closest to 

that of the Italians, while the blacks have a more distinctive 

style. Whether these three groups will be able to work to

gether, in view of their language and cultural differences, 

is open to question. 

In his investigation of organized black crime, Ianni 

found that the three groups mentioned above differed from the 

Italians in their methods of recruitment. Jrison was a 
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more important ingredient in establishing relationships 

between future assodates in crime that was trUe of tbe 

Xtal~ans, a factor accounted for by the less stable pattern 

of family relationships among these groups. It was also 

discovered that the blacks and to a lesser extent the Puerto 

Ricans, tended to involve their wives and lovers in their 

organized crime networks perhaps because the networks had 

not reached a very high degree of organization (Ianni, 1975: 

281-2). 

The code of the new groups was similar to that of the 

Italians in demanding loyalty and secrecy and in establishing 

standards of behaviour. Since the new crime networks were 

much smaller than the Italian Families, these rules had a 

more personalized and individualized aspect, though this will 

undoubtedly change as the size of the networks expan~s (ibid.: 

304-8). 

At present, is seems that the black and Puerto Rican 

organized crime networks are operating at a relatively 

unsophisticated level and dealing with a liaited nuaber of 

goods and services. Their organization is simple, and the 

groups have a small number of members. Organizational sophisti

cation will presumably develop as their functions expand 

(ibid.: 311). There are some indications that black and 

Puerto Rican criminals are beginning to diversify, combining 

prostitution with drugs, theft with petty gambling, and 

numbers with narcotics. Some black criminals are beginning 
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to acquire fronts as a cover for their illegal pursuits. 

Ianni's conclusion was that ''the present pattern of 

loosely structured, largely unrelated networks has now 

reached its highest stage of development, 11 (ibid.: 313) 

These groups, it might be noted, have as yet failed 

to develop self-sufficiency in any branch of economic 

activity, relying on external sources, often the Italian 

Families, for supplies and protection. While some Cuban 

~ups act as suppliers of drugs to black and Puerto Rican 

groups. the latter have as yet failed to provide major 

services to other criminals (~.: 311-312). 

It may be, as Ianni suggests, that because of racial 

prejudice, organized crime will fail to perform for blacks 

the functiun of social mobility which it provided for white 

ethnic groups. Under these circumstances, the blacks' model 

of organized crime may be directed towards different ends 

than those of their predecessors. "Cut off from the 'norcal·' 

process of transition into the legitimate world,'' Ianni says, 

"black organized crime activists could become increasingly 

militant and even revolutionary and the vast sums that accrue 

from organized crime could be diverted to fanancing libera

tion movements," (ibid.: 325). This development presumes 

the establishment of contacts between black criminals and 

black militants. 

There are sever& difficulties with this analysis. 

Though it is difficult to predict .future trends, it may well 
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be that the basis of black militance will b~ undermined by 

increasing equality of opportunity in the United States. 

Similarly, it may not be as difficult in the future for 

blacks to legitimize themselves through the possession of 

wealth as has been the case in the past, so that blacks 

might be able to use organized crime ic the way that their 

predecessors have. Moreover, even if Ianni is correct about 

the bright prospects of black militance, it may prove very 

difficult for black militants to work with organized cr!cinals, 

even if they are black. Organized crioinals have traditionally 

not buly been highly capitalistic, a fact which would not 

endear them to many militants; they also make a liv,ing by 

exploiting their own people, anotbar strike against them. 

Whatever the form that black organized crime networks 

take, it saems probable that their expansion to the proportions 

of the Cosa Nostra will take a good deal of time. The best 

evidence for a black take-over exists in New York, and even 

there they have not yet succeeded in winning much ground froc 

the Cosa Nostra. It may be another ten years before any 

definite pattern on a larger scale begins to emerge. It 

may be difficult, if not as unlikely as Ianni suggests, for 

the blacks to expand their markets, and it may be that their 

chance will occur only when the Cosa Nostra has disintegrated 

to a considerably greater extent than is now the case. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. For instance, many factors militated against the Boston 
Irish going to the highly prestigious Harvard University. 
See Whalen, 1964: 331-4. 

2. In this section the term !!Italian" is used to mean 
••rtalian-American''. 

3. Freda Adler (1975: 112) argues, on the other hand, that 
''the status of Mafia women mey change''. 



Ou!ptersix 

Clanging Cr.lntlnal Clrganizaticn in 
a Clanging llnlriraunent 

Organized cr.iJie has undergc:ne a ccnsiderable anount of change ,.,.....r 

tiJre. Gangsters have extende:l their activities fxan the original prostituticn 

and gant)ling to J.nclu:le laOOur rad<eteering and drug peddling. '!hey appear 

to have incn!ased their holdings in 1egi tiJrete t:.lsinesses in recent years. 

'lhere is sane SJSpicial that organized criminals a.:e .incxeasingly engaging 

in 'otlite collar o::rines. l\n analysis of the reasa1S far change in the 

activities of organized criminals shalld provide sane indicaticn of what 

factors can be expected to affect the activitiea of organized criminals. 

Illicit busineases, just like legitiJrete cnes, appear to be highly 

xespa>Sive to changes in the mazl<et. In the case of Anerican organized 

criminals, the mazl<et is often defined by the law, sJ.nce the IIOSt profitable 

businesses in ...U.ch they engage a.:e closed to legitiJrete ca~petiticn. 'l!le 

P%thl.biticn p!rlod provides the IIOSt obvious instances of organized cr.iJie' s 

resp:nding to the creaticn of a mazl<et "" a tesul.t of devel.o!:ments i."l the law. 

It seens that prior to the passage of the Volstead Act, 'otlich was in force 

betwe<!n 1920 and 1933, gangsters were rarely engaged in the business of 

pmduc:ing or distributing alcdlol. Shortly after the act _.,t into force, 

hooever, gangsters began organizing their bootleg atpi.xes, providing far the 

produc:t:i.cn, :i.nportaticn, distributia~, transportsticn, and in sare cases the 

retail sale of alcdlol (see SJ.nclair, 1962; Kcbler, 1971; Asbury, 1928: Ness, 

1957). lb!n P%tilibiticn ended, legitiJrete int:etests re-ente....,.; the Uqoor 

industxy. ':.boogh, as has been noted, organized criminals retained a hold 

<XI the alcdlol busineas, their share of the nm!<et mdoubtedly declined, and 

they tw:ned to other entel:prises. 
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other """"t'l.es of the sane ~ could be cited. 'lb! na=tics 

business became susceptible of organizatioo by criminals after the passage 

of the Pure Fa:ld and Drug l'ct (1906) and the Harri.sa1 l'ct (1914). Patent 

I!Edicine vendors had hitherto deluged the pt:blic with terries mntaining 

na=tics, but nest of these individuals seem to have vacated the field 

to ncre hanlened cbaracteis after the passage of this ,... legislatioo. 

('lhus those ..,o entel:ed this business had a well-established climtele of 

acX!icts to ..ncrt to sell the newly CC%ltraband <}Xlds) (Q:Jsch and P.amer, 

1974: 22). 

A different Jdn:l of market was created by the passage of ar.ti -trust 

legislatiC%1 in 1890 and afterwardg. Well into the 1930s, gangsters were use:! 

by and tbansel ves used associatiC%1s of nerchants to limit business ~ ticn 

and fix prices in a variety of businesses (Taft, 1958: 7-9, Landesco, 1932: 

979 ff). 

'llle IIliUi<et for goods and seJ:Vic:es which organized criminals can 

supply nay also be affected by the prices of O::XIItcdities pmduced by legitinats 

businesses. When the tax oo liquor is high, it is wort:h..nile for organized 

criminals to attes"tpt to supply tl>e citizemy with bottleg alcohol (l«>etzel, 

1963: 4). 

'llle si:ze of the ne:dret to which organized crilte can supply illegal 

goods and seJ:Vic:es nay vary ao::ording to !XPJ].ar needs. It seens t.'lat 

because of the change in !XPJ].ar nmes and the rise of amateur COipoti ticn, 

the denand for prostituticn has fallen in :ceoent years (Plo"""""• 1963: 75). 

'lhis has prt:bably had the effect of redtd.nq the profitability of e:<tortioo 

far the po.n:pose of "protect.icn" in this field. A similar ];henateDn was 

evident in the changing denand fran the business o::mrunity far gangsters 

.me ..:>uld act as strike-breakers. Well into the 1930s, gztngsters were 

in g:reat denand as strike-breakers, IZltil eaplayers di.scx:>'Jered ncre subtle 

ways of preventing or hindering unicnizat.icn (Asbury, 192B: 361-2, Turlrus 
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'!he nm:l<et for illegal gcocls and services may also vaxy according 

to eccnanic cil:eunstanoes. In an earlier dlapt:er it..., ooted that Valac'!i.'s 

loan-shaJl<i."1g and nmbers businesses went sour wl-.en people l::ecame p~. 

VaJ.achi 's <eaeti.a> was to shift to dealing in bl.adaratl<et gcocls (Maas, 1968: 

185-6). 

It might be nota:! that organized criminals have a limited ability 

to st:inulste detand for their services. t:hl.ike legitimate businesses, they 

cannot generally advertise. lhile legitimate businesses can spcnsor little 

league bssebal.l. and other public relstia>s ventures , organized criminals 

axe usually limited to in:iiv:ldual acts of genermity. (For an E!X3l!Ple of 

this, see Kd:ller, 1971: 263). Of cow:se, 1lley may st:inulste de!rand in sare 

businesses by cru::ler IManS such as threats, intintidaticn, or violence. 

'lhese are the means usee to d:run up business for such services as linen 

suwly and vending nac:hines. 

Organized criminals am responsive to changes in supply as well as 

demand. Jo!\en Eliot Ness and the Ult:ouchables began cutting off C3pcne' s 

supply of beer and hard J.iqoor, the syndicate began relying to a greater 

extent a> "needle beer", "near beer" to which a shot of ala:hol was added 

(ibid.: 146). 

An interesting incidence of leSpOnSe a> the part of organized c:rilllinal.s 

to changes in supply is provided by the case of the securities industty. 1 

By the late 1960s, law enforcenant "9«1ts had be<::aie ~ abJut the 

volune of securities stolen fran airports, and b:cd<erage hruses. In an 

able study of the subject, Matthew Yeager (1973) points out that the 

invol"""""t of organized c:rilllinal.s in this area was st:inulsted by changes 

in the handlinq of paper securities. Airport thefts were incn:8sed whEn the 
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aqents respa>sible for loading and tmloading xegistered moJ.l. were changed, 

the airlines tsldng Cl"Je1" this funct:ioo fran the u.s. Postal Service. 
' .~1 

'lbeft of ~ fmn brokera9= houses and other businesses was 

fad 1 i tilted when such carpanies were unable to CXJpe with the eMDIOUS 

incl:ease in the WlU!I'e of trading in securities. 'nle nachine..ry for the 

delivety and transfer of securities broke Ibm, and the procedures for 

locating securities collapsed. "!1en the industty xespcnded by CCI!plterizing, 

large nuri:ers of young >10rkers hired at J.cw wages to handle the papen!Ol:k, 

were given access to 'lbe Securities. '.lhus it is not sw:prising that there 

was a large increase in the volune of securities that were stolen. 

'.!his """"Ple provides evidalce of an inportant ~: the 

ability of organized crilTe to respaxi to and exploit conditia>s c:reated 

by :rapid change. It is often said that o:cganized cril1linals e:>ga9= in c:rii!es 

that require a minil!lltn of SClPhisticati:l'l and technological exp!rtise 1 if this 

is true, it s!x>ul.d not bl.ind us to the fact that they may J:e able to devise 

sinple n-eans of tsldng advantage of <:a~plex technological and e<XIlCI!Iic 

~ts. 

It is inportant to note that the ability of organized c:rimi.~ to 

e:>ter ,_ fields of activity or to m:dify their p_"eSE!!lt activities is 

aMected by the natu:Ie of their 0<11 :resoorces, incll>'!i ng those of capital 

and exp!rtise. It seems, for instance, that it was the arount of capital 

provided by their bootlegging q:eratia>s during Pn:hlbi tia> that Ellabled 

gangsters to expand the SCXlpe of their activities during the 1930s. ('nle 

search for such new businesses was, of course, stinul.ated by the kncwl.ed;je 

that the end of Pn:hlbitia> would mean that the profits to J:e made fran 

the ala:lbol business would decrease.) It should also J:e noted that the 

increasing m:M! of o>::ganized c:rlln1nals into legitimate businesses may J:e 

a result of the inability of illicit businesses to - all of the 

capital whidt they generate. 
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It should be pointed out that this increasing """" into legitinl!.te 

l:Rlsiness has given orqani»ed criminals greater sc:ope for the e>oecuticn of 

white collar cr:Ures. D3el.hertz (1970: 3) has deined lohite collar cr:ilre as 

an i.llegal. act or series of illegal acts o::mnitted 
1:tt ~sical means and 1:tt a:noealllelt or guile, 
to c:bta:in money or property, to avoid the paynmt 
or loss of money or property, or to d:ltain business 
or persalal advantage. 

llm:ng the white collar cr:ilres in which organi»ed crim:i.nals habitually engage 

an!: pun::basing en credit with m intential to pay; banJ<:nt>tcy and arsr:n 

frau:l: CCI1m3l"clal bil:lery and kickbacks; and abuses of pw:e food and drug laws. 

It is d:lViou.s that one need not be an orqani»ed criminal to engage 

in such ventures, and so-called "legitinl!.te businesslren" have probably !:>een 

pz a -=tising these tridcs lcnger than organi»ed crim:i.nals. '!he intential 

here is s:inply to point out that insofar as organized crim:i.nals will choose 

in future to invest in 1egi tinl!.te businesses to provide rutlets for capital, 

so their cpporttJnities for o::mnitting ..nite collar cr:ilres will increase. 

Another :r:esan:ce that affects the ability of organized criminals 

to initiste changes in their business operatia1S is that of .,q;ertise. 

Sc:llet:inal this rrey be provided or taught !:>{ others. It seems, for instance, 

that gangsters benefited in this respect during the early days of Prohibi ticn 

as a result of their business associaticns with brewery ""YlerS. ~ the 

~ <pt out of the business tcMards the end of the 1920s, t"" gangsters 

dot:btless had the e.pertise to carry cn the business of the cx:nlle<cial 

productia1 of beer 1:tt t:herlse.l.ves (Sinclair, 1962: 241). 

It se!lllS that e.pertise has been a factor in organi»ed criminals' 

ventures into transactia1S involving stolen se=ities. Q>e "papemanger•2 

had this to say about the rrd:>sters' carprehensi.al of the stock narket: 

'lhese guys oouJ.dn 't even figuze out the stock narket 
part of the ~· ••• 
'!he fact that l!abito (a gangster) and the others tried 
to get mo to haOOJ.e this mixed bag of certificates is 
indicative of their lack of knowledge about securities 
in general. '!hey ,_, totally without SOfhlst.ioati= 
in this regard (CJ.arl<e and Tigue, 1975: lBO). 
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Perllaps this explains \'by, at least to date, m::bsters have not ventu:rnd 

very far into the areas of stodt rrenipulatim, papethanging, or inte:mational 

steele frauds. '!hey may yet, however, develop a greater degree of sq:tlisticatic:n 

in the axea of busir.ess fina."lce. 

The Effects of Tedmological Change en CriJninal Drgani zatien 

very little worl< has been <klne en the questicn of the cc:ntributien 

nade by tedloology to ecc:ncmi.c change in organi:zed cr:Ure. Ch the >.i1ole, it 

"""""' that nd:lsters hsve taken advantage of tedloological change, tlr!ugh 

they hsve rarely served as inventors ar entrepreneurs. 

Gangsters hsve peri<Xlically taken advantage of changes in militazy 

technology. The nost well-lmc:INn instarlce of this is the adoptial by gangsters 

in the 1920s of the newly-invented~ sub-machine gun. l\crording to 

Kcbler (1971: 96-7), the Saltis-!tErlane gang in Chicago was the first to 

make use of this weapc:n, l<hi.ch had a Il1l111;er of featu:ces that nade it attractive 

to gangsters of the era: 

Light enough (8 1/2 pounds) for a S!1Bll !:>a{ to operste, 
the new weapc:n ><>Uld fire up to a thousand .45-calibor 
pistol cartridges a minute: penetrate, at a range of 500 
yarda, a pine board 3 i.nc:hes thid<: and at closer ranges 
cut da;n a tree trunk 23 inches thic.'<, drill through l/4 
inch steel amcr plate, redu::e a heavy autx:m:>bile to junk. 

These weapa:s bocane a stan<lal:d feature in gang killings in Chicago during 

the Prdri.bitim period. 

Gangsters have made use of evm II"C1<e sq>hi.sticated weapc:ns in their 

battle against each other. Petersen (1963: 242) notes that oo Clle =sicn 

lllE!I!bers of the Sheltal gang of Peoria, Illinois, "wal wide attentic:n >d'o.e:1 

they used tanks and airplanes in waging cpen warefam against rival gangsterB •. 

But it seem; that lllE!I!bers of organi:zed cri.ne Families scc:n arrived at t!-.e 

CXlllClusi.cn that it was <XlUI'lter-p:rodi.x:tive tc make use of such attenticn

graliJing haJ:a.7are: the standard inet:.nmEnt of nurder in gang lend tcc1ay seems 

to bo the .38 revolver (Joey, 1971: 85-71. 
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It shruJ.d be noted, ho.lever, that changes in the natJJJ:e of the 

aLnatents of organized c:riminals have had no awreciabl.e effect en the 

ability of gangsters to penetrate ne.< fields of business. Violenoo, 

or the thl:eat of it, rrey be used to drive out ctJlll"titors or to produce 

"""' business, but the precise natJJJ:e of the weapau:y has been in:elevant. 

:Ib! need of 11IDsters to l<eep up with the tedmology of law enfoLC:etent 

has a> occasial been the mother of invential. The l'd:lellan Ctmnittee en 

Gc:lveinmsnt Operaticns revealed that a "wel.l-knc>m. gani:Jler" in !aT York 

by the nane of Gi.anuzio was subsi dj zing a "tel~ tedmician • l<ilo had 

evidently in~~ented sare devices whid1 facilitated the evasien of police 

attacpts to c:rack da..n en tele[tlone betting (u.s. Senate, 1962: 34-5). 

:Ib! clevel.otment of the science of "forensic ballistics• during the 1930s 

cal led forth the autatatic pistol; it was thought that the fact that this 

_, had inte:rdlangeabl.e parts would frustrate the efforts of the experts 

to match bullets to the gun f:can ..nidi they were fired (l'liehs, 1964: 91) • 

Sud! inventicns, being defensive in natJJJ:e, have not ccntributed to changes 

in the nature of the business of organized crine. 

M::bsters have en occasien taken advantage of tedmologioal devel.op!Ents 

to extend their cperaticns into related a:mas or to irn;>rove business 

efficiency. After the inllenticn of the JTeehanical ral±>i t far dog racing, 

for instanoo, m::t>sters becace involved in leasing the ral:i:>it and in setting 

up dog racing tracks, thereby EllCt:ending their ccntrol over illegal g Jlbling 

(JI:d:ller, 1971: 236-7) • A nore l.np::!rtant tedmologioal aid was the wire 

servioo, mid! organized garrt>l.ers early awropriated, and whid1 ero=usly 

increased the arganizaticnal. potential of betting en horse moos. The wire 

servioo also made possible centralized CXX\trol of sare aspects of t.'1e 

gani:Jling business. (Landesoo, 1932: 867 ff). 
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rn a IIDte general sense, IIDbstel:s have taken advantage of technological 

devel.q:msnts that have been readily available to other nati::ers of scciety. 

lllz.ing Prohibitim, for instance, gangsters used high~ s[:eedboats 

for the purpose of rum-running. 'Ihese boats were faster than those the 

a:ast Guard was using. Flnother attractive feature of these boats was tr.at 

their oost was sufficiently high that ane.t.eur CXl!P'titors could not afford 

to invest in them, and when the run-running business had to be ca1dl.1Cted 

at a distance of 40 miles fran shore, the gangsters were ab1e to lli:XqlC>lize 

this asp>et of the business. (Asbuxy, 1928: 242-50) • 'n'.e t:ransportatim 

of alcd!ol of varioos descriptials was also nnx:;, facilitated by the use of 

notarized transport; it is difficult to see hew the distribut:ial of and 

t:ransportatim of alc:c:hol could have beo:Jre as centralized as it was during 

ProhibitiCXl had the horse been the principal means of transport. :bus, CXl 

occasiCXl, gangetars have been able to use certain foJ:ns of tec:hnology to 

aid than in lli:XqlC>lizing and centralizing certain asp!Cts of their illicit 

enterprises. 

1he Effects of Olan93s in I.aw Enforcetent 

Cbe factor that might be e><peeted to have a OCXlSiderable ilrpact a> 

the econanic activities of cn:ganized c:rim:lnals is law enforcenent. But 

there axe mmerous difficulties in the way of using this tool -.;nst 

m:bsters. As has been noted befoxe, it is standard practice for gar.qsters 

to sec:ure prot:ectiCXl fran police intex:ferenoe by means of bribery: this is 

the foondatia> of their illegal E!!ll?ixes. Even if the police axe anxious 

to do t.'Eir duty and appro~ nati::ers of organi:ed crine Families, there 

are nurerous d:>stac1es to be Cl'lel'CCJ!e. For a>e thing, m:bsters axe a 

secretive lot, and it is often ext:rel1ely difficult to obtain evidence of 

wtalgdoing. Even if evidence can be secured, it may be difficult to obtain 

calvictiCXls. Nitnesses may be intiJnidated: they may di.sa[:pear altogether. 
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Jurors nay also be intimidated by t:lu:eats of violence. Jlrlges nay be 

bribed, with tm xesul.t that ally minim.rn penalties ru:e :inp:>sed. Evm 

if jlrlges hand oot stiff sentences, state govermrs and the President nay 

J?!!X<kn <X:<lvicted cr:im:!.nals. '!here are thus a great neny waya in whid1 

m:bsters can tlwart tbe effective enforoenent of the laws. Yet even 1ot1en 

law enforcement is effective, the effect nay be ally te~~porary, and 

organized criminals can resure business as SCXl'l as the energies of the 

f<:n:a>s of refal:m ru:e spent. 

l\nOtlm" factor Wti.ch appears to have h<m{lered the police in their 

attaTpt:s to act against organized crilre is the l:;ad<waxd state of p::lice 

technology. In l967 the President's Calrnissim (l968: 551) reported: 

The scientific and technological reoolutial that has 
so radically changed !lOSt of l\lrerican society during 
the past few decades had had sw:prisingly little 
mpact q;cn the criminal justice system • • • • The public 
officials respcnsible for establishing and administeri."lg 
the criminal law • • • have almost no a:mrunicatim 
with the scientific and technical ccmtllnity • • •• 
The police, with criloo latx:Jratories and Iadio net~.orks, 
!!ade early use of technology, but DDSt police depart
nents could have been "'lUi!:!?ed 30 ar 40 years ago as .,.u 
as they are today. 

The !lOSt useful scientific aid against organised crilre has prcbabl.y been 

the "bug" a listening device which can be attached to a teleplx:ne or 

installed in a roan. '!his instrunent has been in use since at least the 

l930s, although many .iiiprovenEnts have been nade m the original design 

(see Van Cise, l968 for an indicatim of how "bugging" was ocnduc:ted in 

the l930s). 

()! the ..tlole' the agercies Wti.ch have made the greatest jnpact al 

organised criloo in the Uri.ted states have been federal, ttest notab1y the 

Internal lleVenue service, the FedeJ:al atteau of Narcotics, and the Fede..'"!U 

Bureau of Investigatim. But federal liCticn against organised crilre has 

been haJq;iered by a nlrl:>er of factors. First, as MDler (l963: 95) has 

noted, "the f«l. >raJ. gove:rni!Blt has always been reluctant to assert and 
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extend its power in this tradit.ia>al. ama of states' rights". 

"lhls has hindered the passage of laws .. ru.cn would E!!lp:>Oer federal 

a9"'1Cies to act in an investigatozy capari ty. A sea::nd difficulty has 

been that of co-ordi.naticn. All told, then! are atout 40,000 separate 

and diS'"..inct police agencies in the Uti.ted States. krf federal atter.pts 

to co-ordinate !!Cticn against organized criiTe therefore run up against 

the alm:lst insuperable cbstacle of nwilers. It is even difficult to co

ordinate acticn anmg the federal agencies >tUdl have sare jurisdicticn 

over organized cril!e. Although the three nenticned earlier are the m::st 

illportant, "'there are m::>re then t>lenty-five investigative agencies with 

jurisdicticn that nay reach certain phases of organized cri.'llinal activity", 

{~.: 101). 

rn spite of these and other difficulties, agesx:ies of law 

enfaJ:cenent have en occasicn made sare iJrpact en the natuJ:e of organized 

c:rim!!. It has scmetimes happened that effective m£orcene1t has distinctly 

Olrtailed the involve!!81t of cosa Nostra lll!!Ibers in 0 ,,::ain eo::n:xnic 

activities. As was noted earlier, !!Cticn cy the Federal Bureau of 

Na:tt:otics has pericxlical Jy led sare organized c:rim!! figures to believe that 

the risks of narcotics t:z:affiddng '<!&<! toe great. It shruld be noted, 

lxlwever, that this activity ac:counted for a relatively snell """""t of the 

~:e~~enues of organized criJm Families. It shruld also be pointed oot that 

even if sare of organized criJm figures """"' frightened out of the business, 

the field was silrply tumed """" to m::>re daring CCIIP'titors. Thus determined 

!!Cticn did not xesult in a cessaticn of narcotics ttaffiddng, though 

it SE!el!5 to have disoouraged the m::>re cautious COsa Nostra ~. 

A nDre mtiiUI resp:nse to effective law enfarcenent, or the threat 

of it, is evasicn :rather then change. then the police are l"cunding them 

in cr.e place, m:ilsters will shift the locaticn of their businesses. Thus 

during the m:i.d-l920s in Oti.cago, >iben the police acted against handbo:i<: 
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Chicago (Landesco, 1932: 900 ff). Pel:haps the most notcltle form of evasicn 

has been the various deviCES mobsters have adopted with the intention of 

thwarting the bloodlxlun<ls of the Intemal lleVenue Servi.:e, """ investigatss 

violatims of incx:xne tax laws. Clarke and Tigue (1975) have recorded hew 

Ol:ga!li~ cr:iiie figures have been eble to disguise the extent of their :i.ncares 

through elaborate =gerrents involving Sl<iss banks, paper eotpmaticns, 

and a variety of "lalnler:ing" devices. 

T!DJs it -wears that 11M enforoeoent has had tn:lztimaJ. effect!! in 

changing the nature of the eo:nanic activities of organized crlminals. 

'nle presence or al:senoe of legitimate CXllpetiticn, general ea:nmic ocnditicns, 

the nature of the IIIUXet, the state of technology, and the financial 

capabilities of ~ criminals have had <XI1Siderably greater illpact 

en the nature of organi~ crin'e. 

SCile case snxu es: Pm-Twentieth Century England 

Mary M::Intosh (1975) has delineated four general types of organi~ 

cr:iiie ohid! she ter1rs picaxesque, craft, project and business. Pioare'"P' 

crin'e is CXlnduc:ted by a fairly pe:<:l!Bnent groop llnder cne leader and sare 

st:{ll;lOrting officers, usually in rural ccnditicns whel:e ancnymity is difficult 

but the Central State is weak and local people tend to co-q;>erate against 

the State. In this type of situaticn local gcYei:n!IBlt and o:mrunity sentinmt 

atts1pts to enforce ocnfol:mity and the failure to CCI!PlY results in outlaw 

Sat:us. Because of the withdrawal of official o:mrunity I!Uf!'Ort these 

outlaw groops nust l:e nrbile, m!IOUI:Ceful and flexible in their organizatim. 

'nley am dependent a> society and its level of devel.cpimt for food, shelter, 

clothing, medi.oal. care and q;p:>rttnities for cr:!I!e. 
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craft c:riJie is c:x:n:lucted by a fairly pemanent team deallng usually 

in smol.l-scal.e thefts involving a fat I!lErl playing specific and differentiated 

roles. '!his sort of crine is found in ut1Jan but not industrial envixonnents. 

'this milieu offers a substantial n....ter of ,..althy residents to prey upcr., 

the possibility of ancnymity, and a background of criminal underworld. '!his 

c:riJie is <XIldu::ted on a :r:egular basis using accepted practices and routines 

by teans of equals. It is wlnerable to IrOre organi:oad or powerful groups 

Wh:> might seek danination. 

Project organization is less mut:ini:oad than crsft organizaticn and 

q;oeratss on a larger scale in nore advanced industrial societies. '!he 

criminal envin:rment is o:ucial to this type of organization sino= it 

provides infannation, specialists and e>change networks to the entrepreneur 

""o puts together a team for a specific job. 'lhe activities are irxegular 

and IrOre or less unique, resp::nding to the varied opportunities provided by 

society. '!here is CCXlStant need for innovation to deal with the changing 

<XIlditioos of law enfmanent and protection of property. 

Business organization is a ret:\lrn to a IrOre mut:ini:oad, :r:egular 

practice of crine, usually involving 'exchange'. This type of crime requires 

the voluntary or ooerced co-operation of victine in order to cont.im.>! the 

ficticn of exchange. !W!.i.ness c:riJie !liJSt q;>erate in the q;en in orde!' to 

attract a clientele since the q;oeration demands exc:hanges, not predaticn. 

'lhe :r:egularization of exchange is E!l1b>Med in a !Dlq>OlY orimtaticn 

involving o:>rrupticn of the legal structure, neut:ralizaticn <rl law 

enforoem:nt and definiticn of markets by the law. 'lhe contracts of e>change 

are unenforceable by law and violence is the usual inst:runent of enfmrerent. 

Violence is E!!l?loyed intemally and extemally by organi2led business c:riJie. 

'!his fcmn of c:riJie is dei;Endent on societally provided opportunities (inlgal 

narkets) and affluence (su.plus cash). In order to tap these resources, a 

fairly CX~Iplex divisial of l.abo.lr and specialization develops. 
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'lhese foor cypes of criminal organizaticn differ. in social envirt:rnrents, 

cypes of activity and scale. 'lbere are obviously transiticn Fhases fran ooe 

to another and sc:ne degree of co-ex:Lstence between them. For crllre like 

any other organi.zatioo, there is no cne 'best type' or organizat.i.cn but a 

variety of foms best sui ted to particular a:ndi ticns. l\n ability to 

lmderstand .the relationship be-..n t.'>ese o::nditions and the nature of cnminaJ. 

organizaticn will enhance a.u: ability to app:>se organized cr:Ure. '!be 

foll.cwing pages will examine organized crilre I!Cte specifically under a 

nl.m"ber of envirc:mnental cc:ndi.ticns using a ~ati'\.'e r:ethod. First we 

will examine crine ir. c.ne locaticn over tine: tcnda:1 in the 18th century 

and in the present. Sea:ndly we will look at cr:Ure t:y one organized group 

in b:o lo:::aticns~ the Mafia in Sicily and New York. An examina.t.ial of the 

Mafia in Mcnt:r:eal will foll.cM in Ola:pter 8, as will a a:mpariSC!'I of organized 

crine in M:ntreal and Tol:cnto, and a c:arpariscn between Mafia and noo-Mafia 

criminal organizaticn in M:ntreal. 

Beginning in the titre of the TUdor enclosures , masses of beggars, 

vagrants and displaced persms were thrc>ln together in large cities and towns 

(1-tintosh, 1976: 21) which were unprepared to offer than e!!ploynent or 

housing or control than (Tcbias, 1967: 174, 183). By the 18th century 

cr:Ure """"""' cut of control. !la1ry Fielding •.'l:O'"..e in 1751: 

••• t.'>ere am at this Tille a great Gang of lO]ue5 ..nose Nunber 
falls little short of a Hundred, ..no are :inoor!:orated in cne 
l'l:>dy, have Officers and a 'lreasu:cy and have redu::ed 'lbeft and 
lti:l:ery into a regul3r System. 

'!his gang res~ prisoners, bribed the law and subverted \·litnesses. 

Fielding pointed out that the Blind and cri~led were in mmy cases rre..., 

frauds, using affiicti.al to solicit alms but also for more sinister purposes. 

Blind beggars outran their dogs men the police approached; cripples used 

their crutches as weapons against the unsuspecting. 'lhe preallble to an 

l\ct of 1722 noted t.'>at certain areas were protected by unlawful canbinaticns 
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and confederacies W.U.d1 assurred privileges of virtlJal seU ~t 

(Tct>ies, 1967: 25). A vil.J.ajn had mly to signal and thirtv or forty 

others cane anted to his resrue. 3 

D.lring this period a group Jax>.m as the Mchocks '"""' dedicated to 

"doing all possible hurt to their fel.J.c.:l\..r creatures 11 
• Apart from relieving 

people of their valuables and umey, they wayleyed and beat servants, 

disfiguring their victims and tonrenting """""". 

Jmathat Nild, a fence, organized thieves by paying relatively high 

prices for atolen goods. He then sold the goods back to their original 

comers. He alae posed as a professiatal thief taker. ~ 

instituticn of "t:hjkf taker persisted into the 19t..l-t oentucy and prov'.J..ded 

rewards for indi vii.luals who apprehended criminala. <-rild trained his 

thieves, :ilTproved their skills and controlled a nu!!i:Jer of gangs. He 

!tirintained discipline by using his thief-taking role to have unruly or 

un~ative associates arrested and cawicted. 

A nu!!i:Jer of social factors gave rise to this situation. Tbe Industrial 

Revolutim and its attendant rapid eccnamic change disrupted tbe old social 

order without ir.rrediately providing new no:otS, values and functicr.s. 

Pcpulaticn increase coupled with general une:nployrtent led to a situation 

in W.U.d1 nmerotJS lnOCCUPied people had to find new ways to SUl:Vi ve and 

to relate themselves socially. 'nle undel:world criminal milieu provided a 

backgrol.lrld and a network for organization. 1-i?re ittportant, ta.-ms gxew rapidly 

rutstriwing the existing tecllnology for w:!len living. Inadequate !:x:using, 

and, nore particularly, inadequate law enfozcenBlt cx:ntributed to t.'t)e rise 

of critte. l.hl.it streets provided cover for assaults. Tbe institutitn of 

thief-taking, c:atbined witl1 irregular policing, was also a problem. Indivieual 

rewards for t.'Je apprehensicn of thieves neant that little effort was !'l'lC£, 

to orevent crirre whid1 became a source of :incare for rrany. 'lhief-takers 

and magistrates were c:pen to bribes as •:ell ('lbbias, 92..cit.: 34ff). 
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'll1e l9th centucy saw a decline in violent cr:iJres, although the 

overall level of cr:iJre itself nay rot have declined. 'l!le >Tar 1·1ith France 

sti:rulated production and increased emplcynent; but the end of the 'lar 

led to mde.spread distress and an = of cr:iJre. H~, a t.eightened 

social cx:nsciousness, professi.alal J?Olicinq, aJ"I..d i.rrprove1 social ccr.ditims 

in the latter half of the centucy i.rrprove1 t.'>e o::ntrol of cr:iJre. Notably, 

better lighting Ie:!OVed the protecticn of darkness fran thieves; IeCCl'lSt:ru::ticn 

and road ruilding Ie:!OVed and cut through the rookeries; nnre turnpikes and 

faster transportaticn largely eliminated high>~ay rdlbery (althcugh train 

rdlbery developed). Canpll.sory and publlcly-£-..ncled e&:catioo tock Cti.ld."""' 

off the streets and """¥ fran their criminal instr\rtol:S. 

Dickens' fictima.l accounts of Fagin and his band are not so far 

frt:l!l the trut.o. Delin:juent boys '"""' organired under a captain, an· 'lder 

boy or an adult. ~ team of pickpocl<ets incll>'!ei cne or !IOl:e jostlers to 

di.stract t.'1e victim and set up a ~.lded situation~ an ao:::anplice received 

the stolen items imnediately so as to protect the thief if he '"""' to be 

apprehended. 'll1e t.Oieves dressed as scns of nobles or merchants to give 

thenselves a respectable appearance. Trese grotJPs had allocated territory 

and ' shifts' to work. Sere captains recruited boys to cr:iJre bY feeding 

OJ:phens or vagrants , then Csranding that theY steal in order to pay t.'>e 

bill. Scrrehc>1 the debt was never totally paid off and the young thief 

~ in the captain's _., ('I'cbias, !£·cit. : 103ff). Transportaticn 

of "fences" to Aust:ralla could dsrollsh a wh:>le nett..orl<; yet the cr:iJre of 

receiving stolen goods carried cnly a light penali:'J for a lcng t.i.'!e. 'll1e 

fence ""'"" a unifier of the enterprise since he disposed of goods stolen and 

paid off the thi""""' in m:ney. 
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'!he milieu itself, the undel:world, provided neti'IOI!cs and links for 

smaller outfits. "Flash houses" (pubs, brothels, dens) were houses of 

retreat, locaticns for the. exchange of gossip and infODnation, for planning, 

co-operaticn and nutual support. Paffles were held to get rrcney for bail, 

legal 00\JnSel. or benefits for priscners. Gangs often provided these 

benefits for neri:Jers, especWly the valuable young boys used i:1 pick

pocketing and burglary. '!he criro:inal milieu gave its neri:Jers appJ:OOaticn, 

support and a sense of belcnging. SOCiety despised the poor and the 

unerrployed and wil:MJ:ew neans by whidl they might support th""'*'lves, 

leaving them the alteJ:natives of crilre or statvation. Thus, the p:or fotrred 

by default, a class of their 0\o.n, \>.ti. th separate values, norms and criteria. 

for respect (Tobias, S'..cit.: 99ff; Mcintosh, S'.·cit.: 22ff). For poor 

d1ildren denied access to the ccnventiooal avenues of nobill ty, criro:inals 

were "heroes, a slum version of fbratio Alger. In tl"e ~rld, negative 

status was awarded to the bCXlest. """Y of these people suo:::eeded 

'o:lnventicnally' moe in Australia CMa.Y fran irrp:Jveristment, the cw:>rtunity 

for critre and peer pressure to participate in it (Tobias, S'..cit.: 246). 

'1\olentieth Centuty England 

Inproved rretbods of critre preventioo , law e!tforcerrent and soci<ll 

ocnditicns led to a bteakdc>ln of the traditicnal criminal milieu. l'hot:ograply 

and finger printing rreant easier identificaticn of criro:inals. Better 

lighting, inproved locks, a regular paid police force, new building, 

dec:lining populaticn, increased ""l?loymeot and public edocation unde:z:mir.ed 

the organizaticn of critre and the ability of the criro:inal milieu to provide 

organizational links. 

But the 20th century has provided re.1 q:portunities for critre. '!he 

widespreed use of catS, for example, has provided the q:portunity for 

organized, large-scale car theft. sane of these thieves Ual catS to 
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order (Mad<, 1975: 51) • n>ere appear I:D l:e no large syndicated crimi.'lal. 

o.,.Uzaticns in !lritain (5parJ:t::o<, 1968; Lucas, 1969: Mad<, 1975: Mcintos.o, 

1975) but tl'.e..., am a nunber of relatively large gangs. Although there 

appears I:D l:e little fornal co-ordinaticn l:eti.-een these groups (Mack, 1975: 

54) the present criminal milieu provides cc:ntacts, infoz:rratic:n, exchanges 

of goa:ls and r>rotsctim (Mcintosh, !£.cit.: 26). '!he gangs, a=nli.-og to 

Mcintosh (1975: 60), are ad hoc groupings which <Xrlduct criminal activities: 

m:bs are penranent non-w:::~rking groups. 'Ihe fonrer are s:ploye.rs of labour r 

the latter s~liers. 

'!his assessnmt seens tnJe of juvenile gangs and !!obs as described 

by Lucas (1969). Gangs in Glasgow 1.:mld l:e = apprq>r:!.ately terne:l rrobs 

using t-trntosh' s taxcnary. 'Ihey are associaticns led bv individuals and 

sean to oc:cupy then"Sel""" fighting against other gangs. Sare, such as tl:e 

Beehive Gang, inchxlerl burglars, safec:rackers and other '~' recruited 

for tl:e plJri?OSe of criminal activities. 'lhese gangs are tl:e prodlJcts of 

slurs, p::rvert:y, unenplcynent and enforced idleness. '!he usually gra.1 out 

of geographical proximity and tear a resarblance in structure and functicn 

I:D the Corner Boys of ~lhy'"...e' s study (1955) alt.oough they are more violen~ 

than !<byte's toys. Called hooligans in tl:e early part of t.Ois centmy, 

such gangs as these have beo::tre associaticns of experienced housebro..akers 

(Lucas, 1969: 4) ..no levy l1"a"'l' fran looal sh~ I:D pay tl:e gang's 

legal expenses and I:D provide l1"a"'l' for ot.'Jer needs (ibid.: 10). It is 

:!r.portant I:D note that rost individlals feel it is necessary I:D belmg to 

scne gang or other to guarantee perscnal safety (ibid.: 13). '!his fa±li.L..., 

of tl:e law to protect the individoal is ultimately SI.IFfOrti'"' o:: cmfoJ:111ity 

to crirrd..'1al nOI.Tre and pressures. 

In londcn, there are teu.een seven and ten lmcwn gangs operating. 

'lhese gangs have t.'>eir a.m relatively largs territories and srneti.tres 

specialized types of crirre. '!he Ele!fumt M:ob (fran Ele,nant and castle 
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Iegim) hail the 'freedan of Iald::ln' to shoplift. Me!ri:ers -....xe assigned 

territory to cover ar¥'1 received so moch respect from other gangs that tl>ey 

were ll!'lopposed >.lle!:ever they went. Arrests left t.;, gang ~:m.ffected, 

anot:h>r rneri:>er was put in the fonrer' s place (ibid.' 17) >'hen necessary. 

Ibbbery is the priiTery source of i.no::Jre for rrost of these gangs : 

housebreaking' shcplifting' perscnal theft and saretiires anra:l robbery. 

Also i.Iq;::ortant are the • rac:s gangs ' , We extort protecticn rroney fran 

bookllakers, o::ntrol of prostituticn, ganbli'1g and general protectim. 

Span:o.; (1968' 76ff) describes ha; the legal structure provided an 

OfPOrtunity for the organizatim of prostitution. raws prohibiting pd:llic 

soliciting forced prostitutes undergrotmd. Direct o:ntact ·wit.o clients 

could no lon- be made and the potential for organizaticn >JaS established. 

In order to liBke o::ntact with clients, piltps and other channels of infornaticn 

were required. 

Qle of the essentials of organization is relsti ve certainty and 

the protection of narkets. ~ need has led to inter-gang warfare and 

violence aga.inst tre!i::e.rs and victims alike as a neans of control. To date, 

there seem; to be little corrupticn in the British police or ju'liciary, 

but witnesses are intimidata:land threats have been made to jurors. ltrntosh 

(1975: 65) points out that crirre bec::n>!s regularized when there are available 

resources and a.rrangene1ts can l:e \•Klrked out to neutrali?.e law enfoxceueut. 

A legal structurs unable to protect its citi21enS fJ:Cm violence is neutralized 

because vict:il!ls will respcnd by protecting themselves, co-<:perating with 

criminals to do so if necessary. 

'l\<0 major gangs gsined pJ:Cminence in I.aldcn in tbe last decade: the 

Krays and tl-.e Richardscns. nw latter """"' the subject of tbe fanous 

':Ftid-.ardsoo Tortu:re Trials'. '!hey had in addition to CCI'lventicnal activities 

st:d1 as p:rt:l9tib.rticn, theft, robbery, fencing, bankruptcy fralrls, maintai.ned 

discipline by torture. Ulco-operative associates or recalcitrant vict:il!ls 
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were brought to 'justice' befom a Tribunal of Id:>ed rren '""" used such 

&!vices as electric shock, !:eating, tcoth pulling, buming with cigarettes, 

inserting pins under fingemails and slash.ing >.>i th razor blades to get 

infomatiat or inflict p.m.i.shnent. An organization nust mtintain intemal 

cxntrol by these neans if member carmitl!'ent ia laddng ond the organizatioo 

might easily be undel:mined by offering protecticn to victims. 

'!he Kreys were l<no>.n as the 'Fir.n' • '!he Kray gang and the Richardscn 

gang were both natural family groups with gangs fonred arrund them. Sare

.tlat less sadiatic than the Richanlsals, they naintained internal ccntrol 

by setting l1Slbe:rs against each other to keep then fran tw:ning -.;.n.st 

their leaders. They also engaged L'l a varie':y of crines and used their 

wealth to gain fOIIOUrable pli>lici':y by dcnating ll'CileY to chari':y. '!hey 

esteblisbed a fi.md for meeting the legal expE<lSeS of l1Slbe:rs. Subscri.pticn 

to it was mandatory and careful :records were kept; fifty percent of the take 

f:ran this fund """t directly into Kray podtets. 'lhe Krays' ccncem with 

organizatioo was such that they trained a young cousin to take a.e:r the 

operaticns sbcWd theY be L'lpriacned at sate tine. '!he Kreys are allegad 

to have Mafia c:crmections and to have gotten involved in selling n.a.rcoti.cs 

after a visit by me of them to the lhited States (Iuoas, ~.cit.: 148, 205). 

'!he literatme en organized criTre in Britain (Iuoas, 1969; ~. 

1968) intinetee that orga!ll.zed c:rine ia the product of Alrerican iofltJa'!c:e, 

particularly by the Mafia. Either by imitaticn or direct ccntrol, the Mafia 

ia supposed to have bxooght oJ::out a dranatic dlange in Britis.o crine; 

haolever, trere o:nq:etiticn and increased opportunity may be respcnsible for 

the CQ'lSistent increase in tl'e organizaticn of crine. D:m.inance, even 

survival, seems to depend en the ability to I!Dlcpoli::e nail<ets and neboletlcs, 

which in tum ~ fairly ~ticated organizaticn. If there ia 

infiltraticn by the Mafia, increasing organization ia likely to IeSUlt, 

either by a transplant of foreign pattems , by inti. taticn or as a respcnse to 
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the demands of effective a::rrpetitial. !lowever, the netr.orks linking British 

gangs and SI!Bll-scale arganizaticn seem to be less develDped than those 

characterizing the llirerican Mafia. 

'llle Mafia in Sicily 

The Sicilian Mafia4 operates in a rural envir:auteut within a society 

that has historieally had little law enforcement. ~tly cxr.quered, 

alm:st never ruled, the population was left to the depredati<ns of the l:arons 

or their private a:anies. It ia hardly surprising that a lack of res;:ect 

for authority and mistrust of law ia virtually endemic in Sicilians. Withi.~ 

this cxntext the Mafia develDped as brol<ers and middle nen. lbe rule of 

arerta or silence and solidarity reflects the Sicilian aversicn to fonnal 

legal stJ:uctures and suworts the existence of the Mafia. 

M!l.fia is lx:rth an attitude of self-reliance, manliness, ~ 

of res;:ect and an infornal. system of associaticn. Most sources agree that 

there ia no inclusive general organization, but rather a nUilber of highly 

locali:!ed rrafia groups. ll1is localism is a prod=t of the geography and 

settlerrant pattems of Sicily. Mafia groups and leade-s rreet and srnetirres 

co-operate: but each has his own regicn. 5ate reg:i.aru! occasionally have 

nme than cne group and this produces '..arfare, virtually to the last nan. 

'lhe rrefioso has a cosca, a groop of fol..loolers and clients, \oobo are 

diiectl.y camected to him and net to each other a g:roq:.. B! also requires 

a patti to, an inportant person w1x>se power supports him and enables him 

to evade the law, distribute favours and act as a brol<er. He aide inportant 

persons by naintainingc=ntrol en their behalf. He aide the cosca by dist:ril:uting 

largesse, f"""""" and imnuni ty fmn the law. Mafiosi protect the :l.ancblner 

fmn the peasant, and the peasant fmn the bandit. 'n>ey arrange the re=n 

of Jd.!lnaR:ed persons and rustled stock, for a pries. Treir strength is t.'leir 

ahility to deal with everycne. 
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In the absenoa of a centralized or functicni.'"lg State, the rrafia 

serves sare useful putpOses. But with the develq;:lnelt of State o::nt.."Ol, 

the mafia is cr-'..mi.nall:oth by definiticn and fran necessity. ChO!! the State 

takes over the social functicns of protectioo, enfarcerrent and aaninistraticn, 

any private provisioo of &.ese services is crimi.nal and d.isrupti ve. Land 

:refo= and rmiatri.buticn in post~I Sicily was larg2ly unsuccessful 

because the rrafia prevailed UfX2l the .landarmers, who had no altemative, 

to tum their land over to the care of rrafiosi, \ttlO prevented peasants 

fran getting it. nus primitive sort of racl<.et """ also used in =.sitim 

to toad building and dam cx:nstiUction. Inc:::easing m::bility '-"'lld destroy 

the well-defined, isolated regiO'lS .,.Jhic:h rrafiosi ck!ninated ~ c'lants ~uld 

ir.rigate the land the thereby rmuce dependency on mafia loans and ""ter 

ocntrol. 

'!!le Sicilian mafia has al""¥3 been loosaly organized. It depends 

for its survival up:::n pqrular cooserva:tism in outlcok and practice, back

wardness, lack of progress and restricticn. As such, the goal of na.ficsi 

is p::.'Wer and security, not ecooomic gain. The 'new mafia', as returnees 

from the us 'Were knc:7.tm., carre into cc:nflict with the 'old l!B.fia' l:ecause t.."ley 

saw advantages in o::nstructim and labour cmtracts, in utban develq%rent 

and otber large scale operaticns with high profits. "lhe old mafia was still 

struggling for scarce positims of J?O"er and because of their rigid adherance 

to the status qoo was mable to adapt to changing social o::ndi ticns or to 

new ~rl:lmities. 

'!he mafia of their ldnd who emigrated to the th1i ted States beea!re 

extinct within about two decades. Ellen though the puipOSe of enigratioo 

was not to estsbliah crimi.nal col.c.nies, t.'1e opportunity to set up rackets 

presented itself and was ta.'lcen up. ~ "Mustache Fetes" as tr.ey were knooln. 

o::ntlnued the tise-hmow:ed practice of the vendetta and by the mid-t:t-.enties 

wexe engage:! (in New York) in a furious struggle for &:rninance. Already, 
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even at this stage, the lack of clear-cut geographical divisions led to 

expansicn into other territory. '!he naturtl barriers bet>"""' Sicilian 

setUe<Telts, >m.ich had contributed stia>gly to the balance of """'r that 

existed there, were al::sent in A-rerica and this alla..led ca'l.flict to flouris.'"l. 

H"""""", the younger generaticn •m had giO«m up in the US had different, 

rrcre mode..t::1 and businesslike notions. Sudl notables as Lucky Ulc:iano and 

his associate, Meyer Iansl0J, led the way in organizing cxnferences be'b.een 

various outfits to establish c.o-cperatioo, territorial allocation and rules 

to eli.mi.nate vendettas. The oosts in rnanp::7.o~er, rre.terial, profit and adve...TSe 

publicity were too great to o:ntin'U:! and cnly agt:eel!'e'lt to deal in a businesslike 

rranner could correct the prct>lern. 

After eliminating (by general agree<Telt) the old guard of Hustache 

Petes, a sort of cartel was established ll!1der the N<M Yotl<: Council and the 

Ctntni.ssicn, the former to regulate the five New Yotl<: and one N<M Jersey 

.--lies, the latter to deal wi t.'1 !!Ore general matters. '!llere could be no 

killing without approval cy the Ctntni.ssicn, >m.idl CXI!prised nine l!elt:ers, 

nore or less, who occupied their po:si ticns by vi blrue of their ~. 

Disputes were to ':e settled cy negotiaticn. Intemally, the organizaticn 

was hierarchical, with a divisiat of .l.ab::rur, specificaticn of tasks, rules 

of operaticn and other formal attriliutes. 

'!he affl""""' provided cy the !'rohibiticn period had given t'le 11afia 

organizatim a taste for profits and sore experience in organizing 

sufficiently ""11 to awrq>riate thEm. For ""'""Ple, L>x:iana (Gosch and 

Hanr.er, 1974) :recounts that it was necess;ny to have ships to transport 

liqu:>r to llnerica, tnx:ks to carry it around in t'"e States, bottli.,,g factories 

to put the liquor in, printing presses to na<e the labels for them, ware.>-cuses 

to store the stock in and control over the speakeasies in >hidl the liquor 

1<0Uld be sold. '!he range of activities in >m.idl the Mafia engages varies 
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fran the nickels and ditres of the nunbers racket to very profitable ganj:>ling 

operaticns' fran deli very se.rv.ice and vending m3Chine m:nq:olies to protection 

and extortion' fran cigarette snuggling to narmtics trafficking. In 

additirn., nert:ers cperate legal or sani.-legal enterprises as a oove.r for 

their illegal ina::ma, as a nask of res;:ectability and as an additicna.l SO"..l!'Ce 

of ino:1re. 

'these are urban rackets, based on a dense :_:opula.ticn and a high 

volttre of sales ; the rrarlcets serviced are mass-consurrptim ma:dcets for 

gxX!s and services affordable in an eccnany \dth sw:plus cash. 

'nle prinaty rroti"" sears to be profit. Pol-.er and ccntrol offer a 

means of mllntaining and expandi_T'lg cperatiatS, ?.lld are not the rrost 

irrp:>rtant ~ in themselves. 'llhat is significant about this fOl!n of 

crine is the way in \olhi.dl the organizatioo ca1tinues despite the loss of 

indivic:lu.3..ls. Bolsterecl by its general recognitioo as a fonral er.tity, a 

Family appears able to withstand even tbe (rare) arrest of its leade~. 

The roles, functic:ns and posi ticns of the organizatioo are well erx:.m;h 

defined tbet operations cx:ntinue and a new leader or caretaker is f0Ul1d 

fran within tbe ranks of tbe organization, subject to approval by the 

Connission. Individuals hold power by Virtue of their positicns and 

acaJ!Tl?lishnents, and organizaticnal power attad1es to the leaderabip 

position e~ when a particular occupant is rentM!d. !olhereas the Sicilian 

z.Bfia is familistic and asctiptive in its orientaticn, the United States 

Mafia is rrore universalistic ani ertl;hasises achieverent and skill. ~ 

is a specific injunction against J:eCntiting clcse kin and !!'e!i:ers regerd 

t""ir natural families as distinct from t~ !:rosiness (legal or illegal) 

activities. 
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'1be Mafia in Atrerica 

'll>e l\Jrerican econany has provided affluence which, to the criminal, 

involved, justifies and ~rts the o::rrplex arganizaticnal st:ructure cf 

Mafia c:ri.rre. Efficient exploitatioo. of reSOJrees demanded arganizaticn, 

order, raticr.ality, and farrnality. Not all activities are ""11 organized 

and sare lend ~l ves nore than others to rt:lll"-....inizatirn . For exarrple, 

narcctics dealing requires an extramly flexible, shifting pattern of 

activity, with ccnstanUy changing rcutes, agents and covers. The organizatim 

nust set up a nunber of routes and be prepared to c:ope with losses in rranpc:war 

and material. Ganbling too seems to be hi¢lly structured and ordered 

(Gardiner, 1973: l59ffl , Jx:t.l) at the level of nmbers playing and in the 

ncre scphisticated casino gambling. '!here is a hierarchy of enployees, 

subject to fixed rules and standard operating procedw:eS. Luciano installerl 

':t:xx:lks 1 in pushcarts and srrall stores in New York to inc::rerue tre: coverage 

and reap rrore profit. Bookies '"""" arganized and in retum f:>r fifty percent 

of their take, they received sudl benefits as teleph:lne servia=, protection, 

legal assistance, and the el.iJninaticn of a:r.petition. Ganbling is perllaps 

one of tbe !lOSt organized criminal. q>erations (Bell, oo.cit.: 133). '1be --
initial bean period of the Prohibiticn facilitated setting up the structure 

and created the capital for further develcprent in crilre. 

'1be l!terican law creates nml<:ets fen: organil!ed criire which are 

protected fran carpetiticn by defining certain goo:ls and services a• illegal. 

thable to enfxce prohibitioos against garri::Jling, prostitl...tioo, narcotics 

use and ~ornog<aphy, tbe Law has silrply guaranteed a very profitable rrarket 

for crilre. ntis leads to a situatioo in which ncn:mally la-.-abiei.ng citizer.s 

~ criminal. organizatioo, !>--' using its services and by assuming thet the 

law is unfair in prc:hlbiting them. Not all citizens want to !lake use of 

cril're 1 s offerings, of course, but an atirosprei:e is created in which t.he 

goven>rent """""' to be taking an extre!re positicn and sl=ing itself 
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ineffectual in the process. !\s an ex1:.rer.!! exarrple of this, protection 

rackets persist l:ecause the 'protected' feel that State protecticn is 

ineffectual; and they S1.lCCl!!b to demands for rr<:ney rather than contacting 

the poli.oe. 

Citizens are oot certain to see organized CI'""_rre as truly criminaL 

Value appears to be eY.Changed for value and scrrehcw this appears legitimate 

within the frarte..IOrk of our eccncrny and society. Anycne W"lo goes to a 

loan shark accepts tbe specified oonditicns; anyone ...,o garri:lles accepts the 

inplici t risk; anyrne who takes narcotics <Je:ts what he pays for. 'ltiere is 

no direct camection made beb.een ttese exchanges and the crines ccmnitted 

to pay off the loanshsrk, the odds whid1 fav=r only the boo~ or ca:;ino 

or tbe costs to society of dru;r <>:!diction. organized crilre ilflt..earE less 

violent and :imroral than c:cnventional crilre and brings itself to public 

attenticn mly during gang wars, which Mafia organizatioo is designed to pre\.--ent. 

h::quisitiveness is not, ha,..~ever, confineC to the overtly criminal. 

111e poiice, the ju:iiciary, legislators are often open to oorruptim. We 

note again M::Ir.tosh' s assertaticn that crine 1::ec:orres regularized wher.. 

arrangE:!ll'IZ!n.ts can be worked out to neutralize law enforcetrent. ~ 

and his associates established a Buy !n'.ey Bank, under tbe guidance of 

Cl:>stello, to oon:upt officials. Tt.e Bank began with a deposit of $5,000 

and 9"""' to a payroll of millioos (Gosch and Hanner, 1974: 36). It isn't 

Cllly those we oall criminals ...,o want no::e t.'lan society has given t>,em. 

SO long as society advocates and approves rraterial standards of ,.,rth 

people will attsupt to achieve affluence and luxury by any neans possible. 

1l1e process of neutralizing the law appears to have been extre!lel.y systsratic 

and successful in the United States. 'lh:! organizaticn had, of cx:urse, huge 

suns of rr<:ney to >OJd< with and it >as able to oon:upt en a large scale, at 

high levels. 
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Sate Generalizatirns Aixlut Ol:ganizaticnal. Change 

As with fot.nal organizations in ~le society, there is no cne 

'test type' of organization. '!he structure of organi:za:ticn resp:nds to 

varioo.s factors: 1:'JFe of activity, scaJfit, and enviralfl'mtal ccnditicns. 

As with all organizaticns, the ~ties, altematives and li.."l".itatiCl".S 

whiC> exist produce various rourses of acticn because of the variability of 

Inman input and decisim-making (Child, 1972). 

Ol:ganizaticn requires an adequate suwly of awropriate1y skilled 

la1::our, ao::ess to resali'CeS, a rrru:ket to justify carp lex organizaticn, social 

~ and a neh>:>rk camecting these carpcnmts (Stind'lcatbe, 1965; Evans, 

1967). In ccnsidering t.~ organizati01 of crine, there are b~ envircranents 

whidl must be o:nsidered: the general envi..r:am'Ent a:: tbe larger scciety and 

the S];ecific envi..r:am'Ent of a crirninal subculture or 1Jl1de:r>orld. ':be latter 

oft.el supplies re::;r.rlsi t.es not provided by the fonrer, such as infoim9.tioo, 

ccntacts, a suwly of labour, exchange net<orks for the disposal of goods, 

protecticn and solidarity (Mack, 1975; !!c:Intosh, 1975). Both envi..r:am'Ents 

are essential to the maintenance of criminal organizatim as we shall see. 

The literature rn organizaticnal. envirt:m'ents is rich and intriguing. 

Ftlnd.3rrental here is the asSUI!'ticn thet no organizaticn is co:tpletely 

au"t:alCJrOus, t.Jx>u::rh organizaticns rray be IOCli'e or less autonarous. '!he 

organizatiO'lB.l. env:i.roment consists of suppliers of resources, l..al:our, clients, 

associste organizatirns, co:tpetitors and regulating agencies linked txlget.'>er 

through a narket net>lork (Evans, O£.cit.). It also suwlies social 

awrobaticn and suwort in varying degrees (Parscns, 1956; Bendix, 1956; 

EisEnstadt, 1959) and provides neea,whicn the organizaticn neets (AzlJmi, 

1972) • The envircn.'lEnt nmt be sufficiently co:tplex and scphisticated itself 

to provide ocnditirns for the divisicn of labour and functial, distinct 

fran kin or o::mnunity instituticns; it l11lSt alJ.CM capital accunulaticn 
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tlu:oogh a llCrley eccnany, literacy and camunicatic:n netl"':cks, and u:dlanizaticn 

with its density of J'(:FUlaticn and activity (Stincho::ml::e, 1965). "'ithin 

such a social structure effecti\1-e a:&Tpetitiat and organizaticnal viability 

depend increasingly Q1 organized activity. ~ individual is then not as 

influsntial as the organ.i.zatioo (Perro.r/, 1972: 7) , and the organizatioo. 

tends to l:e as ocmplex as the gene.."'.l level of organization in the society 

as a wtole (Stincho::ml::e, 1965; Lawr"""" & IDrsch, 1969: 73). 

Fran these assutpiians abo.lt organizations we rray advance: sare 

hyp:rt:.reses about organized crine. First, organizaticn is a means of 

aa:jlliring sufficient J:lO""' and strength to CCJiP'te effectively in society; 

and it is available to criminals as w:!ll as a"'Y other CJrCU?· Or:ga'lized 

crir.e will tend to t::e as cx:xrplex as nemrsary to cauf:ete effectively in the 

given environrren.t. And as a o:n.seqt.SlCe, crilni.nal activity will terrl to be 

as a:nplex as the level of organization in crirre. 

l'Je IIllSt !:ear in mind the dual envirament in wch crirninale functicn. 

As srne criminals org:anl.ze themselves in respcnse to various factors such 

as legislation, law enforcement, maDcet cx:ndi tiCX'lS or cx:Irptitors, other 

crirninale will l:e fb""""- to organize in order to ocmpate effectively in 

rebnn. '!he snail tilJe crilni.nal ia in constant danger of t1!keover ~ rrore 

organi2led crirninale, through offers of protectim or violent omflict. 5 

Trere will l:e an increasing trend w..anls organization in crine so lmg as 

ocmplex organizatic:n ia the daninant enviramental fonn, in either the crilni.nal 

or nc:n-crim.inal enviraltrent. As one sector of scx:iety organizes, so I!llSt 

others arganim to rreet the strength •1hich oo-q;eratim and oo-ordinatic:n 

produce. Ha;ever, there are a ntm!:er of factors wch might q::erate agait1st 

arganizaticn, including the ccnstrictiat of markets, shortage of lal:x:J~, 

severe regul.atic:n and enviramental uncertainty. 'lmse wou.ld r.ake organi

zatialS precarious and high investnent costs rial<y. 
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To C'educe such uncertainty or restrictic:rl is cne necessary 

arganizaticnal goal. Althoogh arganizaticns are i.nfluena>:l by an:! teSFCnd 

to envirl:::rutental pressures, th:!ir acticns o:ntrib.Ite to and affect the 

envirc:rment itself. '!here are attempts to cx:t1trol the envircnment or a 

relevant portim of it. 'l'hese attenpt:s are either cc:r:rp:;titive or ~tive 

(Aztlmi and Hage, 1972: 28ff). It is i.nportant for our purposes to cletenni.ne 

under what ccnditic:ns either CC~~petition or co-operation oo::urs. Organized 

c:riJTe is l..iJc;ely to be rrcre wlr.etrable to law enforcers mder o:xt.:;etitive 

ccnditi.cns, sina! c::t:JnSeq\S'lt violence draws attentic:n to the illegal activitE..s 

o:::nc:emed and dissipates the force they might have used to evade the law. 

Eisenstadt (1959) suggests that the greateS:good results for a specific 

organization \6en it has already established a m::nq:ol?i or has a clear 

field to do so. When ccns\l!'l'ECS have altex:natives to chc:x)se fran, wh:m 

pro:jucers have alternative sources of supply, or supplies altemative buyers, 

nonopoly is not possible and CCI!petiticn results. Atta11?ts at foDlling a 

It'C!lOpJly are a cc:nsequence of the neecl to cc:ntrol scarce resources and an 

uncertain narket (Mascn, 1946, Marquant, 1972) in order tc guarantee i.nvestl!<!nt. 

It follc:Ms that cxxrp=t..itiO'l results when 't\«) or rrore eV'enly natched groups 

attenpt to create m::nq:olies. lhis CC~~petition is likely tc result fran 

conditicns of scarcity and uncertainty. 

'lrus, if ale party is m:ch n-ore powerful than the others it nay 

nanage tc iirq;ose its will, mereas the existence of n-ore than one powerful 

group would nake CXJ'IJ:fEtiti.oo, and even violent catp;:!titicn, likely. Under 

cx:nditioos of relative plenty, an equitable, co-operative divisioo may be 

nade and abll. ance of J?Cl""l' naintai.ned. ~ inport of tl1e9e hypotheses is that 

"""" so highly organized an Ol.rt-.fit as the Hafia oould care to bla.-IS and 

seriously disrupt criminal activity ll!xler certain ccnditic:ns. lhis 

would nake them structurally vulnerable an:! .... akened. 
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hry organi.zatial nust have and maintain a market for its cp:rls or 

services. A legal organization nay advertise not cnly its own brand but 

the generic prodoct - 'Drink Florida orangee Juice', 'Drink Hilk' I 'Pick 

Your Favourite Egg'. Organized crilre cannot advertise its brands, or its 

prcrlucts. In sare cases markets are ready for exploration: for exar.IPle, 

ganbl.Jng, prostitution, and nazcotics. In others t.'>e llBiket nust be created, 

for exarrple, the protection rackets. O::rtpeti tian for t"lese market.:; is 

violent, since there is no legal outlet. '!he legal structure which Oiltla;...ls 

certain gcods and services provides a guaranteed market for cri.rn.i..Jal activities. 

Because tliere are no legal r.:eans for criminal organizaticns to carpete, 

violence is the necessary result of criminal organizaticn. '!he exi.stance 

of violence and the need to protect interests leads to the creaticn of 

It'al:kets in their absenc:e, through violence. 

lbst organizaticns cx:eate a demarii for their products and services. 

~ey rray initially recognise a need or a potential need to satisfy, but 

new needs are also sought out ao the organization cle\<!lcps. '!be sate is 

true of organized cri!re, which ITUSt find these new ma...'""kets and capture 

them violently. Essentially organized crine differs f=n conventicnal crine 

in its orientaticn to the ao::unulation of lltXley for further reinvest:rent. 

Ganbl.Jng, loanshaxld.ng, protection, na=tics, illegal aloohol and machines_. 

are all designed to transfer sw:plus expendable casl1 fran the hands of citizens 

to t.'1e poc:kets of the criminals. '!his is an cngoing 'business' type of crine 

distinct fran the one-tine operation or an individual professional (Mcintosh, 

1975, SOff). Mcoey is accurulated by the enterprise, not just by the 

criminal. 

Qr~zed crine is eni;reooreneurial as opp:lS€d to predatory. It 

functicns as a systan of exchange within a str.Jeture devised in ccnj1Jl1Cti.cn 

with envizam'ental potentials and limitaticns. In sane cases a real exchange 

oo=urs - for those wb:> want to ganble, to ?UI'Chase the sexvices of a prostitute, 
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or use narootics. In other cases it is a cc.tn.trived exchange with victims 

pa:ying for services they don't ':nnlt or need. In l:ot."'t ~ the pretext of 

exchange is i.nportant, and there must be surplus which rray be appropriated. 

Qrgani.zed crine depends en affluence for the S1Jr?lus it seeks, ar.d the nore 

affluent the society, the greater the potential far organized =lr.e to 

develcp. COnsistent affluence and stable econcrnic cmdi tions penni t a stable 

and consistent aperaticn of organized endeavours. Organized crilre is a 

resp:nse to a nass ca>stmption econci1!'o'(Bell, 1960: 129). ~- corollaJ:y then, 

given our earlier assunpticn that the level of organizaticn of criire will 

tend to rratch the level of societal c'!eveloprent, is that an affluent societ:-1 

will always give rise to organized crilre. 

Organized =""' alsc has the appearance of co-operation fn:rn mri:>ers 

of the envi.ralrre1t, hoth general and specific. There is a pretense of 

agreetent ac:c::onpany:ing the pretext of exchange. In sare cases the co-operation 

is genuine, :in sare cases purchased (e.g. police oorruption) and :in others 

coerced. 'nti.s support exists because criminals are able to nonopolize a 

resource or seM.ce and are willing to supply gocds or services no one else 

will handle for a variety of :possible reascns. But also, criminals are 

pcwe...""ful enough to successfully circunvent t.~e .lm-1, crirnina..1' organizaticns 

offer t.'Je possibility of achieving criminal goals not otheiWise possible. 

Crlm:inals are a:casionally able to stand bets\>een ~le and legal 

norms, and oocasicnall.y the<J can facilitate goals '<hich legal noms prohibit. 

For exanple publishers of );<Jmography may be forced to deal with organized 

crilre to achieve distribution of their publication. 'llie publishers of 

Screw' naga2ine are happy to deal \"d th t"te Mafia l:ecause no one else will; 

their service is efficient, bills are paid p~v and tl,e magazine gets 

distributed (Glcl>e and Mail, O=to!:er l5, 1975) • This is prartOted by a loss 

of fait'> :in cx:nventional channels and norms for getting things done. 

Individual goals , needs and fears supercede habitual tendenciss to cmfom 
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to tr.e law. Indeed, in the criminal subculture, ccnformity izrplies a rejectioo 

of legal noms. Organized crirre functions :fur these whose needs or interests 

are not being I!E!t within b'le legal stJ:I.x:ture, but it is 110st influential 

am::ng those nost directly in its sphere of cxmtrol: e.g. the ethnic slum. 

C>rganized Crine as a COunter-Society 

'!bus, these who have li tUe stabla or prestige in ccnfoDni."lg society 

pay acquire it through crlrninal activities (Bell, oo.cit.: Mlyt:e, =.cit.). 
I -- =-
n,e advance as individuals and as a group thereby. '!hose ~mp:rotected by 

society rray find it rrore expedient tc ro-operate with t.'>e crlrninal elarent. 

Failure tc establish universally accessible neans tc desized goals IlllSt 

result in the search for alternative ~rt:unities, which in the ccntext 

of an organizational society will likely be organized crirre (Klare, 1967: 42) . 

Organized crirre must have a labour pool frar. which tc recruit its 

nenbers. 'lhe cc:ntinusd existence of :individual and collective crirre provides 

a proving ground and educational field for aspirants to professialal. crirre. 

'!be organization 't!fri survf!'.! the field and select the rrost likely, able 

individuals. Although ascriptive criteria in recruitrrent seem to operate 

at an early stage of organizational deve~t, increasing sq:hlsticat.ion 

leads to a separat.im of the ecmClllic funct.im frar. kinship or friendship 

(Stinchcatt:e, 1965): and this seems title also of organized cri!!E!. Gangs are 
• 

frequently centred en family groups (the Krays and the Ridtardsons in Iond::n: 

the fubois in ~mtreall . a:w """', eJ<p'lnS.im and deve~t lead to the 

acbpti.at of nore l..l'liversalistic criteria. According to t..u=iano' s ac:::c::o.mt 

(Gosch and Hamrer, 1974: passim) eo<pert:.s such as l.awysrs and """""'u.nts 

were hized and their obility tc manage a 'business' was so highly valued 

that proven :lncar!)etence :resulted in death regan!less of 110<' close the 

friendship might have been (Gosch, 92_.cit.: 3l5ff). 
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a::w.ver, camdtr.ent, loyalty and trust are infinitely nore i.Jq;crtant 

in organized criire than in a regular business l:ecause of the overt hostility 

of the general envixantent. Antcn Blok (1974: 150) states that 11afia 

friendship and fictive kinshi.p is a nore instrurrental than affect rel.ationshio, 

"!he syrrbols of affect CE!Tent practical relationships ir1 a mutually accepted 

b:nd, rrnx::h as an oath O:es. '!he strength of the lJcl1d lies in anticipaterl 

fulfil.ll'rent. li<:w>"""'' this instturrentality canrot be ooenly acJcncwledged 

or its '!l!fStical' strength is lost. Lucas (1969: 217) notes that the Krays 

of England, having no such syrrbolic links, "-'E!m forced to control their gang 

by rreans of a 'divide and catqUer' tec:l:m.iql:e. "lhe tne!!tJers were kept at o:lds 

and in suspicic.n of eadi other. '!his systan is t..eak i.11 that it Cbes not 

organize loyalty in a way which >JOUJ.d enable the gang to continue in the 

Kray 's absence. nus gang was at a mediun level of develo;rtalt ao::ording to 

the analytical framelo:lxk presented by Stinchcari:le (1965) : functic:n was 

separated fran the kin unit, but rranagerent was not. 

Stable criminal organizatic:n requiJ:es a high degree of rraJiJer camdtr.ent, 

and this camti.tnent is best fostered and maintained through synrolic and 

nomative legitimation. 'Ihus criminal noms of secrecy, such as the Sicilian 

aterta, fmctian to sq:pxt and reinforce loyalty ooce memJ)ershlp in specific 

organizatic:ns has been obtained. cne >Jea~<ness of organized crilre may be the 

difficulty it has in maintaining these syrrbolic and nomative ties within t.'le 

organization as the organizaticn bec::atE:s nore ~cated. and oriented to 

eccn::mic raticnality. 

Finally we might ccnsider the '""Y in ,.,;uch the f= and structure 

of fomal organizaticn perallel the form and structure of the larger society. 

Midlel. Crozier ( 1964) postulates that the structure of fomal organizaticns 

foliG.>s societal organization very clnsely. 'lhus, in France instituticnal 

patterns of centralizatic:n, bolstered by >bat =ier terms 'cultural 

perscnali ty' ' produces organizaticns oriented tc::Mards t.'l)e oantre r where po,ver 
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and decis:im-making am located. 1\utlpritarian social pattezns are reflected 

in authoritarian organizations (Bendix, 1956; Eisenstadt, 1959) and alternat

ively derrocx:atic sccial pa.tte.ms \'1Cl\lld operate to prcdu:::e rrore derrocratic 

organiz.aticnal structures. 'Ihls is a cr::nsequence of intemalized ~~· 

and of the variety of alternatives an individual ney chose fran. l\u1:crlCm{ 

and daninance result fran a rrore limited range of altemati'Ves (Stinc."lo.:rrbe, 

1965). 

Ne may relate these ideas to organized cr.irre in respect to oorruption 

and enforcenent. VJith t"eSJ;:eCt to the: fomer, the stru::ture of crirre will 

reflect the pattern of legal divisioos and levels of law enforcsuent, since 

the subversicn of enforcenent, justice; and legi.slaticn will take place at 

the level at .tti.ch certain activities are deemed a crirre. T•7ith resJ;ect to 

enfora::!!neut, t~ law itself or its agents nust l:e oriented to the stru::ture 

of crirre and its breadth of opeJ:aticn, '1hls ..,uld seem to denand wide co

operation between dalestic police of variOllS levels and intematicnal co

cpe._-ation, l:oth of .tti.ch currently exist rot perhaps to an insufficient degree. 

lb<ever, the law is h.inc1eied by its oo;n rules in TTCN:ing quickly and effect

ively against the organizatim of c:rine. 

Qrganizat.ions nust adapt themselves to local peculisrities and needs 

in order to opeJ:ate stJCCessfully (Selznick, 1972). ~s fl.exi:lility is 

necessary for survival in a dlanging and CCft1'?etitive env:i.rr::rlrne:lt. To 

S\ZTITetize these lsst points, organised c:rine >'ill relate its operations to 

the levels of govemment TIDlitoring the c:rines cxmnitted; and it will be 

best dealt with at the m:st general govemmental levels. 
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1. 'lhls paragraph is based an Yeager (1973). 

2. A paperhanger is a "c:dm.ina.l who specializes :in hanging, or pass:ing, 

this paper {i.e. stolen securities) on banks, brokerage houses, 

~ ccnpanies, and individuals". {Cla.Ik and Tigue, 1975: 177}. 

3. Picl<pockets needed ao::atpl.ices to jostle t.'oe victim and to take the 

stolen i tans so that in case of apprehension, no evidence \oiOU.ld te 

frond en the actual thief (Tc:Dias, ~.cit.: 100). 

4. This acoot.nt is a ~site of CQlSistent .infozmaticn t?ravided by 

:Slok, H;ss, Ianni, and Lewis. Clnly I..e.ris finds similarities between 

the Sicilian and the North 1\r!erican !lafia; he f:incls tben 'identical' • 

But his findings are strongly disputed by the other sources. 

5. ~ =ts of 5parrw (1968), Lucas (1969) and !t:Intosh (1975) 

suggest that protecticn rackets f:ind their victim; :in both the legal 

and the illegal t.:siness "-">rlds. 



Chapter Seven 

Organizational Cognates of Organised Crime 

Chapters 2 and 3 sho\o.red that organised crime could be 

treated analytically as a forr.1al organisation. '!'~e nature and 

form of formal organisations vary consideraCly in response to a 

number of factors: the nature of the task or objective under

taken by the organisation, size, technology required and avail

able: the environment and t~e personnel involved. However, sorn.e 

general principles would place otherwise different structures 

into the category of formal organisation. Such an enterprise is 

established. to carry out a specific task (although goal replace

ment ane displacement are features of organisational adaptability 

and viability); there are rules governing the scope and operation 

of the organisation; there is some system of evaluation, proMo

tion and remuneration within a hierarchical structure of authority 

and responsibility; the organisation exists as an entity in 

itself distinct from the specific persons involved and these 

persons occupy positions which may be filled by other persons 

involved and these persons occupy positions which may be filled 

by other persons with the requisite knowledge and ability to 

perform the appropriate functions. There are opportunities in 

all formal organisations to abuse the system, to appropriate 

power a:1.d establish territoriality. However, the basic principles 

outlined above define a formal organisation. Organised crime was 

found to satisfy this fundamental definition. 

This finding ~nabled us to proceed further, along two dimen

sions. Although little is known about the organisation, the 

available inforn.ation allowed us to put organised crime into an 
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organisational frame\'.'Ork, even if it doesn't give us enough hard 

fact to predict its future in any concrete I!\anner. Howeve:!:', "'e 

proposed to select sornG parallel Dr<::Tr:tnisational structures, study 

them, make organisational predictions about their development anC 

th~n apply these to organised crime. This would enable us to 

suggest organisational strengths and weaknesses in the structure 

of organised crime. The cognates selected were fe~Cal structure, 

corresponding to the normative aspect of cri~inal orgcnisntion, 

the brotherhood or fellowship aspect; and cartel organisation~ 

corresponding to the economic or business facet of organised 

crir.te. 

The last chapter examined the effect of the environment on 

organisations in general; and developed hypotheses about the 

effect of the environment on organised crirnc: and the behaviour 

of organised crime in various environments. A number of hypotheses 

were eeveloped which will provide some basis for the final section 

of this paper, leading to some conclusions and reco~endations. 

An interesting and perhaps disturbing discovery was that the 

American l1afia type of organised crirne 1 far fran being an arche

type of organised crime is more of an ideal type. It is to orga

nised crifl:'.e what ~'l'cber' s notion of 1:-ureaucracy is to fort!'!al orga

nisations -- a model an~ an ideal for professional criminals. 

The Mafia is, ho,rever, real, functioning anri. expanding, as an 

inquiry into organised crime in Britain, Canada, the US ann €Ven 

Sicily has shown. 

Despite its uniqueness, t.'le Jl...rr.ericar. r-~afia must remain the 

type of crirrJ.nal organisation we study and that on which "''e base 

our selection of cognates and inferences fro~ those cognates. 
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There is a~ple evi~cnce indicating that various branches of the 

Hafia have extended themselves into a n~ber of regions in Canade. 

and are involved in such activities as loansharking, gambling and 

narcotics. Eow this type of criree is organised at home base anC 

in 'branch plants' is particularly r~levant to Canadian inter~sts. 

Secondly, the nature of the Mafia organisation gives it 

great advantages over othBrs. The strength of combination will 

become more apparent later in this chapter as we exa~ine cartel 

behaviour. For the moment, it is sufficient to point out the 

~~nner in which large corporations and congloc.erates have been 

able to hinder smaller firms and prevent the entry of new competi

tors into their field of op€ration. The Mafia is oriented to 

mass consumption, large scale activity, and profit~bility (Bell, 

1962: 129}. By virtue of its size, networks and co~operation 

between Frumilies, it is able to take-over, force out and prohibit 

competition. Already existing cri~inal groups or gangs must 

disappear, be subsumed into Mafia organisations or imitate t~at 

style of activity and form of organisation if they hope to corn

pete successfully. 

This phenomenon has been noted by British authorities wiL~ 

respect to organised crime in Britain; it may also be seen in the 

course of events which transpired when the 'New Mafia' r~turned 

to Sicily from the us. The Mafia and its members regard them

selves as businessmen and capitalists. Some of the fundamentals 

of capitalism are expansion, the reinvestment of capital and 

continued development, and the appropriation of surplus. If the 

Mafia is a capitalist organization, as it claims to be, and seEms 

in some measure to be, then we may expect it to continue to 
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aprecd its tentacles further and further ?.field. Pith the 

strength and backgrounC the Mafia can brir.g to ~ear, we may 

expect it to expand successfully, without effective opposition 

from indigenous criminal groups. Hence its form of orgcnisation 

will come to predominate everywhere. 

Third, in its strength and development organiseC criMe is 

the most dangerous type of crine. It offsrs a greater threat to 

social organisation and law enforcement than any other type of 

crime. The more organised crime is, the stronger, the mere 

viable, and the more oriented to Cevelopment it is. For th8se 

reasons it seems not only valid, but necessary to continue to 

treat the American Mafia as the priroary representative of orga

nised crime and the target of our investigations. 

An anal~{tic.:!l distinction has been made earlier between the 

'normative' and the 'utilitarian' facets of organised cri~. The 

former was described as being socio-political and more or less 

coincident with the fraternity known as the Mafia. In this facet 

of organised crime ere located a number of symbolic and social 

features: status, norms, commitrnent, hon0ur, mores. nithin this 

organisation is found a hierarchical structure of stratification, 

evaluation and prestige according to normative criteria of honour, 

respect, experience and performance. Such te~s as 'a man of 

honour' or 'a man of respect' have real meaning and are inportant 

indicators of status and value. 

The larger circle which encompassed and supports this central 

core is more utilitarian in nature, focussing upon economic per

formance. Here men are selected and evaluated according to 

utilitarian criteria of performance, experience, ability and 
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success. Within this sphere econorr~c and business decisions are 

Ir'.ade which a! feet not only 'me.de 1 members of the fraternity; but 

its many non-Italian associates RS well. This distinction is 

only analytical -- members and non-members alike engage in 

economic activities and experience social and syrr~olic bonding 

and commitment. Iiowever, it seeiTI.ed important to make th~ ells

tinction in order to deal with what is clearly the most powerful 

and well-known form of organised crime, the ~1afia, without. exclud

ing its associates in the field. 

Tae divisicn of organised crirr& into t~o facets is mirrorBd 

in our selection of cognates although, once again, the distinctions 

are not absolute. Feudc.lisr.'l. was chosen e.s the rest a!_"')propri~te 

cognate for the normative aspect of organiseC criMe. Cartel 

organisation liTas chosen as the closest parallel to the economi:::: 

operations of organised crime. There are similarities in fo~ 

between these two cognates, as well as bet\'1een them and organised 

crime; there are also differences. Both the similarities and 

differences will be discussed below. 

The socio-political facet of the M~fia provides symbolic ?-nd 

social linkages '·rhich give unity and strength to the organisation, 

cement member commitment and express mutual trust, reliance, r.nd 

obligation. Like the Mafia, feudalism is a system built upon 

similar foundetions of symbolic trust cxpresse.d in oaths, homage, 

loyalty and support. Fconomic support and :?rct.ection are provided 

in return for service, loyalty and military support. However, 

often there was no service due in feudal systems, only the obliga

tion not to go against the lord's interests or to harm him. 

Vassalage was often entered into less as a service relationship 
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than as a treaty relationship or non-aggression p~ct. Someti~es 

vassalage was the result of one party requiring financial assist

ance and loyalty cemented in vassale.qe was a form of collatern.l 

on the lord's investment. The command relationship was often a 

mere formality with feudal vassals administering their own 

territory virtually unsupervised and 'fTithout interference. P.:ot.-1-

everr the obligations were real enoug~ whenever the lord wanted 

to express authority or required support. The ties of obligation 

and i~aginary kinship ~ithin the l!afia are similar in their func

tion of cementing loyalties and allia~ces. The strength of 

these ties lies in the belief that the obligations will be dis

charged and the trust maintained (Lucas, 1069: 17). There is in 

both cases a potential for coercion and force but the strength 

in this relationship lies in tne lack of need for such force. 

Indeed a need for force implies structural weakness. 

The economic facet of the Mafia as we have described it, co

ordinates the activities of a much wiC~r and more diverse group 

of participants and activities. P..lthough some of the participants 

are members of the socio-political structure, nany are not. The 

ties here are not f~udal or fraternal; t~ey are economic and 

partially contractual, although written contracts ar£ not custorn

~ry. As with cartels, the strengths lie in corobination and the 

strength of size anC nur.~ers. This strength pe~its monopoly 

control and reduces the risks inherent in competition and Q~stc~le 

r.~rkets. Cartels are generally informal networks or combinations 

designed to restrict trade ~Y inhibiting competition. This rney 

be done through price-fixing, placing limitations on output or 

quality, through ~greement as to production or trade methods or 
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any other ngreernent to restrict competition. Such comtination 

gives great stren~th ane power to the me~bers of the cartel, but 

the strength may be reduced by the failure of on5 or more menbers 

to conform; and some members cheat on the cartel in pursuit of 

their own particular advantage, at the expense of the group. 

Cartels have no recourse to court procedure to force a non-con

formist into compliance, nor can ~~ey generally use force. The 

Mafia is net bound by such restrictions and can ~~intain its 

agreements to the full extent of its physical ~ower. Trust and 

co-operation are cs important in this econoroic rel~tionship as 

in feudalism, but they are not expressed in symbols. They are 

expressed and concretised through the ~£diurn of monetary exchang~ 

and business venture (a horizontal not vertical relationship)--

a very clear exchange of value for value: service, franchise, 

protection, licence -- for cash. 

Both feudalism and cartels ~re appropriate cognates to 

organized crime for a number of general reasons. First, neither 

cognate is or tqas static and unchanging. Both are fluid, flex

ible and adaptable. Secondly, both are verbal relationshi~s, 

based on trust and not on formal written contracts. Thirdly, 

both involve relationships of exchang~ and co-operation. In so~e 

ways they are very similar and comple~ent each other. In othar 

ways they are different and the values, ideals and goals inherent 

in each rnay conflict with the other. In general, the feudal or 

socio-political facet seems increasingly to be giving way ~o 

the more rational, utilitarian form of organisation implicit in 

the cartel. This chapter will end with an ettsmpt to draw 

together so~ conclusions abcut the future of organised crimer 
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and to make some recommendations for action to cppose organiseC 

crime. 

FEUDALISH1 

FE:!udalism is not, properly speaking, ~ formal organisc:>.tion, 

but rather a type of sociGl structure or body of institutions. 

Its social organisation, however, r~ars a number cf striking 

similariti~s to that of the socio-political structure and org~

nisation of criree as we noted earlier. The nor~ative fac~t of 

organised crime is institutional in character, developing as it 

did out of a vari€ty of social circumstances, opportunities anC 

necessities. The ties of patronage, oblig?.tion and dependence 

which developed in specific historical circumstances in Sicily 

were chan<]ed anC. formalised in the cnviror.ment provided by the 

us in the early part of this century. The c~allenge ~~d opportu

nity for profit presented by Prohibition were especially instru

mental in transforming the V.afia fro~ a sccial subculture or net

work into a formally constituted organisation. 

Although much of the feudc:!.l tr<".ppings ~Here discerded whF.m 

Luciano deposed Maranzano, some rerrm.C\nts remain. The traces cf 

traditional structure and linkages which remain are of decreasing 

importance. The 'books' have been 'closed' to new membership 

for some twenty years now and although I!lembers still live from 

earlier ti~~s and some people are known as associates, the ideal 

of membership is apparently less critical. Relationshirs seem 

to be more Cusinesslike and less ethno-centric. 

It is nonetheless important to unCerstand this aspect of 

organised crime since it has nat entirely ~assed out of existence 

and has contributed to the foundations of criminal organisation 
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in North America. In addition, the nature of its passing and 

of the passing of f~uda lisr.t -- caul C. tell us a great deal abcut 

the future of orgcnised crime. 

A common error is to confuse feudalism •,.d th mc:morialisn. 

The two are not synonymous nor even necessarily related. r1anori-

alisrn is land tenure at its very lowest level and a system of 

land use and production. Feudalism is not an economic syster. of 

production or usa~n but a type of social relationship and polit~czl 

structure. 

n ••• feuCalisrn may be regard~d as a body of institutions 
creating and regulatin~ the Obligations of ob~dience and 
service -- mainly military service -- on th8 ~art of a 
free man (the vassal) towards another free man (the lord) 
and the obligations of protection <"'.n('l maintenance on t!"le 
part of th~ lord with regard to his vassal. The oblige
tions of meintenance had usually as one of its effects 
the grant by the lore to his vassal of a unit of real 
property known as a fief." (Ganshof; 1964: Xvi). 

~The mnst striking characteristic ... was the parcelling 
out of sovereignty among a host of petty princ8s or even 
lords of villages." (Black, 1968: xvii). 

It is important to realise that although we may conceptualise 

feudalism in an ideal-typical form~t, it was a changingr develop-

ing process, not a static phenomenon. !thad origins and histcry; 

a rise and decline. This evolutionary character has relevance 

for understandins organised crime, which is also constantly 

changing. 

The ori~ins of feudalism go well back to the 8th century 

although the period in which it flourisheC. at its height W2'.s 

between the lOth and 12th centuries. The Merovingians divided 

their land among their heirs with the inevitable conseouence of 

fragmentation of territory and authority. This provided a perfect 

medi~~ encouraging the growth of b~dies cf a~ed retainers. 
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These private armies C.efended lane". position ageinst bandits eo.nd 

other landowners and. reaintained order. !!1 these tines, the king 

had direct dependents of two types: untrustiones, privilesed, 

valued fcllcwers ·phose position accorG.ed them status, ?O.,.,er '3-nC. 

benefi ti .:>.nd vas sus 7 ,.The "''ere directly devcnf_;:-nt on thP. kin<,; for 

bed, boardr and their very existences --- a very unprestigious 

status. The reletionship was priiTLC1.rily protective anc1. ""c.s kno\<1!1 

as cormnendation ---a free r..an corr.rn.end.ed hir:1Self to the care cf 

the king or lord and received protection 1 sustcnnnce and c~~c for 

life in return for obedience: service and support of Gr~B. 

Increasingly, however, it bee~~ difficult to support vasscls 

in the lord's house or castle and sradu~lly it becar.e the custom 

to assiqn to the vassal a sourcP of income: pro~ertyr toll 

brid~es, an ~~nuity, or other source of income bearin~ pro?erty, 

in order that he be supported but not supported out of th£ l0rcl.' s 

own pocket. There were two types of land grant. The first was 

given in return for rents, dues, service or some co~~ination 

from the vasscl as part of the otligetion for the grant of 

property. The second type, known as a benefice~ requirtC no 

labour, rents or services, only loyalty anC. support. D1.lrir!g the 

9th and 9th centuries, vassalage increased and beneficP.s bPcame 

the predominant form of land grant. In conse~uence, vassalage 

gained prestige; it was no longer tant~~unt to slavery or serfdom 

and haC definite econowic advantages. More and MOre pcwerful 

QeOple became vassals of the king and created retinues of vassals 

of their own. 
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Two forces o~eretGd here to cause the increase of vassclasc. 

First, men with little to lose except their st~tus ~s fre0. Mrn 

sew advantage in becoming vassals, there~y gaining protection fer 

their land and, as time went on 1 more landr less service anC 

srreater presti~ie. The lords and the king, on the other hand. 

gained power by virtue of the number of ~en linY.ed to them by 

such relationships. Of course, those with the greatest ~ower 

attracted thE:! most vass.:>:ls. Jl.nd those with thC"! I"!Ost lane tn C.is-

tribute also haC the greatest attraction for potential vassals. 

These t\<TC factors in conjunction created a system which proviC.2C. 

general security, social stability and rr.utual suprort. 

As tirr~ went on, feuCal relations bccarr.e increasingly 

sophisticatBd; co~plex and formalised. Oaths beca~e i~portant 

as symbols of trust. The strength of feudal social link?:.9"CS W<:'.S 

the emphasis laid on symbolic expressions of solidarity and the 

seriousness of such expressions. Coercicn and force wer8 not 

used to extract vassalag~, though they mi0~t be usee to enforc~ 

it. Mutual obligation and balanced reciprocity provided a soli~ 

foundation. Of particular i~portance was the free st~tus o~ 

vassals, t..lJeir inCcpcndencc and self-detcrr.:ination. Al thoug~ a 

vassal was obligated not to harm his lord and the lora was 
.....___ to 
obligated not/hn~ his vassal, they were free to determine their 

own actions, form associations and have diverging orinions. This 

in part distinguishes feudeo.lisrn from patronage, which is a r.!Uch 

more direct state of Cependence. Mafia crganisation is similar 

to feudalism in the sense that loyalty is owed to the r.-roup co.nd 

a member is obligated not to harm his fello'-''St but !'.ll Hafia rrern-

hers are more or less free within those limitations to conCuct 

busin~ss, make friends and express opinions~ 
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A 1 Contract 1 of vassalage once enter~d intc was for life -

as in Mafia nembership. Eowever; e. vassal had conditions under 

which he night remove himself from the relctionship and renounce 

his lord -- as M~.fia mer.iliers have cert?.in conditions under which 

eo..nother mafioso :m.e.y be renouncccl (generally t-.y murder in the cas0. 

of the Mafia) . If a lord tried to kill or strike a vassal (~lso 

taboo in Mafia circlE:!s and regarC.ed as c. grave: insult}, if he 

tried to commit adultery with the vassal's ~·1ifc or to seduce his 

C:aughter (definitely prohibited in t~e r~-~fia) 1 if he tried tO 

deprive the vassal of his patrimony or to enserf hirnr or if he 

failed to defend him, the vcssal might rencunce his lord and no 

longer owe him obligation. These four unpardonable trans<;ressions 

are also r~gP.rded. an outrage "li thin the ?Aafin.. In both cases the 

injured party is supposed to ta~e the m?.ttcr to his nP.era to 

a feudal court in the one case, or a ~~fia tribunal in the ether 

for support and decision. In both cases, Cirect action by the 

one offended is expected, with peer approval ~s a ~est hoc form

ality or peer vrcssure P~d retribution as unex?ected and llii~leas

ant consequences. 

Technically a vassal owed military service to his lord only 

when the lord. was acting in the service of the:. };,ing. !!1 fP..ct, 

lords frequently led men into battle a':"co.inst the king or against 

other lords in d~fiance of this order. One of the wenknesses of 

the feudal syste~ \>1as the decentralisation and wide distribution 

of power. l·:rrtilE. such diffusion might result in a halance of 

power and w·as necessary to protect far-flung and. diverse terri

tori~s, it also provided. the potentiel for armed rivalry ~nC 

rebellion. F.xtendAd vnssalage weakeneC and underMined the autho-
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rity of the kinq. ~he struggle for benefices undercut the 

stability of the social structure and the pe~ce and security its 

linkages were to provide. Ey the late 9tr. century, lorCs ~~~ 

become directly responsible for their o-..rn vassals and would ever. 

defend them in crurt against the king. 

This sort of apprcpriE~.tion of authority and responsibility 

is found also in the Mafia. Discipline is exercised internallv 

at the appropriata levels and lieutenants fro~ Ciffercnt Far.ilies 

'\olill get together when neccssa::y to so:;:-t out conflicts het•t:l:'!en 

their soldiers, going to such meetings as representative and 

defense counsel. Alternatively; a serious offence on the part of 

a vassal or soldier mi~ht result in severe GisciplinP. by th~ lord 

or lieutenant. FOl,!CVer, the right and authority to defenC e.nd 

punish was end is Cecentralised in actuality. ~fuile vassala~e 

prevented complete social disintegration: it also prevented the 

possihility of unification under a centrz-.1 authority. V?e knc•r.r7 

that the Mafia has also been unable to unify uneer a single 

central authority. The last attempt, by Maranzeno, faileC \<rhen 

Luciano deposed him and decreeC that each Family should govern 

itself. 

In general, there ~as no snecific fornat for the estatlish

ment of vassalase relations. By the end of the middle ages, 

stande.rd oath forne.ts ar~ found and also soTI'e wri ttan chc.rters 

but usuc.lly there was no "rritten document involved in the f~rO

cedure. Vassalage resided in the relationship, ~ot in the act 

of homage, the oath or any contract. The size of benefices 

varied, although in the course of time there carne to be a certain 

expectation of the size or value of benefice that corresDonded to 
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i'! particular rank or set of services due in return. In the r:afia 

also, operatior..e.l territory does not always match the position 

held by a given inC.ividual but there is a rough ass~ciation 

between the two. A vassal was bound to use the resources o~ his 

benefice to help his lord and furnish thz services o~ed. These 

obligations ceased at the death of either party, but they were 

usually renewed ty the successor of the deceased. The duties owed 

were generally defined negatively, not as \>lhat a vassal must Co, 

but that he shoulC. net go against his lrrd cr harm him in any w?.y. 

The relationships were less of an authority structure than a way 

of cementing alliances and loyalty. In some cases a man would 

have assumed the vassalage in return for fincncial or military 

assistance from his nP.w lord. His loyalty anC. comi'!I.i tment served 

as collateral for the lord's investment. Although the fief 

obviously provided financial benefits and inducements it was 

~rimarily important as a reechanism of sccial interaction, an 

intangible expression of reciprocal obligations. 

Some sense cf this may be gained by examining the origins 

of the word fief itself. The history of the word is very much 

the history of the institution and the relationship. It began 

as fehu od, meaning a herd, probably of cattle, or goods in 

general. Because it was given to a vassal to support him, it came 

to mea~ that which maintains a vassal: C-lmcst anythin~. As 

benefices becar::e the almost exclusive means of vassal support, 

fief came to connote a landed benefice. P.eally a fief is any Yind 

of tenement (holding) . Free fiefs were those with no obligations 

attachee to them except loyalty ane fealty. Often a vassal 

bought his fief, a system known as 'relief', before taking posses

sion of it. The cost usually amounted to ~ne ye?.r's revenue from 
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the property. 

Gradually vassals acquired more and more rights to their 

fiefs and began to treat them and dispose of theM not only as 

hereditary but as alloCial property. Inc=easinsly the grant of 

a benefice liaS an inducement to attract men into a vassal relc.

tionship in order to build up a pO'~·ler base 1 no longer as e r~n,,ard 

for service. The only duties which remained to the vassal were 

consilium et auxili~~: aid and counsel. Gradually payment in 

money replac~d actual renderins of services and armed forces were 

hired centrally by kings. These professional troops replaced a 

class which had evolved over time from a rnilita~J class to a 

?ropertied class. Feudal authority had been able to maintain 

order and this order led to a declining need for the structure 

which maintain~d it. The waning of feudalism took on two forms: 

in France and England it leCI. to the development of central state 

systems; in Germany, it preceded fragw~ntation into a nUMber of 

smaller states. Since the Mafia seems to be in a state of waning 

'feudalism', wi~l it become more centraliseC or will it be frag

mented? 

It seems likely that fragmentation will occur for a number 

of reasons. First, there is no single dominant force in the 

Mafia to effect unification. To date the various centres of 

strength in the Mafia have maintained a balance of power. The 

nature of operations and territoriality are such that centralisa

tion is unlikely. Secondly, responsibility and authority are 

decentralised; there has been no central take over of crucial 

functions such as protection or corruption. The regional branches 

show no signs of relinquishing their obligations in these respects. 
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Thirdly, independence and freedo~ of action are of oarticular 

importance to Nafia oemt.ers who appear to be resentful of autho

rity or dominance in any form. A limi tec1 co-operation can be 

achieved but Mafia members often appear insu!JorC'.inate and ur.~·,il1.

ing to accept orCers even from their o~m kind. 

The unity and bonding of mutual obligations locateC in this 

sort of system of relationships is an organisational strength. 

As we saw in the exa~ination of organiseG crime in Britain member 

comrnitffient is low where fraternal or ethnic relationships do not 

exist. Coercion is at best an uncertain ~eans of control. As 

much time must be spent exercising surveillance over members as 

on undertaking activities and evading the legal authorities. 

Without being able to rely on members, control remains personal 

and direct and rational organisation is difficult. At present 

•feudal' or normative ties in the Mafia have the strength of 

unity and common cause. As this element Cisappears, the Mafia 

becomes more vulnoratle to internal dissension, betrayal and poor 

co-operation. Lven its ability to exercise force may te under

mined. ~fuen it is no longer a cosa nostra, a thing of curs, 

commitment .,.,ill te lm•rer. How much more commit -ed is the O'f•me.r 

of a business than an employee! Franchises, profit-sharing and 

stock options are sorr.e organisational response>s to this problem. 

Feudal social relations and the normntive or socio-political 

aspect of the Mafia are not economic structures, rut social 

structures. As such they are lesa flexible in economic ~~tters, 

do not specifically concern themselves with economics or business 

affairs ane tene to restrict economic development. The manor and 

farms on which agricultural production occurred and the cities 
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in toJhich tre.dc and creft production gret•.' uo were thA loci of 

eco~omy in tha M~Cdle ~ges. It was QUtside of feudal relations 

that business was conduct(;d. '!'he full C.Evclopr:lent of econorr.y ;;o_nC. 

expansion of trade required the stability feuc'l.al relations pro

vided, Cu~ also had to wait for the tight control of feudalis~ 

to C.eclinc. To a certain extent aconof'1ic C'.evelcpment also con-

trihuted to the de::::cline of feudalisr. by t:ste.blishing other foci 

of wealth 2.nd power "'hicr were not circUl"::scriCeC by feudal rela

tions and ~~ere Ceyond the control of the feudal social and politi

cal structure. Pith this in rl'lindr tt~e waning of such relation

ships within the Hafi?. may be seen as organisational adc.ptL:.l:-ility 

and hence organisational strength, since the organisation, though 

changing its forr., is ~~ving towar& a more viahle econo~ic struc

turE:. 

The vulnerability caused by the "ranjng of social bc:.nds is 

limited. Th~ econor.~c structure of the Mafia has si~~lar bonds 

and linkages expressed not symbolically in fictional kinship or 

oaths, but in economic te~ and a communality of interests. 

Cartel behaviour, which has r-een chosen to parallel the econo~~c 

organisation of the ~afia, is very similar to feudalis~ in having 

unwritten agreemrnts and alliances. Cartels: however, are 

usually not hierarchical but are rather relations of equals. 

''fuile the links may not be quite as close or personal, they ~':!re 

nonetheless strong. A criminal cart~l ~ould als~ neutralise any 

negative effects whic~ might bn expecteC from the fragmentation 

that would result fro~ 'feudal' or socio-political decline. It 

is to cartels that we now turn. 
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C~ ...... 'qTELS 2 

l·7e have. already discussE:C. th-2 nerc". of orgAnised crime to 

achieve mcnopoly in order to stabilise rr.arJ·et conditions, rnirr.ic.ise 

risk and restrict haXT.Iful compEtition. '!·his was n particule1rily 

effective response to environmental hostility and uncertainty. 

The Mafia has moved to estahlish monopoly in a nilli".ber of \'•ays: 

by co-operating with fellow members and associates to establish 

territorial boundaries anC rnain~ain t~~m~ by franchising or 

1 licencing' small operations; by co-ordinating various activities-

for example, providing fe~ces or lay-off bookies; by integr?.ting 

potentially related activities such as gambling r.nd loansharking. 

Monopoly has been estatlish~d by force, bribery; corruption and 

agreement. To achieve this state money, pcw~r 1 violence, initia

tive, foresightr persuasion and intelligence were required; its 

achievewent resulted in organisation, div~rsification 1 coreplexity, 

size and strength. 

The history of the !~afia in many \<1ays reflects the histcry 

of capitalist business in general. Over ti~e coMpetition has 

rewarded some and ruined others. Increasingly, in the 2~th 

century, ours is an economy dominated by giant enterprises which 

have grown at the expense of small businesses and overshadow 

those that re~in. It is not only difficult for sue~ s~all 

businesses to compete successfully, it is almost impossible for 

newcomers to bukld to a viable operation. The consumer ur.der 

these conditions is a ceptive unable to have an effect on pri~es; 

quality, policy or even what is offc~eC to him. The consumer 

must take what is offered, his tastes Ccterreined ultirnat~ly by 

availability. Cartels operate to remove the last vestiges of 
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competition from the economy as the remair.ing participants in the 

particular industry or trade agree net to co~pete -- by fixing 

prices, territory; quality, quantity of outputr proCuct rnnqe 

and production and sales proceC.ures. 

In fact, organised crime is a cartel. Cartels operate i~ 

many industries; some mere obviously than others. These cartels 

sometimes comprise the entire industry ant" sometimes only leaC:ers 

and trend-setters in the industry. In the case of organised 

crime, the cartel members appear to '~--c synonyrous \•li th the t·~a:fia 

Families. This group dominates and co-orC.inates activities of 

its own 'employees 1 anC. also of independents. The inC'.ependent 

professional thiGf has still to go the fence, who is in all lite

lihood part of the organisation. '!he local bookie gets his oCC.s 

and lay-off service from a central 'agency 1
• ~ontreal appears 

initially to have been used as a transit point in the shiprr2nt 

of drugs to Ne\<1 Ycrk from r:urope by a nurr~er of Hafia Families 

who finally came to compete for the territory when it became a 

viable mar!:et are in its own right {Chart-onneau, 1976 ~ passim). 

The Organisation is willing and able tc provi~-e protection for a 

variety of independent criminal operations and sometimes to fu~d 

them. The degr~e of organisation, the si~e, complexity and 

diversity of the Mafia gives it strength, Cominance and the 

ability to prevent challenges to this monopoly. 

A cartel is I!'.ore than simply a price-fixing conspiracy. It 

is any agreement to restrict trade in any way. This m.ay involve 

fixing prices -- either at a low level to drive out small business

men whose profit margin doas not permit then to do the same, or 

at a high level to m~intain high profit levels. It may involve 
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agreement to distriCutc territory so that prices may be char~ad 

e.ccording to wh~t a given T:'!arket will !:"lea::- or in order to avoid 

competition retween ?arties to the cartel ~greement. It ray 

involve an agreement to r0strict output, on the assum~tio~ th~t 

this will allow the prices to rise, or to maintain a poor qualitv 

of product or service. In all cases trade is rcstrict8d and 

competition virtually eli~inated. The result to the cons~er is 

a lack of choice. The cons'Ur."l9:r rr.ay !::le another cor"9oration, 

another industry; a government or the inGividual. Usually the 

effect of a cartel is to interfere with L~e relations~ip between 

the cost of a product (incluCing the purchase of re,., :r:'c:.terials, 

investment in property: technology and equiprr.ent; salaries, 

trans?Qrtation, advertising 1 ~~rketing) anC its price. Price 

under cartel agreei':l.ents generally refle-cts the ability of the 

market to pay and \•That members agree is a 'fair 1 rate of return 

on investment. Scmeti~es the existence cf a cartel will Pven 

result in the withholding of new products, tec~ological innova

tion and valu,"lblc kr.owledge -- at least until current investments 

are a~~rtised or the supply of (or demand for) current products 

is exhausted. Ir. consequences cartels often cause w~ste1 ineffi

ciency and unnecessary costs to consumers and to society. 

In economic terms a cartel is a type of !:;:lusir..ess association. 

Legally, a cartel has the purpose and effect of restricting trade. 

In practical terms, it can take on a number of differ~nt forMS 

and have a number of r'l.ifferent effects. Foreign tr~de is oft~n 

organised legally o?\S a cart€1 to protect a Ccreestic marl:et and 

reduce whet amounts tc self-co~petition by companies or individu

als of the sane national origin. Frequently, SIT'.all operators t.,rill 
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band together as a joint venture in order to raise sufficient 

capital, to provide adequate facilities, resourcas or ~anpcwer 1 

or to produce in l~rge quantity, when no single sMall cperator 

could succeed on his own. In somA ceses, there is a fine, r.l~ost 

invisible line between cartel activity and a tr.:lde association. 

In many cases trade associations (along with interlocking director

ships, connecting bcmks, insuranc2 agencies and investnent firlT's l 

provide occasions and linkages which promote cartel arrangements. 

Of course, some contact ~ct\·men members of a particula= trade or 

industry is C.esirable. The establishment of standards, the sha::-

ing of information, the regulation of the inC.ustry in terr~ of 

safety efficiency, cost savings or other econorr.ies c~n only bene

fit the industry, investors, and the consumer alil:e. Eut these 

agreements and 'standards 1 can easily turn int0 collusion between 

competitors anC agree~ents to maint~in prices ~hile reducing costs. 

Govarnrnent attempts to break up cartels or supervise profit 

levels are often unsuccessful J:::ecause of prot-lerns in C.efining what 

constitutes a monopoly in a particular industry: what percentaqc 

of ownership by hew ~ny co~anies constitutes C.o~in?~ce? Ulti

mately one hundred percent of an industry is owned by so~one, but 

what percentage of that ownership in collusion is a monopoly? 

Ar~ links via directors, banks, investment anCI. insurance companies 

fortuitous or deliberate? Is a similarity of price and product 

a reflection of th~ legiti~ate state of the industry (costs, level 

of technology r demcmd) or the result of collusion? Pow far c'l.oes 

commonality of interest go before it crosses the line between 

coincidence and design? The problem is corr.plicated by the depen

dence of external regulating bodies on the industry itself f~r 
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information regarC.ing fair levels of profit, levels of prcducticn, 

costs, availability of r~sources, and so on. In adCition, th~r9 

are powerful lobbies, voc~l and well-organiseO, represen~ins the 

interests of thos2 "'ho dominate a specific industry. These 

lobbies ars a~le to influe~cE legislation; court Cecisicns and 

the enforcei:"!.ent of laws relating to trade and inO.ustry. 

Cartels sometirr.es e.ppear to re privatz governments Hhich 

threaten the authority and stahility of legitinz.te qovernrlent. 

Similarly organised crime is a separate government which under

mines legitimatE. authority. The Challenge cf Crime in a Free 

Society, a book on organised crirr.e, might pe-.rallel a too~. called 

cartels: Challenge to a Free l'~orlC!.. In both cases it S€.er..s tha": 

legitimate governments provide useful services to cartels, to 

giant industry and or<;anised crime alike. Haintc.ining soci.:-.1 

stability, econcmic orCer, di?lometic relations, the provision 

of utilities such as power, roads1 sewage systems, and a general 

level of welfare an-:'. econo!Tiic well-teing: the government provides 

necessary founCations for ~ctivities conCucted by organised cri~e 

and by cartels. 

There are a n~ber of advantages whicr. accrue to members of 

cartels and which act as inducements to cartelisation. Cartels 

permit intra-industry division of labourr greater capital invest

ment, a system of central accounting (?articularily in vertical 

cartels) and joint product aCvertising. The literature on fo~al 

organisation in general demonstrates that the more co-operative 

or joint progra.mJi'.es in t<lhich an organisation is involveC., the 

greater the cor.tplexity anr'l. sophistication of the organization. 

Personnel may be hcrrowed or shared among organizations, permitt

ing the hiring of oth~r specialized and various personnel. 
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Purchases may be made in quantity, often resulting in lower costs 

per unit. ~he product or service itself ~~y be aCvertised 

jointly at little disadvantage to merobersp especially if the 

sales territory has been divided. Greater investment in joint 

research projects w~y be ~aCe. In vertical c~rtels, administra

tion may be more efficient and well-co-orCinated, and certain 

advantages are deriveC from a company's trade with itself, 

especially with respect to taxes. 

Co~.ercially nr strategically cartels minimise conpetiticr. 

and therefore provide protection against risk. Inves~ents are 

protected because fo~er competitors and/or new entrants to the 

fielC Nill be un?..b!e to t.."lreat~n th£ firm by introducing new 

products or equipment. !nvestT":~nts ar~ also protected by the 

constancy anC ~rEdictebility of prices: Cutthroat competition ca~ 

be ruinous. Secondly, in this cont0xt cartels guard against 

economic and market instability. Both vertical and horizontal 

cartels assure n supply of raw materials, the former by owner

ship of suppliers of raw materials C\nC 1Jarts, the latter by agree

ments to buy under certain conditions at agreeC prices. The free

dom of corn?etition for suppliers is remcved and so is ris~ to the 

cartel r..embers. 

There are two types of organisation which limit col!lpetition, 

horizontal and vertical combinations. T~e former is ge!'er."tlly 

thought of as a termina~le, limited contract in restriction of 

trade agreed to l'y participants in the sar.'.e in~_ustry or traC.a. 

l1embers II~ay retire at any time since there is no legal force to 

the contrt"lct or means of enforcing it. !-!owever, other members 

may exert pressure through their strength ~s a c~rtel to penalise 
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the deserter. !~embers of this typ0 of cartel ar~=.: generally equals 

in the same plane of operation, h0-nce thE designation of horizon

tal cartel. Generally this union is short-lived as rr.t!mbers sec.k 

their own advantage r cheating on the cartel ;;md !'.ence weakening 

it. Although this is usually an informal union, it can grc,.; into 

a more stable horizontal combination effc::cting a r;-.onopoly. /,!

though there are certain strengths to this type of cartel, there 

arc also "1eakncsses. Conflict or disagrc~!T'ent is a serious prc-1:>

lern since it takes away the major ad;.tentages of cartel orc;anisa

tion: elimination of co~petition, agreement on policy, joint 

action, and solidarity. Secom:r the cart2l is inefficient becaus2 

of its neeC!. to l::uy up useless plants and otr.cr operations in order 

to continue to Corninate the field. These expenCitur~s are often 

wasted as the purchase is useless to the ~urchaser, merely danger

ous in the hands of a competitor. Third; it is costly to 1!\aintcin 

the cartel position hecausc of the need ~o bribe, fight court 

battles, and provide an image which is accep~able to the public. 

Yet since these costs are passed or- to the consumer, such draw

becks as these are of little conseouence to the cartel or its 

rner.lbers. 

The second type of cartel, better known to us as vertical 

integration, is as its name implies, vertical. It is not a unicn 

of equals but usually a legal relationship ~etween various parti

cipants in a chain of production. Sometimes its direction comes 

from a holding company or trust; sometimes one corpcration c·wns 

a number of fully integrated subsidiaries, either supplying ::aw 

materi~ls or parts for ~ major operation or building subsidiary 

lines. Trade is restricted since the vertical cor:t.!-)ine may "com

pete" with itself or buy from itself; it neeC not risk the open 
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market. Once again economic stability and the eli~~nation of 

risk is a par~~unt goal. In addition, this concentration of 

different stages of production under one management eliminates 

middle men ane ~y-products. Incr~esingly th0 ability to increase 

profits by t=chnological innovation is Ceclininq anC efficient 

organisation is the key to increaseG profits. Vertical comtina

tion may be accomplished by joint stock companies, holding com

panies, or amalgamation: ~~uclly this sort of cartel has the 

advantag~ of legality. It also proviCns rcli~le delivery of 

materials from beginning to end of a production process, reducing 

the depcnC.ence on external suppliers. Greater control anC. cer

tainty may be enjoyed. Vertical integr~tion does net cons~itute 

a monopoly, but facilitates it. True, it must pay the costs of 

subsidiaries and risk over extension; but in general, it is a 

strong organisational structure. 

At this point it seems relevant to lock at particular cartels. 

The oil industry will serve as our example of horizontal cartelisa

tion and the auto industry as representative of vertical combina

tion. 

THE OIL INDUSTRY 3 

The oil industry is not only a horizontal cartel but also a 

vertical combination since the four major ?rocesses in oil produc

tion are generally ~·:ned or controlled and op;;rated by the major 

oil companies. ~ese are: production, transportation, refining 

and distribution. After the anti-trust c~s€ against StanCard Oil, 

organisational policy was to have regional operations which did 

not COllli?ete against each ether~ These rc;-icnal divisions "•era 
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int~grctcC providing the strength an~ ~~chinery for domin~nce 

and leadership in pricascttinq. This structure became the model 

for other oil companies. 

The technology of the oil industry is sir.plE: l:ut not fir.eC'. 

because of the shiftins nature of Crilling. Large scale ownership 

of reserves is a response to fears of shcrtases and in f3ct 

oil companies have also bought into other ferns of energy resGrves 1 

such as coal, urcniun and natural gas. Oil from hund.reds of 

thousands of wells is taken to several hundreC refineries ty 

boats, rail, pipelines, tankcars and trucks. Refineri2s arc 

located near the consumer 11 not the wells .. b':'cause the: location 

of the wells ~~Y shift but th~ consumer is relatively stabl~. 

Small indepen~ent cil producers are generally unable to afford 

t~cir own pi?elines or ot~er transportation and charges by the 

majors for transpcrtation ar~ high. Thus the independents are 

often forced to refine at the w~ll or sell there to a large com

pany for low prices. Distribution of thG reifned ~reduct is via 

major consumers: tied, franchised or indepenC.t:nt joPbers \>rho 

agree to deal only one branC -- or service stations owned ty the 

m~jor companies the~selves. Oil companies have a tacit agrcc~ent 

not to poach on each other 1 s terri tory an C. a service station is 

quickly 'brandedt. Price competition cannot alter Market share, 

only everyone's level of profit, so in ~eneral little price corn

petition occurs. 

The oil industry is a nearly classic case of the waste 

resulting from monopolistic control; prices reflect not costs but 

what the market will bear. Oil is owned according to surface 

rights, not the extent of undergrouf'.d resGrves. .rlence C:rilling 
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on one property may drain oil from another. f!_ttempts tc take 

oil out as fast as possible to make sure no or.e else gets it 

wastes the g3.s v1hich provides pressure to fcrce oil to the sur-· 

face. An ideal system (according to Resto-...•, l!=l~G; passir-~) would 

be to have unifieC. drilling ~-lith shares of profit or oil <'liviC.E;c"!. 

according to the percentage of ownership of lane anC. presumably 

equipment and capital investment. C-overnmei"'.t attempts at inter

ference and regulation earlier in the century restrictec'l. output 

and shared out the quotas equally despite Ciffering fielCs anC 

wells. Trade associations were formed to help kee~ prices up and 

control output. Larger companies bought fro~ smaller ~reducers 

to prevent quantities from appearing en the market via inde?P.nCcnt 

refiners and ~istrirutors and the US Department of the Interior 

supported these associations although t."'"ley were deened to be un

constitutional. Attempts to alter market share were made t.~rough 

advertising, a ~ultiplication of outlets anC develop~ent of con

sumer demands. 

Large size is not necessary in thE oil industry~ it is 

equally efficient to drill or refine or distribute in small 

qu""lntities. EO\>tever, size anC. organisaticnal structure do affect 

monopoly control. The ~ajor producers are able to Cominate 

because they control strategic li~~ages such as pipelines and 

service stations. T~ey arc able to block trade between inde.~en

dents. In consequence prices remain stable.. '!'}'lp instruiT'.ent of 

this economic power is integration and also restraint of tr~Ce 

and co-operation bet"reen major producers. 

This horizontal cartel has no formal structure, but under 

close examination, the structure is visible. Linkage exists via 
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concentration of control, interlocY.ing Cirectorshi~s, ~hared 

financial services, joint ventures, prcfessional ccnforrnity 1 

reciprocal favours, commonality of interests and friendship. 

In addition to the vertic~l integration of companies at the 

different stages of production, major oil companies are also 

involved in horizontal combination of different energy sources. 

This control also facilitates cheap indirect control of 

electrical power, by providing the source of power to run 

generators (coal and potentially uraniQ~) without the costs of 

actually buying into Electrical ~ow~r stations. ~hese compAting 

energy sources may be used if and i'rhen fcreign oil is no lons-er 

available or is withheld until the oil companies are \·,illing tc 

release tha~, in 0rder to insure that investments made in oil 

are returned. In adnition, prices can be manipulated not only 

in oil but in competing energy sources as \'7ell, further reducing 

competition and i~creasing costs to the consumer. 

Joint ventures are entered into to reduce risk; then a new 

company is owneC by two or more parent compenies. Pipelines 

anC. transportation are often arranged in this way. Joint bidC.ing 

occurs for reserves, depressinq prices to sellers ~king savings 

that are not passed on to the consumer) and concentrating owner-

ship in a. few hands. Oil companies als0 trade ,.,.,i th each other 

to save transr.ortation costsr lending oil to distributors in a 

location near to the lend0r; it is undcrstcoC. that the borrower 

will reciprocate. There are many varieties of joint ventures: 

I) vertical (an oil company and another r~lated cnmoany, for 

example a chemical company) II) horizontal (two or more oil 

companies) III) conglomerative (an oil corr.pany and an unrelateC 



company, for example, a steel comrany). These ventures may be 

domestic or foreign, short or long t~rm. They perroit thB SDread 

of risk, shared research, economies anC efficiencies of ncn

duplication <:~.nd the ability to raise greater capital. HC''"€::V2:", 

competition is unC:ermined by this se:lf··re:straint and co-or:.eration. 

There are hundreC.s of corpcrate interrclaticnshins in the for~ 

of joint ventures which link the oil industry into an extremely 

tight network. They ~er.mit the exchange of infcrrnzticn and co

operation beyonC the stated purpose c£ ~~e venture. Governme~t 

countenances and indeed suppnrts these relationships. The ability 

to pool huge resources in this way Dlaces the independentG at n 

disadvantage. 

It is important to realise that these relationships do not 

arise in smoke-filled back rooms, but more or less o~enly e.t 

meetings, over the phone, and under the ausrices of financial 

institutions. Such collusion an~ closeness ~erMit the cover-up 

of the true state of reserves and ge~eral ignorance that an 

artific~al scarcity has led to higher prices~ ~lthcugh the US 

cons~es more oil than it produces, the recent oil crisis appear 

to have been deliberately createG. In consequence, the oil 

industry is in an extre~ely strong ~osition that is based upon 

vertical and horizontal cox:bination, mutual aid, lobbies anrl tJ1e 

strength provided Cy large scale oper~ticn. ~he vulnerability of 

a horizontal cartel to cheating is reducc0 in this case by t~e 

extent of dominance. tlo cheat-:::r could ho"':"'C to buck. the systcr.t, 

which works so advantageously for all concerned in any casP.. 

Government intervention could t~~or~tically disrupt the situation! 

but the oil industry has shown itself in the ~est to be resilient 
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and flexible., able to cope with leqislation 1 court action E".nc" 

organisational change without losing its self-control. 

TP.E AUTO INDUS~P.Y 4 

The Auto Industry grew cut cf c~<?.velorments in the manufacture 

of bicycles and carriages. ExperirnE:nts \'lit~ a variety of designs, 

enc;ine t~{Pes, fuel sources and other technicc.l C.2tails graduclly 

led to the develo?~ent of automnbiles as we rcmcrnter them. Th~ 

early days of the industry N~re occupiet~ ~-lith tec,..nologicc.l inno-

vc.tion and devclC·?r.icnt; attaining perfection cf \'Torking ~arts and 

?reduction methcds "'ere. of primary cc.ncern. F( llowing initial 

development of the proC.uct, attention turned to probler.lS of 

•• • ~-l.nancJ.ng. Constant and froqu8nt chansGs in technoln~ rendereC 

the industry uncertain and the merket unpredictable. Financins 

had to be secured fer prccl.uct development and mcmufacture. A 

?articular firn could easily fail -- for lack of funding as 

aasily as for investment in an absclnte or un)2opular line. l1eet-

ing rrarket deman6 1 producing a sufficient qu~ntity of vehicles 

and thGn distributing theD eluc occupieC the early manufacturers. 

Ths course of econc-rni.c developr.~.ent in the l?th century haC estab-

lished distribution networ~-:s and J'l'larkets for US l!'.anufacturr!rs. 

However, once a fe:.'".1 firms haC :;:et up an~. cnrtur~d such networks 1 

entrance into tho field was prevented by th8 prohibitive costs 

of entering a full-scale oper~tion -- css8ntial for effective 

competition. 

There were in the first couple of decc.des cf this century 

t~~ routes to expansion: improved proCuction and price cutting, 

or combination anO integration of a n~~er o= firns. P.enry Ford 

was the only one to succeed in the former course of action, while 
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Durant of GM was the model o£ the second. In the seconC dec.::.de 

cf the century 1 there was n general 1-::oom which led to great expan

sion of the m2'.rket ~nd the principle pro\-..lem was to prC'(I.uce eno1lgh 

cars. Henry Fore. developed the idea of mass production us ins; the 

assembly line. Eis plan, initially quite successful, was to 

perfect and speed up production to such an extent that great 

volume could be turned out c~ lew cost; and tte ~rices of Ford 

automobiles actually fell nver ~ ~erioC of years. ~o do this 

Ford concentratecJ on one moCel, the Hodel ':', E:is thought w~s 

that one model -- with a variety of bodies and colours -- cculC be 

turned out more easil~t thC~_n e numb~r of models. !n addition, 

parts would be identical, thereby facilitatin~ service anC re?air 

even by the motorist himself. 

Durant, who est2.blish I,}! origine:.lly in 1908, follm"'ed thr 

course of buying out a number of manufacturers and combining L~eir 

production under the ~uspices of GM. This ~recess followed the 

general princi?les of hori~~ntal combination c.nd entailed all the 

costs of that fcrrn. Durant in many cases ~urch~seC firms thRt 

turnE-d cut ot be tctal failures; others wo:.:r; overvalued anC. Durant 

found himself cverextenCefl in terms of cesi.1 and crAdi t. G!-~ ,,1as 

initially capit?.liseC. at $/,1'100 and in c-nc: year rose to a caPitc:.li

satiDn of $6C,OOC,COC as a result c£ Durant's issuing GM stock to 

firms purchase:C:. GM ,..-as e:vet"'tually taken over ty bankint; creditors r 

regained scm~ years later Cy Dur~t and was eventually taken over 

by Dupont. Despit<: early probleiTls which were rril':".e.rily a r8sult 

of Durant's lack of financing, his principles prove(!. to be sounC.. 

Fundrun.ental were 0.1!lct2ntralised management :-nC' organisatio:~ alon9 

product lines. GM has now a line and st~ff hierarchy. The line 
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has authority and responsiCili ty "•i thin policy lirr.i ts. The 

staff (central as ,.,ell as r:::sional emf. divisional} is mrt:! than 

an advisory ~oCy -- it sets policy. ~here are staffs for sales, 

finance, engin._.,erinq and administration. F.ach C!ivision or 

regional sursidi~ry has its own line and staff personnel who work 

with the centre but have a wiCe degree cf autonomy. Durant 

developed a number of r-roduct lines -- a vehicle for every purs0 

and purpose. He concentrated also en advertisipg and m~rket 

analysil3 to better meet demanC: and cr>.Dturc the r.ark.ct. He devel

oped the GMC financing system and the traGe-in concert. Be alsc 

established the idea of an annual model change to encourage con

tinued buying. 

Ford 1 s system had madD cars afforda.l:-le anC. long lasting. 

By the 1920's er.phasis in the industry was not placed on produc

tion and technological innovation ncr u~cn I!'.eeting demand. It 

had shifted to cornpGtition within a no longer eX?anding mP.rket, 

with organisation, ~rk~ting and aCvertising as the keys to 

success. The trend $let by GM "'as !Xlst a:rrropriate to this cha:r..gE: 

and by mni Fore had adopted GH organisational and o~er~tion:.!! 

structure -- elthnugh credit for the inv~nticn of the now univer

sal assembly line remains with Fore.. m~'s organisational innova

tion changed the tenor of business from proOuction to sales -

dealerships, financing, trade-ins, e-.~.vcrtisint;, planneC. ct-soles

cence and change to promote sales and r . .::.intain a high level cf 

production. Diversification anO organisaticnal COin?lexity W!1rb 

of great importance ~o G~ end to the industry as a whole. 

The 20th century industry is geared tc the ~~ss market, to 

bulk production ar~.-~- e. high ra.te of consurrQtion, Small firms 

cannot survive in such an econo~ic nili~u. Increasingly the trend 
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is to oligopoly: clor.U.nation by giant, intcgratcCI. enter!}ris<::s. 

The initial drive for the mass market involved production anC 

finance but with the eventual anc1. inevitable sature-.tion of the 

market, management and marketing won increasec'l. iMportance. A 

logical extension of the ~r~:eting orientation is tho. expansion 

of giant corporations int(i whet is known as wcrlCI.-wiCe enter";Jrise, 

the multinationals. This form of entE:.r"?rise has c".F..•:eloped sub

stantially since ~~~:rri and. is characterissd by l'"'.Ul tinational public 

ownership (stock ~arke-t listing) and mul tinaticnal employees, , .• i th 

production as well as mr>.rketing in a nurr~er of countd.es. The 

product mix is suited to the particular nctional market i~ ques

tion, and these world-\>'ide enterprises provi~e folloP u!'> service 

and deal~r relaticns over a wide area. 

GM was at tr.c outset engaged in exportin~ cars but in the 

1920ts began to develop th~ assembly of autos in ~urc~e. Advan

tages such as reduced tariffs, lower shi~ryin0 costs (parts can 

be more densely packed than whole cars) and greater flexibility 

to respond to local ne~ds and t2stes werz incentives to acca~ting 

this policy. Finally, the next step was to en~age in actual ?re

duction abroad. Subsidiaries were developed tr. deal with local 

sales, service, production and P.ven with FClicy tc a certain 

extent. Local people ere prE:lferred. as ernployce:s ri~h't. up to the 

level of re:giont!l dir.cctors. Control is .-:.ccE:ntralised with free

dom and flexi:tili ty for the local operation "-"i t!lin l-l-'1. general 

policy guidelines. There are economies cf shared research, financ

ing (thou~h forei~ operations must he forese€cbly able to support 

·them3elves) anC other efficiencies of cc-cperation. ~his syst~m 

allcws the greatest flexibility and res?cnsivcness to market con-
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Citions. It provides for diversity, n r~~id ryace of develo~ment 

and responsiveness to a variety of sovereign nntional goals. 

Careful consiCeration and research r-receeds any Cecisicn 

to set up manufacturin~ in ;:- :?articular ccuntrv. Th~:.·: cr-erctior. 

r.rust .l:;,e sure it can fina:r"ce itself, the nation I"".ust be <'.ble to 

provide em~lcy~es: raw materials, parts ~nC techncl~gy essential 

to the manufncture of autos. ~G usual prcc2Cure 1 once this 

research has been done ( is to set Uf.l ?.sscrr~~ly 0Perations <?.s a 

test and them go into trial ::;:roducti':m. Gl! ~~intains totc.l ownE:r

shi? of these subsidiaries, although stock in t.'1e ·?a rent cornpnny 

is wi~ely offeree far snle and as bonuses to ern~loyces. The 

corporation wants final control of its investment and inte£raticn 

of the subsidiary \oJithin G.f.1 is st:ressecl.. Integration within th€. 

particular nation is also important and thG carP-er advancement 

and employment of nationals is company policy. This multinational 

system facilitates the S?read of techncl0.~, management methods 

and skills while the w~jor operation sti~ulntes the growth of 

related inCustry end the economy in gBneral. 

The strength 0f this kind of inte~r~tion rPsts on two major 

factors. First, vertical intesration an~. c. relic>.ble ;::>recess af 

supply throu~h the various stages ~f ~roructicn is im~ortant. 

Variety of product line and central contrcl of diversE operc..tions 

spreads investmGnt =:.nC. risk, ~·!hile profitinc; from a number of 

?Otential sourc8s of return. Secondly, r.ultinetional operations 

give the c("lr::mrco.tion a variety of sc-urccs of investi!l.ent 2.n(l_ 

facilitate expansion of trade at the lo,·::st cost. 
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TP.E r~'\F IA 1\S A CARTEL 

Returning tc the anGlysis of crime 1 it woulC appecr th~t the 

Mafia type cf orc;anised crine rn~y well ~ave ;_Jotential as u. multi

national ente:rprise. If we loo~: et it as a sing-le organis<::tion, 

it almcst certainly nOY.T hu.s branch plants in Cane~C.a ano4. ~-ritnin. 

Yt;t more realistically the Hafic. n~pears to be a cartel compc::;eC 

of a number of me~ber organisntinns. It is Cifficult to tell 

whether the cartel as a whole is o;,.eninc;; ur new territcry c.s a 

joint venture (apparently thE! cas.:, tori th ~!c~treal until about 

fifteen years ago) or wh~thcr inCividual Families ~re extending 

themselves into fcreign terri tory. Mcntree.l: s orq::mis-3d crime 

under Cotroni anr! his successor Violi ~e~rs all the earr.larks cf 

a rnul tinational subsiCiary of the Bonanno Fe.miJ.y. However, sorr.e. 

sources (Donner, 1967: 5) considGr that in term~ of American 

industry nr corporate enterprise, Ce.naCI.a must be considered part 

of the domestic scene. It ~mull"'! seem that orr;::.l!nised crime has 

the ability and resources to develop into a multinational ~nter

prise and can only emerge the stron~P.r fer it. 

The Mafia operates as a cartel. Horizontally Families co

operate often assistin~ £ach othar in w~tters of 9rotection and 

corruption by the loan or gift of services of bnught officiels 

or legislators. They aqr~e to policies en~ procedures, terri

toriality and fair pr~ctice 1 • In essence, the Mafia is~ self

regulating tre.de ass~ciation which :?erict:".ically sus;;>enc1s mern!x"rs 

and metes out discipline when necBssary. It sponsors some joint 

ventures. ~~ember. organisations run t"h.cir own businesses but there 

is a comrronality of interests anC. !)ar~llelisrn. of <".ction. Ties of 
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friendship r business anC. mutual ccqu?.int.ance ce!"'.ent thesE rel"l.·· 

tionships, just as in any other cartel. There are ':"'m-rerful 

;lobbies' to a<'!.vanca the interests nf this cartel and substro.nti~l 

public relations efforts to o~scure anC discredit t~lk about its 

existence. The continued existence of this cartel rests on law 

an~ order. Legalised drugs could wipe cut one Particular profit

able operaticn, for example. Th~ basic tenets of democr~cy and 

citizen's rights unCler law alsc work tc protect the rnernbers of 

organised crime from legal action since their activities ~re 

generally well disguised. 

Vertically within Families, enterprises are co-operative if 

not totRlly intesrated. Joint ventures within Families and bG

t!·•een members of different Fco.rnilie:.s appcc.r ccmrrcn. The central 

holdinq company is coo?rised of a n~ryer of Cifferent enterprises 

end operations. Loansh~rking cornplewents gamblin~ ~nd bookmakin~. 

Control of a bar mey EU?fOrt retail traffic~in~ in narcotics. The 

key is diversification o~ product ar.e service as well as a full 

range of products and services. Lu::iC'I.no 's bcC"tlegging synC.icete 

may well compare with Durant 1 s GcnerC'.l !!otcrs, fer Lucky Luciano 

took over, co-ordinated anC! dominate<:'!. s variety of boctleggers, 

distillers anC distributors, creating an inte~rated system that 

extended from purch~se in Euro~e, throu0~ shi~~in~, off-loading, 

transport, bottling, labelling and Cistributio~. He establisheC 

an organisational ~attern which survives toCay. Not all cri~in~ls, 

professional or otherwise, are part of ttis C"r;anisation. However, 

organised c=ine controls the vital networ~s en~ treCe linYs that 

leave independents as muc!l at its mer~" cos indepenC.ent oil ;?roc'l.u..c

ers or distributors arc: at the mercy cf th•: n-.ajcr oil companies. 
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This cartel gives organiseC'. crime the ae.ve.ntno:;es nf shareC. inform,:>.

tion, shared corrupticnf traCe links, personal networY.s, the 

potential to share ?ersonnel and co-opcr~tion ~gcinst cornpetitcrs 

and legal opposition. 

ors-anised cri~.e, ;1articularily the Hafi-3., is in ?.n i!'lcredir.-ly 

strong ?OSition. The source cf that strcns~~ is organisation. 

Not only does the organisation 21.nCI. planning of e. particular opera

tion reduce the risk of discovery anC capture, but thP-r~ is also 

assurance of each ste~ of the ~p~ration. ~~?. sho9lifter cr thief 

can count on the scrvic~s nf a ferce ~·ho has ~ccess to a vast net

work of dist?osal po~sil·ili ties. Orsanisation - estc-..blisheC. net

works for information r servicc;s, technolory en C. ~rotection, it 

increases the scale cf operations ?.nd hence profits. And perhaps 

most important, or~anisation ensures thet Carnage to cr destruc

tion of one operation; or so~e of its ~ersonnel, does not 

seriously ~~reaten the entire systerr.. As with a dandelion, 

removing the visible "\'lced ~oes not de.strcy the !)!ant. ~erroving 

the most visible;. and most easily capture.C. cri:rr.inals do~s not 

destroy the crsanisation which is the root of the preble~. Diver

sity and organisational complP.xity obscure those roots. ThP 

crimes which arc often te~d victimless in fact incur social 

costs in the form cf insur~~ce prc~i~; m~~kurs ~g~inst shop

lifting, welfare and costs of penal institutions. ~hese crimes 

are not victimless: almost all of society is the victim. 

This researc~ ~as lccated few chinks in the arwou~ of 

organised crime. OnE: "\'Jhich ekes lie revealcz.d is the neeC. for 

rronopoly. Organised crime cannct affor(. C"cr C.o€s not t<re.nt to pco.y 

the costs of core~etition. Since orgeniseC crime depends upon an 
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economic surplus anC the ability tc a~propriatc that sunlus, it 

is likely that economic recession and :::. ~;;:riod of tight mona:! 

would present ?roClerns for organiseC cri~e. ts with any other 

enterprise 1 Sales' or income would suppos~dly go Cown ~nd, in all 

probability, cornp~tition for scarcer resources woulC result. 

This competition ~rould ~eaken the structure of the cartel and 

also render the org~nisations more visible. Decreased internal 

co-operation ous~t to facilitate detection and arrest of these 

criminals. 

There seen to be two major courses of action available to 

authorities in the war ~n or~aniseC cri~£. One involves action 

against the org?.nisation, the other attcm~ts to un~ercut the 

foundations whic~ sur,Dort the 0rganisation. 

I-1 

-2 

-3 

-4 

-s 

II-1 

Greater attention ~n tha part of le~islators, enforc2-
ment personnel, and courts must be pait'. to organised 
crime as a specific pro=lern separ~tc from other kinds 
of crime; 

Legislation, should be en~ct~d ~nC enforced giving 
greater powG.rs to officers of the la•:J in C.ealin!} with 
organised. crime with an aim to disccverinq the rocts 
of the organisation and the persons involved there; 

More severe penalties should be i~ossd on organised 
criminals and their associates as a Cetzrrcnt to those 
criminals and as a cost to tht orsanisation; 

Greater co-operl'l.tion should be estc.tlished bet"''een the 
various levela of la"· enforcement and the judiciary 
with respect to creating a unified an~. strong policy 
against organised crime; 

OrganiseC crime must in ger . .:..:ral be:: treateC. as dangerous 
CL"ld insidious -- a type ot crime R.ne.rt from orCinary 
crime and deserving of greater surv2illance, harassment 
and ?unish.ment; 

The public n0eds educ~tion about th2 vxtent and dan~er 
of organisoC cri~. Too much heroisn ettachcs to 
popular notions of the Hafi2. anC. its activities. Despite 
the recent criticisms of violence in the r.te~.ia, graphic 
presentations of the activities of organised crime ought 
to be present~C. to the public; 
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-2 The government r.1.ust assurn~; responsibility for <J.nC. 
responsiveness to public needs an~ wants ?rcsently 
being fulfilled r:' criminals. The esta!::lish.ment of 
government ban}: s to m:ovic".c loans for those v1ho ~st 
turn to lcansharks cOul~: unt.~erc•lt t~~? function of 
loansharks anc~ ;:--revent crimes cornr.ittc0. in the att•·n:--t 
to repa'( the sharks; 

··3 Govcrnr.tent-run ge.rnbling establis~nents coult". compAte 
with enC unCercut crirnin~l s~blins enC 7rovide revenue 
for the government P.S well; 

-4 Legalisation of soft druss ?.nC. controll"'d government 
prosramrnes for addict: of f:.e.rd C.rugs would reducG the 
profit"'": .... ility of t..i.e business for criminals ?.nr also 
~rovid8 the £"OVerr.rnent •;d th control of and knowleCge 
of the narcotics situetion; 

-5 Better police :?rotection t,TOuld obviate the nesd or 
opportunity for crimincl ?rotection rackets; and 

-5 Sup~rvision and investisation of the le~our Ufiions 
would help ensure against labour rac~eteerin0 or 
currupticn \\1ithin unions. 

Although organisGC crirn~ is a carte:, anti-trust or anti-

combines le~islation SG~s ina~propriate despite a n~er of 

suggestions that this course of action b-:--- tc.ken. The 9"0VerlU':'Ient 

would look odd indeed advocating and su~~orting free enterprise 

in crime when its job is to create and maint~in social order, 

and conse:quently to eliminete crime; or at ll'.c>.st control it. 
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FOOTNOTrS 

1. A number of sources formed th<"": h~ck<;round for tr..is 
composite picture c£ f;;udalisrn. They E~.re: FeuC~.l :?ociety 1 

2 vols. by ~..arc Bloch; ""he Fc-;.tana r:conorr:ic r!istorf o:' 
Europe, vol. 1, thG r1.idcUe Ages, Carlo ci;_::olla (cC. ; 
The Murder of Charles the Good, Galbert of Brugcs: Feudnlism, 
F. L. Ganshof; f,n :Cco:>nomic enC. Soci.:>:l History of H:eCieval 
Europe, an C. Medieval Cities: Their eric-ins and the ~E:'li val 
of Trade, by Henri P~rennr?-. 

2. The major sources 
on cartels are 
P..A. Marguanc! 

3. In writing 
particular 
picture of 

fl. 

this section, the follot-•ins sources were of 
tosrether have proviC!.ed. this ~eneral 
inC.ustry: 

Inc; 

4. The major sources used to compile this section are: 
Com ..... etitian !.tC.: tr-.e M?.rk.12tin of Gasoline: Fred r. ?'.llvine 
et a ; G~ant Enterpr~se, A. Chandler; Strategy & Structure, 
A. Chandler; The World ~'l'ide IndustriE<.l Enterprise, FreC:J,ric 
G. Donner; Dynamics of the US Auto !ndustrv, ch~rles 
Edwards; The A.uto Industry, Dalph Epstein; l.nerican Auto
mobile Manufacturers, Jo!Ul B. Rae: P?.raC_ise Lost - The 
Decline of th~ Lute-Industrial Arye, C~a Rothschild~ Tre 
Auto Industrv since 1945, Lawrence ~·.fuit~. 



CHAPTFR EIGHT 

Organized Crime in Canada 

P.aving explored so~e of the aspects of organiz~c crine 

in the United States, it is now possible to focus attenticn 

on the same field in Canada . t~ile there is soMe writing on 

organized crime in general in this country, much less is 

known about the existence of the ~afia in Canada than about 

the nature of the ~~rican organization. The researcher 

therefore has to rely on judicial enquiries! a couple of 

scholarly articles; magazine articles, and newspaper reports. 

Much that can be said is thus of a conjectural nature . 

It is first necessary to say a few words about organized 

crime in general in Canada, of which there is a considerable 

amount in a wide area of fields . 

Illegal organized gambling is big business across the 

country , estimatec to involve $100 tc $200 million annu~lly 

(Chimbos, 19I 2: 119) . ~~ile the organized criminals ~4Y use 

certain services provided by the mob , many of those involvec 

in this form of activity are not under Cosa Nostra control. 

Another classic organized crime activity, loan- sharking, is 

a field which attracts numerous independent operators, al

though again some are reputed to have mob connections. Loan

sharking is a particularly attractive field in Canada where 

unlike the United States, usury laws do not apply to lo~ns 

of over $1500. 
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Police estimate that Montreal loan sharks take in $700 

million a year, while those in Toronto profit by $200 million 

annually (Toronto Star, 27 Septe~~er 1975} . Like gambling and 

loan-sharking, drug trafficking is not monopolized by the 

Cosa Nostra in Canada, although Montreal and Toronto have 

in the past served as import centres for Cosa Nostra Families 

in the United States, and organized crime Families have trad

itionally supplied the West Coast of Canada with drugs. As 

has previously been noted, trafficking in drugs is both dang

erous and hard to mcnopolize, so that the Cosa Nostra has a 

good deal of compe·ti tion in this area from other organized 

criminals. It should be noted that the drug trade is an 

urban phenomenon, and that almost half of the known criminal 

addicts in Canada come from Vancouver (Chimbos, 1972: 120). 
are 

Organized criminals/also involved in ~restitution, car 

thefts, and counterfeiting. In addition, more ambitious 

business crimes such as stock frauds, bankruptcy frauds, and 

the arson racket are committed (Ibid: 121 - 122; Toronto Star 

3 December, 1975). The construction industry in Toronto has 

been linked to theft, extortion, threats, assault, and bomb-

ing (Globe and Mail, 10 April, 1974). 

Nor has Canada escaped labour racketeering and corruption 

in various industries. 
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Chirnbos says that "racketeering has been used to maintain 

control of a union cr defeat another union which is competing 

for members," the labour racket being particularly well kno\m 

in the area of union-employer relations, including the Hotel, 

Restaurant, and Club Employee ' s Union of Montreal (Chimbos 

1972: 121). Labour racketeering has also been a feature of 

the Montreal Waterfront . Justice Cliche is quoted as saying 

of aspects of the con~tr.uction industry in Quebec: 

Proof has been made of violence, threats, black
mail, provocation, intL~idation, extortion, 
discrimination, sabotage, corruption, bribing, 
dealings, and all sorts of compromises. (Globe 
and Mail, 18 March, 1975}. 

not 
It is/possible to say with certainty how great is the 

involvement of Cosa Nostra members or associates in these 

crimes. It is clear, however, that in no city do they have 

a monoply of organized criminal activities. They have been -

linked directly wi~~ ille~al gambling, the importation and 

sale of drugs, and with most of the usual Cosa Nostra activities 

in the areas in which they operate. They have also been 

given credit for providing capital for some loansharks in the 

Toronto area, as we shall see. However, in the areas outside 

which they operate (that is, outside Southern Ontario, MJntreal 

and the Ottawa-Hull region), most organized crime does not 

appear ei~er to be monopolized or directed by Cosa Nostra 

members. 

As will emerge from the following discussion, the Cosa 

Nostra has been considerably more successful in establishing 

itself in Montreal than in Toronto, though the latter city 

has a larger Italian population . 
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It is also apparent that at least one French-Canadian gang 

of sizeable proportions has enjoyed a longer tenure of power 

in Hontreal than is tr".le of any such group operating in 

Toronto. This situation can be partially explained by two 

factors. First, .the Montreal area is divided into more tha::1 

twenty units, each of which has its own police force, a factor 

which has facilitated police corruption. Toronto Jn the ot~er 

hand possesses one unified police force. Initial cosa Nostra 

infiltration into Montreal was also facilitated by "the gen

eral looseness of the public's attitude to bribery and cor

ruption11 during the 1950s, and the Premier himself had a some

what relaxed attitude to the corruption of the police force. 

He is alleged to have told the Quebec Provincial Police tha~ 

1'any policemen that cannot earn his keep on his mm is not 

worth having on the force," (Mann, 1968: 143). 

Another factor which encourages the persistence of or

ganized crime among the members of the native population of 

Montreal is :tprobably associated with the much greater frus

tration and anomie to be found among disadvantaged French

Canadian elements in the Montreal area," (Ibid.: 152). ':L'hese 

elements form a natural recruiting ground for French-Canadian 

organized criminal elements. Of course, it is possib!e that 

the Italian and other communities in Toronto will prove to 

contain the same sort of potantial for the development of 

syndicated crime in that city. 
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A History of Cosa Nostra in Montreal 

It is difficult to pin down the history of Cosa Nostra 

involvement in Hontreal, not least becc:use the story is 

complicated by periodic bursts of law-enforcement activi~y, 

wars between rival Cosa Nostra Families, and competition bet·,.;een 

members of the Cosa Nostra and native French-Canadian crim

ianls. It appears, however, that Cosa Nostra interest in the 

city was prompted by changes in the American gambling laws 

which were enacted as a follow-up to t~e Kefauver CrL~e Com

mission hearings of 1951 (Ibid,; 141). In an effort to evade 

these laws, it is said, American ~~fia figares decided to set 

upgmnbling activities in Hontrealr connecting them to much 

6£ the American network by wire. It is said that at least 

three New York Families - Profaci, Genovese,. and Bonanno -

were involved in this operation, and that Carmine Galente, a 

Bonanno Family lieutenant, was sent to l1ontreal to supervise 

the gambling and dope-smuggling activities of these Families. 

He also practiced a little extortion on the side (Ibid.: 141 

ff) . It is true that the sa thrae Families co-o~erated in the 

venture, it is an unusual example of high-level co-operation 

in economic ventures. It is surprising that the bosses of 

two Families would have trusted a top figure of a third 

Family to supervise their interests. 

A change in the personnel of the city administration 

and in the police department in 1954 temporarily halted 

Cosa Nostra involvment in Montreal, but others-- we are not 

told precisely who·moved in, and attention was turned to 

the suburbs. 
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Galente was pressureC cut of the country by police, but he 

was successively replaced by two others, one of whom had re

organized the Marseilles-New York drug traffic through Montreal. 

The latter phenomenon persisted for ten years. 

Another changeover in the city administra~ion occur~ed 

in 1957, making possible the return of gambling and prostitution. 

The cosa Nostra came back to Montreal, where its members be-

came involved in gambling, extortion, and prostitution. Ac

cording to Mann (1968i, this was large!..y stamped out in 1960, 

again as a result of political change, and this time the 

suburbs were more effectively dealt with by law enforcement 

officials. 

If this chapter of the history of Cosa Nostra involvement 

is Montreal is hazy, the next one is even more obscure. What 

happened between 1960 and 1969 is unclear, but in the latter 

year gang warfare broke out in Montreal. The Prevost Com

mission attributed it to a war between members of the Magaddino 

Family of Buffalo and the New York Bonanno Family (r1ontreal 

Star, 14 November 1969)~ If this was the case, it was a 

testament to the strength of the Bonanno Family. It had just 

endured three years of internecine disputes, its membership 

was declining and the FBI and the police were putting a great 

deal of pressure on its members (Talese, 1971: 357,319). It 

might be expected that during a period of such internal turmoil 

the Family would have withdrawn from outlying areas, but in

stead it was engaged in stormy competition in Montreal. 
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Not only was it fighting; it appears to have won, since the 

man now alleged to be the "Godfather" of Han-creal is a member 

of the Bonanno Family (Time Canada. 15 December, 1975). 

Whatever the details of the power struggle, an outline 

of the structure and operations of the Montreal branch of the 

Bonanno Family can be gleaned from press reports an the hear

ings before the 1975 Quebec Commission of Inquiry into organized 

crime. The "Godfather" or boss of Montreal, the operator of 

an Italian ~ce-cream parlour, is one of five underbosses of 

the Bonanno Family of New York. F~ succeeded to this position 

in 1973, when the former underboss became counsellor or con

siglieri (~.). No reference to soldiers has been made i~ 

the press, although apic~iotti" or young soldiers have been 

mentioned (Globe and Mail, 27 November, 1975). It would.saern, 

however, that the presence of an underboss implies the existence 

of the rest of the hierarchy, though no figures have been given 

revealing the size of this branch of the Family. 

The story of the "Godfather' s 11 rise is a curious one which 

does not f~t into the characteristic American pattern,_ This 

individual was born in Italy, where he and five associates have 

criminal records, having been interned as mafiosi under Italy's 

anti-V~fia law (Time Canada, 15 December. 1975; Globe and Mail 

3 December 1975). After emigrating to Canada with his parents, 

he worked for the Toronto mob, then moved to Montreal in the 

1960's, where he opened three businesses with the help of the 

mob. 
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He 1'made his way up the ranks of the Cotroni organization" 

being recongnized as heir apparent in 1973 (<ime Canada, 15, 

December, 1975). This suggests that there may be ties betweer:. 

the Toronto and the Montreal mobs, though Toronto is usually 

said to be the province of the Magaddino Family, and there i~ 

clearly no love lost between these groups. It also suggests 

that the Cosa Nostra in Canada is '>'-lilling to recruit from first

generation immigrants including those 1</i th ties to organized 

groups in Italy. Thus progression up the hierarchy in the 

United States is evidently not a prerequisite for membership 

in the Canadian branch of the Family, and at least on~ Family 

has found an important source of new recruits in Italian im

migrants to Canada. Perhaps a move i~ this direction is to 

be found in apparent attempts of members of the Montreal organ

ization to curry favour with illegal Italian immigrants by en

gaging in the falsification of passports to permit them to 

remain in the country (Globe and Mail,27 November, 1975). 

This suggests that the Cosa Nostra may be able to flourish in 

this country even after disinteqration has occurred in the 

United States. 

There are other indications of close connections between 

organized crime in Canada and Italy. &, associate of the 

Montreal 11 Godfather" is said to have been sent to Italy to aid 

a railroad contractor settle some trouble. 
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The associate is now in jail in Italy for the murder of the 

Attorney-General of an Italian province (Globe and Mail, 29 

November, 1975). On the evidence ?rcvided by the past, it is 

unlikely that ~~e Montreal branch of the Cosa Nostra is under 

direction from Italy, though it may be that members of the 

Cosa Nostra in this country have ties wi~~ former Italian as

sociates and are continuing to do favours for them on an occasional 

basis. 

There is little indic~tio~ of the nature of the =inancial 

ties between the Montreal br~~ch of the Bonanno Family and its 

New York headquarters. It seems likely, however, that a percent

age of the profits on certain activities such as illegal gambling 

are sent to the Family headquarters in New York. The Montreal 

branch also doubtless provides certain services for the Americ~~ 

organization, such as drug importation and wire service facili

ties (Chimbos, op.cit.: 119). 

Though the Bonanno Family may have driven the Magaddino 

group out of Montreal, its hegemony in that city is not complete . 

One major group of competitors was exposed during the 1975 Quebec 

Comission of Inquiry - an organization run by nine French

Canadi~l brothers which evidently controls organized crime in 

central and southwestern Montreal.' 
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This organization is involved in many of the classic organized 

crime activities - extortion, infiltration into legitima~e 

businesses, loan-sharking, prostitution, drugs, the fencing of 

stolen goods, and political corruption (Globe and Mail, 11 • 

December, 13 December, 19751 Toronto Star, 12 Decamber, i975). 

The nature of the relationship between this organization and 

the Bonanno Family is not clear, though they see~ to have been 

competing fer control of drug trafficking in the Hull-Ottawa 

area (Globe and Mail, 29 ~lovember, 1975, 17 Decemb;;;r, 1~75). 

It may be that the two organizations coexist in Montreal re-

lativaly peacefully; the only gang warfare that exists between 

Italians and French Canadians seems to be occurring between 

the Cosa Nostra and French-Canadian motorcycle gangs (Tima 

canada, 15 December, 1975). Other battles have occurred 

between the major f'rench-Canadian organization and its satel

lites, and between the Cosa Nostra and i~s Italian enemies 

(Globe and i'1ail, 3 December, 9 December, 1975). The extent 

of this gang warfare suggests that neither the French-Canadian 

nor the Italian have succeeded in monopolizing illegal economic 

activities in the areas under their nominal cont=ol and that 

a power struggle along the lines of the warfare in the United 

States during Prohibition is taking place on an intra-ethnic 

basis. 
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Organized Crime in Ontario 

Even less is known about organized crime in Ontario th3n 

is the case in Montreal, Evidence presented at the McClelland 

Committee h~arings indicated that about 20 members of the 

Magaddino Family were engagirig ·in narcotics trafficking, extortion 

and gambling in Toronto, Hamil ton and Niagra Falls (U.S. Congress 

1963: 585-588}. Valachi received assistance from one of these 

men whan he jumped bail in 1958 (Haas, op,cit.: 276). These 

individuals were involved in smuggling heroin fror.t Harseilles 

by way of Italy in the suitcases of Italian immigrants to 

Canada. The heroin was then sent to Net-1 York, supplying men 

high in the Genovese Family {!1ann, ££..cit.: 150). Here again 

there is evidence of Cosa Nostra Families - this time the 

Magaddino and Genovesa Famili~s - co-operating in an economic 

adventure. These activities were apparently ended by t~e 

pllice in the early 1960s (Ibid.: 151}. In the meantime, sorr."" 

of these criminals have been connected with two organized 

gamblers operating in Southern Ontario, and had made an ap

parently unsuccessful bid to organize illegal gambling in 

Toronto. (Ibid.' 149). 

Though there is no indication that all Cosa Nostra 

members in Ontario were put behind bars in the 1960s, Mann 

concludes that 11 the Mafia has yet to actually exert mach power 

in extensive syndicate crime around Toronto. Some leaders 

or wculd-be leaders have tried to gain considerable power, 
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but what success they attained was small and apparently short

lived", (Ibid.: pp. 151-2)~ This differs from the conclusion 

of the Roach Commission - that there had never been any syn

dicated crime in Ontario (Ontario, 1961: 357) . Mann, (op.cit . : 

148) however, claims: "It is accepted in knowledgeable circles 

that the Roach Commission was successful in white-washing the 

whole scandal of organized crime in Ontario". Thus the bulk 

of the evidence suggests that Cosa Nostra members have, in fact, 

been active in Ontario in the past . 

More recently, concern over Cosa Nostra involvement in 

Canada has been mounting. In 1967 Ralph Salerno, an authority 

on the Cosa Nostra, said that the Hafia was controlling organ

ized gambling rings in Toronto and was involved in corporate 

thefts, stock frauds, and extortion rackets in the city. 

Toronto's police chief denied that the organization was en

trenched in the city (Toronto Star, 11 May, 1967). In 1969 

Police Chief James Mackey said that some criminals in Toronto 

were working under the direction of American Cosa Nostra figu=es, 

and expressed concern about the amount of money that these Cosa 

Nostra associates were channelling into real estate and legit

imate businesses in the city (Toronto Sta=, 14 November, 1969) . 

The Socicitor-General of Ontario in 1974 indicated that mob 

money was laundered in Car.ada, being channelled through legit

imate businesses here . (Toronto Star, 3 April, 1974). At leas~ 

one member of the Magaddino Family was said to be linked with 

violence in the construction industry in the province of 

Ontario (Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, 10 April, 1974). 



Slightly more specific was the statement of ';Metro's 

intelligence chie£ 11
, Gordon Lennox, who s~id that sam~ Toronto 

lcansharks were bankrolled by .~erican Cosa Nostra members. 

An Ontario Provincial p•)lice investigate!:" mentioned a crime 

boss in Guelph, 

"who recieves funds directly frcm Cosa }l'ostra 
soldiers in New York and Buffalo at 1~ per cent 
interest a week. The Guelph kingpin lends it to 
a well-known ~tro loanshark 'in 40,000 lumps' 
at 3 percent a week, This money was laid out to 
'street sharks" at 5 per cent a week, and they in 
turn charged 10 to 20 par c2nt to the customers. 
(Toronto Star, 27 September, 1975). 

The police indicated that some Toronto ~en were directly ass-

ociated with Meyer Lansky, a fina~cial advisor for the American 

Cosa Nostra (Ibid.). 

Unfortunatly, all of this is very vague. The most that 

can be said about Cosa Nostra involvement in Toronto is that 

there does not seem to be a well-developed hierarchy here along 

the·· lines of the one that has been established in Montreal. 

It may be, however, as Mann suggests, that the city has "a 

sizeable number of Mafia 'soldiers' in its population, mostl~· 

working at 'bull labour' for wages, but available and willing 

to do what they are told by higher ups in t.~e organization" 

(Mann, oo.cit.: 152). Though they s~ern to have failed t.o set 

up a well-articulated organization in Toronto or elsewhere in 

the province, various cosa Nostra members appear nevertheless 

to have found it profitable to settle in Southam Ont~rio, 

where they attempt to develop organized cricinal enterprises. 
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It is possible that these individuals are responsible for 

developing the cont:!cts that may be used by Cosa Nostra 

figures resident in the United States. In some cases, however, 

Cosa Nostra members may develop their own channels of com

munication with Canadian individuals who invest funds for 

them without being members of the Cosa Nostra. 

There is some evidence of the existence in Toronto ~f an 

organized crime group that is an Italian rather than an America~ 

import. The Sider~o Group ar Honoured scciety said to be 

operating in Toronto is thought to be a branch of the Calabrian 

Honoured Society. A Toronto policeman said that members of 

the group frequently seek the advice of the boss and ~~derboss 

of ~1e Siderno family with which it is affiliated. The group 

is thought to be relatively sophisticated, at least insof~r 

as it possesses an internal structure of sorts (Globe and Mai~, 

4 April, 1975). Its ringleaders evidently nurnbe~ about 25, the 

organization possessing 100 members altogether, all Canadian 

citizens {Toronto Star, 7 July, 1972). Ralph Salerno noted 

that leaders of the Society had been seen with Cosa Nostra 

leaders in the United States as well as associating with 

Italian criminals. He said that the Society had reached the 

same degree of sophistication ~s had organized crime in the 

United States in 1930, that is, before the organization of the 

Cosa Nostr5 in the United States (Ibid.). 
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Once again we see ~~e phenomenon of organized crime 

ar.nng Italian immigrants to Canada. 'Xwo sorts of developmer.t 

are possible, barring the effective intervention of the polic~. 

First, the Honoured Society might exp~d its activities, de

pending to a large extent for support on the large Italian 

population of T~rcnto. 3 The American experience would seem to 

indicate that unless members of the Italian community in Toronto 

are given considerable opportunity for upward mobility, they 

will provide bot~ a rucruiting-grounO and a co-operative base 

in the city for organized criminals. If this development takes 

plac~, it is conceivable ~~at the society ~ight form more en

during links with the Americ3n Cosa Nostra, or it might be 

taken. over by it. Sicilians and Cal~brians are already col

laborating in Montreal's Family {Time Canada, 15 December 1 1975}. 

It is possible that such an arrangement would be an enduring 

one, providing that the Italian community has sufficient 

incentives for supporting such activity. 

The Cosu Nostra has evidently had no success in establishing 

its organization west of Ontario, although it has been spec

ulated ~~at members of the Cosa Nostra draw off ~ percentage of 

the profits from illegal gambling in Nestern Canada (Chimbos, 

f2.E.cit.: 119). The gambling syndicate cf Hinnipeg, which is 

said to be in Jewish hands, is alleged to have connections 

with california organiz~d crL~e (Mann, QE_.<;;jj;_.: 154). There 

is no eviducee of the Cosa Nostra's having gained a substantial 

foothold in Vancouver groups. 
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~est coast syndicates now control this operction, the East 

Coast ones having had a thirty-year run when drugs, especially 

heroin, were imported from Europe. They are now apparently 

being imported from Asia (British Columbia, Dept of Attorney 

General, 1974: 10). 

Varieties of Criminal Organization in Montreal 

The i·iafia is far from having a monopoly, much less a 

sole interest in the drug trade of Hcntreal and it appenr:; 

to have used Montreal and French Canadian recruits as another 

channel for importing drugs into the United States. Char

bonneau's account (1976) of crime in Quebec focuses on traf

ficking and may therefore present an exaggarated view of the 

importance of narcotics t() P..afia operations in Montreal,.. which 

Charbonneau dates back to visits of major Mafiosi in the 1930s. 

However, involvement in protection rackets, own~rship of bars, 

theft, prostitution and other crimes seem to have been regular 

adjuncts t8 the major activity of transporting drugs. L~cal 

operations provided a reliable source of income and a mea~s 

of establishing a link between the r1afia and local criminals. 

The long-standing leader of local Mafia operations seems t8 

have been Vic Cotroni, who immigrated to Canada in ~~e twe~ties, 

(Charbonneau, 2.E_.Cit,: 49} and was racently 

succeeded by Pnolo Violi (Globe end Mail, 29 November, 1975). 
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The scanty evidence suggests tha".t the basic orc;anisation 

of the Hontreal t!afia is siiTlilar to thct of the parent ors-anis2.-

tion. Howeverf it differs in tvo significant ways. It wcs 

originally an appendage of the American organisation functicni~~ 

to serve its intE:rests .• and not a.s an inC.er:f'ndent entity. Phi ls 

it appears to have become a via~le operation in its c~m right, it 

did not develop endemically and wos established "'ith very specific 

limited goals in rninQ, A number of Mafi~ F~m~lies see~ to hav~ 

used Hontrcal as c channel for C.rus-s (Gambino, P...nastasia, M.anganc 

are mentioned by Charbo:rtn0<".Ui 0ther sources have mentioned Ecf'."'.~no 

4 
in connection with P-ontreal operations); ~he local outfit was 

therefore not clec:.rly defineC e.nd this confusion J::ecarne a sourcE: 

of c0nflict for the profitaPl8 drug trade that Qperated. 

The other factor which must have hz..C. ?..n effect on the orga-

nisation of the l!afia in Hontreal is the very different r.lilieu 

in which it oper.::t€5. The l"!ontree.l Hafia ~ust deal "ti th local 

criminals an-:'. ganc:s not aware or corr.plicit in the tY?G of arrange-

ments the Mafia nakcs between its meno.t-ers. This milieu is hostile 

nnd full of conflict (Glore :o.nC ~ail, 24 !·Tovember, 1975). '?he 

l>!afia seems to hc.ve t~come ernbrciled in e. series of murders of 

local criminals anC. cne source (Time CanaC.~., 15 December~ 1975) 

reports that Violi hated ths lccal French Car..adians. Ee allegedly 

believed in killing one a month to naintain order, whether or 

not any wronqdoing ~ad occu.:-red. 

Failure to establish a ~cncpoly, or at least some sort cf 

business agreement, meant that the ~~fia organisation ~ust deal 

in an uncertain environment, remain constantly flexihle and can 
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be formally organised only in a lirn.i ted sense. The environnent 

forces the organisation to 09erate at its level. Risks increase 

in this situation anC the use of violence is almost certain. 

The greatest struggle is over the ~ucrativ8 drug trade - one of 

the least certain operations in which the Mafia engages. Sources 

of supply are many and may not be rnono9oliseC. It is necessary 

to control distrihution networks, but these also are many. 

Because they must change constantly to avoid police interver.tion 1 

it is not possible to Celiwit nebmrks and protect ther.1. The 

Hontreal Mafia is basically less stable than its parent organisa

tion in the United States although not necessarily any less 

stable than the other criminal organisations in this environment. 

Its originally limited ~~ndate, persistent emphasis on narcotics, 

and environmental companions make it unstable. The secondary 

environment is hostile to this particular organisation and rather 

than lending it strength, restricts the type of assistance pro-

vided to it. 

In different environnents, thP r~.afia is constituted, 

behaves and fares differently, accr.rdin; to the provisions, 

alternatives, opportunities and li~tations proviCed by the 

environments. Although similar in sore respects, the Mafia 

organisation adapts to the local environment. In some places 

criminal organisation is mort! secure than in others. l'!hat under-

mines criminal operations is the uncertain and shifting environ-

ment within which these operations occur. 

It is tempting to suggest that an environment can only 
Montxeal 

support one type of organised crime; that the/Mafia is a mere 
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transit outpost for a foreign-based enterprise, and does not 

feed off the local environment to any marked degree. Yet despite 

its early function, its conflict with local crime and the result-

ing instability, the Mafia do~s thrive in Montreal. It looks 

for direction to the centre (in ~ew York) but it is nonetheless 

self-reliant and self-supporting . Crir~s such as protection 
and 

rackets, gamrling, control of bars,/prostitution are its regular 

sources of income . Increasingly there is a domestic marYet for 

drugs, \-Thich makes the Hafia conc2ssion in Montreal particularly 

valuable . 

The domestic gangs in l1ontreal seem little different frc!':l 

those found in contemporary Britain. ~he criminal environment 

is diffuse, more a 'milieu' than a formal estahlishment 

(Charbonneau, 1976: 14}. The gangs develop out of geographical 

proximity and conflict with eac~ other. Th0. crimes engaged in 

are control of prostitution, extortion, theft, drugs, illegal 

domination of bars and r0staurants (~y enforced hiring of gang 

members who will sell drugs) and sorne crocked gambling. Violence 

is prevalent as a method of ensuring conformity and as a rneans 

of establishins pre-eminence and position. One former gang 

leader stated that no disguises are usod bec~usc it is i~portant 

to let everyone know who is in control of an ~rna (Globe and ~ail, 

9 Dece~er, 1?75). 

One well-known French gang was the drug-ring controlled ~y 

Lucien Rivard in the sixties. Pivard had a right hand Man, 

Francois Groleau, who had no record and many contacts. This man 

arranged for airline tickets and boat transit, passed instructions 
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to couriersr checked the quality of the dru~s purchased and 

exercised general surveillance over the operations. The sourc2 

of this information, MichGl Caron, \'Tas recruited by Groleau who 

kne~ him as R thief and had confidence in him. Be was assigned 

to transport drugs fer R.i vard, '>'lhOT!l he reo;-arded as t~e top mar:. 

in the Montreal drug scene at that ?Oint. Couriers were sent to 

France each with a car. t:rh.en they returned Bach car was turneC. 

over to another person who brought the car back later without its 

illicit carg0. Similar methods wers used to transp0rt drugs from 

Hontreal to the United States. Sometimes the C.rugs were brought 

into Canada through Mexico, again Cy car. It see~s clear from 

the American connnecticns that Rivard was dealing directly with 

the Mafia (Charbonneau, 1976: 22~££). 

In fact, the nucleus of French Canadian organisation appears 

to have been the Mafia. There is little evidence of organisGd 

crime in t--iontreal before the thirties i but Charbonneau's account 

suggests that the organisation Ceveloped in response to opp0rtu

nitias provided by the Hafia to join its operations, or to stimuli 

inc:easins opposition to it. 

The currently pcwerful Montre~l g~ng, the Dubois hrothers, 

have been active for at least twenty ye::ars (Globe and l>lail, 1·1 

December, 1975). They are gradually expanding their territory in 

South Pest and Central l·\ontreal. One survi vcr o£ 2.noth('r gang .. 

Pierre UcSt•Jeen had operated a thriving ~7,000 tC' SG,COO per Y.•ee}: 

loan shar}:ing business. Dubois smashed the operations and the 

gang l:ecause he t.:as not t"leing cut in on profits from drug sales. 

In this particular gan~ \'lar rzcsween lost two brothers and a friend, 

all killed by Dubois' faction. 
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The nin~ Dubois brothers are involved in various crimes~ 

stealing, car theft~ controlling !:ars (wherG they sell drugs} , 

protection and extortion. ft~ example cf Dubois' connections is 

given by the following story. ;._ :ninor stole $E 0, 000 frorr. a home 

he burgled. Dubois dropped by to celebrate as soon as he heard 

the good news, and some money was given him to kee!? for the boy 

and his father, while the rest was hidden. roan the boy!s home 

was broken into and the money stolen. Phile Dubois was returning 

the money left tV'i th him for safeh:eF>ping 1 three men attackeC him 

and the boy's father; tat:. in~ the i.1.oney and Dubois' ring. ;~. few 

days later the ring was seen on Dubois' fir-0cr once more {Globe 

and Mail, 11 December, 1975). 

Montreal bar 0\"ners have beE;n subj ccted to extortion and 

some have had their entire staffs replaced by Dubois personnel. 

\•1here Dubois went~ rowdy customers and trouble followed (Torontc 

~, 11 December; 1975). ou=ois has also taken a cut fro~ the 

earnings of prostitutes, who when too old to be attractivE:', '<lerG! 

put to work as waiters and waitresses. They ended up living on 

tips alone since they were forced by DubOi5 to endorse their pay 

cheques and return the~ to their ern9loyers. 

Both the Rivard and the Dubois organisations seem very 

personal, and the latter gang irrationally greedy. Personal 

supervision and participation by t~e leadership occur:::ed in beth 

cases; and this renders the enterprise extremely depend~nt on 

individual leaders, net strong in its own right. t<1e might look 

to French Canadian social organisation for sowe explanatic.n for 

these patterns. Leandre Eergeron (quot~C in Charney, 1975) 
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describes Quebeckers as anti-hoss, anti-social; anti-este~lish

ment. Their aversion to hierarchical authority ~ay extenc into 

the organisational structure of crime as '>'rel l. Norman ~·!. Tc.vlor 

(1964: 27lff} has described French Canadian entrepreneurs as 

conservative , havin~ limited aspirations for independence , and 

an excessive concern for their families. Each entrepreneur "'ants 

to be his own bess ; to oversee evcrythin~ without delegatinq 

responsibility , to finance hi~self : in short to de~cnd on nothing 

and no one but hi~self . 

In this respect French Canadians are similar to the 

Sicilians in their mistrust of govern~~nts as corninators and 

exploiters (cf. Rioux , quoted in Charney~ 1?75}. Jean-Charles 

Falardeau (1964: 106ff} noted that for a long time economic 

development in Quebec was conducted by foreign enterprises within 

the province . This branch plant sort of development very r.uch 

resembles the quality of the early lEfia approach to criminal 

opportunities in the province . However, Falarrleau also indicates 

that do~~stic initiative is beginning to develop in n nur.~er of 

spheres . It seems true also of orsaniss d crime , as the Dubois 

brothers move into the territory currently occupiee by the ~afia 

and hence into direct conflict with them (Globe and l4ail, 10 

December , 1975). 

Montreal is a large city which can ~nd does support organised 

crime . It is clear, too! that the presence of two cifferent 

types of organised cri~~ i n one environment has produced a dynamic, 

competitive situation which does not ~llow for total stability or 

security of either type . This conflict and competition gives the 
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advantase to the forc~s of the law. The American Mafia tY?e of 

organised cri~ has perhaps seemed the archetype of organised 

crime. Yet in reality it is a type of organisation ~chievatle 

only under certain very favourable conditions. The organisation 

of crime responds to the li~its and opportunities of the environ-

ment, not to any preconceived notions of how to organise an 

operation . The ~merican ~afia stands out as an anomaly a~Dng 

criminal organisations. rowever, it seems that as and when the 

Mafia expands its operations it has a profound effect on local 

environments in the United States anc ~lsewhere and will stimulate 

them to greater organisation i~ imitation, in the spirit of com-

petition, or as a requirement of survival . 

Future Trencs in Org~ized CrimP. 

The foregoing discussion provides a basis for the prediction 

of future trends in or~anized criree in Canada. The following 

pages will discuss the potential for the expansion of mob interests 

in illicit enterprises and the potential for the centralization 

of underworld ~usiness. The possibilitiP.s offered for expansicn 

in legitimate sectors of the economy will be canvassed. Finally, 

the question of '~hether Canada will produce a national crirnin~l 

organization similar to the Cosa Nostra will be i~vestigated. 
the 

In discussions of organized crime in Canada,/most important 

factor to be consid2red is that of corruption. It is clear thct - . 
the feasibility of unden~orle businP.sses depend on two factors ; 

public complicity on the one hand, and police and political 

corruption on the ot~er . Canadians ~re probebly as willing to 
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purchase illegal goods and services as any other people; th~ key 

variable, therefore is corruption. 

Earlier it has been suqgesteG. tha."t the police and political 

figures in CanaC.a are not equally incorruptible. Specifically, 

organized crime fi0ures have had mor~ success in bribing public 

officials in the province of Quebec, particularly in ~ontrcal, 

than elsewhere. This part of the country, whose inhabitants for 

a variety of reasons a?pear to be less hostile to various mani

festations of corruption than those elsewhere in Canada, should 

therefore be dealt with separately (cf. Charney, 1975). 

Quebec appears to provide a fruitful field for the ex?ansion 

of organizeG. criminal enterprises, since the prerequisites of 

public complicity anC political corruption are available to 

mobsters. It can therefore be expected that organized crime will 

be found there in the same areas of the economy as it appeared in 

tile United States: Gamblin~, prostitution, and the provision of 

other illicit goods and services. Further; 'oi'hat Charney (ibid: 

6) calls Quebec 1s '1particular ethos of corruption" provides a 

sound basis for thE spread of organizeC cri~e interests into a~eas 

that are less dependent on the complicity of the State: labour 

racketeering, extortion, anC an assortment of white collar crimes 

characteristic of the \-?ay in which organizeC. criminals run their 

legitimate busin~Rses. 

It is difficult to say ho~ much centralization will take 

place in the underworld economy in Quebec. It a9pears that two 

groups, one French-Canadian, and one Italian, now dominate orga

nized crime in Montreal. If warfare should rreco.k out between 
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them, the fonaer have the advantage of a larger supply cf Man

po,-.Ter, while the latter, having ties with an American Co sa Postra 

Family will probcbly have access to larqer reserves of capita~ and 

perhaps greater expertise. H.uch will dcp2nd en the relationship 

the Italians are ?.ble to develop Hi th the pel ice, many of "''hor.t 

might be expected to support their co-ethnics, unless perhaps 

the Italians can offer them more ITDney. 

In the rest of Canada, the police; have traditionally der.-.on

strated less susceptibility to the blanCishments of mobsters. 

If this continues to be the case, the ?respects for organized 

criminals in English Canada are dim iD thcs0 enterprises whic~ 

require the co~?licity of the police. Insofar as organized 

crime has a potential for expansion, it is in these areas which 

do not require police co-op€ration. The one illegal enterprise 

which fits this C~scription is narcotics trafficking. This is 

notoriously unsusceptible of monopolization, and the R.C.M.P. is 

sufficiently vigilant to make this perhaps a somewhat unattrac

tive field for cautious rnobst~rs. The ether cruestionable business 

that does net requirE police complicity i~ loan-sharking, which 

is not even illegal in this country for amount over $11500. ~is 

seems a nest premising busin8ss for org~nized criminals in futur€. 

The penetration a= legitimate r.usincss by orsanized crime 

may not in future constitute a ser~ous problem outside of Quebec, 

if mobsters acquire only enough businesses to give them an income 

for tax purposes. On the other hand, it seems possible th~t 

organized crine figures will find that investment in legiti:m.ate 

businesses in Canada will prove a useful outlGt for accumulated 
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capital, real estate enCl. S"'curi tics investments 1:-cing obvious 

targets for this purpose. Other Cusinesses 1 such as the construc

tion and laundry businesses might also be considered if they 

offer the prospect of abnor:mally high profits. t.egi timatc busi

ncsses in Canada coulC also provide facilities for laund~ring 

dirty money, In addition, labour racketeering misht prove a 

?rofitable undertaking. The ahility of orgcnized cri~c to extend 

in thesG directions will depend to a large extent on the willing

ness of the police to undertake what Edelhertz (1?70: 25) calls 

11 affirmati ve searches 11 i the key to control here is aggressiveness 

on the pnrt of the pclice in ferreting out shady dealinc.:rs in .::o.re?.s 

L,at do net requir~ police co-operation. 

Organized cri~~nals require capital for the PUr?Oses of 

loan-sharking and enterin~ le~iti~te businesses. In the American 

case, much of this capital appec.rs to have been generated !;:)y the 

illicit enterprises in lV'hich mobsters ~·:ere involved. Outside of 

Quebec, it seerr.s that organized criminals in Canade. mi0ht hav-J: 

difficulty obtaining capital frcm organized gamblin~, the most 

profitable of unCe~~orld businesses. The logical source of 

cz:;,:lital is therefore the P...merican cosa ncstr?. or other American 

mobsters. This fact sug~£sts that, at least in the immeCiate 

future, the chief economic ~~d political ties in CanaCian or~a

nized crime will run in a north-south, rather than an east-west 

direction. Thisr of course, Coes not precluCG the ~ossibility 

of loosa alliancss of orS"ani~ed crii!'.inals in Canac:'l.a for the pur

pose of social control. 

On the basis of the P~erican experienc8, WG can expect 

political or~anizations of mobsters to take forrr. in Canada as 
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organized criminals are able to enter illicit businesses that 

require a large supervisory staff. Gambling 1 prostitution 1 ~nd 

narcotics traffickins have provided such a basis for the forrnc

tion of an organizeC. crime Family in ri~ntree.l. On the other hand 1 

though Mafia associates appear to be residins; i<1 Southern Ont.ario .· 

they have yet to develO!J the sort of economic base that woulrl 

require tr.e setting U? of a political structure in that province. 

It should be notee that political organizations coulC develop 

among org~nizeC crime groups other than the Italians. If the 

Chinese community in Toronto, for instancef could set up a 

profitable organized gambling business 1 there appears to be no 

reason why they coulC net develop a political organization of 

their own. 

It is even ~ore hazardous to predict the future developreent 

of organized crime in Cane:.da than it is for the United States, 

partly because trends here are just beginning tc develop. One cr 

two factors might, however, be noteC. In Montreal, underpri vile·,:-ed 

mer.bers of the Frenc~_-canadian population form an importc.nt 

nucleus on which organized criminals of thc.t natic::1ality can drc.v 

for recruits and community support. Though the cosa Nostra and 

the French-Canadian organization see~ tc have reached a noint of 

peaceful coexistence, if gans warfare eru~ts it may well be that 

the latter grou;? \'Till have the advanta<;e in teri!'s of rr.anpower, an 

asset which t~e Italians found invalua~le in the 1~30s in the 

United States. Given this situntion 1 it may well be that the 

Cosa Nostra will be unable to dislodge the Frt3!nch-Canadian orge.

nized criminals from positions cf power, or unwilling to take the 

risks involved in such an effort. 
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It is perhaps unwise to predict a pattern of ethnic succes

sion in organized crime in To:onto, particularly as organizations 

of the Cosa Nostra model a=e barely established there <:15 yet. 

Nevertheless, it might be noted that Toronto has a large popula

tion of Cari~bcan blecks; whose rate of assimilation is bound tc 

be slower than that of the Itali~s. Although there see~ to b~ 

no firm evidence as yet of black involvement in organized crime 

in that city, it is not inconceivable that it will develo't? 1 as it 

does in most communities. 

Finally 1 there is the question of what will happen to syndi

cate controlled crime in the event of the disintegration of thE 

Cosa Nostra in the United States. It seerr.s plausible to suggest 

that it would continue here, for, unless the Italian cornnunity is 

assimilated quickly, it will continue to ?rovide the necessary 

basis for organized crime in Canada. Puch, of course, depends on 

law enforcement. The Canadian 90lice are generally acknowledgeC 

to bG more effective and less corrurtable than their counterparts 

have been in Many northeastern Ainericco.n cities. !f they continue 

tc maintain their reputation, it may well be that the expansion 

of the Cosa Nostra in canada will be ccntained. 

It seems, then, that the potential for the expansion of 

organized crime in Canada is uneven. Quebec is the most promisin~ 

area because of ?ublic tolerance for corruption and the corrupt

ability of some policemen and politicians. Outside Quebec, loan

sharking and narcotics trafficYing, which do not require police 

complicity, offer the best prospects. L8~itimate business here 

may also prove attractive to organized crime figures. Because cf 
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the capital requirements of Canadian mobsters, econonic ties will 

prcb~bly continue to run primarily in a north-south direction. 

A branch of the Cosa Nostra appears to be well -established in 

Montreal and may ~rell continue to flourish there. In the rest 

of the country, such fo~s of political organization will net 

take shape unless mobsters are able to est~blish illicit businesses 

requiring a large supervisory staff. 

This research has left many questions unAnswered and ~as 

suggested many areas of future research. ~~ong the issues one 

might wish to aaerc ss in continuing this enquiry are : (1) the 

structure anc nature of Canadinn labour unions, and their sus

ceptibility to take-over ry organized criminals; (2) the extent 

of cooperation ~ong various police agencies --- feceral, ?rcv

incial and munici ~al in Canada and the effect variations in 

police cooperation might have U?On ~~e org~nization of crime, 

(3) the state of the law, as presently writtenr as it can be 

applied to the catchinq and conviction of organized criminals; 

and (4) whether organized crime exists outsice of Ontario and 

Quebec, where its existence is readily evident; and the character 

of organized cri~c in these other areas if it exists. If ncre 

were known about these issues, it would be possible to make more 

accurate predictions and point out, with gr~ater 9recision, 

chinks in Canada's armour against organized crime. 
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FOOTPOTFS 

l. For relations J:>Gtween these two Families, see '!'alese, (1~71. 
21-23). 

2. This was substantially the conclusion reacheC by the ~eport 
of The Ontario Police co~mission en Orsanized Crirr~ (19~~, 
117-118). 

3. For a pilot study of public attitudes towa~ds organizsd 
crime in Toronto see Livy Visanc-, Jl.n ;:-_nalysis of Pu!:·lic 
i":.ttitudes Tow-ards Organi~ed Crime: ;. Survev of The Iteli=.n 
Community in Toronto? M.A. Dissertation, Universi~y of 
Toronto. 

4. Cotroni, the major t!afia figure in ~ontreal until his 
re~lac~rnent by Violi: is said to have teen a member of the 
Bonanno Family, structuring his operations as a clan cf 
that Family (Globe and Mail, 3 Dece~ber, 1~75l Time canadc; 
15 Decer.ber, 1975). 
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